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Preface

The goal of this workshop was to explore how formal (i.e., mathematical) techniques can be or should be used to establish a suitable foundation for specification and verification of component-based systems. Component-based systems are a growing concern for the object-oriented community. Specification and reasoning techniques are urgently needed to permit composition of systems from components, for which source code is unavailable.

We wanted to bring together researchers and practitioners in the areas of component-based software and formal methods, to address the specification and verification problems. Several representatives from Microsoft research attended the workshop, and presented their approach to specification and verification in the context of Microsoft products. However, it was generally agreed that a lot remains to be done to address the needs of industry. On the other hand, papers on testing, run-time checking of assertions, and the use of message sequence charts addressed more practical concerns. Another goal was to focus more of the effort in formal methods on component-based systems; time will tell if we have contributed to realizing this goal.

The main expected result of the meeting would be an outline of collaborative research topics and a list of areas for further exploration. Some of these ideas were presented in our OOPSLA poster.

The papers at the workshop and those included in the proceedings were selected from papers submitted by researchers worldwide. Due to time limitations at the workshop, only a few papers could be presented.

The discussion at the workshop itself was quite interesting. All agreed that compositional, modular reasoning is a necessary goal in this area. We discussed several strategies for making reasoning more tractable, including proving less, checking parts of a proof at run-time (as in run-time assertion checking), decomposing proofs by using stronger specifications, and writing components in ways that make proofs easier (e.g., by limiting the use of pointers). We also discussed ways to add value to specifications, including providing support for testing and run-time assertion checking. Barnett and Schulte pointed out that in one case at Microsoft, a specification was “orders of magnitude” smaller than the code it specified. We discussed ways to extend type systems, to incorporate architectural constraints and message sequence information. Several of the techniques discussed focused on component interaction at interface boundaries, which is helpful in reasoning about compositions.

We also identified several areas that seem ripe for future work. One is putting together trace-based concurrency reasoning with reasoning about data values. Another is how to reason about performance (i.e., time and space behavior); one paper at the workshop discussed this, but there is more to be done, and this kind of reasoning is important for embedded systems. Another area is how to make reasoning easier. One direction for making reasoning easier is finding limits on programs that have a big impact on ease of reasoning. There was a lot of discussion of the idea of Weide and Heym to encapsulate references (pointers) in components, so that all variables in a program are not general references. We also talked about finding the right abstractions for reasoning about compositions. And we discussed extending type systems to incorporate more specification information, while still allowing them to be decidable and efficiently checkable.

The workshop was organized by Dimitra Giannakopoulou (NASA Ames/RIACS), Gary T. Leavens (Iowa State University), and Murali Sitaraman (Clemson University). The program committee that selected papers consisted of the organizers and Betty H. C. Cheng (Michigan State University), Steve Edwards (Virginia Tech), K. Rustan M. Leino (Compaq Systems Research Center), and Markus Lumpe (Iowa State University). We thank the organizers of OOPSLA 2001 for hosting the workshop.
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Abstract
Our goal is to investigate specification-based approaches to testing OO components. That is, given a class \( C \) and its specification, how do we test \( C \) to see if it meets its specification? Two important requirements that we impose on the testing approach are that it must not require access to the source code of the class under test; and that it should enable us to deal incrementally with derived classes, including derived classes that exploit polymorphism to extend the behavior of the base class. In this paper, we report on our work towards developing such a testing approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Our goal is to investigate specification-based approaches to testing OO components. Suppose we are given an implementation of a class \( C \) and the specifications of its methods in the form of pre- and post-conditions (and possibly a class invariant). How do we test the implementation of \( C \) to see if it meets its specifications? We are not specifically interested in the question of how to choose a broad enough range of test cases [12] although that would, of course, have to be an important part of a complete testing methodology for OO systems. Rather, we want to develop a general approach that can be used to test that \( C \) meets its specifications. Once we do this, we should be able to combine it with an appropriate methodology for choosing test cases.

We impose two important requirements on the testing approach. First, as far as possible it must not require access to the source code of the class under test. This is important if we are to be able to test not just components we designed and implemented but components that we may have purchased from a software vendor. Second, the testing approach should enable us to deal incrementally with derived classes, including derived classes that exploit polymorphism to extend the behavior of the base class. Much of the power of the OO approach derives from the ability to develop systems incrementally, using inheritance to implement derived classes that extend the behavior of their base classes. To best exploit this incremental nature of OO, our approach to reasoning about and testing the behavior of such classes should also be correspondingly incremental. In this paper, we report on our work towards developing such a testing approach.

In the next section, we provide a more detailed statement of the problem. In Section 3, we outline how the behavior of derived classes that use polymorphism to enrich base class behavior may be established in a verification system. In Section 4 we show how our testing approach can work with the kind of specifications used in the verification system. In Section 5, we briefly consider some problems related to testing classes that have components that may themselves exploit polymorphism.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

An important tenet of the OO approach is abstraction. Thus a client of a class should have an abstract view of the class, rather than thinking in terms of the concrete structure, i.e., the member variables, of the class. Correspondingly, the specification of a class \( C \) usually consists of pre- and post-conditions of the methods of \( C \), in terms of an abstract or conceptual model of \( C \). But abstraction causes an important difficulty [2] for specification-based testing\(^1\).

When testing, we have to analyze how the values of the member variables of the class change as various member operations are invoked, so we have the problem of matching these values to the abstract specification. Inheritance exacerbates the problem since the set of variables and operations in the derived class is a complex mix of items defined in the base and derived classes.

Given this, in our approach to testing, we work with concrete specifications for the classes. This is not to suggest that abstract specifications are not important. It is just that when considering and testing the behavior of the implementation of \( C \), the concrete state of the class has to play an important role since that is what the implementation works with. Similarly, when considering the behavior of the derived class, we (the designer of the derived class as well as the tester) must keep in mind the concrete state of both the base and derived classes. When dealing with the behavior of some client code \( cc \) that uses \( C \), we should of course not think in terms of the concrete state of \( C \); later in the paper, we will see how abstract specifications (of \( C \)) enter the picture when considering testing of \( cc \).

\(^1\)In this paper, by ‘component’, we will generally mean ‘class’ as in a typical OO language.
The concrete specification of $C$ characterizes the behavior of each method of $C$ in terms of pre- and post-conditions that are assertions on the member variables of $C$. The specification may also include an invariant, although for simplicity we will usually ignore it in our discussion. Our goal is to create a testing class $TC$ corresponding to $C$ that will allow us to test the class $C$ against this concrete specification. We note that the word ‘testing’ in the title of the paper may be considered a verb since we are interested in testing the behavior of $C$; it may also be considered an adjective since our approach to testing is to construct the testing component $TC$.

In [16], we had suggested the following simple approach to the construction of $TC$. For each method $m()$ of $C$, include a corresponding test method $\text{test}_m()$ in $TC$ that will invoke $m()$. To do this we need an instance object, call it $tc$, of type $C$. More precisely $tc$ is a member variable of $TC$ of type $C$, and its value will be (a reference to) an object of type $C$. Let us assume that the constructor of $TC$ has initialized $tc$ to such a value. We can now write $\text{test}_m[]()$ to simply consist of a call to $m[]()$ followed by an $\text{assert}$ statement in which we require that the post-condition $post.m$ is satisfied. Now $m[]()$ is required to work, that is ensure that its post-condition is satisfied when it finishes, only if its pre-condition was satisfied at the time of the call to it. Thus a natural definition of the body of $\text{test}_m[]()$ is:

```java
if (pre.m) { tc.m(); assert( post.m ); }
```

Since the object here is $tc$, references to a variable $x$ of $C$ in pre.m, post.m should be replaced by to $tc.x$. Are these references legal? Member variables are typically protected, and accessible only within $C$ (and derived classes). In Java [1], we could put $TC$ in the same package with $C$ and give data members package scope. It is not clear how to address this in other languages; we had suggested in [16] that it may be useful to introduce the privileged notion of test class into the language, with the methods of the test class being given access to the members of the class$^2$. Another point is that post.m may contain references to the value of $tc.x$ at the time of the call. So we need to save this value in, say, $xold$, and replace (in post.m) $x@pre$ by $xold$; in general, we need to use a cloning operation [11] for this purpose. Yet another issue has to do with the form of the assertions. Given that we want the assertions to be machine checkable, they have to have a somewhat restricted form [5, 8]. One possibility [11] would be to require that the assertions be legal boolean expressions allowed by the language. Here we will just assume that simple assertions, including quantifiers over finite domains, are allowed.

In this paper, we want to focus on a different issue. Suppose again that $D$ is a derived class of $C$. Some methods may be defined (or redefined) in $D$ while others may be inherited from $C$. Most importantly, even some of the inherited methods may exhibit behavior that is different from their behavior in the base class because of calls to methods that are redefined in $D$. Following the design patterns

$^2$In C++, we could simply declare $TC$ a friend of $C$ but, as is widely recognized, the friend mechanism is subject to serious abuse. It is also worth noting that if the state of $tc$ is such that pre.m is not satisfied, the body of $\text{test}_m[]()$ would be entirely skipped; this may be considered a truly extreme instance of poor test-case-choice!

literature [6], we will call such methods template methods, the methods they invoke that may be redefined in $D$ being called hook methods. Let $t[]()$ be a template method of $C$, and $h[]()$ a hook method that $t[]()$ invokes. As we just noted, redefining $h[]()$ in the derived class enriches also the behavior of $t[]()$. When reasoning about $t[]()$ in the base class, we would have appealed to the base class specification of $h[]()$ to account for the effects of the calls that $t[]()$ makes to $h[]()$. In order to be sure that the conclusions we have reached about the behavior of $t[]()$ apply also to its behavior in the derived class despite the redefinition of $h[]()$, we have to require that the redefined $h[]()$ satisfies its base class specification; this requirement is the essence of behavioral subtyping [10, 4]. But ensuring that $t[]()$ continues to behave in a way that is consistent with it its base class specification is only part of our concern. The reason that we redefined $h[]()$ in the derived class was to thereby enrich (as we will see even in the simple example later in the paper) the behavior of $t[]()$. Therefore we need to be able to reason incrementally about this enriched behavior and, more to the point of this paper, we need to be able to test the enriched behavior that $t[]()$ exhibits (or is expected to exhibit) in the derived class as a result of the redefinition of $h[]()$.

First let us consider how the behavior of $t[]()$ may be specified in the base class so that we can reason incrementally about it in the derived class. The approach used in [3, 15] to specify the behavior of $t[]()$ in the base class is to include suitable information, in its specification, about the sequence of hook method calls $t[]()$ makes during its execution. This information is in the form of conditions on the value of the trace variable $\tau$ associated with $t[]()$ that records information about these calls. This information can then be used [15] to arrive at the richer behavior to $t[]()$ in the derived class$^3$ by combining it with the derived class specification of $h[]()$.

In this paper we will see how we can test the implementation of $C$ and $D$, in particular the code of $t[]()$ (and $h[]()$), to check whether it satisfies this richer specification about its behavior.

This is a challenging task because we need to keep track of the value of $\tau$. Every time $t[]()$ makes a call to $h[]()$ (or another hook method), $\tau$ has to be updated to record information about this call (and return) but, of course, there is nothing in the code of $t[]()$ to do so. After all, $\tau$ is a variable introduced by us in order to help reason about the behavior of $t[]()$, not something included by the designer of $C$. One possible solution to this problem would be to modify the code of $t[]()$ to include suitable (assignment) statements, immediately before and after each hook method call, that would update $\tau$ appropriately. But this would violate our requirement that we not assume access to the body of $C$, and certainly not modify it. As we will see, it turns out that we can, in fact, exploit polymorphism in the same way that template methods do, to address this problem.

$^3$Ruby and Leavens [14] (see also earlier work by Kiczales and Lamping [7, 9]) present a formalism where some additional information about a method beyond its functional behavior is provided; this may include, for example, information about the variables the given method accesses, the hook methods it invokes, etc. While this is not as complete as the information we can provide using traces, it has the important advantage that it is relatively easy to build tools that can exploit this information, or indeed even mechanically extract this type of information from the code, rather than having to be specified by the designer.
3. INCREMENTAL REASONING

Let us consider a simple example consisting of a bank account class as the base class (and a derived class we will define shortly). The definition (in Java-like syntax) of the Account class appears in Figure 1. The member variable bal maintains the current balance in the account. The methods deposit(), withdraw(), and getBalance() are defined in the expected manner. Their concrete specifications are easily given:

```java
public Account() { bal = 0; nautos = 0; }
public int getBalance() { return bal; }
public void deposit(int a) { bal += a; }
public void withdraw(int a) { bal -= a; }
public void addAuto(int a) { autos[nautos] = a; nautos++; }
for (int i=0; i < nautos; i++) { if (autos[i] > 0) deposit(autos[i]); } else { withdraw(autos[i]); }
```

Figure 1: Base class Account

In the post-conditions we use the notation “S” to denote that the value of each of the variables that appears in the set \( S \) is the same as it was at the start of the method in question. The “#” notation, also in the post-condition, is used to refer to the value of the variable at the start of the execution of the method. Thus these specifications simply tell us that deposit() and withdraw() update the value of bal appropriately and leave the other variables unchanged; and getBalance() returns the balance in the account and leaves all variables unchanged. The notation result [11] in the post-condition refers to the value returned by the function in question.

More interesting are the ‘automatic transactions’. The \( \text{autos[]} \) array maintains the current set of automatic transactions, \( \text{nautos} \) being a counter of the number of these transactions. doAutos() is the (only) template method of this class. Whenever it is invoked, it performs each of the transactions in the \( \text{autos[]} \) array by invoking the hook methods deposit() and withdraw(). A positive value for an array element denotes a deposit, a negative value denotes a withdraw. Thus doAutos() iterates through the elements of this array, invoking deposit() if the element in question is positive and withdraw() if it is negative. addAuto() allows us to add another transaction to the \( \text{autos[]} \) array. We will leave the precise specification of addAuto() to the interested reader; its pre-condition would require the parameter value to be not equal to 0, the post-condition would say that \( \text{autos[]} \) array is updated to include this value at the end of the array (and \( \text{nautos} \) is incremented by 1).

Let us now consider the specification of doAutos(). An obvious specification for this method would be:

```java
pre.Account.doAutos() \equiv true
post.Account.doAutos() \equiv
[ \{ \text{nautos}, \text{autos} \} \land 
(\text{bal} = \text{#bal} + (\Sigma (k = 0 \ldots \text{nautos} - 1). \text{autos}[k])); ]
```

This specifies that doAutos() updates \( \text{bal} \) appropriately. What is missing is information about the hook method calls that it makes during execution. As a result, although (2) is correct in what it specifies, it proves inadequate in allowing us to reason about the enriched behavior that this method will exhibit in the derived class, to which we turn next.

```java
class NIAccount extends Account {
protected int tCount; // transaction count
public NIAccount() { tCount := 0; }
public void deposit(int a) { bal += a; tCount++; }
public void withdraw(int a) { bal -= a; tCount++; }
public int getTC() { return tCount; }
}
```

Figure 2: Derived class NIAccount

The enrichment provided by NIAccount (for ‘New and Improved account’) is fairly simple: it keeps a count of the number of transactions (deposits and withdrawals) performed on the account. This is achieved by redefining deposit() and withdraw() appropriately\(^3\). The newly defined method getTC() allows us to find the value of the transaction count. The specifications of these methods are straightforward modifications of (1). We will only write down the specs for getTC() and deposit():

```java
pre.NIAccount.getTC() \equiv true
post.NIAccount.getTC() \equiv
[ \{ \text{nautos}, \text{autos}, \text{tCount} \} \land (\text{result} = \text{tCount}); ]
pre.NIAccount.deposit(a) \equiv (a > 0)
post.NIAccount.deposit(a) \equiv
[ \{ \text{nautos}, \text{autos}, \text{a} \} \land (\text{bal} = \#\text{bal}+\text{a}); ]
```

(3)

Let us now turn to the behavior of doAutos() in the NIAccount class. It is clear from the body of this template method, as defined in the base class, that during its execution, the value of \( \text{tCount} \) will be incremented by the number of transactions in the \( \text{autos[]} \) array, i.e., by the value of \( \text{nautos} \). Since doAutos() carries out each of these transactions by invoking deposit() or withdraw(), we are unable to arrive at this conclusion from its specification (2), not even given the specification (3) for the behavior of the redefined

\(^3\)This class is so simple that its abstract specification would essentially be the same as its concrete specification. Note also that we have included the name of the class in the specs since we will also consider the behavior of these methods in the derived class. Thus, (1) specifies the behavior of these methods when applied to an instance of the Account class.

\(^4\)If these methods were at all complex, it would have been appropriate to invoke the base class methods in their definitions; here, the only task to be performed by the base class portion is to update \( \text{bal} \), so we have just repeated the code.
hook methods that doAutos() invokes. The problem is that there is nothing in (2) that in fact tells us that doAutos() invokes deposit() or withdraw(). Indeed, if we re-wrote the body of doAutos() so that it directly added each element of the autos[] array to bal, instead of invoking deposit() and withdraw() to perform the transactions, it would still satisfy the specification (2) but, of course, this rewritten method, in the NIAccount class (i.e., when applied to a NIAccount object) would not change the value of tCount.

Consider the following more informative specification:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{pre.} \text{Account.doAutos}() & \equiv (\tau = \epsilon) \\
\text{post.} \text{Account.doAutos}() & \equiv \\
& \{ \{ \text{nautos, autos} \} \land (|\tau| = \text{nautos}) \\
& \land (\text{bal} = \# \text{bal} + (\Sigma(k = 0 \ldots \text{nautos} - 1). \text{autos}[])) \\
& \land (\forall k : (1 \leq k \leq |\tau|) : \tau[k].m \in \{ \text{deposit, withdraw} \} ) \}
\end{align*}
\]

\(\tau\) denotes the trace of hook method calls that doAutos() makes during its execution. At its start, doAutos() has not made any hook method calls, so \(\tau = \epsilon\), the empty sequence. Each hook method call (and corresponding return) is recorded by appending a single element to \(\tau\). This element consists of a number of components, including the name of the method in question, the parameter values passed in the call, the returned results, etc.; for full details, we refer the reader to [15]. Here we are interested only in the identity of the method; \(\tau[k].m\) gives us the identity of the method invoked in the call recorded in the \(k\)-th element of \(\tau\). Thus the post-condition in (4) states that when doAutos() finishes, it would have made as many hook method calls as nautos, the number of automatic transactions in the autos[] array, and that each of these calls will be to either deposit() or withdraw().

This specification can, using the enrichment rule of [15], then be combined with the specification (3) to arrive at the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{post.} \text{NIAccount.doAutos}() & \equiv \\
& \{ \{ \text{nautos, autos} \} \land (|\tau| = \text{nautos}) \\
& \land (\text{bal} = \# \text{bal} + (\Sigma(k = 0 \ldots \text{nautos} - 1). \text{autos}[])) \\
& \land (\forall k : (1 \leq k \leq |\tau|) : \tau[k].m \in \{ \text{deposit, withdraw} \} ) \\
& \land (t\text{Count} = \#t\text{Count} + \text{nautos}) \}
\end{align*}
\]

This asserts, as expected, that doAutos() increments the transaction count appropriately. Informally speaking, what we have done here is to ‘plug-in’ the additional information provided by the derived class specs (3) of the hook methods, into the specification (4) of the template method, to arrive at the enriched behavior of the template method in the derived class.

4. TESTING POLYMORPHIC BEHAVIOR

Suppose we wanted to test the class Account to ensure that it behaves as expected, i.e., according to its specifications. We could use the approach outlined in Section 2 to define the corresponding test class, TAccount shown partially in Figure 3. TAccount is the test account object. rg as an object of type Random, to be used for generating random values (for use as parameter values). t.deposit() is the test method corresponding to deposit(). We generate a random amount rd to deposit into tAccount, and if the pre-condition of deposit() (as specified in (1)) is satisfied, we invoke deposit(rd) on tAccount, and then assert that the post-condition of deposit() must be satisfied, with appropriate substitutions such as replacing bal by tAccount.bal being made. Note that we also need the save the starting values of the data members of tAccount since the post-condition refers to these values. We have shown only one of these in the figure, oldbal being the variable in which the starting balance in tAccount is saved. Of course, when the data member in question is more complex, such as the array autos[], this becomes somewhat more involved; and if the member is an object (of a type defined by the user), this will require, as we noted in Section 2, that the corresponding class provide a cloning operation.

The test methods t_withdraw() and t_getBal() are similarly written, and we will omit them. Let us consider the template method doAutos(). If we were only interested in the specification (2) which gives us information only about the functional effect that doAutos() has on the data members of the Account class, this too would be straightforward5. But a key aspect of the behavior of doAutos(), indeed the aspect that qualifies it as a template method and makes it possible to define derived classes that enrich its behavior by simply redefining deposit() and/or withdraw(), is of course the calls it makes to these hook methods. Thus if we are to really test the implementation of doAutos() against its expected behavior, the testing must be against the trace-based specification (4).

However, we face an important difficulty in doing this. The problem is that the trace variable \(\tau\) which plays a key role in this specification is not an actual member variable of the Account class. We could, of course, introduce such a variable in the test class TAccount but this won’t serve our purpose. The problem is that \(\tau\) has to record appropriate information about the hook method calls that doAutos() makes during its execution; this cannot be done in the test method t.doAutos() before it calls doAutos() or after doAutos() returns. In other words, what we need to do is to ‘track’ doAutos() as it executes; whenever it gets ready to make a hook method call, we have to ‘intervene’, record appropriate information about the call – in particular, the name of the method called, the parameter values, the state of the object at the time of the call – and then let the call proceed; once the hook method finishes execution and returns control to doAutos(), we again need to intervene and record information about the results returned and the (current) state of the object. One possible way to do this would be to insert the appropriate statements to update the value of \(\tau\) before and after each hook method call in the body of doAutos(); but this would not only require access to the source code of doAutos(), it will require us to modify that source code, and

5One question here would be that of generating a random value in the tAccount.autos[] array; indeed, in general, the test object should be in a random (reachable) state, rather than being initialized to some ‘standard’ state; but this question is independent of inheritance and polymorphism, so we will ignore it here.
this is clearly undesirable.

The solution turns out to be provided by polymorphism itself. The key is to define TAccount not as a class that includes a member variable of type Account but rather to have TAccount as a derived class of Account. We call this new test class T2Account in order to distinguish it from the original test class TAccount. T2Account appears in Figure 4.

The variable tau of T2Account is the trace variable in which

class T2Account extends Account {
    protected trace tau; // trace variable
    public void deposit(int aa) {
        // add element to tau to record info such as
        // name of method called (deposit),
        // parameter value (aa) etc., about this call;
        super.deposit(aa);
        // add info to tau about the result returned
        // and current state.
    }
    // withdraw() will be similarly defined.
    public void t_doAutos( ) {
        tau = ε;
        // check pre-condition, then call doAutos(),
        // assert post-condition.
    }
}

Figure 4: Test class T2Account

we record information about the sequence of hook method calls that doAutos() will make during its execution.

The t_doAutos() method starts by initializing tau to ε, then calls doAutos() (on the self object). Let us consider what happens when doAutos() executes, in particular when it invokes the deposit() method (withdraw() is, of course, similar, so we won’t discuss it). We have redefined deposit() in T2Account, so this call in doAutos() to deposit() will be dispatched to T2Account.deposit() since the object that doAutos() is being applied to is of type T2Account. Now T2Account.deposit() is simply going to delegate the call to the Account.deposit() but before it does so, it records appropriate information, such as the name of the hook method called (‘deposit’), the parameter value (aa), etc., about this call on tau. Next, T2Account.deposit() calls the deposit() defined in Account; when Account.deposit() finishes, control comes back to T2Account.deposit(); T2Account.deposit() now records additional information (about the result returned, current state of the object, etc.), and finishes, so control returns to Account.doAutos(). The net effect is that the original code, Account.deposit(), of the hook method invoked has been executed but, in addition, information about this call has been recorded on the trace. And to do this, we did not have to modify the code of any of the methods of Account, indeed we did not even need to be able to see that code.

One point might be worth stressing: T2Account.deposit() is not the test method corresponding to deposit(); rather, it is a redefinition of the hook method Account.deposit() in order to record information about calls that template methods might make to this hook method, the information being recorded on the trace of the template method. If there is more than one template method, we might consider introducing more than one trace variable, and yet another variable to keep track of which template method is currently being tested so that the redefined hook methods can record the information on the correct trace variable. This in fact not necessary since only one template test method will be executing at a time, and it starts by initializing tau to ε. Of course we have assumed that we can declare tau to be of type “trace”. If we really wanted to record all the information that tau has to contain in order to ensure completeness of the reasoning system [15], things would be quite complex. We can simplify matters somewhat by only recording the identities of the hook methods called and the parameter values and results returned. This is a topic for further work.

This approach can also be used for testing abstract classes, i.e., classes in which one or more of the hook methods may be abstract (in Java terminology; pure virtual in C++, deferred in Eiffel). The only change we have to make is that in T2Account.deposit(), we cannot invoke super.deposit(); instead, we would just record information in tau and return to doAutos(). Note that the specifications (2) and (4) would also be quite different. For one thing, we cannot really establish (2) because, if Account.deposit() (and, presumably, Account.withdraw() as well) is abstract, there is no way to tell what effect doAutos() will have on bal, etc. Nevertheless, the portion of (4) that refers to the hook methods invoked can still be specified since the basis for this can be seen from the body of the template method, so the designer of the Account class could have written this down as part of the specification of doAutos(). The t_doAutos() method will then test that doAutos() does indeed satisfy the expectation about the hook methods it will call.

Let us now consider the derived class NIAccount. How do we construct the test class TNIAccount? We cannot define it as a derived class of T2Account because then the redefinitions of the hook methods in NIAccount would not be used by the test methods in TNIAccount. In fact, in general, test classes should be final; i.e., a given test class TC is only intended to test that the methods of the corresponding class C meet their specs. A different class D, even if D is a derived class of C, would have to have its own test class defined for it. Of course, TNIAccount would be quite similar to T2Account. The important differences would be that we would have test methods corresponding to any new methods defined in NIAccount, and pre- and post-conditions would be the ones from the specifications (such as (3) and (5)) of this class.

Before concluding this section, we should note one other point. An important assumption we have made is that hook methods obey behavioral subtyping [10], i.e., any redefinitions of hook methods in the derived class must continue to satisfy their base class specifications. If this were not the case, the reasoning that we have performed in the base class about the behavior of the template method, including the trace-based specification of that method, may no longer be valid. For example, suppose a template method t() first calls the hook method h1(); if the value returned by h1() is positive, t() then calls h2(), else it calls h3(). Suppose

7In fact, we would not only want to be assured about the identity of the hook methods called or the number of times they are called (which are the pieces of information provided by (4)) but also the parameter values passed in these calls as well as the state just before the calls, etc.; this is particularly important if the hook method in question is abstract. This additional information can be provided using traces although the resulting specs are naturally much more involved [15].
also that the base class specification of \( h1() \) asserts that it will return a positive value. When reasoning about the base class, we might then establish, on the basis of this specification of \( h1() \), a specification for \( t() \) which asserts that the identity of the first hook method that \( t() \) calls (as recorded in the first element of the trace \( \tau \) of \( t() \)) is \( h1() \), and the identity of the second method called is \( h2() \). Suppose now we redefine \( h1() \) in the derived class so that it returns a negative value. Then, in the derived class, \( t() \) will not satisfy its specification, and the problem is not with \( t() \) but with the way that \( h1() \) was redefined. The redefined \( h1() \) does not satisfy its base class specification, i.e., it violates behavioral subtyping. Hence, when testing the behavior of the hook methods in the derived class, it may be useful not just to test against the derived class specification of the method, but also against its base class specification to ensure that the redefined hook method still satisfies that specification.

5. DISCUSSION

Let us briefly consider a class \( C \) that has a member variable \( \text{acc} \) of type \( \text{Account} \). In reasoning about the behavior of the methods of \( C \), we will of course depend upon the specifications of the \( \text{Account} \) class. Do we have to worry about the specifications of the \( \text{NIAccount} \) class? Yes, indeed. The point is that for a particular object that is an instance of \( C \), the \( \text{acc} \) component may well be of type \( \text{NIAccount} \). In fact, one reason for defining classes such as \( \text{NIAccount} \) is precisely that client classes such as \( C \) can take advantage of the enrichment provided by this class. What are the issues that we have to consider in reasoning about and testing the behavior of \( C \)?

One possibility would be that in reasoning about \( C \), we only take account of the specification of \( \text{Account} \). And in testing \( C \), we only create instances of \( C \) that have an \( \text{acc} \) component of type \( \text{Account} \). But this is clearly insufficient. We need to test the behavior of \( C \) for instances that have an \( \text{acc} \) component of type \( \text{NIAccount} \). In fact, whenever a new derived class of a base class such as \( \text{Account} \) is defined, the behavior of any client code of \( \text{Account} \) has to be re-tested [13]. While this may seem undesirable, it is to be expected. After all, by defining a new derived class of \( \text{Account} \), we are enriching the behaviors that a client class, such as \( C \), of \( \text{Account} \) can exhibit; so naturally we have to test for such richer behaviors. The techniques for reasoning about such richer behaviors of \( C \), as well as the corresponding techniques for testing them, are topics for further work.

\[ ^* \text{Of course, in languages like C++ for this to happen, \( \text{acc} \) would have to be a pointer to \( \text{Account} \) but this is a language detail which we can ignore.} \]
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ABSTRACT
A natural way to specify component-based systems is by an interface specification. Such a specification allows clients of a component to know not only its syntactic properties, as is current practice, but also its semantic properties. Any component implementation must be a behavioral refinement of its interface specification. We propose the use of executable specifications and a runtime monitor to check for behavioral equivalence between a component and its specification. Furthermore, we take advantage of the COM infrastructure to perform this kind of runtime verification without any instrumentation of the implementation, i.e., without any re- compilation or re-linking.

1. INTRODUCTION
We believe that component-based programming needs formal specifications at the interface level. Currently there are standardized ways to formally specify the syntactic properties of a component, for example, by type libraries or IDL files for COM components [7]. However, the proper mechanism for specifying semantic properties is still an open research topic. Clearly, clients of a component, whether they are human or other software components, require some way of understanding the behavior of a component. Natural language descriptions, while valuable, are often incomplete or ambiguous and are in any case limited to human consumption.

Even if there was agreement on a particular specification technique, there is still the problem of ensuring that a particular component does indeed implement its specification. We propose an answer to the first problem and a technique that partially addresses the second problem.

Our approach for specifying components is to use AsmL to write an executable specification at the highest level of abstraction that defines the behavior of a component as seen through its interface by a client. AsmL is an industrial-strength specification language we have developed at Microsoft Research. Based on the theory of Abstract State Machines (ASMs) [16], it allows the writing of operational specifications at any given level of abstraction. Using it, we have built models of real-world components, like intelligent devices, internet protocols, debuggers and network components [2, 14]. Because ASMs have a formal semantics, an AsmL specification is itself a formal specification.

For the second problem, we use AsmL’s native COM connectivity and the COM infrastructure to dynamically monitor the execution of a component. By checking for behavioral equivalence between the component and its concurrently executing specification we ensure that, during a particular run, the component is a behavioral refinement of its specification, i.e., a behavioral subtype [22].

There are two major issues that we do not address in this paper: non-deterministic specifications and callbacks. Both are crucial elements of component-based specification and we have developed solutions for both of them, but they are beyond the scope of this paper. Although our system is implemented for COM components, it applies to any component technology that uses dynamic linking.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of AsmL. Section 3 explains how to use AsmL to write an interface specification. Then in Section 4 we explain our technique for runtime verification. In Section 5 we describe some initial experiments we have conducted within Microsoft. An overview of similar approaches is discussed in Section 6; Section 7 summarizes, presents limitations, and describes future work.

2. AsmL
We write executable specifications of components in the Abstract State Machine Language (AsmL). The language is based on the theory of Abstract State Machines [16]. It is currently used within Microsoft for modeling, rapid prototyping, analyzing and checking of APIs, devices, and protocols.

The key aspects which distinguish AsmL from other related specification languages are:

• it is executable,
• it uses the ASM approach for dealing with state,
• it has a full-fledged object and component system,
• it supports writing non-deterministic specifications.

Our web site [13] contains a complete description as well as an implementation that is freely available for non-commercial purposes.
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Because ASML has native COM connectivity (the next release will also be integrated into the .NET framework), one can not only specify components in ASML and simulate them but also substitute low-level implementations by high-level specifications. This substitution allows heterogeneous systems to be built, partly developed using standard programming languages and partly using executable specifications. It is also crucial for implementing runtime verification without the need for instrumenting the implementation.

Although not shown in this paper, non-determinism is one of the key features of ASML. It allows designers to clearly mark those areas where an implementation must make a decision. In ASML, non-determinism is restricted; you can choose or quantify only over bounded sets [5].

ASML specifications are model programs: they are operational specifications of the behavior expected of any implementation. Thus, they provide a minimal model by constraining implementations as little as possible. There are three main properties of ASML that support this.

1. The ASM notion of step allows the specifier to choose an arbitrary granularity of sequentiality. Within a single step, all updates (assignment statements) are evaluated in parallel; locations (variables) are written in one atomic transaction at the end of the step. Using the maximal step size means that no unnecessary sequencing is forced on the implementer. An implementation is free to choose an evaluation order consistent with efficiency considerations.

2. Non-deterministic (bounded) choice is a basic construct in the language. Although non-determinism is undesirable in an implementation, non-deterministic specifications allow implementations to make the correct engineering decisions. For instance, a specification might say that any element satisfying certain conditions can be returned from a collection where the implementation might make a particular choice based on the efficiency of searching the data structures that are employed.

3. High-level data structures and programming constructs allow a specification to be expressed in ways that might not be acceptable when efficiency is the primary concern. For instance, a specification might not bother to normalize a data structure, but instead re-organize and manipulate it each time it is accessed.

In general, the primary goal of a specification is to be as clear and understandable as possible; the goal of an implementation is to meet engineering considerations such as execution time, storage efficiency, etc.

Compared to an implementation language such as C++, we have found ASML specifications to be an order of magnitude more compact. While part of this is due to the advantages offered by higher-level notation, some part is caused by the specific features of ASML enumerated above.

### 3. INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS

Figure 1 presents a small example that we use throughout. It is not COM-specific. Although written in ASML, it corresponds exactly to an interface expressed in IDL. ASML makes implicit the fact that COM methods also return a status value in addition to whatever other values they return; compiler-generated code handles that automatically.

```plaintext
interface ICanvas
  createFigure(c as Color, ...) as IFigure = new IFigure(c, ...)

interface IFigure
  var color as Color
  border as IBorder = new IBorder(3)
  getColor() as Color = color
  setColor(c as Color) = color := c
  getBorder() as IBorder = border

interface IBorder
  var w as Integer
  getWidth() as Integer = w
  setWidth(i as Integer) =
    if i < 0 then throw Exception(...) else w := i

Figure 1: Example Interfaces: Syntax Only
```

The example provides interfaces for a component-oriented drawing program: a client interacts with a root interface, ICanvas, to create and manipulate geometric figures, which support the interface IFigure. Each figure has a nested object, a border, which supports the interface IBorder. That is, a component supporting the IFigure interface also must be able to provide a reference to an IBorder interface. Whether this reference is actually to a separate component, or just a different interface on the same component is exactly the kind of underspecification that component-based programming encourages.

The method createFigure returns a reference to the IFigure interface on the figure that is created. A figure’s border is created with some default attributes; the attributes can be changed later through calls to methods such as setWidth. Note the syntax of the interface definitions alone allows data values and interface references to be distinguished.

An example ASML specification for this interface is shown in Figure 2. It is written as a model program, as opposed to a set of pre- and post-conditions (although ASML does provide also that style of specification). It is a particularly trivial model; this is good — such a trivial component should not have a complicated specification.

Note that the method setWidth throws an exception if the argument is less than zero. The exception must belong to
4. RUNTIME VERIFICATION

A component that interacts with an implementation of ICanvas is a client, while the implementation is a server; together their architecture is shown in Figure 3. We refer to the client program as C and the implementation of the server as S. The important feature implied by such an architecture is that the client is completely unaware of the identity of the server component. C is aware solely of the functionality provided through whatever interfaces are supported by S. This is the crucial feature we rely on for implementing our runtime verification.

To enable the ASMIL specification to spy on the interactions between C and S, we insert a component, P, which operates as a proxy, as shown in Figure 4. Using a proxy allows the interaction of the client C and the server S to be observed without having to instrument (i.e., modify) either component. The proxy forks all of the calls made from C to S so that they are delivered to the ASMIL specification or model, M. From now on, we use the letters C, S, M, and P to refer to the client, server, model, and proxy, respectively.

Inserting a proxy is easily accomplished for COM components [7]. Clients can initiate access to a COM component only by making a request to the operating system. That request can be intercepted either with or without the client’s cooperation. As long as the value returned to the client is a valid interface reference, the client is unable to distinguish whether the reference is to the actual implementation, S, or to our proxy, P. In fact, it is this property of COM that allows transparent access to COM components that are not local to the machine on which the client is executing.

Runtime verification means that from the client’s point of view, the observed behavior of the model is indistinguishable from that of the server, i.e., they are behaviorally equivalent. Because this is a dynamic check, it means they are equivalent only on the observed behavior; ideally the specification allows more behaviors. An implementation restricts its behavior, usually for reasons of efficiency.

When runtime verification uncovers a difference in behavior between the specification and the implementation, there is no a priori way to know which is “wrong” (unless one assumes that the specification is always correct...). We are unaware of any method for creating perfect specifications; one can only hope to use a specification language that supports a layered approach. Engineering practice has shown the importance of separating unrelated concerns in order to focus on the proper details at issue. We have tried to ensure ASMIL is such a language.

4.1 The Proxy P

All method calls between C and S are intercepted by P. As far as C is concerned, it is accessing the functionality provided by S and is unaware of either P or M. P manages the concurrent execution of M and S; it forks every call so that they are delivered to M as well as S. P compares the results from both components, checking at each interface call that they agree in terms of their success/failure codes as well as any return values. (In our examples, we do not explicitly show the checks for the success or failure of the methods.) As long as they are the same, the results are delivered to C. Otherwise S and M are not behaviorally equivalent; the discrepancy is made evident to an observer of the system.

We create P automatically from the definition of the interfaces that are used between C and S. The correct operation of P relies on two properties of object references in S that allow them to be used as identifiers.

1. They must be stable: an object reference returned to C maintains its identity in S. The client C can always use that reference to refer to the same object.

2. They can be tested for equality: a reflexive, symmetric operation allows P to distinguish different objects.

We believe both of these properties to be reasonable and easily met; we mention them only to be explicit about our dependencies.

4.2 Verifying Data

For methods that return atomic data values, runtime verification is comparatively simple. P maintains a global table map, which stores object references created in P to pairs of corresponding model and server object references:

\[ \text{map as Map of Object to (Object * Object)} \]

The datatype Map in ASMIL is an associative array, i.e., an array whose indices do not have to be integers. Initially this table contains just one entry: the reference of the root object of P along with the tuple containing the references to the roots of M and S. This entry is created when C first connects to P. As object references are returned to the client, the map is kept current, as explained in Section 4.3.

Thus when the client uses an interface reference of type IFigure to call getColor, it is really calling the method on an instance of a class, PFigure, defined in P. The behavior of PFigure.getColor is shown in Figure 5. The table map is consulted to retrieve the interface references to M and S. Each is an interface reference to an object implementing the interface IFigure in M and S, respectively. The method getColor is called in each of the components and their return
values are then compared to guarantee that M and S remain equivalent, from the perspective of the client.

Consider the similar method setWidth that would be defined on an instance of a class PBorder. If the client called it with a negative argument, then M would throw an exception. In such a case, S.setWidth should also throw a subtype of the same exception type.

4.3 Verifying Objects

The simple scheme outlined in Section 4.2 breaks down when a method returns an interface reference. For instance, in our example, the methods createFigure and getBorder both return interface references. Consider the situation when a client calls createFigure (which is probably the first method the client will call). Our proxy, P, calls the method on both the implementation and the model. Both M and S will return to P a created object internal to the respective components; the objects must support the IFigure interface.

One problem is that there is no way for P to make an equality test between the references returned from M and S. That is, it cannot decide at this time whether or not the two figures are the same. That can be decided only as operations returning simple data (such as getColor) on those figures are invoked.

Another problem is that P needs to return a reference (to an object supporting the IFigure interface) to the client. If the interface reference from S is returned directly to C, then P will no longer be able to monitor the communication between C and S. C may use that interface reference to make further method calls and those calls would go directly to S.

To solve both problems, P creates a new local object, p, from the class PFigure. P installs the pair of objects returned from M and S in the global table map, indexed by p. Instead of returning either the reference from M or S, it returns a reference to the local object p. Then, when the client calls getColor on p, it is executing the method shown in Figure 5.

In this way, all interface references from S are spoofed. (This is the standard way marshaling proxies are created for remote interfaces in COM [7].) Returning the interface reference to the local object means that all future calls can be monitored.

Now, consider the case when an interface reference is not new; say it is a reference that has been returned from S in some previous call. For instance, if getBorder is called more than once on the same figure, the same reference will be returned. So if S returns an interface reference, s, then M

```
class PFigure implements IFigure
getColor() as Color =
  let (M, S) = map(me)
  let m = M.getColor()
  let s = S.getColor()
  if s ≠ m then
    throw Exception(…)
  else
    return s

Figure 5: PFigure.getColor
```

class PCanvas implements ICanvas
createFigure(...) as IFigure =
  let (M, S) = map(me)
  let m = M.createFigure(…)
  let s = S.createFigure(…)
  if (m = nothing) and (s = nothing) then
    return nothing
  else
    let p = checkObjects(m, s)
    if p = nothing then
      let p' = new PFigure()
      map(p') := (m, s)
      return p'
    else
      return p

```

Figure 6: PCanvas.createFigure
```

checkObjects(m as Object, s as Object) as Object =
  if (m = nothing) or (s = nothing) then
    throw Exception(…)
  elseif ∃ p ∈ domain(map)
    where map(p) = (m, s) then
      return p
  elseif ∃ p ∈ domain(map)
    where first(map(p)) = m
      or second(map(p)) = s then
      throw Exception(…)
  else
    return nothing

Figure 7: checkObjects
```

must also have returned an interface reference, m. Again, there is no way to know if the two interface references refer to two “equal” components: equality cannot be decided between them.

However, the references must have been seen together as a pair the previous time; this is where we assume the stability of the interface references. If the two returned references form such a pair, then there is a local object, p, such that map(p) is the pair (m, s). Then p is the spoof for the pair and should be returned to C. Otherwise, there is some other pair in the map (m2, s1), indexed by another local object p’. (Remember the assumption is that s1 has been seen before, i.e., returned from S at some earlier method invocation.) This is enough evidence to know that M and S are not behaviorally equivalent because they are not responding in the same way to the same method call. The symmetric argument handles the case when m has been seen by P before.

All of these possibilities are illustrated in P’s method for createFigure as shown in Figure 6. The logic that decides the correspondence (or lack thereof) between the returned interface references is encapsulated in the method checkObjects, which is defined in Figure 7. This explains how the entry in the table retrieved in Figure 5 was initially created.
5. EXPERIENCES

Within Microsoft, we have used AsML for runtime verification in two case studies on existing product components. Since they already existed, we reverse-engineered an AsML model from the available documentation, discussions with the responsible product group, and (self-imposed) limited access to the source code. We did not want to re-implement the current components, but wanted to have a true n-version system. Both components are of medium-size: between 50 and 100 thousand lines of code (LOC).

The first case study was partially described in [2]. We created a model of the Debug Services component for the .NET Runtime. The Debug Services control the execution of a .NET component in the runtime; a debugger is a client that requests the installation and removal of breakpoints, etc. (In turn, a person executing a debugger is a client of the debugger.) Our model was less than 4K LOC. The published case study is more concerned with describing the methodology for creating the specification. In the course of performing runtime verification, we encountered a violation of the Debug Services protocol. In conversations with the product team, it turned out that there was an unresolved ambiguity in the meaning of one method when used to respond to a callback. While it could not be considered a major bug in any sense, it did make them realize that they had never decided how to resolve the ambiguity even though they had held meetings about it. Had they been using runtime verification, the problem would not have been able to lie hidden for so long.

For our second case study we modeled the Network Configuration Engine that is part of the Windows operating system. The engine is responsible for maintaining a database of installed network drivers and the network paths that exist between them. We wrote the specification only from the documentation; it ended up being about 2K LOC. We performed runtime verification using an automated test suite provided by the product group and again found a discrepancy between the model and the implementation. For one particular method, a flag is used to choose between two different behaviors. However in the real implementation there had originally been three different behaviors and the one that was removed was different from the one that was removed from the documentation. This demonstrated the usefulness of having a specification as documentation: had it been used during the development process, the documentation would have been guaranteed to be consistent with the implementation.

6. RELATED WORK

The need to specify and check components is widely recognized (cf. [26]). However there is neither a standard way to specify components nor any standard for checking an implementation’s conformance with its specification.

In a recent book, Leavens and Sitaraman [19] summarize the current approaches for specifying components formally. In that book, Leavens and Dhara [20] use the specification language JML to specify Java components. As we do, JML uses model programs in addition to pre- and post-conditions. Our approaches are very similar, but JML is restricted to specifying Java, while AsML can be used with any programming language. Müller and Poetzsch-Helfter’s [25] article in the same volume also concerns the specification of interfaces, but with pre- and post-conditions. Their main concern is the verification of frame properties, i.e., controlling the modifications a method can make.

In Edwards et al. [9], an architecture is proposed for deriving wrappers for any class implementing an interface that is enriched with pre- and post-conditions. Human intervention is required to map the concrete state of the class to the abstract state used in the interface specification. The advantage of our approach is that the operations on the abstract state are independent of the concrete state, so an AsML specification can check any implementation. However, the use of an abstraction function means that discrepancies can potentially be discovered earlier than by checking behavioral equivalence as we do.

Jonkers, working at Phillips, is also working on interface specifications [18]. In their work on Ispec, they use transition systems to provide the semantics for interface specifications. However they don’t try to execute the model in isolation or run it in parallel with the implementation. Instead they want to generate black-box tests.

Besides JML, there has been a lot of work on using assertions to specify Java interfaces, e.g., Contract Java [11, 12], iContract [8], and Jass [4]. And of course, Eiffel [23, 24], uses pre- and post-conditions to specify components. However, these do not introduce model programs as we do.

Closer to our work on runtime verification is the work on program checking as proposed by Blum and Wasserman [6]. They argue that it is often much easier to write a program that checks whether a result is correct, than to prove the algorithm correct that produces the result. For example, it is difficult to factor an integer, but, given $x$ and $y$, it is trivial to determine whether or not $y$ is a factor of $x$. In our case the checker is the specification.

Using this idea, Antoy and Hamlet [1] propose the use of algebraic specifications to specify software. Algebraic specifications use high level data structures, thus solving one of the aforementioned problems of pre-/post-conditions. The price is that when checking the implementation against the specification one needs abstraction. Their system is able to run the executable specification (in fact it is a rewrite system) in parallel with the implementation in C; similar to our framework, they check the results on the method boundaries. They include a comprehensive review of similar work; we do not repeat it here. But due to the restricted nature of algebraic specifications, they cannot deal with state or with object identities (without a lot of coding).

Another similar project is the SLAM project by Herranz-Nieva and Moreno-Navarro [17]. They developed a new specification language and define class operations with pre-/post-conditions. The resulting specifications are translated to C++; part of the pre-/post-conditions are compiled to Prolog. Using a bridge between C++ and Prolog, the Prolog clauses are used as assertions during runtime. Results are speculative, since the project is in the early stages of development.

While not specifically relating to interface specification, Erlingsson and Schneider [10] have also developed a method for injecting a runtime monitor into programs to enforce security properties. In their examples, the monitors are derived from finite automata and so are consequently limited. The transitions of the automata must be triggered by events that are observable at the level of machine code. This is appropriate for the security properties they check, but are not
suited for checking interface properties.

Instead of performing checks at runtime, there has been much work using static analysis to prove general properties about a program. While it provides a more general result that is true of any execution of the program, the limitations of program analysis enforce a consequent weakening of the set of properties that can be checked. Perhaps the most well known static program checker is ESC/Java [21].

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a specification method for interfaces that allows a component implementing the interface to be run concurrently with its specification with no need for re-compiling, re-linking, or any sort of invasive instrumentation at all. While runtime verification does not prove that the component is correct (with respect to its specification), it does guarantee that, for that particular trace, the component is a behavioral subtype of its specification. For systems that are not amenable to current formal verification technology, this may be the highest degree of formal proof possible. To be useful in real-world applications, formal specifications must provide benefit within the existing development processes. Runtime verification can be used as part of current testing techniques, whether directed or ad-hoc.

We have used our methods to model two medium-sized components within Microsoft and performed runtime verification during user scenarios as well as in the context of testing using an automated test suite. Both times we have been able to find discrepancies between the actual component and its specification.

While this presentation has been restricted to deterministic specifications and systems that do not make callbacks, these burdensome qualifications are addressed in a more complicated scheme [3]. Unfortunately, this scheme is subject to exponential worst-case behavior. We are developing a new system that will be integrated into the .NET runtime, which does not suffer from this drawback.

Our specification language, ASM/L, allows other opportunities which are beyond the scope of this paper. For instance, we have used it for early prototyping and test-case generation [15].

We believe that runtime verification shows promise in providing automated support for keeping a specification alive and for ensuring that an implementation correctly implements its specification.
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ABSTRACT
Abstract behavioral specifications for software components hold out the potential for significantly improving a software engineer’s ability to understand, predict, and reason soundly about the behavior of component-based systems. Achieving these benefits, however, requires that specifications be delivered along with components to the consumer. This paper considers the question of what is the best way to package specification and verification information for delivery along with a component. Rather than distributing specifications in “source” form, an alternate solution based on reflection is presented. A reflective interface that supports program-level introspective access to behavioral descriptions is proposed. By embodying this interface in a wrapper component, it becomes possible for the reflective interface to also support services for contract violation checking, self-testing, and abstract value manipulation, even when the underlying component technology does not have built-in reflection capabilities.
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D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification—formal methods, programming by contract, assertion checkers, class invariants; F.3.1 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs—specification techniques, pre- and post-conditions, invariants, assertions; D.2.3 [Software Engineering]: Coding Tools and Techniques—object-oriented programming; D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging—debugging aids.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Component-based software development (CBSD) is becoming more prevalent every day, carrying with it the hope for greater productivity and software quality. Indeed, off-the-shelf components should be well-seasoned, well-tested, and more reliable than newly written code. An even greater benefit potentially can be provided by well-designed software components, however: they—or more correctly, the abstract specifications that explain their behavior—can help software engineers understand, predict, and reason soundly about the dynamic behavior of component-based software systems. Efforts at formally specifying the behavior of software components aim at maximizing this effect.

To achieve this benefit for a commercial component, naturally the component’s (formal) specification must be distributed along with the component itself. For most commercial component technologies, including COM and its derivatives, CORBA, JavaBeans, ActiveX and .NET, components are distributed in a binary form. Indeed, a central issue in reasoning about component-based software is the problem of correctly reasoning about composite behaviors when source code is unavailable. If the component provider is going to deliver a behavioral specification as well, in what form will it be delivered?

This position paper explores the question of how best to package and deliver a component’s formal specification, as well as associated non-code information, along with the component’s implementation. Section 2 outlines the problem, while Section 3 sketches a possible solution: delivering a wrapper component that provides access to a wide variety of information, including specification details, through a standardized, reflection-based interface. Section 4 explores the various kinds of metadata and services that may be appropriate to provide through such a reflective wrapper. Section 5 summarizes the limitations of the approach. Section 6 outlines relations with previous work, and Section 7 summarizes the issues covered.

2. PROBLEM AND SIGNIFICANCE
The problem under consideration, as introduced in Section 1, supposes that a component provider also wishes to provide a formal specification (perhaps along with verification information) when a component is delivered:

What is the best way to package specification and verification information for distribution to clients along with a component?

One of the primary driving factors in binary packaging of commercial components is protection of proprietary information or trade secrets embodied in the component’s implementation. This concern does not arise with specifications, of course. The client cannot receive many of the benefits of having a component’s behavioral specification unless the specification is completely accessible. “Filing” a specification clearly is at direct odds with the value added by distributing it with a component in the first place. This leads to the naïve view that a formal specification should be delivered in human-readable “source” form. Even something as
simple as a text file containing the specification in a suitable formal notation should suffice.

This simple approach to distributing specifications treats them the same as traditional documentation, which is distributed most frequently in printed form, as plain text, as HTML, or in a platform-specific help file format. Besides simplicity, source distribution of specifications has another strength: it highlights and reinforces the fact that specifications are designed for communication with software engineers—they are written for other people to read. In essence, isn’t a formal specification the ultimate in rigorous documentation?

While the value of reading specifications cannot be underestimated, treating specifications as “plain old documentation” misses the opportunity to appropriately leverage those specifications in development tools, during component composition, and during automated reasoning or verification tasks. It is certainly possible to force every CBSD tool to pick some specification notation, support parsing/normalization of that notation, and maintain its own representation of the relations between specifications and components. Unfortunately, this strategy implies a huge duplication of effort among CBSD tool implementers, conflicting choices made in different tools, and a number of other inefficiencies. As a result, in asking what is the “best” way to package specifications for distribution, this paper is aiming to support both human and tool consumption and use of specifications.

The significance of this problem to researchers in formally specified components is apparent: a component’s client cannot reap many of the benefits of a specification unless the specification is delivered with the component. Similarly, the specification should be delivered in a form that conveniently supports all of the activities the client may wish to perform, including both people-oriented and tool-oriented tasks.

3. A POSSIBLE SOLUTION: REFLECTIVE METADATA WRAPPERS

If providing specifications (and other related information) as traditional documentation has disadvantages, what alternatives are available? Consider the history of software components. Providing specifications in source form is analogous in some ways to the “old days” when reusable components were subroutine libraries shared as source code files among programmers. While the client could always refer to the code, the critical interface information (the name, parameter profile, description, and usage of each subroutine) was typically provided in embedded comments or as separate documentation.

Component packaging and distribution has evolved enormously since subroutine libraries first came into use, however. While traditional documentation typically is provided for commercial components, most commercial component technologies, including COM, CORBA, JavaBeans, ActiveX, and .NET all provide some API for “inspecting” a component’s interface. In effect, a component “knows” what it exports, and a client can use a well-defined interface to “ask” what operations are available, how many parameters of what type are needed, what properties are provided, and so on. Such an interface is a wonderful boon to component packaging. It naturally allows any development environment to immediately manage and support any newly installed component, it supports “plug-in”-style integration of new features in applications, it supports automatic checks for (syntactic) interface compatibility during composition, and it can even support general-purpose component-level scripting tools in some cases.

3.1 Reflect for a Moment

The ability of a component to respond to queries about its own structure, behavior, or implementation is the cornerstone of reflection [24, 11]. Reflective software is capable of representing (and thus operating on at run-time) some aspect(s) of itself. Computational reflection is the activity of a computational system when computing about or operating on (and thus potentially altering) its own computation [17]. This concept arose in the programming language arena, and has seriously impacted object-oriented programming language design.

A reflective component can provide two different forms of reflection services: introspective capabilities provide read-only access for inspecting component properties, while intercessory services allow one to modify a component or alter its behavior in some way [11]. While intercessory protocols are at the heart of computational reflection and metaprogramming [11, 16], the more restricted introspective protocols supported by most component technologies are still powerful tools. In effect, “interface inspection” APIs supported by most commercial components are simply scaled down introspective interfaces.

If a typical component (say, a JavaBean) already supports a standardized interface for reporting on the syntactic properties of its exported features, how difficult can it be to extend that interface to include access to specification-level descriptions? Perhaps the more interesting question is how far can this strategy be taken?

Many OO languages that support reflection, including Java, do so by associating each object with a metaobject that encapsulates information about how that object is structured and how it behaves. Often in class-based OO languages, an object’s metaobject is a singleton object representing its class. This class object supports methods to determine the name and parameter profile of the methods supported by instances of the class, the name and type of instance and class-wide data members, the name and number of superclasses, and so on. A class object may also offer intercessory capabilities, such as changing the way method dispatch is supported. Normally, supporting intercessory capabilities requires the metaobject approach to be built-in to the language.

By analogy, it is possible to turn a behavioral specification into a stand-alone component that provides a standard interface for inspecting all facets of the specification. Whereas a traditional OOPL “class” object represents a class’ structural or syntactic interface, a specification object instead represents a specification’s structural and behavioral description. All of the normal reasoning and structuring techniques applied to abstract class collections and hierarchies could also be applied to specification objects. In effect, this strategy turns a behavioral specification into another operational component that can be delivered alongside the original component it describes.

Now providing specification information for components appears to be a simple matter: simply design a metaobject system similar to that used in a class-based OOPL, except that metaobjects model and allow access to formal behavioral descriptions instead of simply syntactic interfaces. If we wish to limit ourselves only to introspection, this approach may be satisfactory. However, intercessory services cannot easily be added through specification

objects alone if one is working using an existing component technology where metaobject-based reflection is not built-in to the component model.

3.2 Decorating With Wrappers
Specification objects are a powerful idea, particularly for providing introspective capabilities and for sharing specifications among behaviorally interchangeable components. Introducing them requires little more than adding some kind of GetSpecification() method to a component’s interface. On the other hand, can intercessory services (that allow changes to component-level behavior) be added to components that are implemented using a non-reflective language or component technology?

It is possible to add some (but obviously not all) intercessory capabilities to any component with the correct design. The decorator pattern [7] suggests a simple approach that is suitable to the situation at hand: add the reflective interface by packaging the new operations in a wrapper component. This wrapper should conform to the original specification, but will delegate all of the work involved in the original operations to the component it wraps. We can call such a component a reflective specification wrapper (or simply reflective wrapper). At a minimum, this reflective wrapper provides the GetSpecification() access to a stand-alone specification object. Further, by interposing a separate processing layer between the client and the underlying component, it becomes possible to add or remove features before or after component operations. This supports a degree of intercessory customization—here, changing the behavior of the wrapper by turning some features on or off, rather than modifying the behavior of the underlying component. Appropriately exploiting this customization from the point of view of behavioral specifications is discussed in Section 4.

While neither the use of wrappers nor the use of reflection is a new idea, the novelty lies in combining the two to provide program-level access to specification information. First, the specification information is clearly turned into another component that can be delivered alongside the original. Further, rather than placing more operations and data inside the underlying component, such a wrapper isolates these features in a separate layer between the component and its client(s) (which now may include a host of development tools in addition to other application code). This approach, which is more in-line with object-oriented design, separates the added features from the underlying code in a way that can be made completely transparent to the remainder of the application, that supports easy insertion or removal of the added capabilities, and that naturally fits with conventional component distribution techniques.

Placing specification-oriented reflection features in a separate class or component is a simple idea, but it refocuses attention with dramatic results. It elevates the reflection features from the level of one or two methods in a component interface up to the level of a separately useful component abstraction. This elevation shifts attention to the question of exactly what “meta” data or services should be provided by a reflective specification wrapper.

3.3 Summarizing the Proposed Solution
The position espoused in this paper is that a component’s specification (and other supporting information) should be provided as another component (or set of components), distributed in the normal fashion. This position is founded on three insights:

1. Reflection supports both human-readable and tool-based access to and application of the needed information. Reflection naturally supports standardized smart browsing tools and other document navigation aids for human understanding [6], while it also supports uniform automated services that rely on specification data without requiring the duplication of effort necessitated by source code distribution.

2. Wrappers can be used to transparently add features to a component without affecting the underlying entity. Further, they add the ability to support limited forms of intercessory reflection, even when such features are not directly supported in the underlying component technology.

3. If component instances are created using factories [7], client code is completely insulated from dependencies on the concrete implementation used for each instance. This can encapsulate and even parameterize wrapping decisions, so that reflection services can be employed when needed or stripped out when unnecessary without altering clients.

While the position presented here is founded on a wide-ranging collection of prior research, reflective specification wrappers in the form described here have not yet been implemented. Instead, this paper explores the issues and possibilities arising from the proposed approach, both to highlight the problem of packaging and distribution of specifications and to suggest a potential solution for exploitation.

4. WHAT METADATA AND SERVICES ARE NEEDED?
If one wishes to provide specification (and verification) information through a reflection interface embodied in a wrapper component, the next issue to face is the question of what data and/or services to support through this interface. As is traditional with reflection, the component information we are concerned with here is truly metadata, in the sense that it describes the nature of the component and how it behaves, in contrast to the data that the component computes with or transforms. But exactly what metadata or intercessory services should be supported?

4.1 A Component’s Formal Specification
The most obvious metadata to provide is some representation of a component’s formal specification. Just as a conventional metaobject protocol provides introspective access to an object’s class, its methods, and its fields, a reflective specification wrapper should provide introspective access to all aspects of a component’s formally specified exported interface. This is the role of the specification objects introduced in Section 3.1.

For a model-based component specification [29], the specification object could provide access to the object’s abstract model, to the pre- and postcondition for each operation or method, and to the object’s abstract invariant. If an algebraic specification approach were used, access would instead be oriented toward axioms and algebras. Beyond the basics, access to publicly available fields or properties, exception behavior, and relationships to other specifications (such as inheritance, perhaps) also need be considered.
However, as Szyperski notes in his definition, there is more to a component than just an exported interface: “A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only” [25]. This perspective is also shared by the 3C model [15]. As a result, it is clear that in addition to the exported interface, a reflective wrapper should also provide introspective access to a component's imported interface: that is, the explicit context dependencies it places on its environment. While the exported interface captures the contract between a component and its client, the imported interface forms the contract(s) between a component and the other, lower-level components on which it is built.

Taken together, providing program-level access to a component’s import and export interfaces seems like the bulk of the problem when it comes to packaging and distributing a component’s formal specification. On the other hand, elevating the reflection interface to a separate component focuses attention on the other information and services that can be provided through such an object.

4.2 A Component’s Verification History

While one’s initial concern will necessarily be with distributing specification information, in the long term, consideration of verification information will also be useful. Was a component formally verified? By hand? With tool assistance? Was model-checking used instead? Or was a testing-based approach used? Is a proof or proof fragment available? Upon what assumptions is the verification based?

The extent and quality of verification performed on a component is clearly of interest to the client. In many cases, this information is most useful before making a component purchasing decision. Further, in the ideal situation where local certifiability (also called the modular reasoning property) [26] is ensured by all components in an application, there would be little need for verification details by the client after purchase. However, without local certifiability, verification details are important in supporting application-level verification of component compositions. Further, if formal verification is not used systematically throughout an application, component-level verification information may be useful in localizing defects during testing.

4.3 Violation Checking Services

Component-based development highlights the differing needs and perspectives of the component-provider and the component-user [8]. It is important to provide powerful capabilities for establishing a component's quality to the component-provider. The component-user, on the other hand, must also be provided with the services and information necessary to test her application in combination with the component.

One approach to addressing both concerns is checking interface contracts for violations. In addition to simply providing access to specification and verification information, a reflective wrapper can also provide contract checking features. Because of the way the wrapper is interposed between the client and the component, it is easy to add any or all of the following run-time checks:

- Precondition checks
- Postcondition checks
- Abstract invariant checks
- Representation invariant checks

This idea, originally proposed by the author and colleagues [3], has been used with some success [9, 2]. Postcondition and invariant checking are extremely useful to the component provider during development [1, 2, 19], while precondition checks are useful to the client during component integration. Postcondition and invariant checking can also be useful to the client in defect localization during application testing.

A carefully designed reflective wrapper could allow each category of checks to be enabled or disabled, perhaps on a per-operation basis. Similarly, a component might even offer different levels of checking for some conditions—fast, but less rigorous checks versus slow but tedious thorough checks, for example. An interface that provides a systematic way to query the wrapper for the checks it can provide as well as enable or disable them at designated levels would allow component composition environments to directly support such services in a uniform way.

4.4 Self-Testing Services

Component-based approaches to software construction highlight the need for detecting failures that arise as a result of miscommunication among components. In an invited paper at the 22nd International Conference on Software Engineering, Mary Jean Harrold laid out a roadmap for the future of software testing research and identified testing techniques for component-based systems as one of the fundamental research areas ripe for exploration [8]. Violation checking services address some aspects of testing-based component verification, but additional testing support can be critical in supporting an application develop in the process of verifying an application in combination with a component.

It is possible for a reflective wrapper to provide self-testing capabilities in addition to violation checking services. For example, a selection of component developer-provided test suites (from short and simple to long and thorough) could be embodied in the reflective wrapper. Self-testing can then be performed by executing a selected test suite on the wrapped component—perhaps while also enabling interface violation checking.

Such a testing approach provides a natural, incremental approach to application integration. If each component comes pre-packaged with test data (and with violation checking services acting in the role of test oracle), a component’s own self-test becomes an ideal “real world” test for the lower-level components on which it depends.

Such an approach could even be expanded to support the integration of client-written test suites into the self-testing scheme. Bruce Weide has also suggested that such a wrapper could potentially be augmented to provide operation call/parameter record and playback capabilities [27].

At this point, the benefit of intercessory services from the point of view of component specifications becomes clear. An appropriately structured reflective wrapper can provide for changes in its own behavior—it can allow one to enable or disable specific actions that occur immediately before or after it delegates calls to the wrapped implementation. Although this does not support intercessory actions on the underlying component, simply adding or removing certain actions before and after delegating to the
4.5 Abstract Value Manipulation

The component wrapping scheme previously proposed for interface violation checking [3] uses a novel approach to implementing checks before and after operations. Instead of implementing checks in terms of the concrete implementation values inside the underlying component (and thus violating encapsulation), the component is required to provide the computational equivalent of an abstraction function (or abstraction relation). Program-level classes that correspond to the various mathematical modeling types used in defining the state model and pre- and postconditions for the component are used to represent abstract (specification-level) values. The result is that the wrapper asks the component to “project” an abstract value of its current state as a separate object. All checking and analysis is then done on this object, which is designed to mimic the corresponding mathematical abstraction.

This abstraction relation approach can be co-opted for a reflective specification wrapper to provide additional intercessory capabilities. If a component were to provide both an abstract-relation-based projection function (“convert-to-abstract-model”) and a corresponding injection function (“convert-from-abstract-model”), then it would be possible for a development environment or other tool to directly access and manipulate an abstract representation of the state of a component. Further, manipulations of that abstract representation could then be “pumped back down” into the component itself. This approach works naturally for components where the abstraction relation is a one-to-one mapping. For many-to-one or many-to-many mappings from representations to abstract values, practical convert-from-abstract-model injection functions are not always possible, and so such a feature cannot be required for all reflective wrappers.

While such an interface can be used for certain kinds of metaprogramming, in the context of component-based software, greater impact is likely to accrue from using such a capability within a development environment. All components would now have a standard interface for plugging into state visualization tools, for prototyping and testing use, and for interfacing with model-checking tools.

4.6 Documentation?

To come full circle, one can also consider incorporating program-level access to component documentation through a reflective interface, as opposed to providing specification information through traditional documentation. JavaDoc and other embedded documentation strategies push the documentation down into the source code in a way that allows tools to extract, format, package, and navigate it for human readability. In the same manner, one can imagine the specification object obtained from GetSpecification() providing component-level, per-operation-level, and per-parameter-level documentation strings in a form suitable for compilation into on-line documentation, use in a component property browser, or use in a documentation search database. As with current components, it is likely that printed documentation will be needed for some purposes, but providing program-accessible documentation through a standard interface may have unexplored benefits.

5. LIMITATIONS

There are a number of drawbacks to explore when considering the wrapper approach proposed here. One immediate concern is that this approach may lead to code bloat in the final application, since each component would now be accompanied by one or more supplementary classes to provide its wrapper, testing support, abstract value manipulation, and other services. The critical aspect of the wrapper approach is that all of these services are designed for use during development, when specification information about components is most valuable, rather than after delivery, when component specifications are of little or no use to the end user. Because these additional services wrap the underlying component during development, it is a simple matter to remove them for final release builds, without requiring access to the component’s source code.

Another concern is whether or not this approach will demonstrably lead to better quality components. However, the position in this paper is that reflective wrappers are designed to provide a mechanism to deliver and later access a component’s specification (particularly by development tools). Solving this problem necessarily to allow developers of component-based software to leverage the formal specifications created by component developers. One should not make the mistake of presuming that any solution to the specification packaging and distribution problem will, by itself, be sufficient to guarantee an increase in software quality.

A more significant concern is the question of how specifications will be communicated through the wrapper interface. A program-manipulable representation of specification features is necessary for this strategy to work. One possibility is to use the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [30] to represent specification information, which would require the development of one or more appropriate Document Type Definitions (DTDs). Such a representation must be generally acceptable in order for tools to support it. It is difficult to imagine that one representation could work for the myriad of specification approaches and notations available today. Instead, such a representation would most likely require difficult choices about the specification approach to be used.

Finally, it is clear that packaging and delivery of specifications using the wrapper approach will require additional work by component developers above and beyond simply creating the specifications. Generation of wrapper boilerplate and implementation of many wrapper services, including representing and accessing specification details, can be automated so that no additional work is required of component developers. However, fully supporting all of the features described in Section 4 will require some manual effort. The primary services that may require additional developer-supplied code are:

- Precondition, postcondition, and invariant checks for violation-checking services.
- Selection (and perhaps even construction) of test suites for self-testing services.
- Abstract model projection and injection functions to support abstract value manipulation.

To make this approach practical, it is clear that a “sliding scale” of wrapper functionality, where a given wrapper provides only some subset of the reflective services described in Section 4, is desirable. Component developers who wish to devote the resources necessary for implementing more comprehensive wrapper features
might then have an advantage in competing for more demanding customers.

6. RELATED WORK

The wrapper approach to providing access to specification information was initially inspired by a prior framework for run-time behavioral contract checking [3] and a larger strategy for end-to-end, automated, specification-based testing [2]. This prior research is also related to formal specification and to verification, as well as specification testing and parameterized programming. Because of the sweeping nature of the position advocated here, it is related to and has been influenced by a wide variety of existing work across a selection of topics in design, programming languages, formal specification, testing, and software reuse.

Reflection has a 20-year history in programming languages [24], and has been widely discussed at OOPSLA, at the Annual Workshops on Object-Oriented Reflection and Meta-Level Architectures, and more recently at the International Conference on Meta-Level Architectures and Reflection. Kiczales has provided one of the most influential discussions of the subject in the context of CLOS [11]. Ferber described alternative approaches to supporting computational reflection in class-based OOPs [5]. The proposal in this paper adds nothing new to the realm of reflection—instead it aims to take what has been learned about reflection in the design of object-oriented languages and reapply those insights to a new problem: packaging and providing access to specification information and related services. The primary difference in the approach proposed here is that many useful reflection capabilities can be provided within a framework that does not support reflection simply by using wrappers (although general computational reflection cannot, of course). Past work involving formal specification and reflection has primarily focused on reflection as a specification technique, or on how to specify reflective behavior [14, 23].

Within the reuse community, the issue of providing program-level access to specification features has received little attention. The question of how and what to describe in relation to a component’s verification history, however, has been discussed widely under the topic of “component certification” [20, 4, 29, 21, 10]. Lessons from the reuse community provide much insight into what kinds of information may be useful to clients in this regard.

The interface violation checking approach described here [3] naturally meshes with Bertrand Meyer’s view of design by contract [18]. A violation checking wrapper is intended to provide run-time checking of such contractual obligations while separating such checks from either of the parties involved. The value added by the wrapper approach results from separating the checking code from both the client and the base component and promoting it to a separately manageable class. This addresses concerns about clutter, expression of more complex conditions, and detaching from the focus of the underlying implementation, while allowing one to easily include or exclude checks on a per-component basis in a plug-and-play fashion.

Alternative approaches to run-time assertion checking include Eiffel [19], iContract [13], Rosenblum’s Annotation Pre-Processor (APP) [22], and Kiczales’ AspectJ [12]. Eiffel supports compiler-generated run-time checks based on user-provided Boolean assertions phrased in terms of publicly exported class features. iContract provides services similar to those of Eiffel, but for Java programs. APP allows separately defined checking operations to be compiled into or out of C code for assertion checking, but makes no distinction between values at the abstract, specification level and the concrete, implementation level. AspectJ allows one to create a separate aspect containing checking code and then choose whether or not to weave this cross-cutting decision into a non-checking implementation at build time. In many ways, AspectJ is philosophically closest to the approach advocated here.

The self-testing concepts folded into the reflective wrappers proposed here have been most heavily influenced by current research in automated, specification-based testing [2]. The idea of providing self-testing capabilities through a standard interface is orthogonal to the approach(es) used to generate test suites and the approach(es) used to assess correctness. As a result, virtually any testing approach could be integrated into the wrapper strategy.

7. SUMMARY

For clients to receive the benefits provided by formal specifications, those specifications must be distributed to clients along with the components they describe. The discussion presented here explores some of the issues surrounding the question of how best to package and deliver such specification information.

The position taken in this paper is that a component’s specification (and other supporting information) should be provided as another component (or set of components), consisting of a reflective specification wrapper and associated specification objects. This position is based on three insights: reflection supports both human-oriented and tool-oriented access to specifications; a wrapper approach cleanly allows the addition of interface functionality and opens up powerful reflection capabilities, even when the underlying component technology does not support reflection; and the whole scheme can be implemented in a manner transparent to client code.

Given this position, potential retrospective and intercessory services for reflective specification wrappers were explored. In addition to specification and verification information, reflective wrappers could potentially be used to provide services for violation checking, self-testing, and even abstract value manipulation. Even documentation could be accessed programmatically through a reflective wrapper. Although such reflective specification wrappers have not been implemented in the form proposed here, their potential deserves further investigation.

The position taken in this paper only outlines one possible mechanism for packaging and delivering specification information, however. While many of the services and capabilities suggested in this paper require significant research issues to be addressed before one can capitalize on the wrapper approach, the services are orthogonal enough that progress can be made incrementally. Nevertheless, the cornerstone of the approach involves capturing and representing “plain old specifications.” First and foremost, this research issue must be solved for the position espoused here to be viable. A program-manipulable representation of specification features is necessary for this strategy to work—perhaps one based on XML. Such a representation must be generally acceptable in order for tools to support it. It is difficult to imagine that one representation could work for the myriad of specification approaches and notations available today. Instead,
such a representation would most likely require difficult choices about the specification approach to be used.
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Abstract
Software architecture is a crucial part of the specification of component-based systems. Reasoning about software architecture can aid design, program understanding, and formal analysis. However, existing approaches decouple implementation code from architecture, allowing inconsistencies, causing confusion, violating architectural properties, and inhibiting software evolution. ArchJava is an extension to Java that seamlessly unifies a software architecture with its implementation. ArchJava’s type system ensures that the implementation conforms to the architectural constraints. Therefore, programmers can visualize, analyze, reason about, and evolve architectures with confidence that architectural properties are preserved by the implementation.

1. Introduction
Software architecture [GS93][PW92] is the organization of a software system as a collection of interacting components. A typical architecture includes a set of components, connections between the components, and constraints on how components interact. Describing architecture in a formal architecture description language (ADL) [MT00] can make designs more precise and subject to analysis, as well as aid program understanding, implementation, evolution, and reuse.

Existing ADLs, however, are loosely coupled to implementation languages, causing problems in the analysis, implementation, understanding, and evolution of software systems. Some ADLs [SDK+95][LV95] connect components that are implemented in a separate language. However, these languages do not guarantee that the implementation code obeys architectural constraints, but instead rely on developers to follow style guidelines that prohibit common programming idioms such as data sharing. Architectures described with more abstract ADLs [AG97][MQR95] must be implemented in an entirely different language, making it difficult to trace architectural features to the implementation, and allowing the implementation to become inconsistent with the architecture as the program evolves. Thus, analysis in existing ADLs may reveal important architectural properties, but these properties are not guaranteed to hold in the implementation.

In order to enable architectural reasoning about an implementation, the implementation must obey a consistency property called communication integrity [MQR95][LV95]. A system has communication integrity if implementation components only communicate directly with the components they are connected to in the architecture.

This paper presents ArchJava, a small, backwards-compatible extension to Java that integrates software architecture smoothly with Java implementation code. Our design makes two novel contributions:

- ArchJava seamlessly unifies architectural structure and implementation in one language, allowing flexible implementation techniques, ensuring traceability between architecture and code, and supporting the co-evolution of architecture and implementation.
- ArchJava also guarantees communication integrity in an architecture’s implementation, even in the presence of advanced architectural features like run time component creation and connection.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After the next section’s discussion of related work, section 3 introduces the ArchJava language. Section 4 formalizes ArchJava’s type system and outlines a proof of soundness and communication integrity in ArchJava. Section 5 briefly describes our initial experience with ArchJava. Finally, section 6 concludes with a discussion of future work.

2. Related Work
A number of architecture description languages have been defined to describe, model, check, and implement software architectures [MT00]. Many ADLs support sophisticated analysis, such as checking for protocol deadlock [AG97] or formal reasoning about correct refinement [MQR95]. Some ADLs allow programmers to fill in implementation code to make a complete system [LV95][SDK+95]. However, there is no guarantee that the implementation respects the software architecture unless programmers adhere to certain style guidelines.

Tools such as Reflection Models [MNS01] have been developed to show an engineer where an implementation is and is not consistent with an architectural view of a software system. These tools are particularly effective for legacy systems, where rewriting the application in a language that supports architecture directly would be prohibitively expensive.

The UML is an example of specification languages that support various kinds of structural specification. UML’s class diagrams can show the relationships between classes, and UML’s object diagrams show relationships between object instances. However, in most UML tools, these diagrams are only intended to show some of the ways in which classes and objects can interact—they cannot be used to argue that no other kinds of interaction are possible, and thus do not support communication integrity. Object hierarchies can be expressed using composition
relationships, but this relationship does not enforce communication integrity either, because elements of the composition can still interact with outside objects.

A number of computer-aided software engineering tools allow programmers to define a software architecture in a design language such as UML, ROOM, or SDL, and fill in the architecture with code in the same language or in C++ or Java. While these tools have powerful capabilities, they either do not enforce communication integrity or enforce it in a restricted language that is only applicable to certain domains. For example, the SDL embedded system language prohibits all data sharing between components via object references. This restriction ensures communication integrity, but it also makes these languages very awkward for general-purpose programming. Many UML tools such as Rational Rose or I-Logix Rhapsody, in contrast, allow method implementations to be specified in a language like C++ or Java. This supports a great deal of flexibility, but since the C++ or Java code may communicate arbitrarily with other system components, there is no guarantee of communication integrity in the implementation code.

Component-based infrastructures such as COM, CORBA, and JavaBeans provide sophisticated services such as naming, transactions and distribution for component-based applications. Some commercial tools even provide graphical ways to connect components together, allowing simple architectures to be visualized. However, these systems have poor support for structural specification of dynamically changing systems, and have no concept of communication integrity. Communication integrity can only be enforced by programmer discipline following guidelines such as the Law of Demeter [LH89] that states, “only talk to your immediate friends” in a system.

Advanced module systems such as MzScheme’s Units [FF98] and ML’s functors [MTH90] can be used to encapsulate components and to describe the static architecture of a system. The FoxNet project [B95] shows how functors can be used to build up a network stack architecture out of statically connected components. However, these systems do not guarantee communication integrity in the language; instead, programmers must follow a careful methodology to ensure that each module communicates only with the modules it is connected to in the architecture.

More recently, the component-oriented programming languages ComponentJ [SC00] and ACOEL [Sre01] extend a Java-like base language to explicitly support component composition. These languages can be used to express components and static architectures. However, neither language makes dynamic architectures explicit, and neither enforces communication integrity.

3. The ArchJava Language

ArchJava is designed to investigate the benefits and drawbacks of a relatively unexplored part of the ADL design space. Our approach extends a practical implementation language to incorporate architectural features and enforce communication integrity. Key benefits we hope to realize with this approach include better program understanding, reliable architectural reasoning about code, keeping architecture and code consistent as they evolve, and encouraging more developers to take advantage of software architecture. ArchJava’s design also has some limitations, discussed below in section 3.6.

```java
public component class Parser {
  public port in {
    provides void setInfo(Token symbol, SymTabEntry e);
    requires Token nextToken()
      throws ScanException;
  }
  public port out {
    provides SymTabEntry getInfo(Token t);
    requires void compile(AST ast);
  }
  void parse(String file) {
    Token tok = in.nextToken();
    AST ast = parseFile(tok);
    out.compile(ast);
  }
  void parseFile(Token lookahead) { ... }
  void setInfo(Token t, SymTabEntry e) { ... }
  SymTabEntry getInfo(Token t) { ... }
  ... 
}
```

Figure 1. A parser component in ArchJava. The Parser component class uses two ports to communicate with other components in a compiler. The parser’s in port declares a required method that requests a token from the lexical analyzer, and a provided method that initializes tokens in the symbol table. The out port requires a method that compiles an AST to object code, and provides a method that looks up tokens in the symbol table.

A prototype compiler for ArchJava is publicly available for download at the ArchJava web site [ACN01a]. Although in ArchJava the source code is the canonical representation of the architecture, visual representations are also important for conveying architectural structure. This paper uses hand-drawn diagrams to communicate architecture; however, we have also constructed a simple visualization tool that generates architectural diagrams automatically from ArchJava source code. In addition, we intend to provide an archjavadoc tool that would automatically construct graphical and textual web-based documentation for ArchJava architectures.

To allow programmers to describe software architecture, ArchJava adds new language constructs to support components, connections, and ports. The rest of this section describes by example how to use these constructs to express software architectures. Throughout the discussion, we show how the constructs work together to enforce communication integrity, culminating in a precise definition of communication integrity in ArchJava. Reports on the ArchJava web site [ACN01a] provide more information, including the complete language semantics and a formal proof of communication integrity in the core of ArchJava.

3.1 Components and Ports

A component is a special kind of object that communicates with other components in a structured way. Components are instances of component classes, such as the Parser component class in Figure 1. Component classes can inherit from other components.

A component instance communicates with external components through ports. A port represents a logical communication channel
Communication integrity in ArchJava means that components in an architecture can only call each others’ methods along declared communication patterns. Subcomponents are declared using a component field—a field of component type inside a component class, declared using the component keyword. For example, the compiler component class defines scanner, parser, and code generator subcomponents. To enable effective static reasoning about subcomponents, component fields are treated as protected, final, and not static. Subcomponents are automatically instantiated when the containing component is created—programmers can use a new expression in the field initializer in order to call a non-default constructor.

3.2.2 Connections
The connect primitive connects two or more subcomponent ports together, binding each required method to a provided method with the same name and signature. Connections are symmetric, and several connected components may require the same method. Required methods must be connected to exactly one provided method. However, invoking a broadcast method results in calls to each connected provided method with the same name and signature.

Provided methods can be implemented by forwarding invocations to subcomponents or to the required methods of another port. The semantics of method forwarding and broadcast methods are given in the language reference manual on the ArchJava web site [ACN01a]. Alternative connection semantics, such as asynchronous communication, can be implemented in ArchJava by writing custom “smart connector” components that take the place of ordinary connections in the architecture.

3.3 Communication Integrity
The compiler architecture in Figure 2 shows that while the parser communicates with the scanner and code generator, the scanner and code generator do not directly communicate with each other. If the diagram in Figure 2 represented an abstract architecture to be implemented in Java code, it might be difficult to verify the correctness of this reasoning in the implementation. For example, if the scanner obtained a reference to the code generator, it could invoke any of the code generator’s methods, violating the intuition communicated by the architecture. In contrast, programmers can have confidence that an ArchJava architecture accurately represents communication between components, because the language semantics enforce communication integrity.
connections between ports. Each component in the architecture can use its ports to communicate with the components to which it is connected. However, a component may not directly invoke the methods of components other than its children, because this communication may not be declared in the architecture—a violation of communication integrity. We define communication integrity more precisely in section 3.5.

3.4 Dynamic Architectures

The constructs described above express architecture as a static hierarchy of interacting component instances, which is sufficient for a large class of systems. However, some system architectures require creating and connecting together a dynamically determined number of components. Furthermore, even in programs with a static architecture, the top-level component must be instantiated at the beginning of the application.

3.4.1 Dynamic Component Creation

Components can be dynamically instantiated using the same `new` syntax used to create ordinary objects. For example, Figure 2 shows the compiler’s `main` method, which creates a `Compiler` component and calls its `invoke` method. At creation time, each component records the component instance that created it as its `parent component`. For components like `Compiler` that are instantiated outside the scope of any component instance, the parent component is `null`.

Communication integrity places restrictions on the ways in which component instances can be used. Because only a component’s parent can invoke its methods directly, it is essential that typed references to subcomponents do not escape the scope of their parent component. This requirement is enforced by prohibiting component types in the ports and public interfaces of components, and prohibiting ordinary classes from declaring arrays or fields of component type. Since a component instance can still be freely passed between components as an expression of type `Object`, a `ComponentCastException` is thrown if an expression is downcast to a component type outside the scope of its parent component.

3.4.2 Connect expressions

Dynamically created components can be connected together at run time using a `connect expression`. For instance, Figure 3 shows a web server architecture where a `Router` component receives incoming HTTP requests and passes them through connections to `Worker` components that serve the request. The `requestWorker` method of the web server dynamically creates a `Worker` component and then connects its `serve` port to the `workers` port on the `Router`.

Communication integrity requires each component to explicitly document the kinds of architectural interactions that are permitted between its subcomponents. A `connection pattern` is used to describe a set of connections that can be instantiated at run time using connect expressions. For example, `connect pattern` `r.workers, Worker.serve` describes a set of connections between the component field `r` and dynamically created `Worker` components.

Each connect expression must match a connection pattern declared in the enclosing component. A connect expression `matches` a connection pattern if the connected ports are identical and each connected component instance is either the same

```
public component class WebServer {
    component Router r;
    connect r.request, create;
    connect pattern r.workers, Worker.serve;
    public void run() { r.listen(); }
    private port create {
        provides r.workers requestWorker() {
            Worker newWorker = new Worker();
            r.workers connection
            = connect(r.workers, newWorker.serve);
        return connection;
    }
}
public component class Router {
    public port interface workers {
        requires void onRequest(OutputStream in,
        InputStream out);
    }
    public port request {
        requires this.workers requestWorker();
    }
    public void listen() {
        ServerSocket server = new ServerSocket(80);
        while (true) {
            Socket sock = server.accept();
            this.workers conn = main.requestWorker();
            conn.getResponse(sock.getInputStream(),
            sock.getOutputStream());
    }
}
public component class Worker extends Thread {
    public port serve {
        provides void onRequest(OutputStream in,
        InputStream out) {
            this.in = in; this.out = out; start();
    }
    public void run() {
        File f = getRequestedFile(in);
        sendHeaders(out);
        copyFile(f, out);
    // more method & data declarations...
    }
}
```

Figure 3. A web server architecture. The `Router` subcomponent accepts incoming HTTP requests, and pass them on to a set of `Worker` components that respond. When a request comes in, the `Router` requests a new worker connection on its `requestWorker` port. The `WebServer` then creates a new worker and connects it to the `Router`. The `Router` assigns requests to `Workers` through the `workers` port.
the `newWorker` component in the connect expression is of static type `Worker`, the same type declared in the pattern.

3.4.3 Port Interfaces

Often a single component participates in several connections using the same conceptual protocol. For example, the `Router` component in the web server communicates with several `Worker` components, each through a different connection. A port interface describes a port that can be instantiated several times to communicate through different connections at run time.

Each port interface defines a type that includes all of the required methods in that port. A port interface type combines a port's required interface with an instance expression that indicates which component instance the type allows access to. For example, in the `Router` component, the type `this.workers` refers to an instance of the `workers` port of the current `Router` component (in this case, `this` would be inferred automatically if it were omitted). The type `r.workers` refers to an instance of the `workers` port of the `r` subcomponent. This type can be used in method signatures such as `requestWorker` and local variable declarations such as `conn` in the `listen` method. Required methods can be invoked on expressions of port interface type, as shown by the call to `httpRequest` within `Router.listen`.

Port interfaces are instantiated by connect expressions. A connect expression returns a connection object that represents the connection. This connection object implements the port interfaces of all the connected ports. Thus, in Figure 3, the connection object connection implements the interfaces `Worker.serve` and `r.workers`, and can therefore be assigned to a variable of type `r.workers`.

Provided methods can obtain the connection object through which the method call was invoked using the `sender` keyword. The detailed semantics of `sender` and other language features are covered in the ArchJava language reference available on the ArchJava web site [ACN01a].

3.4.4 Removing Components and Connections

Just as Java does not provide a way to explicitly delete objects, ArchJava does not provide a way to explicitly remove components and connections. Instead, components are garbage-collected when they are no longer reachable through direct references or connections. For example, in Figure 3, a `Worker` component will be garbage collected when the reference to the original `newWorker` and the references to its connections (`connection` and `conn`) go out of scope, and the thread within `Worker` finishes execution.

3.5 Limitations of ArchJava

There are currently a number of limitations to the ArchJava approach. Our technique is presently only applicable to programs written in a single language and running on a single JVM, although the concepts may extend to a wider domain. Architectures in ArchJava are more concrete than architectures in ADLs such as Wright, restricting the ways in which a given architecture can be implemented—for example, inter-component connections must be implemented with method calls. Also, in order to focus on ensuring communication integrity, we do not yet support other types of architectural reasoning, such as reasoning about the temporal order of architectural events, or about component multiplicity.

ArchJava's definition of communication integrity supports reasoning about communication through method calls between components. Program objects can also communicate through data sharing via aliased objects, static fields, and the runtime system. However, existing ways to control communication through shared data often involve significant restrictions on programming style. Future work includes developing ways to reason about these additional communication channels while preserving expressiveness. Meanwhile, our experience (described below) suggests that rigorous reasoning about architectural control flow can aid in program understanding and evolution, even in the presence of shared data structures.

4. ArchJava Formalization

In this section, we discuss the formal definition of communication integrity and ArchJava's semantics. The next subsection defines communication integrity in ArchJava and intuitively explains how it is enforced. Subsection 5.2 gives the static and dynamic semantics of ArchFJ, a language incorporating the core features of ArchJava. Finally, subsection 5.3 outlines proofs of communication integrity, subject reduction, and progress for ArchFJ.

4.1 Definition of Communication Integrity

Communication integrity is the key property of ArchJava that ensures that the implementation does not communicate in ways that could violate reasoning about control flow in the architecture. Intuitively, communication integrity in ArchJava means that a component instance A may not call the methods of another component instance B unless B is A’s subcomponent, or A and B are sibling subcomponents of a common component instance that declares a connection or connection pattern between them.

We now precisely define communication integrity in ArchJava. Let the execution scope of component instance A on the run time stack, denoted `escape(A)`, be any of A’s executing methods and any of the object methods they transitively invoke, until another component’s method is invoked.

Definition 1 [Dynamic Execution Scope]: Let m be an executing method with stack frame mf. If m is a component method, then `mf ∈ escape(this)`. Otherwise, `mf ∈ escape(caller(mf))`.

Now we can define communication integrity:

Definition 2 [Communication Integrity in ArchJava]: Let `:<` be the subtyping relation over component classes. A program has communication integrity if, for all run time method calls to a method m of a component instance b in an executing stack frame mf, where `mf ∈ escape(a)`, either:

1. `a = b, or`
2. `a = parent(b), or`
3. `parent(a) = parent(b) ∧ "connect [pattern] (f | t).p_i,...,(f | t).p_n ∈ class(parent(a)) ∧ ∃i,j ∈ 1..n s.t. (parent(a).f_i = a ∧ type(a)<:t_i) ∧ (parent(a).f_j = b ∧ type(b)<:t_j) ∧ m ∈ requiredmethods(p_i) ∧ m ∈ providedmethods(p_j)`
4.2 Formalization as ArchFJ

We would like to use formal techniques to prove that the ArchJava language design guarantees communication integrity, and show that the language is type safe—that is, show that certain classes of errors cannot occur at run time. Unfortunately, proofs of type safety in a language like Java are extremely tedious due to the many cases involved, and to our knowledge the full Java language has never been formalized and proven type safe. Therefore, a standard technique, exemplified by Featherweight Java [IPW99], is to formalize a core language that captures the key typing issues while ignoring complicating language details.

We have modified Featherweight Java (FJ) to capture the essence of ArchJava in ArchFJ. ArchFJ leaves out ports; instead, each component class has a set of required and provided methods. Static connections and component fields are left out, as they are subsumed by dynamically created connections. We also omit the sender keyword and broadcast methods. As in Featherweight Java (FJ), we omit interfaces. These changes make our type soundness proof shorter, but do not materially affect it otherwise.

4.2.1 Syntax

Figure 4 presents the syntax of ArchFJ. The metavariables C and D range over class names; E and F range over component and class names; S, T, and V range over types; P and Q range over component classes; f and g range over fields; d and e range over expressions; 1 ranges over labels generated by <fresh>; and M ranges over methods. As a shorthand, we use an overbar to represent a sequence. We assume a fixed class table CT mapping regular and component classes to their definitions. A program, then, is a pair (CT, e) of a class table and an expression.

ArchFJ includes the features of FJ plus a few extensions. Regular classes extend another class (which can be Object, a predefined class) and define a constructor K and a set of fields f and methods g. Component classes can extend another component class, or Object (as in FJ, there are no interfaces). Component classes also declare a set of required methods f and a set of connection patterns g between their subcomponents.

Expressions include field lookup, method calls, object and component creation, various casts, a connect expression, and an error expression. These are extended from FJ in a few small ways:

- All method calls capture the current object this in an additional pseudo-argument which comes last and is not passed on to the callee.
- Components are labeled with a fresh label when they are created (labels in a method body are freshly generated when a method call is replaced with the method’s body). This label allows us to reason about object identity in an otherwise functional language (assignment is not relevant to our type system or definition of communication integrity). Components also keep track of their parent, and which of their parent’s component fields they were created with.
- In addition to regular casts to a class type, there are two new cast forms: one that allows casting to the required interface of a component (i.e., the set of methods the component requires), and another that allows casting to a component field type. The first cast accepts an instance expression type, while the latter cast includes an argument that captures the value of this in the current scope. Both arguments are used to verify the casts in the dynamic semantics.
- A connect expression conceptually creates a connection object on which components can invoke their required methods. The connect expression captures this, the parent object that created the connection.
Figure 6. ArchFJ Reduction Rules

Types include class and component types (E), required interface types of components (e, P₀), and union types of multiple required interfaces. Subtyping of classes and components is defined by the reflexive, transitive closure of the immediate subclass relation given by the `extends` clauses in CT. We require that there are no cycles in the induced subtype relation. Required interface types follow the subtyping relation of components (ignoring the instance expressions, which are reasoned about separately from subtyping). Finally, every type is a subtype of Object, and a union is a subtype of all its member types.

4.2.3 Reduction Rules

The reduction relation, defined by the reduction rules given in Figure 6, is of the form e → e', read “expression e reduces to expression e'” in one step.” We write →* for the reflexive, transitive closure of →. The only unusual reduction rule is R-XINVK, which allows method invocation on connection expressions. The mbody helper function does a lookup to determine the correct method body to invoke. Two error rules are defined representing casts that are not guaranteed to succeed by the type system presented below. The reduction rules can be applied at any point in an expression, so we also need appropriate congruence rules (such as if e → e' then e.f → e'.f), which we omit here. Furthermore, we assume an order of evaluation that follows Java’s normal evaluation rules.

4.2.4 Typing Rules

Most of the typing rules given in Figure 7 are standard. Typing judgments are given in an environment Γ, a finite mapping from variables to types. Rule T-INVK places constraints on passing connection objects to an argument position declared with a required interface and instance expression of this, to ensure that the connection object does indeed connect the receiver object. Rule T-PNEW introduces qualified component types. Rule T-CONNECT introduces union types for connections. In addition, T-CONNECT verifies that some connection pattern in the current component matches the types of the connected objects; this will be important later for establishing that reduction cannot get stuck due to an illegal connection.

Class, method, and connection typing rules check for well-formed class definitions, and have the form “class declaration E is OK,” and “method/connection X is OK in E.” The rules for class and method typing are similar to those in FJ. In the case of component classes, the typing rule verifies that only subclasses of Object may define required methods—as in ArchJava. Component subclasses may only inherit existing required methods from their component superclass. The connection typing rule verifies that each required method has a unique provided method with the right signature, and that every method name has only one signature across all the required methods.

We have made one significant simplification relative to FJ. We do not distinguish between upcasts, downcasts, and so-called “stupid casts” which cast one type to an unrelated one. This means that our type system does not check for “stupid casts” in the original typing derivation, as Java’s type system does. However, the change shortens our presentation and proofs considerably, and the stupid casts technique from FJ can be easily applied to our system to get the same checks that are present in Java.
4.2.5 Auxiliary Definitions

Most of the auxiliary definitions shown in Figures 8 and 9 are straightforward and are taken from FJ. The connection typing rule verifies that the passed-in `this` expression is one of the instance expressions in the union type. The connection method lookup rule chooses the component `i` providing the method with `mtype`, based on the static types in the original connection declaration. It is guaranteed to choose a unique component because the connection typing rule implies that `mtype` is only defined for one of the types in the connection. It then picks the actual method body dynamically using the usual `mbody` rule. Finally, it returns the expression to be passed as `this` in the method call.

The `legal` rule checks that a connect expression corresponds to a connection pattern. It also verifies that the connect expression was created inside the parent component of each sibling.
Method body lookup:
\[CT(E) = \{\text{component}\} \text{ class } E \text{ extends } F \ldots\]
\[C \in \{E\} \text{ (return e)}\]
\[mbody(m, E) = (\bar{x}, e)\]
\[CT(E) = \{\text{component}\} \text{ class } E \text{ extends } F \ldots\]
\[m \text{ is not defined in } M\]
\[mbody(m, E) = mbody(m, F)\]
\[e\text{ new } P\text{.}\ldots\]
\[e = \text{ new } Q\text{.}\ldots\]
\[\text{connect pattern } \bar{x} = \text{ connects}(P, \ldots)\]
\[\bar{Q} < \bar{P}\]
\[\text{mtype}(m, P) = T \rightarrow T\]
\[\text{mbody}(m, Q) = (\bar{x}, e)\]
\[\text{mbody}(m, \text{connect } \bar{x} = (\bar{x}, e, e))\]

Legal Connections:
\[\text{e new } P\text{.}\ldots\]
\[e = \text{ new } Q\text{.}\ldots\]
\[\text{connect pattern } \bar{x} = \text{ connects}(P, \ldots)\]
\[\bar{Q} < \bar{P}\]
\[\forall i \ e = e_{i, \text{new}}\]
\[\text{legal(}\text{connect } (\bar{x}, e, e)\text{)}\]

Valid method overriding:
\[\text{mtype}(m, E) = T \rightarrow T, \text{ implies } S = T \text{ and } S_0 = T\]
\[\text{override}(m, E, S \rightarrow S_0)\]

Figure 9. More Auxiliary Definitions

4.3 Theorems

We state three main theorems: communication integrity, subject reduction, and progress. Subject reduction and progress together imply that the ArchJava type system is sound. First, the reduction rules ensure communication integrity:

**Theorem [Communication Integrity in ArchFJ]:**

1. For all direct method invocations on a component P that succeed, either P or P’s parent component is the current component this.
2. For all method invocations on a connection that succeed, the current component P is part of the connection, P and the component Q being invoked either have the same parent or one is the parent of the other, and the parent P* declared a connection pattern between P and Q.

**Proof:** Part 1 of communication integrity is ensured by the precondition \(d_{\text{this}} = e \lor d_{\text{this}} = e_{\text{parent}}\) of R-PINVK. Part 2 of communication integrity is ensured by the precondition \(d_{\text{this}} = e\) of R-XINVK as well as the definition of legal.

The presentation of our Subject Reduction and Progress theorems is adapted from FJ [IPW99].

**Theorem [Subject Reduction]:** If \(\Gamma \vdash e_2 \in T_i\), then \(\Gamma \vdash e_1 \in T_i\) for some \(T_i < T\).

**Proof sketch:** The main property required is the following subtyping lemma:

**Lemma 1 [Term Substitution]:** If \(\Gamma, x : S_i \vdash e \in T_i\), then \(\Gamma \vdash [d/x] e : T_i\) for some \(T_i < T\).

Theorem [Progress]: Suppose \(e\) is a well-typed expression. Then either \(e\) has an error subexpression, or \(e\) is a value made up of only new and connect expressions, or \(e \rightarrow e'\).

**Proof sketch:** The theorem is proved by induction on the derivation of \(e\). For each reduction rule, we show that any valid typing for the subexpressions in the left-hand-side, together with the assumption of progress for the subexpression, implies the preconditions for the reduction rule. In most cases the implication is clear, but two interesting lemmas are necessary for rules R-PINVK and R-XINVK, respectively.

**Lemma 2 [An expression of component type reduces to this or a direct child component of this]:**

Consider an expression \(e, m(\bar{x}, \ldots)\) where \(e = \text{new } E(\ldots)\), \(\text{mbody}(m, E) = (x, e)\), and \(e\) has a subexpression \(e, m(\bar{x}, \text{this})\).

This lemma can be proved by a case analysis of the last typing rule used in the typing derivation of \(e\). There are only three rules that result in a component type: T-VAR, T-PNEW, and T-CAST (methods cannot return component type, by the well-formed method rule). The T-VAR rule gives a component type to a variable \(x\), but the only way a component type can be introduced into \(\Gamma\) is by the component method typing rule, with \(x = \text{this}\). If the component type was introduced in T-PNEW, \(e_1 = \text{new } Q(\ldots, e_{\text{parent}})\), then either \(e_1 = \text{this}\) or \(e_{\text{parent}} \rightarrow e_1\).

The typing rule T-CONNECT, together with Lemma 2, demonstrates that all the required properties in legal hold.
5. Evaluation
We have written a prototype compiler for ArchJava, which is available for download from the ArchJava web site [ACN01a]. In order to determine whether the ArchJava language enables effective component-oriented programming, we undertook a case study applying ArchJava to Aphids, a 12,000-line circuit design application written in Java.

Results from our case study [ACN01b] indicate that for this program, the developer’s architecture can be expressed in ArchJava with relatively little effort (about 30 programmer hours). The resulting architecture yields insight into the program’s communication patterns, and may be useful in eliminating software defects.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
ArchJava allows programmers to effectively express software architecture and then seamlessly fill in the implementation with Java code. This paper has motivated and outlined a language design integrating architecture and implementation, and proved type soundness and communication integrity in a formalization of ArchJava. At every stage of development and evolution, ArchJava enforces communication integrity, ensuring that the implementation conforms to the specified architecture. Thus, ArchJava helps to promote effective architecture-based design, implementation, program understanding, and evolution.

In future work, we intend to extend the case study to larger programs, to see if ArchJava can be successfully applied to programs of 100,000 lines and up. We will also investigate extending the language design to enable more advanced reasoning about component-based systems, including temporal ordering constraints on component method invocations and constraints on data sharing between components.
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ABSTRACT
Message sequence charts (MSCs) are a popular tool to informally explain the behavioral embedding of a component in its environment. In this paper we investigate if MSCs can also serve as a specification and reasoning technique for the composition of systems from components. We identify three challenges: (1) Semantic Duality: MSCs express global coordination properties as well as requirements on individual components for their correct participation in an interaction pattern. We show that the two semantics are not always agree and suggest syntactic constraints that ensure the represented property can be decomposed. (2) Completeness: we define a de-compositional proof rule based on MSCs. We show that the rule is incomplete and discuss reasons and possible improvements. (3) Compositionality: in component-oriented system development, the different parts of the system are designed independently of each other. We suggest a composition operator for MSC specifications of such components and outline differences to operators used for the composition of scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION
Component-based software development shortens the design process by allowing the software engineer to use black-box components. A prerequisite for the composition of systems from components is adequate information about their interface.

Here, with the notion of interface we associate not only the signatures of the operations a component offers to its environment; although popular, this interface notion offers much too little information to be of value in a more rigorous approach to software development. Instead, we add the component’s observable behaviors as part of our interface notion. Approaches at component-oriented system development, such as ROOM [32] and UML-RT [33], have a similar but more informal interface notion. Our goal is to exploit the extra information our interface notion offers during system verification in the context of pragmatic and industrially accepted engineering approaches.

It is easy to describe the signature part of a component’s interface. But how to capture, represent, and systematically develop the behavioral aspects of an interface? Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) have gained wide acceptance for scenario-based specifications of component interaction behavior (see, for instance, [20, 8, 31, 6, 29]). Due to their intuitive notation MSCs have proven useful as a communication tool between customers and developers, thus helping to reduce misunderstandings from the very early development stages.

In this paper we investigate if MSCs can also serve as a specification and reasoning technique for the composition of systems from components. When used in a formal setting, MSCs could provide the link between the verification of individual components and the correctness proof for the complete system.

MSCs capture the communication or collaboration among a set of components. Typically, an MSC consists of a set of axes, each labeled with the name of a component. An axis represents part of the existence of its corresponding component. Arrows in MSCs denote communication. An arrow starts at the axis of the sender or initiator of the communication; the axis at which the head of the arrow ends designates the communication’s recipient or destination. Intuitively, the order in which the arrows occur within an MSC defines sequences of interaction among the depicted components. Figure 1 shows an MSC that displays a sequence of interactions among three components in a simple communication protocol.

The information that an MSC captures includes several structural and behavioral aspects. The separate axes indicate logical or physical component distribution. The presence of an arrow between two axes indicates the existence of a communication link between the corresponding components, as well as the occurrence of interaction itself. Finally, some MSC dialects, such as [31, 22, 10], allow the developer also to indicate state changes of individual components contained in an MSC. Composite MSCs (C-MSCs) extend the MSC language with additional structure, such as
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loops, alternatives, or sequential composition. The example in Figure 2 shows a communication protocol with two alternative outcomes: the "Receiver" process may report success ("ack") or failure ("fail").

MSCs describe the embedding of individual components into their environments, i.e., how components cooperate to achieve a certain task in a distributed system. They hide most of the details of local state changes of individual components and, instead, convey the "big picture" of the collaborations among the referenced components. This abstract, and integrated view on system behavior has resulted in the application of MSCs for use case specifications, particularly in object-oriented analysis and design, as well as for test case specifications and simulation-run visualizations, especially in tools for telecommunication and embedded systems. In a sense, MSCs represent projections of the overall system behavior onto particular services or tasks of the system; automata, another popular description technique for behavioral aspects, typically represent projections of the overall system behavior onto individual components.

Of increasing importance is the use of MSCs as a description technique for complete behavior patterns, instead of for mere exemplary interaction scenarios, because this facilitates the MSC's seamless integration into an overall development process for distributed systems (cf. [24, 22], and the references contained therein). This is a particularly useful approach for the specification for component interfaces (as opposed to complete component behavior), because of the typically limited size of the corresponding interaction protocols.

An MSC describes both the global system behavior, and how each individual component should perform to establish the desired result. In this paper we explore how this duality can be used in the verification of distributed systems. Formally, MSCs here assume the role of a decompositional proof rule. They decompose a global specification into local specifications which are satisfied by the individual components. In the verification literature, this technique is known as the assumption-commitment paradigm (cf. [12, 7]): the environment of a component is specified only to the extent that is necessary so that the component can guarantee its correct operation; any implementation details about the environment are left unspecified at this point. Assumption-commitment reasoning shifts the burden of formal verification from the system-level down to the component-level.

While the motivation for MSC-based descriptions and assumption-commitment specifications is similar, there is a gap in the degree of formalization offered that must be closed before MSCs can be used as a formal reasoning tool. In the following sections we will discuss three challenges.

1. **Semantic Duality**: MSCs express global coordination properties as well as requirements on individual components for their correct participation in an interaction pattern. We say an MSC has the decomposition property if the two semantics agree. The decomposition property is necessary for MSCs used in component oriented proofs, since we infer the validity of a global property from the validity of local properties. Unfortunately, not all MSCs have the decomposition property. We suggest syntactic constraints that ensure the represented property can be decomposed.

2. **Completeness**: For MSCs that have the decomposition property, we can formulate a decompositional proof rule that reduces the proof of a global property to the verification of local component properties. The rule is incomplete: not all valid system properties can actually be proven with the rule. We discuss reasons for the incompleteness and possible improvements.

3. **Compositionality**: In component-oriented system development, the different parts of the system are designed independently of each other. Correspondingly, their MSC specifications are unlikely to be identical and we need a process to resolve differences. We suggest such a composition operator and discuss differences to operators used for the composition of scenarios.

In the following section we introduce MSCs formally, and give a simple semantics based on ω-automata; we address the three challenges in Sections 3, 4 and 5.
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**Figure 1: Basic MSC specifying a communication protocol.**

**Figure 2: C-MSC specifying a communication protocol with failure.**
2. MESSAGE SEQUENCE CHARTS

MSCs have a wide spectrum of applications in the development process, ranging from analysis to implementation support. Correspondingly, many different interpretations have been proposed in the literature. An MSC language supporting requirements capture and analysis of interaction patterns requires a very liberal underlying semantics definition; it should, for instance, not exclude other possible interaction patterns too early in the development process.

In this paper, we focus on the verification of universal properties. Correspondingly, we are interested in the exclusion of undesired behaviors. In this section we describe a semantics that achieves this by identifying all possible interaction patterns: behaviors other than the ones that are explicitly depicted will be excluded.

We base our semantics on ω-automata. The ω-regular languages form a particularly useful class since it is closed under complementation and intersection, it is decidable and in fact well-supported by verification algorithms (cf. [13, 18]). We will work with a simplified definition of basic message sequence charts. Similar definitions appear in [2, 3]; a semantics for a richer dialect is given in [22].

Definition 1 (Message sequence charts). A (basic) message sequence chart (MSC) \( M = (P, M, E, C, O) \) is a labeled graph with the following components:

- processes: a finite set \( P \) of processes or components;
- messages: a finite set \( M \) of messages, we assume that the messages can be partitioned according to their sender \( M = \bigcup_{p \in P} S_p \) and according to their recipient \( M = \bigcup_{p \in P} R_p \); let \( M_p \) denote the union \( S_p \cup R_p \);
- events: a finite set \( E \) of events, each process \( p \in P \) has a single initial event \( e_p \);
- interprocess edges: a set of directed edges connecting events, labeled by messages between processes \( C \subseteq E \times M \times E \); we assume that each event appears on exactly one edge;
- intraprocess edges: a function \( O : E \rightarrow E \cup \{ \perp \} \) connecting events in the order in which they are displayed, \( \perp \) indicates that there is no subsequent event.

The ω-regular languages are recognized by ω-automata. Different types of ω-automata are distinguished according to their acceptance conditions, in the following we will use the fairly simple Büchi acceptance condition on the transitions (for a survey on ω-automata see [36]).

Definition 2 (Büchi automaton). A Büchi automaton is a tuple \( A = (N, \Sigma, I, T, F) \) with

- nodes: a finite set \( N \) of nodes,
- input alphabet: a finite set \( \Sigma \) of input symbols,
- initial nodes: a subset \( I \subseteq N \),
- transitions: a finite set \( T \subseteq N \times \Sigma \times N \) of labeled edges connecting nodes,
- acceptance condition: a subset \( F \subseteq T \).

Acceptance of an input sequence is determined as follows.

Definition 3 (Accepting paths). For an infinite sequence of input symbols \( \sigma : s_0, s_1, s_2, \ldots \) an infinite sequence of transitions \( \pi = (n_0, s_0, n_1, (n_1, s_1, n_2), \ldots) \) is a path of \( A \) on \( \sigma \) if \( n_0 \in I \). A path \( \pi \) is accepting if some edge in \( F \) occurs infinitely often in \( \pi \).

Definition 4 (Language). The language \( L(A) \) of an automaton \( A \) is the set of all infinite sequences \( \sigma \) of input symbols that have an accepting path in \( A \).

We represent an MSC as an automaton by using sets of “simultaneously active” events as states. There is a transition for each interprocess edge and an additional \( \tau \)-transition that simulates an internal computation step. We assume zero-delay communication: the transitions respect the partial order on the interprocess edges as well as the synchronization introduced by the interprocess edges.

Definition 5 (Global semantics). Given a basic MSC \( M = (P, M, E, C, O) \) the global semantics is given as the associated global automaton \( A = (N, \Sigma, I, T, F) \) with

- \( N = 2^\mathbb{N}(\perp) \),
- \( \Sigma = M \cup \{ \tau \} \),
- \( I = \{ e_p \mid p \in P \} \),
- \( T \) contains a set of self-loops \( \{(n, \tau, n) \mid n \in N \} \) and a set of transitions reacting to messages \( \{(n_1, s, n_2)\} \) such that
  - for each \( e_1 \in n_1 \) one of the following holds:
    * \( e_1 \in n_2 \) and there is no event \( e' \) with \( (e_1, s, e') \in C \) or \( (e', s, e_1) \in C \),
    * \( O(e_1) \in n_2 \) and there is an event \( e' \) in \( n_1 \) with \( (e_1, s, e') \in C \) or \( (e', s, e_1) \in C \), and
  - for each \( e_2 \in n_2 \) one of the following holds:
    * \( e_2 \in n_1 \) and there is no event \( e' \) in \( E \) with \( (e_1, s, e') \in C \) or \( (e', s, e_1) \in C \),
    * there is an event \( e_1 \) in \( n_1 \) such that \( e_2 = O(e_1) \) and there is an event \( e' \) with \( (e_1, s, e') \in C \) or \( (e', s, e_1) \in C \),
- \( F = \{ (\{ \perp \}, \tau, \{ \perp \}) \} \).

Figure 3a shows the automaton associated with the MSC from Figure 1. Accepting transitions are depicted with double edges. The semantics of C-MSC constructs can be described as the corresponding transformations on the automata. Here we restrict ourselves to sequential composition, non-deterministic alternatives, and finite as well as infinite loops; these language constructs suffice for the purposes of this paper. We refer the reader to [22] for similar constructions for almost all of the MSC-96 standard [20].

Definition 6 (Automata Transformations). For two Büchi automata \( A_1 = (N_1, \Sigma, I_1, T_1, F_1) \) and \( A_2 = (N_2, \Sigma, I_2, T_2, F_2) \) we define the result \( (N', \Sigma, I', T', F') \) of the following transformations:

- sequential composition \( A_1; A_2 \):
  - \( N' = N_1 \cup N_2 \),
  - \( I' = I_1 \),
3. CHALLENGE 1: SEMANTIC DUALITY

MSCs describe both the system behavior and how each individual component should perform to establish the desired result. A semantics reflecting this duality thus has both a global language and a local language for each process involved in the depicted collaboration.

In this section we study the relationship between the two languages. In a first step we distinguish the messages in whose sending or receipt a certain process is directly involved, and those that are sent and received in the process’s environment. The local semantics reflects the fact that all messages that are not either sent or received by a given process are hidden: the process behavior is independent of hidden messages.

For each transition \((n, s, m)\) in the global automaton with a hidden message \(s\) we add all transitions \((n, s', m)\) with \(s' \in (\mathcal{M} - \mathcal{M}_p) \cup \{\tau\}\): from the process’s point of view it is indistinguishable if it was message \(s\) that was sent, or some other hidden message, or even no message at all.

**Definition 8 (Local semantics).** For an MSC with processes \(P\) and global automaton \(\mathcal{A} = (N, \Sigma, I, T, F)\), the local semantics for a process \(p \in P\) is given as the associated local automaton \(\mathcal{A}_p = (N, \Sigma, I, T', F')\) with

\[
\begin{align*}
T' &= T_1 \cup \{ (n, s, \{\tau\}) \in T_1 \} \\
&\quad \cup \{ (n, s, n_2) \mid (n, s, \{\tau\}) \in T_1, n_2 \in I_2 \} \\
&\quad \cup \{ (n_1, s) \mid (n, s, \{\tau\}) \in T_1 \} \\
F' &= F_1 \cup F_2,
\end{align*}
\]

- alternative \(\text{alt}(A_1, A_2)\):
  - \(N' = N_1 \cup N_2\),
  - \(I' = I_1 \cup I_2\),
  - \(T' = T_1 \cup T_2\),
  - \(F' = F_1 \cup F_2\),

- finite loop \(\text{loop}(A_1^*)\):
  - \(N' = N_1\),
  - \(I' = I_1 \cup \{\{\tau\}\},\)
  - \(T' = T_1 \cup \{ (n, s, m) \mid (n, s, \{\tau\}) \in T_1, m \in I_1 \},\)
  - \(F' = F_1\),

- infinite loop \(\text{loop}(A_1^*)\):
  - \(N' = N_1\),
  - \(I' = I_1\),
  - \(T' = T_1 \cup \{ (n, s, m) \mid (n, s, \{\tau\}) \in T_1, m \neq \{\tau\} \}
  \quad \cup \{ (n, s, m) \mid (n, s, \{\tau\}) \in T_1, m \in I_1 \},\)
  - \(F' = F_1 \cup F_2 \cup \{ (n, s, m) \mid (n, s, \{\tau\}) \in F_1, m \neq \{\tau\} \}
  \quad \cup \{ (n, s, m) \mid (n, s, \{\tau\}) \in F_1, m \in I_1 \}.
\]

As an example consider again the C-MSC from Figure 2: its associated automaton is shown in Figure 3b. Note that both the paths that stay in node 5, and the paths that stay in node 8 are accepting.

**Definition 7 (Global Language).** A (finite or infinite) sequence of messages \(\sigma\) is accepted by an MSC \(M\) if there is an infinite sequence \(\sigma'\) of symbols in \(\Sigma \cup \{\tau\}\) such that \(\sigma'\) with all occurrences of \(\tau\) removed is equal to \(\sigma\) and \(\sigma'\) is accepted by the automaton associated with \(M\).
**Figure 4: Non-causal MSC.**

initial events \( \text{init}(M) \) of an MSC \( M \) are those events that do not causally depend on any other event in \( M \); dually, the terminal events \( \text{term}(M) \) are those events that do not cause any other events in \( M \). These sets of events serve as the basis for determining whether all message sequences expressed by an MSC are causally connected. Moreover, our aim is to distinguish clearly between different alternatives within a C-MSC by considering only the first message occurring within such an alternative; therefore, we also introduce a formal characterization for the set of first messages exchanged between two processes of an MSC.

We start by defining a causal order for the messages depicted in an MSC \( M \). This serves as the basis for defining the sets \( \text{init}(M) \) and \( \text{term}(M) \), below.

**Definition 9 (Causal Ancestor).** Let an MSC \( M = \{P, M, E, C, O\} \) be given. We define an order \( \preceq \subseteq E \times E \) on \( M \)'s events as follows. Let \( e, f \in E \), then

\[
e \preceq f \iff (e = f) \lor (\exists m \in M : (e, m, f) \in C) \lor (f = O(e))
\]

If we have \( e \preceq f \), we call \( e \) a direct causal ancestor of \( f \). By \( \preceq^* \) we denote the reflexive, transitive closure of \( \preceq \). If we have \( e \preceq^* f \), we call \( e \) a causal ancestor of \( f \).

Thus, \( e \in E \) is a direct causal ancestor of \( f \in E \), if either \( e \) and \( f \) coincide, or \( e \) and \( f \) are the send and corresponding receive event of the same message transmission, or \( e \) occurs immediately before \( f \) on the axis of the same process in the corresponding MSC \( M = \{P, M, E, C, O\} \). The causal order \( \preceq^* \) captures indirect causal dependencies. This allows us to define initial and terminal events by structural induction on the MSC syntax.

**Definition 10 (Initial and Terminal Events).** For a basic MSC \( M = \{P, M, E, C, O\} \) and its associated causal order \( \preceq^* \) we call an event \( e \in E \) initial, if \( \forall f \in E : e \preceq^* f \) holds; similarly, we call \( e \) terminal, if \( \forall f \in E : f \preceq^* e \). If \( e \) is \( M \)'s initial event, we set \( \text{init}(M) = \{e\} \); if \( M \) has no initial event we define \( \text{init}(M) = \emptyset \). Similarly, we set \( \text{term}(M) = \{e\} \) if \( e \) is \( M \)'s terminal event, and \( \text{term}(M) = \emptyset \) if no terminal event exists in \( M \).

For a C-MSC \( M \) the initial and terminal events are given as follows:

- \( \text{init}(M_1;M_2) = \text{init}(M_1) \);
- \( \text{term}(M_1;M_2) = \text{term}(M_2) \);
- \( \text{init}(\text{alt}(M_1, M_2)) = \text{init}(M_1) \cup \text{init}(M_2) \);
- \( \text{term}(\text{alt}(M_1, M_2)) = \text{term}(M_1) \cup \text{term}(M_2) \);
- \( \text{init}(\text{loop}(M_1^*)^{'};M_2) = \text{init}(M_1) \cup \text{init}(M_2) \);
- \( \text{term}(\text{loop}(M_1^*)^{'};M_2) = \text{term}(M_1) \cup \text{term}(M_2) \);
- \( \text{init}(\text{loop}(M_1^*);M_2) = \text{init}(M_1) \);
- \( \text{term}(\text{loop}(M_1^*);M_2) = \text{term}(M_1) \).

In the definition of causal MSCs we will also constrain what messages may occur as a first message between two processes. We denote the set of first messages between process \( p \) and process \( q \) in the MSC \( M \) as \( \text{fm}(M, p, q) \). Formally, let edges \( (p, q) \) denote the set of interprocess edges between two processes \( p \) and \( q \) in a basic MSC:

\[
\text{edges}(p, q) = \{(e_1, s, e_2) \in C, e_1 \in E_p \cup E_q \}
\]

The set of first messages is then defined as follows.

**Definition 11 (First Messages).** For a basic MSC \( M \) and two processes \( p, q \) with no interprocess edges between \( p \) and \( q \), \( \text{edges}(p, q) = \emptyset \), the set of first messages is empty: \( \text{fm}(M, p, q) = \emptyset \). For non-empty edges \( (p, q) \), we call the edge \( (e_1, s, e_2) \in \text{edges}(p, q) \) where \( e_1 \) is a causal ancestor to all other send events \( e'_1 \) with \( (e'_1, s, e'_2) \in \text{edges}(p, q) \) the first interprocess edge and the message \( s \) the first message between \( p \) and \( q \): \( \text{fm}(M, p, q) = \{s\} \). For C-MSCs the first messages are the following sets:

- \( \text{fm}(M_1;M_2, p, q) = \text{fm}(M_1, p, q) \) if \( \text{fm}(M_1, p, q) \neq \emptyset \) and \( \text{fm}(M_2, p, q) \) otherwise;
- \( \text{fm}(\text{alt}(M_1, M_2), p, q) = \text{fm}(M_1, p, q) \cup \text{fm}(M_1, p, q) \);
- \( \text{fm}(\text{loop}(M_1^*);M_2, p, q) = \text{fm}(M_1, p, q) \cup \text{fm}(M_1, p, q) \).
• \( \text{fm}(\text{loop}(M_1^*), p, q) = \text{fm}(M_1, p, q) \)

• \( \text{fm}(\text{loop}(M_1^*), p, q) = \text{fm}(M_1, p, q) \)

Intuitively, each process in a causal MSC should always be able to infer which branch of the MSC is currently executed. This is ensured with the following syntactic constraints.

**Definition 12 (Causal MSC).** An MSC \( M \) is a causal MSC if one of the following conditions holds:

- \( M \) is a basic MSC and has an initial event;
- \( M \) is a sequential composition \( M = M_1; M_2 \), \( M_1 \) has a terminal event \( e_1 \), \( M_2 \) has an initial event \( e_2 \) and \( e_2 \) belong to the same process;
- \( M \) is an alternative between two causal MSCs, \( M = \text{alt}(M_1, M_2) \), and for all processes \( p \) and \( q \), \( \text{fm}(M_1, p, q) \cap \text{fm}(M_2, p, q) = \emptyset \)
- \( M \) is a finite loop \( \text{loop}(M_1^*) \) or an infinite loop \( \text{loop}(M_1^*) \) of a causal MSC \( M_1 \).

The MSC in Figure 4 is not causal, because the send-events for messages "A1" and "C1" do not have a common causal ancestor. In fact, the MSC would remain non-causal if were to remove the second alternative, even though the decomposition property holds for the resulting MSC. Causality is hence a sufficient but not necessary condition for the decomposition property.

**Related work.** The difficulty in mapping global properties to responsibilities of individual components has been considered in the literature (cf. [25, 26, 1] among others), sometimes under the keyword "nonlocal choice." Besides syntactic constraints as done for causal MSCs here, the problem can also be solved by partial or total distribution of an automaton representing the global property to all or part of the component implementation [19]; this ensures that all components synchronize their actions via the global automaton. This comes at the cost of increasing the complexity of the individual components considerably.

### 4. Challenge 2: Completeness

In formal verification, we prove that a system satisfies its specification. If the system is the composition of a set of components \( S = \{C_p \mid p \in P\} \) and the specification is given as an MSC \( M \), verifying \( S \models M \) corresponds to checking the language inclusion

\[ \bigcap_{p \in P} L(C_p) \subseteq L(A) \]

where \( L(C_p) \) is the language accepted by the component implementing process \( p \) and \( A \) is the global automaton associated with \( M \).

Analysis techniques for this problem are computationally expensive; the complexity of model checking [9], for instance, is exponential in \( n \). It has therefore long been recognized that verification must be based on the decomposition of the system into its components.

We now discuss a compositional proof rule for MSCs. Following the assumption-commitment paradigm, such a rule supplies two automata for each component: the assumption on the component’s environment, represented by an environment automaton \( \mathcal{E}_p \), and the commitment, represented by the associated local automaton from the previous section. To prove \( S \models M \) for a system \( S = \{C_p \mid p \in P\} \) and an MSC \( M \) with global automaton \( A \) we find a second MSC \( M' \) that has the decomposition property. Let \( A' \) be the global automaton associated with \( M' \), and \( A'_p \) and \( \mathcal{E}_p' \), the local automata and environment automata, respectively, for processes \( p \in P \). The following rule reduces the global property to local proof obligations for each component:

**Decompositional Proof Rule**

\[
\text{if } \begin{align*}
(1) \quad & \text{for all } p \in P, \quad L(\mathcal{E}_p) \cap L(C_p) \subseteq L(A'_p) \\
(2) \quad & L(A) \subseteq L(A')
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{then } \bigcap_{p \in P} L(C_p) \subseteq L(A)
\]

Since the component can rely on the environment to cooperate, we can exclude behaviors from the environment automaton in which the environment either illegally sends a message (safety violation) or in which the component is kept waiting for the next message infinitely (liveness violation). We construct two automata, the environment-safety automaton \( \mathcal{S} \) that recognizes all behaviors where the environment violates safety, and the environment-liveness automaton \( \mathcal{L} \), that recognizes all behaviors where the environment violates liveness. Behaviors accepted by either automaton need not be considered in the verification of the component.

Safety violations can be recognized by considering finite prefixes of input sequences. Let \( A = (N, \Sigma, I, T, F) \) be the global automaton associated with an MSC \( M \). The set of all finite prefixes of sequences in \( L(A) \), the prefix language of \( M \), is accepted by the automaton \( (N, \Sigma, I, T) \). Because of the trivial acceptance condition it is possible to construct a deterministic Buchi automaton \( \mathcal{P}_A \) that accepts the prefix language (cf. [36]).
Definition 13 (Environment-Safety). Let the automaton $\mathcal{P}_A = (N, \Sigma, I, T, F)$ be a deterministic Büchi automaton that accepts the prefix language of an MSC. The environment-safety automaton for process $p$ is the automaton $\mathcal{S}_p = (N', \Sigma, I, T', F')$ with

- $N' = N \cup \{\Omega\}$
- $T' = T \cup \{(n, s, \Omega) \mid s \in M - S_p$ and $\exists n' \in N \cdot (n, s, n') \in T\}$
- $F' = \{\Omega, s, \Omega) \mid s \in \Sigma\}$

Figure 5a shows the environment-safety automaton for the “Medium” process from the communication protocol example. Note that the accepting paths stay in node $\Omega$; a transition to $\Omega$ occurs whenever the environment illegally sends a message.

Figure 5b shows the environment-liveness automaton for the “Medium” process. The accepting paths stay in nodes 1 and 3; in node 1, the “Medium” process can count on the “Sender” process to eventually send a message; in node 3, the “Medium” process awaits the acknowledgment from the “Receiver” process.

Definition 14 (Environment-Liveness). Let the automaton $\mathcal{P}_A = (N, \Sigma, I, T, F)$ be a deterministic Büchi automaton that accepts the prefix language of an MSC. The environment-liveness automaton for process $p$ is the automaton $\mathcal{L}_p = (N, \Sigma, I, T', F')$ with

$F' = \{(n, \tau, n) \mid \exists n' \in N, s \in S_p, (n, s, n') \in T$ and $\exists n' \in N, s \in (M - S_p) \cdot (n, s, n') \in T\}$

Finally, the environment automaton $\mathcal{E}_p$ contains all behaviors in which the environment commits neither a safety nor a liveness violation. In the example, this combination results in the environment automaton shown in Figure 5c.

Definition 15 (Environment Automaton). Let $\mathcal{S}_p$ be the environment-safety automaton and $\mathcal{L}_p$ the environment-liveness automaton for a process $p$. The environment automaton $\mathcal{E}_p$ accepts the language

$L(\mathcal{E}_p) = L(\mathcal{S}_p) \cup L(\mathcal{L}_p)$

We can now analyze the completeness of our rule. The decompositional proof rule is complete if for any system $S$ and MSC $M$ with $S \models M$, there is an MSC $M'$ such that the conditions of the rule hold. So far, we have made no assumptions about the components allowed in the system composition. In this generality, the decompositional proof rule is clearly incomplete.

In Figure 6, the specification is satisfied if the two processes “A” and “B” exchange exactly one message. Now consider the following implementation: component “A” chooses at each point nondeterministically whether or not to send its message to “B” (unless it receives a message from “B” first). “B,” on the other hand, applies a timeout-mechanism that guarantees that eventually a message is sent. There is no MSC $M'$ such that the conditions of the decompositional proof rule hold: none of the two alternatives in Figure 6 can be removed since either message may occur.

The incompleteness of the proof rule stems from the difference in expressiveness of the MSCs we have considered so far, and the components implementing individual processes. This leaves us with two options for achieving completeness: one is to restrict our attention to a smaller class of systems, the other is to add to the expressiveness of MSCs.

Examples for restrictions are regularity: the language accepted by each component is $\omega$-regular, reactivity: every component exchanges infinitely many messages with its environment, and I/O directedness: a component has control only over its output messages. If such restrictions are inadequate, it is certainly possible to make MSCs more expressive, for example with an explicit assignment of progress responsibilities: the property in Figure 6 could be proven for the described implementation by indicating in Figure 6 that process “B” is responsible for the progress beyond the interprocess edge (resulting in an appropriately modified environment automaton for process “A”).

In practice, components often accept a non-regular language. Suggestions in the literature to extend MSCs to non-regular languages include extensions with data states [6, 22], as well as performance and real-time constraints (cf. [16, 17, 31]). However, any extension to the MSC’s expressiveness comes at the price of increased complexity: many extended MSCs are undecidable. Care is also required to avoid syntactic clutter and to maintain the MSCs’ intuitive appearance.

Related work. Decompositional proofs have been studied for a long time, starting with the why-guarantee formalism [21] and proofs for networks of processes [27]. Since then, many assumption-commitment rules have been proposed, see [12] for an overview and [30] for a discussion of their completeness. Our decomposition of MSC properties into an assumption-commitment specification for individual components is similar to the one in [7]; the semantic framework used there includes the reactivity and I/O directedness requirements mentioned above. We are not aware of any work that formally analyzes the completeness of MSC languages. A closely related topic, however, is the “reverse engineering” of MSCs from systems; this is studied in [28].

![Figure 6: Incompleteness example.](image)
5. CHALLENGE 3: COMPOSITIONALITY

In the preceding sections we have addressed the properties expressed by individual MSCs with respect to a certain system under consideration. Now we turn our attention to the composition of specifications from several, possibly non-orthogonal MSCs. Intuitively, two MSCs are non-orthogonal, if one contains a segment of an interaction pattern depicted by the other. We deal with this problem from two perspectives. First, we study the composition of “off-the-shelf” components specifically in the context of verification; here, the basic problem is to relate the already fixed interface specifications of already existing components. Second, we consider MSC composition in the more general context of scenario specifications.

In component-oriented system development, the different parts of a system are designed independently of each other; components may be retrieved from a database that was put together long before the system’s conception. It is therefore unrealistic to expect that the MSCs documenting the different components will agree, and we need a process to resolve any differences.

In our communication protocol example, assume the “Sender” component is described by the simple MSC from Figure 1, and the “Medium” component has the richer functionality depicted in Figure 2. Which MSC describes the embedding of the composition of the two components in the system? Or should this combination of components be rejected altogether?

In assumption-commitment reasoning, the environment of a component is expected to show at most the behavior allowed by the environment assumption (cf. [12]). Hence, the combination of “Sender” and “Medium” component in our communication protocol example would be rejected, since the “Medium” component may send a “fail” message which is not allowed in the MSC of the “Sender” component. Semantically, this analysis corresponds to a pessimistic view of the environment [11]: The combination of two components is rejected because an environment exists that would violate the specification of one of the components. In this example, there is an implementation of the (so far not analyzed) “Receiver” process that corresponds to the MSC of the “Medium” component, but that would cause a violation of the MSC of the “Sender” component. A more liberal optimistic view allows the combination of two components as long as an implementation for the remaining environment exists that would allow all specifications to be satisfied.

The optimistic point of view can be implemented in a process for the composition of component MSCs. Given a system $S$ and an MSC $M_A$ specifying the behavior of a subset of the components $A \subseteq S$, and an MSC $M_B$ specifying the components $B \subseteq S$, we construct an MSC $M_{AUB}$ specifying $A \cup B$. In this chart only those behaviors of $S - (A \cup B)$ are allowed that do not cause the components in $A$ to violate environment assumptions of the components in $B$, or, vice versa, cause the components in $B$ to violate environment assumptions of components in $A$.

There are automata-based solutions for optimistic composition (cf. [11]). It would be desirable to have purely syntactic combination operations for MSCs that implement this semantic construction and combinations for more expressive MSC languages. This would constitute a first step towards a thorough, seamless usage of MSCs as a specification and verification aid in the context of component composition.

We now turn to questions of MSC composition in a more general setting including analysis and design in addition to verification. As we have argued in the preceding sections we need a very strict MSC interpretation for promising MSC application in the verification task. The well-established usage of MSCs for capturing scenarios, on the other hand, is an example of a very liberal MSC interpretation. A scenario captures one possible segment of an overall system execution, projected onto the components referenced in the MSC. Because scenarios describe usually very specific instances of behavior, a corresponding composition operator must be very permissive; it cannot exclude alternative or even interleaved behaviors prematurely. [22] contains a composition operator, called “join”, which matches the messages shared by the two operand MSCs; the resulting MSC’s semantics contains only behaviors where this match is possible. This form of composition explicitly supports the combination of overlapping specifications; it is easily transferred into the semantic framework we have established in this paper.

**Related work.** The distinction between “optimistic” and “pessimistic” compositionality has been made in the verification literature, for example in lazy compositional verification [31] and, more recently, within the formalism of interface automata [11]. In the MSC literature certain dialects can be seen as closer to the pessimistic or optimistic point of view. [22] discusses MSC interpretations in the range from scenarios to exact component behavior; the latter excludes behaviors other than the explicitly depicted ones.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Message sequence charts have been used for quite some time to informally describe the embedding of a component in its environment. In this paper we have formulated criteria the MSC language should satisfy so that the embedding furthermore qualifies as a formal proof: if this is achieved, then the correctness of the system is guaranteed once each individual component is verified.

Certain compromises must be made when choosing an MSC language. The simple MSCs described in Section 2 are attractive because their semantics is well-supported by verification methods; however, they do not provide a complete proof technique as discussed in Section 4. More expressive languages, such as the ones mentioned at the end of Section 4, on the other hand, are hard to analyze or even undecidable. For a given system and component model, a good compromise would be to first select a language on the basis of its completeness and then identify fragments according to their expressiveness.

Using MSCs as a verification tool as suggested in this paper should feel natural to designers familiar with MSC-based scenario descriptions. There is also a close resemblance to verification tools such as generalized verification diagrams [4, 5]; verification diagrams are similarly based on ω-automata, and they can also be used for component-oriented proofs [14]. MSCs and verification diagrams work, however, on different levels: verification diagrams are complete proofs of a certain property. MSCs, on the other hand, do not constitute complete proofs by themselves, since they are constructed independently of implementation details. Instead, they integrate the verification of individual properties in the correctness proof of the overall system.
Compositionality may be the hardest remaining challenge for a practical application of MSCs in component-based verification. In this paper we have addressed the composition of MSC specifications referencing concrete components of the system under consideration. Often, however, similar interaction patterns occur over and over again within the same system among different sets of components, and also within other systems. We can also identify and describe these interaction patterns by means of MSCs: we only have to interpret the axes of the MSCs more liberally. By parameterizing MSCs with respect to their axis labelings, i.e., the components they reference, we obtain a flexible language for such recurring interaction patterns. Instead of a single concrete component of a particular system under consideration, an axis then represents the “role” of a participant in the interaction pattern. The resulting MSCs describe interaction patterns abstractly, without references to concrete participants of a collaboration. We also speak of “connectors” when referencing abstract interaction protocols (cf. also [37, 33, 35, 7, 6]).

To use MSCs successfully in describing connectors (cf. [6, 7, 23, 15]) we need a way to relate abstract connectors and concrete component interfaces. One way to do so is to instantiate the roles in connectors by concrete components, whose interfaces are also specified by MSCs; in a second step we then have to match the behaviors allowed by the connector with those of the instantiating components.

Exploiting the information contained in a connector during component-oriented verification displays much potential for reducing the overall verification complexity, and is a promising area of future research.
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ABSTRACT
As interest in components and composition-related methods is growing rapidly, it is not always clear what the goals (and the corresponding difficulties) actually are. If composition is to become central in the future of software engineering, we need to better identify the fundamental issues that are related to it, before we attempt to solve them as they occur in object-oriented systems or in concurrent and reactive systems. In this paper, we present our formulation of some of the composition problems in a context of formal methods and program specification and verification. This formalization is based on predicate calculus and predicate transformers and aims at remaining as general as possible. This way, we hope to better understand some of the fundamental issues of composition and component-based reasoning.

1. INTRODUCTION
Composition is receiving a lot of attention these days: Components are everywhere and everything is (or ought to be) “compositional”. What is meant by that, though, is far from being clear, and there is a wide range of opinions on what is still to be done. Some might argue that the composition problem is now solved at a fundamental level and that actual techniques and tools just need to be put in place. At the other end of the spectrum, some might believe that composition, as we understand it today, cannot be achieved in software engineering and that other approaches must be sought. And, between these two extremes, are research projects, mostly independent from one another, that focus on specific instances of this composition problem, be it a type system in an object-oriented context or a temporal logic for reactive systems.

A possible reason for this apparent contradiction and confusion is that composition is a broad concept and that the composition problem might not be unique. There are many issues related to composition, some are easier to tackle than others, and many must be dealt with before the problem can be considered solved (or unsolvable). In this paper, we advocate the idea that an important step today is to identify these composition problems and to understand how they relate to each other.

We restrict our attention to composition in a formal methods context. Other contexts, such as for instance programming languages, lead to other composition problems and all have to be solved in order to make composition viable as a whole. Furthermore, we choose a static point of view: we reason about properties of systems and components whereas a dynamic point of view would focus on the process of building systems from components.

These choices, however, leave us in a broad background where fundamental questions related to many forms of composition can be explored: What are components? How are they composed? How are they described and specified? What do we expect from such specifications? What is the relationship between systems and components specifications? What does it mean to be “compositional”? How can we obtain compositional specifications? Can composition lead to simpler correctness proofs? How does composition relate to reuse? How does it relate to abstraction?

Our current effort focuses on addressing these questions without specializing the chosen context any further. This way, we hope to better understand what problems are common to different forms of composition and what problems are specific to families of components or laws of composition. As a guideline for this general exploration, we also consider the special case of concurrent composition of processes specified in temporal logic. This familiar but complex background, in which the composition problem is far from being solved, is both a source of inspiration and a test-bench for our abstract study of composition. Our approach to studying composition as well as some of our results are informally introduced in the remaining of this paper. Technical details can be found in cited references.
2. SPECIFICATIONS AND PROOFS IN COMPOSITIONAL DESIGNS

2.1 Compositional Design versus Compositional Verification

Composition has often been advocated as a necessary step in the proof of large systems. While this is certainly true, we do not want to restrict composition to that role.

For instance, it is possible to build a system from components, generate correctness proof obligations from the complete system, and then apply composition at the proof level (split the global proof obligation into several independent proofs). This approach is suggested, for instance, in [24]. Compositional model-checking also follows this philosophy to some degree.

While the previous technique is relatively simple and allows verification techniques to handle large systems, we have in mind a more ambitious role for composition, namely the “open system” approach. In this approach, we want to verify the correctness of components in isolation, before they become part of any system. In the previous case, the complete knowledge of the system can be used to verify one component. For open systems, this is not true anymore. All that is known are specific assumptions on possible environments, which are part of a component specification. This tends to make proofs harder since these assumptions describe a set of possible environments instead of a completely specified context, and they have to be abstract and generic enough to allow a large number of environments to use the component.

However, the open system approach also has benefits that make its study worthwhile. Firstly, since components are already proved correct with respect to their specifications, the correctness proof of a complete system can rely on these specifications instead of the components’ implementations. This allows designers not to take into account the many details of the internal structure of each component. Compositionality of designs breaks down when reasoning about a system requires managing too many details from each part of that system.

Secondly, and this is probably the main benefit, the open system approach allows designers to embed parts of a correctness proof into components, making these parts available each time a component is used to build a system. Indeed, when a component is proved correct with respect to its specification, relevant facts about this component are extracted from the details of its implementation and become part of the component specification. When this component is composed with a larger system, these facts can be used in the system correctness proof without the need for proving them again. Each time a component is reused, a (possibly difficult) proof is reused too, as well as any other correctness argument available such as tests or behavior in other systems.

2.2 Abstract Specifications

In order to be able to achieve such reuse, we need specifications to remain abstract enough to describe what is required from a component, all that is required and only what is required. When designing a system and looking for a suitable component, the specification used by the designer cannot include too many details about this component, because any component with the right functionalities should be usable, whatever its implementation details are. Such a specification must also be able to express that some aspects are irrelevant in order to avoid an overspecification of requirements. If requirements are overspecified, then designers might end up not finding any suitable component while actually some existing component would fit their needs perfectly.

A second reason why we want specifications to be abstract is to keep composition worthwhile and cost effective in spite of the natural overhead it generates. A key idea of component technology is that the same component can be used in many systems, and thus the effort that goes into specifying, proving and implementing components can be exploited many times. As explained before, each time a component is reused, a proof, the correctness proof of that component, is reused too. If a component specification contains abstract, relevant, hard-to-prove facts about the component, a possibly difficult and large proof is reused. However, if a component specification is too close to its implementation and not abstract enough, very little proof can be reused. Therefore, greater productivity is achieved by using components that embody substantial effort by containing proofs of abstract specifications.

This situation is illustrated in figure 1. Proofs labeled with ‘T’ are those component-correctness proofs that are left unchanged through composition and that can be reused in the design of several systems. Proofs labeled with ‘C’ are proofs of composition, i.e., proofs of system properties from component properties. The level of abstraction of component specifications clearly influences the amount of effort that has to be put in T-proofs and in C-proofs. A good framework for composition should allow us to put most of the effort in T-proofs and keep C-proofs as simple as possible. Even if the sum of C and T-proofs is larger and more complex than a direct (noncompositional) proof for the same system, composition is still worthwhile because existing T-proofs can be reused.

Part of the problem is that specifications that are too abstract do not contain enough information to be composed. Therefore, the right balance between abstraction and ability to be composed must be found.

3. SPECIFICITY OF OUR RESEARCH

3.1 Shortcomings of Current Approaches

When deterministic components are composed sequentially, the problem reduces to composition of functions and remains tractable. Developers use libraries of procedures every day and rely on their specifications without having to consider implementation details.

However, effective compositional design often involves nondeterministic components and concurrent composition. For instance, the different parts of a reactive system cannot be specified in terms of precondition and postcondition because of their possibly infinite behavior, which leads to tremendous difficulties in terms of composition.
Composition of such systems, which interact at the level of their behavior, not at the level of their initial/final state, has been extensively studied. Very schematically, two distinct families emerge.

On the one hand, process algebras, such as CSP, CCS or $\pi$-calculus to name a few, integrate composition as a central part of their design. Systems are compositions of processes and processes compose quite naturally. The resulting formally well-defined notation, however, often looks like a programming language more than a specification language. In this context, it is quite difficult to express abstract properties on the expected behavior of these components and systems. As a consequence, it is difficult to obtain reusable generic specifications, as well as specifications easily related to informal requirements.

Temporal logics, on the other hand, such as LTL, CTL, TLA, or UNITY, are well-suited to express nonoperational, abstract specifications. They provide us with specification languages that are closer to informal descriptions, which makes specifications more easily readable and checkable with respect to informal requirements. However, the starting point of these notations is the specification of a system, globally. Composition is viewed as an additional issue, which requires a specific treatment. Work has been done to manage composition issues with specific logics [25, 19, 18, 2, 20, 23, 34, 21], but little work has been done to study composition in itself, independently of the underlying logic [1, 4, 3].

### 3.2 Composition in the Abstract

The specificity of our approach is to study composition independently from what components and the laws of composition actually are. We are not focusing on a specific domain, nor do we want to design specification languages tailored to certain forms of composition. Our view is one of a component-based software industry, where composition is involved in almost every design. We want to deal with this composition, whether it works well or not, whether it is easy or not. This departs from the works on temporal logic cited above, where usually the whole language is made “composable” by restricting up front the type of interaction under consideration. For instance, composition works fine in TLA (it reduces to conjunction) [2], but component assumptions are made at the transition level and cannot be at the computation level, as in the case of liveness assumptions (see example in section 4.4).

The context of our work is therefore independent of the nature of systems. It is not a context of “variables”, “states”, “computations”, “interleaving”, “safety” or “liveness”, but rather one of “systems”, “components”, “specifications” and “composition laws”. No specific logic or process model is used and few hypotheses are made on composition laws. This way, it is hoped that we can understand aspects that are common to many forms of composition and many types of systems. Later, that knowledge can be applied to the concurrent composition of reactive systems, for instance.

This approach inherits from both the process algebra and the temporal logic families mentioned above. On the one hand, we consider that systems are specified logically (without choosing a specific logic), which provides us with a rich specification language and allows us potentially to apply results to temporal logics for reactive systems. On the other hand, we define an algebra of composition with the goal of obtaining a calculus that would allow us to calculate (instead of guess and then prove) properties of systems and components. In this respect, our approach relates to process calculus based approaches.
4. CURRENT WORK

4.1 Existential and Universal Specifications

The starting point of our exploration is the definition of a simple model of components, systems and specifications. Because of our concern with generality, we use a monoid-like structure of components and specifications are boolean functions (predicates) on components and systems. In other words, we assume that components are composed with a single law of composition for which we assume associativity but no other property such as symmetry or idempotency. As a consequence, the model can be instantiated with transformational programs (specified in terms of preconditions and postconditions and composed sequentially) or with reactive processes (specified with temporal logics and composed concurrently), among other things.

In this context, we first focused on two particular families of specifications called existential and universal [7, 14]. We say that a specification is existential exactly when, for all systems, the specification holds in a system if it holds in at least one component of that system. Similarly, a specification is universal if it holds in a system when it holds in all components of that system. Existential and universal are characteristics of specifications, independent of a particular set of components. Some specifications are existential, some are universal and, of course, some are neither. However, when existential and universal specifications are used, they naturally lead to simple proofs of composition (C-proofs), properties being inherited by a system from its components.

4.2 A “guarantees” Operator for Assumption-Commitment Specifications

If we only allow existential and universal specifications to appear in component descriptions, this is a restriction on how components can be described. This is the price to pay for simple proofs of composition. However, we have found these two classes to be surprisingly rich. For instance, the work on temporal logics in [19, 18, 2, 20, 34, 21] relies almost exclusively on existential-like composition.

One reason why existential specifications appear to be so convenient is the existence of the guarantees operator [7, 14]. The guarantees operator can be used to express existential assumption-commitment specifications. Its main originality is that it is not defined in terms of component environments, as assumption-commitment specifications usually are (components are making assumptions on their possible environments). In the case of guarantees, the commitment part of the specification as well as the assumption part apply to a complete system (environment + component): X guarantees Y holds in a component F if and only if Y holds in G o F o H (where o denotes the law of composition under consideration) when X holds in G o F o H, for all systems G and H that can be composed with F. The fundamental property of guarantees is that X guarantees Y is existential regardless of what the specifications X and Y are. Therefore, proofs of composition are simplified when components are specified in terms of guarantees.

4.3 Predicate Transformers for Composition

By studying the guarantees operator carefully, we made the observation that it is merely the application to logical implication of a more general operator which we called WE [6]. This allows a separation of concerns: WE actually represents composition while logical implication represents the assumption-commitment mechanism. WE is a predicate transformer, in other words, a function from specifications to specifications. Formally, for a specification X, WE.X is defined as the weakest existential specification stronger than X (which exists regardless of X).

It can be proved that WE.X characterizes those components F such that specification X holds in any system that contains F as a component [14]. As a consequence, the specification X guarantees Y is actually equivalent to WE.(X ⇒ Y). In other words, guarantees is the weakest (the most abstract) strengthening of logical implication that makes it composable (for the existential form of composition). This, in some sense, is a theoretical argument to claim that guarantees can provide us with abstract, reusable specifications.

WE is the first of a series of predicate transformers that we have started to study. Indeed, we can define SE.X as the strongest existential property weaker than X. The corresponding theorem states that SE.X characterizes those systems that contain at least one component that satisfies X. In other words, when a component that satisfies X is used in a system, this system satisfies SE.X. In the best case (when X is an existential specification), the system satisfies X (SE.X is equivalent to X); in the worst case (where all of X is lost through composition), SE.X reduces to true. In some sense, SE.X represents the part of specification X that composes (existentially). Equivalently, SE.X characterizes those systems that are (or can be) built using a component that satisfies specification X [15].

Things are different in the case of universal composition. A transformer SU can be defined (as the strongest universal specification weaker than a given specification), but we are still looking for a suitable WU. Such a transformer would be useful to characterize what has to be proved on a component instead of a component of a more general operator which we called WE [6]. This allows a separation of concerns: WE actually represents composition while logical implication represents the assumption-commitment mechanism. WE is a predicate transformer, in other words, a function from specifications to specifications. Formally, for a specification X, WE.X is defined as the weakest existential specification stronger than X (which exists regardless of X).

Furthermore, by describing composition in terms of predicate transformers, for which a large amount of literature exists [22], we are able to reuse classic techniques such as conjugates. Every predicate transformer T has a unique conjugate T* such that T*.X = ¬T.(¬X). The transformers we have defined for existential and universal composition also have conjugates, namely WE*, SE* and SU*. It should be noted that, while WE, SE and SU describe composition from components to systems (what has to be proved on components, what can be deduced on systems), WE*, SE* and SU* describe composition from systems to components.
(what should be proved on systems, what can be deduced on components). For instance, WE X is true of any component that is used to build a system that satisfies specification X. This form of reasoning, from systems to components, is sometimes neglected. We believe it to be extremely important because it is the kind of reasoning that is involved when system designers are looking for components. A designer who is building a system to satisfy specification X knows that only components that satisfy WE X can be used and that other components need not be considered. We find conjugates to be a powerful and elegant way to switch from bottom-up to top-down views on composition [13]. In particular, many properties of predicate transformers, such as junctivity and monotonicity, are inherited from transformers to conjugates. This allows us to avoid duplicating proofs.

4.4 Application to UNITY logic

In parallel with our work on predicate transformers and composition, we have started to apply our ideas to specifications and proofs of concurrent and distributed systems. Theoretical investigation is one way to claim the usefulness of operators (for instance, by proving that they are the weakest solution to some set of equations). Practical attempts at writing specifications and proofs based on these operators are another.

Two of these examples were fully developed and published. One focuses on shared memory systems [11], while the other deals with distributed systems [12, 5].

In the first example, universal specifications are used instead of guarantees, which does not seem to fit this example well enough. In this case, the correctness argument relies on the fact that some dependency graph among processes remains acyclic. Since each process only modifies the dependency graph locally (by interacting with its neighbors), no single process can guarantee that the graph remains acyclic, using an existential property. However, there can be a property that states that no process will ever create a cycle in the graph. Such a property can be formulated in a universal way so that, when it is satisfied by all processes, the global system also satisfies it and cycles cannot be introduced in the graph.

This raises a number of interesting questions. In this example, it appears that universal specifications are required to describe the behavior of shared variables (variables that are written by several processes). However, there are other examples with shared variables that can successfully be specified in terms of guarantees. There are also systems without shared variables (distributed systems) but where a shared virtual data structure (such as a graph among processes) is used in the correctness proof. Should such a system be specified in terms of guarantees (it usually can, from the absence of shared variables) or in terms of universal specifications of the shared virtual data structure? And if guarantees is used, should the correctness proof rely directly on it or can we obtain a simpler proof by using an intermediate (universal) specification that is deduced from the original (existential) specification? These are the kind of fundamental questions we plan to explore through the development of other examples.

Using universal specifications gives rise to other interesting issues. For instance, the UNITY logic (which was used in our examples) exists in two forms: a weak form and a strong form [31, 28, 27]. The UNITY operator invariant leads to universal specifications in its strong form but not in its weak form. For the sake of simplicity, we used the strong form of UNITY logic in our example. However, this is not realistic from a practical point of view (the strong form of the logic is much too strong for a specification) and we have to find ways of strengthening the weak form to make it universal. We have defined such a strengthening based on WE [9] (the resulting universal form of the weak invariant resembles a similar operator from [34]), but we cannot tell if this is an optimal solution. In other words, we do not know if the resulting operator is the weakest universal specification stronger than the weak invariant (we do not even know if such a weakest solution exists). Besides its practical interest, this question also relates to the problem of finding a suitable transformer WU, as explained earlier in section 4.3.

Our second example involves distributed systems. It makes use of guarantees, mixed with techniques for abstract communication description that were previously developed [16, 26, 8, 33, 17]. This abstract description of communication is made possible by the ability of guarantees to involve liveness specifications in its assumption part. Basically, a network component guarantees that the sequence of received messages is always a prefix of the sequence of sent messages (safety) and that any message that is sent is eventually received (liveness).

There are other places in this example where our use of liveness specifications combined with guarantees leads to simpler proofs of composition by embedding larger proofs in components verification (see the discussion in 2.2). For instance, this example involves a resource allocator component that satisfies a property of the form: clients return resources in finite time (and other conditions) guarantees any request for resources is eventually satisfied. The proof of composition remains simple because the corresponding client component property that states that clients actually return resources in finite time can be plugged (through network specifications) into the left-hand side of this guarantees property to deduce that all requests are eventually granted.

If liveness properties cannot be used in the assumption part of a composition operator → (as in [1, 2, 18, 19, 20, 21]), the resource allocator specification has to be of the form: enough resources are available to satisfy the first pending request → the first pending request is eventually granted. In this case, the fact that clients return resources in finite time cannot be used directly as before. Instead, a first proof of composition is required to show that enough resources will eventually be available to satisfy the first pending request and then a second proof to show that other requests are eventually satisfied. When guarantees is used, these two proofs (by induction) are inside the correctness proof of the allocator component and can be reused when the allocator component is reused. In the other case, they are in the proof of composition and have to be redone every time a new system is built from these components.
5. OUTLINE OF FUTURE RESEARCH

The work described above represents a first step towards our exploration of composition issues in system design. Starting with guarantees as a middle point, the research is now developing both upstream (towards predicate transformers and other fundamental composition-related operators) and downstream (towards practical application to concurrent systems).

One of our goals is the definition of a formal calculus in which specifications can be transformed to fit specific composition constraints. In other words, starting from requirements that are not compositional, we want to calculate a suitable compositional specification. In the case of existential composition, for example, it is not enough to know that $WE.X$ is what needs to be proved on a component to ensure that systems which use that component will satisfy specification $X$. We need to know how to prove $WE.X$ given a component description.

This can be achieved at different levels. At the most abstract level, we can exhibit theorems about WE that allow us to reduce the calculation of $WE.X$ using known $WE.Y$, where $Y$ is a part of $X$ (for instance, using existential $Y$ specifications). When this is possible, we can calculate $WE.X$ inside the logic in which $X$ is expressed, which gives us the corresponding component specification. We were able to achieve such calculations on toy examples [14], but we need more theorems and rules related to $WE$ and our other transformers to be able to conduct such calculations on examples from more interesting domains. One difficulty when seeking such properties of the transformers is to free ourselves from implicit assumptions regarding the law of composition. For instance, we sometimes use concurrent composition of processes as a guideline to find general rules about the transformers, but we must be careful not to use an hypothesis such as symmetry or idempotency which we decided not to include systematically in our model.

Another way to deal with the transformers is to first instantiate our framework with a specification language and then to derive rules about $WE.X$, where $X$ is expressed in the chosen logical language (instead of using general theorems about $WE$). We have started this process with Unity logic in order to build the necessary correctness proofs in our examples with concurrent and distributed systems [9]. Furthermore, we also need to apply our approach to other frameworks for the specification and verification of concurrent systems. This effort has already started, for instance with CTL [32], but we want to consider other frameworks, such as TLA or I/O-automata.

Recently, we have started to generalize our approach to systems in which several laws of composition are used at the same time. An example of such a system is a software system in which components are composed sequentially and in parallel. According to preliminary results, it seems that our approach can still be applied. In other words, we are still able to define weakest and strongest transformers that represent specific views on composition (independently, this time, from existential and universal specifications). Furthermore, the resulting predicate transformers bear strong similarities with Dijkstra’s $wp$ and $sp$ transformers for program semantics, from which we can draw new inspirations [10]. This new set of transformers has now to be explored carefully. Especially, relationships between transformer properties and assumptions on the different laws of composition have to be found.

6. SUMMARY

The lack of composition-based methods is a major factor in the limited use of formal methods in actual designs. We believe our project adopts a novel view on an old and important problem. Most work on composition has focused on a specific form of composition (sequential, parallel with shared variables, parallel with message passing, etc.) and a specific type of component (namely, programs, either with states or with so-called “open system computations”). By choosing a much more general view, we hope to understand fundamental aspects of composition that are independent from the types of components and the way they interact.

Our ultimate goal is to build a calculus for composition. It would be a formal framework that can be instantiated with many form of compositions and many types of systems and components. We hope this framework will include generic rules and theorems about composition and logical specifications. The search for such fundamental rules, common to any kind of composition, is an exciting problem. Then, each instantiation enriches the framework with additional rules that are specific to this instantiation, making it more complete and more practically usable.

Besides this theoretical part of the project, we are experimenting with several notations for the specification and verification of concurrent systems to see how they can be extended through our approach into compositional notations. We hope, by modifying and extending existing notations, to develop an interesting framework to reason about concurrent composition of reactive systems. Another aspect of the problem is related to mechanization. We are investigating the question of the mechanization of guarantees through a collaboration with Larry Paulson from the University of Cambridge. Larry is currently working on a mechanization of Unity [29] extended with guarantees [30] in the higher-order generic theorem prover Isabelle. His work is guided by his attempts at mechanizing hand proofs from our example involving distributed systems.

We are convinced that the future of software engineering is tied to composition. Component-based designs and reuse of generic components will be at the core of future software systems. Composition involves a number of practical issues, but also raises fundamental questions regarding component specifications and compositional reasoning. We need to improve our understanding of composition if we want to be able to devise the tools and principles that will allow us to use components reliably and efficiently in software engineering. Our project has started an exploration of some of the fundamental questions inherent in compositional design.
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ABSTRACT
Modern object-oriented programming languages demand that component designers, specifiers, and clients deal with references. This is true despite the fact that some programming language and formal methods researchers have been announcing for decades, in effect, that pointers/references are harmful to the reasoning process. Their wise counsel to bury pointers/references as deeply as possible, or to eliminate them entirely, hasn’t been heeded. What can be done to reconcile the practical need to program in the languages provided to us by the commercial powers-that-be, with the need to reason soundly about the behavior of component-based software systems? By directly comparing specifications for value and reference types, it is possible to assess the impact of visible pointers/references. The issues involved are the added difficulty for clients in understanding component specifications, and in reasoning about client program behavior. The conclusion is that making pointers/references visible to component clients needlessly complicates specification and verification.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A well-known “folk theorem” in computing circles is that nearly every problem can be solved with one more level of indirection. Like most folklore, this claim is partially true—a fact not lost on programming language designers, who have consistently delivered not only computational models, but a variety of language constructs, to help us more easily write programs that use indirection.

The belief is a dangerous one, however, which has been noted many times over the past few decades. Writing programs more easily is one thing. Reasoning more easily about their behavior is quite another. As early as 1973, Tony Hoare remarked of pointers that “their introduction into high-level languages has been a step backward from which we may never recover” [10]. In 1976, Dick Kieburtz explained why we should be “programming without pointer variables” [15]. And in 1978, Steve Cook’s seminal paper on the soundness and relative completeness of Hoare logic [3] identified aliasing (of arguments to calls, i.e., even in a language without pointer variables) as the key technical impediment to modular verification. There have been recent papers (e.g., [19, 23]) showing how it is technically possible to overcome such problems, but apparently only at the cost of even further complicating the programming model that a language presents to a software engineer.

Why do we need another paper about this issue? The consequences of programming with pointers have been examined so far primarily in the context of programming language design and formal methods. We take a position in the context of the human element of specification and verification:

Making pointers/references visible to component clients needlessly complicates specification and verification.

In supporting this position, we rely in part on another, and far older, bit of folklore: “Occam’s Razor”, a.k.a. the Law of Parsimony. It holds that simpler explanations of phenomena are better than more complex ones. The phenomena of software behavior are entirely of our own making, giving us ample opportunity to control the intellectual complexity and comprehensibility of specifications and reasoning based on them.

Throughout the paper (and with apologies to C++ gurus, as noted in Section 5.1) the terms “pointer” and “reference” are used interchangeably. The point, so to speak, is that from the standpoint of specification and verification difficulties they amount to the same thing. Code examples use Java notation. The reader is also assumed to be familiar with the basis for standard model-based specifications but not with any particular specification language; RESOLVE [27] is used for specification examples, but the notation is explained right here.

Section 2 discusses the difference between value and reference variables, which might seem so well known as to go without saying. (The reason for saying it anyway is detailed in Section 5.2.) Section 3 describes the serious impact of this distinction on the complexity of behavioral specifications, and Section 4 describes the impact on modular verification. Section 5 discusses related work. Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2. VALUES VS. REFERENCES
Popular object-oriented languages, including C++, Eiffel, and Java, share a bizarre feature. They create a dichotomy between two kinds of types and, therefore, two kinds of variables:

- **Value variables**, which stand for values of the built-in types (**value types**) such as `boolean`, `char`, and `int`.
- **Reference variables**, which stand for references to objects whose values are of types (**reference types**) introduced through interfaces and classes.

Why is this dichotomy “bizarre”? It clearly is not intuitive, which is obvious if you have ever tried to explain and justify
it to students. Parsimony certainly suggests having only value variables or only reference variables, not both.

Knowing Hoare’s hints on programming language design and recognizing the elegance of some purely functional programming languages, the C++, Eiffel, and Java designers must have preferred to have only value variables, all other things being equal. But all other things are not equal. For one thing, there is the folk theorem about indirection. In fact, the use of indirection is a little like the use of tobacco: an addictive bad habit. Modern programming languages have contributed to the problem by making indirection harder and harder to avoid and programs using indirection easier and easier to write. Reference variables are everywhere in Java yet carry no syntactic baggage at all! So surely it would be considered sacrilege to remove easy indirection from any modern imperative language—even though the effect of indirection, when truly appropriate, should be provided by a small set of library components offering comparable performance profiles to language-provided pointers [12, 14].

Of course, tradition is not the reason these popular languages distinguish between values and references. Language designers simply failed to discover another way to make programs efficient in terms of execution time and storage usage [11]. Value variables can be represented with small chunks of storage that can easily be copied, leaving x and y completely independent in code following the assignment statement here:

```java
int x;
int y;
...
y = x;
```

If user-defined types were value types that behaved like ints, then this kind of code could be terribly inefficient. For example, suppose x and y were value variables in the following Java code—remember they are not—and so would remain independent in code following the assignment statement:

```java
SetOfInt x = new SetOfInt ();
SetOfInt y = new SetOfInt ();
...
y = x;
```

The assignment would then entail deep copying of a SetOfInt object representation, which presumably would take time linear in the size of the set. Overriding the assignment operator to make a deep copy is recommended practice for C++ programmers who use the Standard Template Library [24], precisely because this leaves x and y independent of each other following the assignment. The Java assignment operator, on the other hand, cannot be overridden. An optional clone method is supposed to make a deep copy (but it doesn’t, in fact, even for the collections in the popular java.util package).

Having reference variables directly addresses the performance problems involved in copying large data structures because:

- the representations of all variables remain small, i.e., the size of one pointer each, although every reference variable still refers to an object whose representation is a potentially large data structure; and
- the assignment statement is fast for both value and reference variables.

Most of the rest of this paper discusses the price paid for following this road to efficiency: complications in specification and verification, and therefore in understanding and reasoning about program behavior. The appendix (adapted from [14]) briefly explains the swapping paradigm, an alternative approach that permits the same efficiency to be achieved without introducing references into the language model, specifications, or programmer reasoning. The purpose of the appendix is to suggest that there are other solutions to the apparent reasoning vs. efficiency trade-off, i.e., that the choice is not limited to a pure functional programming paradigm (reasoning over efficiency) or the standard object-oriented programming paradigm (efficiency over reasoning).

### 3. IMPACT ON SPECIFICATION

Simply introducing reference types into a language model makes it harder for clients to understand the specified behavior of components—if such behavior were carefully specified, which in practice (e.g., Java component libraries) it is not. This section illustrates the additional complication by describing a reference type in a model-based specification language, RESOLVE, that is designed for specifying value types [27]. That is, there should be no syntactic sugar through which the specification language might mask the fact that there is a reference type. This approach allows an apples-to-apples comparison of the underlying “intellectual load” introduced by value vs. reference types, both on component specifiers and on clients of those specifications.

Wouldn’t it be fair to (also?) select a specification language that is designed to handle reference types, and use it to try to specify value types? Not really. Variables in traditional mathematics stand for values; they do not stand for references to objects that have values. In other words, a hypothetical specification language that is designed to hide references behind syntactic sugar must still, in the final analysis, “mean” (i.e., have its semantics) in the domain of traditional mathematics. The verification conditions arising in correctness proofs must be stated in traditional mathematics in order that proofs can be carried out. “Desugaring” from references to values is, therefore, ultimately required. It is only in the desugared version of this hypothetical specification language that we could really compare the relative difficulties values and references pose for specification writers and readers.

#### 3.1 Defining Mathematical Models for Types

Let’s start with a simple case: specifying the mathematical model for a built-in value type. For example, for type int in Java the obvious mathematical model is a mathematical integer constrained to be within some bounds. In RESOLVE notation, this is expressed as follows:

```java
type int is modeled by integer
exemplar 1
constraint -2147483648 <= i <= 2147483647
```

The exemplar clause introduces an arbitrary name for a prototypical variable of the new type, and the constraint clause is an assertion that describes such a variable’s value space. So, the meaning of this specification is that in reasoning about Java code such as that shown earlier using int variables, you should think of the values of x and y as being mathematical integers like 1372 and -49 (i.e., not as strings of 32 bits).

#### 3.1.1 Value Type Specification

A similar scenario arises for a type such as SetOfInt whose mathematical model is more complex and whose representation is potentially large. For example, if SetOfInt were a value...
type in the earlier Java code—remember it is not—then you would want to think of the values of \( x \) and \( y \) as being sets of numbers like \{1, 34, 16, 13\} and \{2, -9, 45, 67, 15, 16, 942, 0\}. The mathematical model specification would look like this:

```java
type SetOfInt is modeled by
   finite set of integer

exemplar s

constraint
   for all k: integer where (k in s)
   (-2147483648 <= k <= 2147483647)

initialization ensures
   s = {}
```

The `initialization` clause says that when a new `SetOfInt` variable is declared, its value is the empty set.

### 3.1.2 Reference Type Specification

Unfortunately, life is not so simple in Java: `SetOfInt` is a reference type. In order to reason soundly about what your programs do, you must think of the values of \( x \) and \( y \) as being references to objects whose values are sets of numbers like \{1, 34, 16, 13\} and \{2, -9, 45, 67, 15, 16, 942, 0\}. That is, the fact that this is a reference type must be made explicit in the type’s mathematical model specification. How can this be done?

Without syntactic sugar to hide references, the obvious approach (known to many others) is to model the mapping of references to values of reference types as a mathematical function whose mathematical domain is the set of all `SetOfInt` variables. In RESOLVE, you can say this using abstract `state variables` that may be accessed and updated in (the specification of) any method associated with any variable of the type being specified. An appropriate mathematical model can be expressed as follows; there are other ways to do it but this is the simplest one we know:

```java
state variables
   last: integer
   objval: function from integer to
         finite set of integer

constraint
   for all r: integer
      (for all k: integer
        where (k in objval(r))
        (-2147483648 <= k <= 2147483647))

initialization ensures
   for all r: integer (objval(r) = {}) 
```

type `SetOfInt` is modeled by integer

```java
exemplar s

constraint
   for all k: integer where (k is in s)
   (-2147483648 <= k <= 2147483647)
initialization ensures
   s = {}
```

### 3.2 Defining Method Behavior

Let’s consider a method to add an `int` to a `SetOfInt`:

```java
3.2.1 Value Type Specification

If `SetOfInt` were a value type in Java—remember it is not—then the specification for `addInt` might look like this:

```java
public void addInt (int i);
```

Before the precondition (`requires` clause) and the postcondition (`ensures` clause), the lists of variables classify each variable in scope as either unchanged (`restores` or `evaluates` list) or potentially modified (`updates` or `replaces` list). “Restores” means that the abstract value of the parameter undergoes no net change from call to return, but it might be modified temporarily while the method is operating. Because \( i \) is passed by value in Java, and the corresponding actual parameter is treated as an expression, \( i \) is listed as having `evaluates` mode.

#### 3.2.2 Reference Type Specification

Here is what happens because `SetOfInt` is really a reference type:

```java
evaluates i
restores self, last
updates objval
requires
   i is not in objval(self)
ensures
   objval(self) = #objval(self) union \{i\}
for all r: integer where (r /= self)
   (objval(r) = #objval(r))
```
Note that \textit{self} is not changed because it is a reference. But the \textit{SetOfInt} object it refers to has its value (i.e., \texttt{objval(self)}) changed. The last clause of the postcondition says that no other \textit{SetOfInt} object has its value changed.

All the other public methods for \textit{SetOfInt} have specifications with the same flavor as \texttt{addInt}. So, all of this is “boilerplate”:

```java
restores self, last
updates objval
ensures
  for all r: integer where (r /= self)
    (objval(r) = #objval(r))
```

By making these oft-repeated specification clauses implicit with a wave of the hand, it is possible to create a specification language with enough syntactic sugar to simplify the look of a specification for a reference type. In ESC/Modula-3 [19], for example, variables not in a “modifies” list are preserved, and the value of a referenced object (e.g., \texttt{objval(self)}) can be listed as though it were a variable name, so the short version of the above statements is (in RESOLVE-like syntax) just:

```java
updates objval(self)
```

This does not materially change the intellectual task of understanding the meaning of the specification, however. And as noted in Section 4, the underlying additional complication of references reveals itself once you start relying on that specification to try to reason about client code that uses \textit{SetOfInt}.

### 3.3 Assignment

It is instructive to specify the behavior of the Java assignment operator, prototypically of the following form:

```java
lhs = rhs;
```

#### 3.3.1 Value Type Specification

If \textit{SetOfInt} were a value type in Java—remember it is not—then the specification would be:

```java
evaluates rhs
replaces lhs
ensures
  rhs = lhs
```

Note that the “\texttt{=}” in the specification is not itself an assignment operator, but denotes the assertion of ordinary mathematical equality between the mathematical models of \textit{lhs} and \textit{rhs}. We have written “\texttt{rhs = lhs}” rather than the equivalent “\texttt{lhs = rhs}” to emphasize this, any ambiguity being removed by the specification that \textit{rhs} is merely evaluated. The confusing use of “\texttt{=}” as an assignment operator is an unfortunate design choice that crept from Fortran back into C after having been nearly eradicated by “\texttt{=}” in Algol-like languages.

#### 3.3.2 Reference Type Specification

Interestingly, the assignment specification looks virtually identical for \textit{SetOfInt} as a reference type, the only difference being that \textit{last} and \textit{objval} are also listed as being unchanged:

```java
evaluates rhs
restores last, objval
replaces lhs
ensures
  rhs = lhs
```

Maybe there is some comfort in knowing that the assignment operator does “the same thing” for value and reference variables. Of course, the only reason it does “the same thing” is that the mathematical model for a reference type makes the value of a reference variable explicit and distinct from the value of the object it refers to. The assignment operator simply copies the value of the (value or reference) variable on the right-hand side to that on the left-hand side.

### 4. IMPACT ON MODULAR VERIFICATION

It is widely acknowledged that practical verification must be modular, a.k.a. compositional. Factoring of the verification task cuts along the lines of programming-by-contract [22]. That is, a component implementation is verified against its specification once and for all, out of the context of the client programs that might use it. The legitimacy of client use of a component implementation is gauged during verification of the client, based on knowledge of only the component specification, i.e., without “peeking inside” the separately-verified component implementation and without reverifying any part of it on a per-use basis.

The primary verification issue for software with references stems from the possibility of aliasing: having two or more references to the same object. Aliasing can arise either from reference assignment (the case considered here) or from parameter-passing anomalies (the case Cook considered in his study of Hoare logic [3]; see also [13, 17]). The challenge here is to discover how the specification of \textit{SetOfInt} in Section 3 might be used in modular verification of a client of \textit{SetOfInt}, if the client program could execute a reference assignment.

Let’s consider a relatively simple situation where the client program is a main program having two “helper” operations \textit{P} and \textit{Q} with specifications not shown:

```java
import Section3.SetOfInt;
class Client {
  private static void P (SetOfInt si) {
    ...
  }
  private static int Q (int i) {
    ...
  }
  public static void main (…) {
    int j, k;
    SetOfInt s1 = new SetOfInt();
    SetOfInt s2 = new SetOfInt();
    ...
    P(s1);
    ...
    k = Q(j);
    ...
    P(s2);
    // point A
    // point B
  }
}
```

Suppose this program uses no other classes or constructs that might cause modular verification problems, so the focus is entirely on the impact of using \textit{SetOfInt}. In other words, suppose \textit{main}, \textit{P}, and \textit{Q} could be verified independently except for any effects introduced by using \textit{SetOfInt}.

#### 4.1 Value Type Verification

If \textit{SetOfInt} were a value type in Java—remember it is not—then variables of this type could be passed from \textit{main} to \textit{P} without fear that modularity might be compromised. The specification of \textit{SetOfInt} as a value type makes this clear. There are no state variables in that specification and, consequently, no shared...
state would be introduced among main, P, and Q as a result of their common visibility over the SetOfInt class. For example, suppose the intended behavior of P were this:

    updates si
    ensures
      si = #si union {13}

You would be able to reason about the correctness of the body of P independently of the bodies of main and Q because there would be nothing P’s body could do to the values of any variables in the program other than the argument passed for the formal si in a given call. The same would be true of the bodies of main and Q. Reasoning would remain modular even with this user-defined type in the picture—if it were a value type.

4.2 Reference Type Verification

In truth, SetOfInt is a reference type. But suppose, in a fit of wishful thinking, you decided that it didn’t matter that much and made the simplification of thinking of SetOfInt as a value type. Given the specification above, you might expect P to have the following body:

    if (! si.contains (13)) {
        si.addInt (13);
    }

The problem with your thinking would be that P has visibility over the reference type SetOfInt, including the abstract state variables last and objval. Through them P might do other things. For example, P might copy and save the reference si that main passes in the first call, and then quietly change objval(si) through that alias during the next call. If you erroneously thought of SetOfInt as a value type, then it would seem that the value of si changed spontaneously between the points labeled “A” and “B” in main even though the variable si was not even mentioned in the statement executed between them. In reality, of course, what was changing was objval(si); but by hypothesis you were oblivious to the abstract state variable objval and were thinking of si as a value variable—a “no-no”.

So, the following might be the body of P. It also seems to satisfy the specification above in terms of its effect on si, if you treat si as a value variable and thereby ignore objval. Here, Alias is a simple class with two static methods, saveTheAlias and theAlias, which copy an Object reference and return the copy, respectively. The point is that nowhere outside the body of P is there even a hint that an alias is being kept inside it.

    if (Alias.theAlias () != null) {
        ((SetOfInt) Alias.theAlias ()).clear ();
    }
    Alias.saveTheAlias (si);
    if (! si.contains (13)) {
        si.addInt (13);
    }

In reasoning about the body of main, how could you predict the strange behavior resulting from this code without examining the body of P—and thereby giving up modular reasoning? The key to salvaging modularity is to realize that the specification of SetOfInt as a reference type involves two abstract state variables, last and objval, that are visible throughout main, P, and Q. From the reasoning standpoint, there are variables in this program that are global to main, P, and Q, although the syntax of Java does a great job of hiding them.

Now main still can be verified independently of P and Q despite sharing last and objval with them. The specifications of P and Q simply must describe their effects on the abstract state variables last and objval as well as on their explicit parameters. P’s specification should be changed to this:

    evaluates si
    restores last
    updates objval
    ensures
      objval(si) = objval(#si union {13}) and
      for all r: integer where (r /= si)
        (objval(r) = #objval(r))

Knowing only that P preserves last does not allow the verifier of main to be sure that P cannot create an alias by copying si and then changing the object value later. But the “nothing else changes” clause in the postcondition prevents a correct body for P from doing anything funny with an alias (like the second body above) even if it saves one.

Another possibility is that maybe the above specification isn’t really what is wanted! Perhaps the weird implementation of P is correct according to the programmer’s intent, and the problem is specifying what P is supposed to do. Such a situation also can be handled in this specification framework.

This example shows why it is critical for sound reasoning that a programmer not imagine and/or hope that reference variables are sort of like value variables. They aren’t.

Can Q be verified independently of main and P despite sharing last and objval with them? Here, main and P can manipulate last and objval by executing any series of SetOfInt method calls. It turns out that Q cannot see the effects of those manipulations even if it declares and uses SetOfInt variables of its own—and vice versa. But the basis for this claim is not clearly evident from the specification of SetOfInt. It is a consequence of a special “non-interference” property that arises from the way the SetOfInt specification uses the abstract state variables: Neither of two methods declaring their own SetOfInt variables but otherwise not communicating with each other can detect changes that are made by the other to the abstract state variables. So, curiously, Q can be verified independently of main and P in this case even if its specification does not include a “nothing else changes” clause.

5. RELATED WORK

Following the early papers cited in Section 1, there have been some interesting recent episodes in the literature on programming-language design, specification, and verification. They suggest a fundamental struggle between acknowledging the folklore about the importance and power of indirection, and the reasoning problems arising from its use. We briefly review two language designs, the cases of C++ and Java, in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. Other researchers have investigated some of the specification and verification difficulties arising from pointers. We briefly discuss their work in Section 5.3.

5.1 C++

C++ makes a distinction between pointers and references, as explained by Bjarne Stroustrup, the creator of C++ [30]:

A reference is an alternative name for an object. The main use of references is for specifying arguments and return values for functions in general and for overloaded operators... [T]he value of a reference cannot be changed after initialization; it always refers to the object it was initialized to denote.
That is, references were introduced into C++ primarily to simplify parameter passing and overload resolution. These programming language concerns had nothing to do with trying to address the reasoning problems that arise from using pointers. Indeed, C++ still has pointers, too.

The decision to complicate C++ by not only introducing references, but making them different from pointers in a rather subtle way, might seem to be another “step backward”. But other language features combine with references to give the C++ programmer the flexibility to change the default programming model from reference-oriented to value-oriented. That is, it turns out it is quite possible in C++ to keep pointers and references from bubbling up through component (class) interfaces where they must be faced by clients reading specifications and verifying client code. One of these extra features is the ability to override the assignment operator and copy constructor so they make deep copies, not merely copies of references.

The problem is that there is a performance penalty for making deep copies, as discussed earlier. Luckily, the flexibility of C++ does not stop there. It is also possible to make both the assignment operator and copy constructor private, so they are simply unavailable to clients of a class.

We have taken advantage of the latter feature (and several others) to create a disciplined style of programming in C++, the RESOLVE/C++ discipline [14, 33], in which adherence to many rules of the discipline is compiler-checked by C++ itself. The bottom line is that you can program in C++ using what are technically reference variables yet maintain the illusion that you have only value variables. To achieve this, we introduced the swap operator [9] to replace the private assignment operator and copy constructor. Then we designed a large library of class templates [25] whose formal specifications allow clients to reason modularly about client code [14, 33]. The RESOLVE/C++ discipline has been shown to be rather easily understandable and usable by introductory CS students [20, 28, 29] and has been shown to result in dramatically good code quality when used to build a commercial software system [14]. See the appendix for a brief discussion of the key idea behind the discipline, i.e., the swapping paradigm.

5.2 Java
By the time Java was born, Sun Microsystems apparently sensed that people were worried about the “safety” of their programming languages. Thus, the conservatism of Java’s design was heavily stressed. In the first paragraph of The Java Language Specification, James Gosling, Bill Joy, and Guy Steele wrote [7]:

Java is intended to be a production language, not a research language, and so, as C. A. R. Hoare suggested in his classic paper on language design, the design of Java has avoided including new and untested features.

Some of the early literature about Java also argued that it did not have certain old and well tested but known-to-be-dangerous features—like pointers. For example, consider this passage written by Gosling and Henry McGilton in their 1996 white paper on The Java Language Environment [8]:

[Points are one of the primary features that enable programmers to put bugs into their code. Given that structures are gone, and arrays and strings are objects, the need for pointers to these constructs goes away. Thus the Java language has no pointers.

Later, it became clear that this claim was a bit of an overstatement, or at least that it could be considered correct only in the legalistic sense that Java does not have pointer syntax. Of course, it has pointers almost everywhere, but it calls them references. The potential for confusion was addressed by Sun Microsystems itself in its on-line Java FAQ [31]:

How can I program linked lists if there are no pointers?

[Answer:] Of all the misconceptions about the Java programming language, this is the most egregious. Far from not having pointers, object-oriented programming is conducted in the Java programming language exclusively with pointers. In other words, objects are only ever accessed through pointers, never directly. The pointers are termed “references” and they are automatically dereferenced for you.

“An object is a class instance or an array. The reference values (often just references) are pointers to these objects.” Java Language Specification, section 4.3.1. [emphasis is in the original text]

Any book that claims Java does not have pointers is inconsistent with the Java reference specification.

Interestingly, then, some of Hoare’s general advice about programming language design was heeded by the Java designers. But his specific warning about pointers was ignored, early claims to the contrary notwithstanding. By the way, what is the correct answer to the FAQ question, “How do I program linked lists?” You don’t; you use java.util.List, or similar.

5.3 Specification and Verification
In the 1970s, several researchers addressed pointer specification and verification in the context of the precursors to object-oriented languages, notably Pascal. The culmination of this effort was reported in a 1979 paper by David Luckham and Nori Suzuki [21], where the modeling of the state of memory was made explicit in specifications and verification conditions in a slightly different way than we have done it. They introduced a mapping from the reference variable’s textual name, not its mathematical model value (integer in our case), to the data value it pointed to. They would write the type-specific state variable we call obival in our example as P#SetOfInt, for “pointer to SetOfInt”. Special notation also was introduced for dereferencing a pointer-to-SetOfInt variable s when writing assertions, i.e., P#SetOfInt ⊂ s.

An important missing ingredient in this early work—apparently because Pascal lacked user-defined types with hidden representations—was any use of abstraction in explaining the behavior of new types. For example, in our SetOfInt specification as a reference type, as a client you may think of obival(s) as being a mathematical set of integers. In the Luckham/Suzuki style of specification, you would see not only the top-level reference complication but the pointers to the nodes in the (unhidden) data structure that represented the set. In other words, in 1979 and in Pascal, client component specifications for user-defined types exhibited all the complexity of specifications of reference types in Java, and then some. This was technically acceptable from the formal standpoint of verification but could not be used to give a fair comparison between specifying reference types and specifying value types because specifying reference types this way was even uglier than it needed to be, with no simplifying abstractions.
In 1980, George Ernst and Bill Ogden [5] considered similar specification and verification issues in Modula, which had a module construct with hidden exported types. They, therefore, needed to consider the question of how it was possible to hide reference types behind abstract specifications. They showed it was technically possible to hide references in module specifications through the use of some syntactic sugar in the specification language and an appropriate abstraction function in the module implementation. But the complexity moved over the horizon and into the proof rules:

The only conceptual difficulty with the verification rules presented in this paper is that they do not prevent a procedure from side-effecting certain instances of abstract types which are not parameters to a call on it... [To] verify a module, we must verify everything prescribed by the rule..., but we must also verify that the side-effecting... cannot occur. Developing such a rule is a non-trivial task... beyond the scope of this paper.

One problem with showing that “the side-effecting... cannot occur” is that it can occur according to the Modula language definition by assignment of a reference variable; even worse, some programmers want it to occur and write programs that way, and these programs might be correct, as noted in the example of Section 4.2. This means that hiding the complexity of references in a proof obligation stating that there is no aliasing causes a completeness problem.

In 1994, Ernst and Ogden, along with Ray Hookway, published a verification method for ADT realizations that handled “shared realizations” [6], including heap storage. Their approach to modeling references was essentially identical to our approach for reference types, with syntactic sugar hiding the abstract state variables that recorded the “serial number” of the last object constructed and the mapping from reference values to data values. A value-type specification was possible, with reference details arising only within the proof of the realization, because the only source of possible aliasing in the language was within realization code, i.e., not from client assignment of references. Moreover, the paper contained another caveat about the example used for specification and verification with a shared realization:

The example does not use heap memory, because it would require extensive use of pointers, which would unnecessarily complicate both specification and verification...

So, the fundamental problem of how to verify programs with reference types seems technically solvable by making sure that the abstract state variables associated with reference variables “follow them around” throughout the proof. Everyone seems to agree that the introduction of references seriously complicates both specification and reasoning, though.

Other work that is directly related involves specification and verification of standard object-oriented software, where reference types are considered something we just have to learn to live with. The primary group in this area includes Gary Leavens, K. Rustan M. Leino, Peter Müller, and Arnd Poetzsch-Heffter, who have worked on similar issues both separately and in combination. They have tackled the problem of specifying behaviors of components involving pointers and references, and have dealt with potential aliasing both from copying of references and from parameter passing anomalies [4, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23]. Others (e.g., [2]) also have proposed ways to limit yet not eliminate aliasing through clever linguistic mechanisms. But these approaches have yet to be shown understandable by the real programmers they are supposed to enable to deal with references, and there is little evidence so far that this will be easily achieved. In other words, despite impressive technical advances that could contribute to the survival of reference types in our languages, these ideas still need to be validated against their ultimate objective: to become practically useful and comprehensible by real programmers.

Of course, we also have published some prior work in this area [13, 26, 32, 33, 34], including evidence of the comprehensibility and practical effectiveness of the RESOLVE discipline, which simply eliminates reference types [14, 28]. And Manfred Broy, like us, has generally suggested designing components for ease of specification, as opposed to writing “postmortem” specifications for previously-designed components [1]. This would suggest simply avoiding reference types: the advice we’d get from Occam, too, were he still around.

To summarize, we were unable to find any work directly comparing the intellectual loads involved in specifying value types vs. reference types, or using such analysis to compare the difficulty in reasoning about client programs using them.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Adding references types to value types, as in Java, significantly and needlessly complicates standard model-based specifications and the modular verification they help enable. Technically, everything can be made to “work” with reference types. Reasonably concise and even plausibly comprehensible model-based specifications can be designed that account for the behavioral peculiarities arising from references.

By comparing the complexity of mathematical models and method specifications in a language that has no syntactic sugar to mask references, though, it becomes obvious that reference types introduce a substantially greater intellectual load than value types for both specifier and client. Writing specifications for reference types suggests obvious ways in which syntactic sugar can shorten the specifier’s typing time, while still acknowledging a distinction between value types and reference types. Yet it is unlikely that such sugaring can in any way simplify the specifier’s thinking or the client’s ability to understand the specified behavior of reference types.

In general, modular verification remains possible in the face of reference types if the abstract state variables needed to specify a reference type are considered part of the state space of all units that have visibility over that type. For verification purposes the abstract state variables used in specifying a reference type can be treated like additional ghost parameters to all calls involving one or more explicit parameters of that type. Reasoning is, of course, far more complicated with these extra variables in the picture than it would be with value types only. But technically you can still have modular verification with reference types if there are no other language constructs that thwart modularity.

It remains common practice to encode indirection in Fortran by using arrays and integer indices as though they were dynamically-allocated storage pools and pointers into them. These arrays and integers are passed among subroutines as parameters, or sometimes placed in named common blocks that are visible to a selected subset of the subroutines in a program. All the subroutines that manipulate these arrays must agree on how they are using them in order to work correctly together. Over the years, programming language designers have simplified the syntax required to do this sort of thing, to the point
where in Java there is almost no syntax at all associated with indirection. But the underlying logic of programming with references in Java is the same as the logic of programming with arrays and indices in Fortran.

Is it, then, a good idea to hide the sharing of global state by making such language “advances”? This sharing is clearly evident in Fortran programs, but not in Java programs. But shared state introduced through references can remain hidden only from the minds of programmers who program without specifications and who never try to verify their programs. If specification language designers try to take the same road then they, too, will find they can hide this shared state only from the minds of programmers who never try to verify programs. Eventually, the emperor’s thin disguise will reveal itself to all—although perhaps not before some catastrophic software failures cause more people to take a serious look at whether programming languages should offer constructs that are so well known to complicate specification and verification.
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APPENDIX: THE SWAPPING PARADIGM

How do you make some variable (say, y) get the value of another variable (say, x)? For example, suppose x and y are variables of type int, a value type whose mathematical model is a mathematical integer, as discussed in Section 3.1. Obviously, you use an assignment statement:

\[ y = x; \]

What if x and y are variables of a value type VT, where VT’s mathematical model is relatively complex and its representation data structure is probably large? Suppose, for example, that VT is SetOfInt, whose mathematical model is a mathematical set of mathematical integers, as discussed in Section 3.1.1. There are now two options for data movement, neither of which is especially attractive:

1. Consider the assignment operator for SetOfInt to perform deep copy, so that after the assignment statement we can think of both x and y as having the same abstract value. Logically, x and y must behave independently, too, so changes to x do not side-effect the value of y and vice versa. This can be terribly inefficient, because without using fancy data-structure-specific tricks that frequently do not apply, the assignment operator must take time linear in the size of x’s representation. Big sets simply take a long time to copy and hence to assign.

2. Do not view x and y as value variables, but as reference variables; i.e., change their type from value type VT to reference type RT, and think of x and y as references to objects whose values are sets of integers. This fixes the efficiency problem but at the cost of a distressing non-uniformity in reasoning about program behavior: Some variables denote values and others denote references. It also means that the assignment operator creates aliases, which complicates formal specification and reasoning about program behavior, as explained in Section 4.2.

Approach #2 has been codified into most modern languages, notably Java. It is actually far worse than #1 from certain software engineering standpoints. One reason is that the programmer now must be aware that variables of some types have ordinary values while variables of other types hold references to objects (it’s the objects that have the values). For template components this creates a special problem. Inside a component that is parameterized by a type Item, there is no way to know before instantiation time whether an assignment of one Item to another will assign a value or a reference. Of course, this can be “fixed” as it is in Java, by introducing otherwise-redundant reference types such as Integer to wrap value types such as int. Actual template parameters can then be limited to reference types. This is really ugly, though. And there is still the issue of the complication caused by references for specification and verification, as seen in Sections 3 and 4.

Figure 1 summarizes the data movement dilemma faced by someone who wants efficient software about whose behavior it is easy to reason. The conclusion is that this is only attainable...
by sticking to built-in value types—not incidentally, the only types available when the assignment operator was introduced into programming languages—or, at best, by inventing only new user-defined types that admit “small” representations.

What does “y = x;” do?

- makes a deep copy
- copies a reference

How big is x’s representation?

- small
- large

OK

slow

Figure 1: The Data Movement Dilemma

Again, how do you make some variable (say, y) get the value of another variable (say, x)? There is no inherent requirement that the value of x must not change as a result of the data movement process. Realizing this opens the door to other possibilities. The new value of y must be the old value of x, but the new value of x might be:

- the old value of x (to get this behavior we use assignment, which works well if x’s representation is small); or
- undefined; or
- a defined, but arbitrary and unknown, value of its type; or
- some particular value of its type, e.g., an initial value; or
- the old value of y.

It is beyond the scope of this appendix to analyze the pros and cons of all the possibilities beyond the first one, which is unsatisfactory as a general approach to data movement. Suffice to say that leaving x undefined complicates reasoning, although not nearly as much as allowing aliasing; and that leaving x with either an arbitrary or a distinguished value of its type is actually quite a reasonable thing to do. However, the last approach—swapping the values of x and y—is both efficient and safe with respect to modular reasoning, and it results in remarkably few changes to how most programmers write imperative code [9, 33].

You need to get used to a few new idioms when adopting the swapping paradigm, e.g., for iterating through a collection [32]. The biggest effect of the swapping paradigm, however, is on the design of component interfaces. Consider, for example, a Set component (parameterized by the item type it contains) with operations add, remove, etc. What should add(x) do to the value of x? The analysis of this question parallels the analysis of the data movement dilemma as the question was phrased above. The conclusion is that add should consume x, i.e., it should leave x with an initial value of its type.

How can this be accomplished? A direct implementation of the Set component declares a new variable of the parametric type item in the body of add, e.g., the data field in a new node that is to be inserted in a linked list of nodes. This variable is then swapped with x. Swapping simultaneously puts the old value of x into the Set’s representation data structure, where it needs to be; and sets the new value of x to the initial value for its type that was originally in the data field of the node.

What if there are no pointers in the language, though? In an implementation of the Set component that is layered on top of a provided List component, for example, the add operation simply inserts x at the appropriate place into the List that represents the Set. If the insertion operation for List also is designed using the swapping paradigm, so it consumes its argument just like add does, then this call does exactly what is needed.

In other words, in both these situations, the code that you would have written if using assignment for data movement is changed in just one respect: assignment of x to its place in the Set’s representation is replaced by swapping x with its place in the Set’s representation.

Our experience is that a family of components such as those in the RESOLVE/C++ component catalog [25] can be designed according to the swapping paradigm to compose in such a way that programming with swapping is substantially similar to programming with assignment statements. But the resulting components offer efficiency and/or reasoning advantages over similar components designed in a traditional fashion.

Let’s be clear that we still use the assignment operator with built-in value types. There is nothing wrong with the following statement from either the efficiency or reasoning standpoint, assuming that x and y are variables of some value type with a “small” representation:

\[ y = x; \]

The possibly surprising empirical observation that has been substantiated by commercial application development is that, with swapping, there is rarely a need for such a statement when x and y have user-defined types. You can have value types and efficiency at the same time.

The main advantages of the swapping paradigm are, then:

- The swapping paradigm is easy for imperative-language programmers to learn and apply.
- All types are value types, which allows for understanding of specifications and modular reasoning that are complicated significantly if reference types creep in.
- All pointers and references can be hidden deep within the bowels of a few low-level components and remain invisible to a client programmer layering new code on top of them.
- If these low-level components have no storage leaks, then client programs have no storage leaks, and client programmers do not have to worry about where to invoke delete in, e.g., C++, because they simply never invoke it. In the case of a garbage-collected language, e.g., Java, there is no need for the complications of general garbage collection because there are no aliases and all collection takes place at predictable times.

Other questions often asked about the interactions between the swapping paradigm and other programming language and software engineering issues, such as the role of function operations, assignment of function results to variables, parameter passing, etc., are discussed in [9].
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Component-based software engineering is concerned with predictability in both functional and performance behavior, though most formal techniques have typically focused their attention on the former. The objective of this paper is to present specification-based proof rules compositional or modular verification of performance in addition to functionality, addressing both time and space constraints. The modularity of the system makes it possible to verify performance correctness of a module or procedure locally, relative to the procedure itself. The proposed rules can be automated and are intended to serve as part of a system of rules that accommodate a language sufficiently powerful to support component-based, object-oriented software.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Predictability is a fundamental goal of all engineering, including software engineering. To show that a program predictably provides specified functional behavior, a variety of ways to apply a system of proof rules to a program for proving functional correctness have been studied since Hoare’s work. More recent efforts address the special challenge of modular reasoning for object oriented, component based software [1, 5, 8, 9, 12]. These systems depend on programmer-supplied assertions that serve as formal specifications for the functional behavior of the software. While correct functional behavior is critical to any software system, in order to achieve full predictability, we must ultimately address the issue of performance as well.

A program that carries out the right job, but takes longer than available time to complete is of limited value, especially in modern embedded systems. Similarly, a program that is functionally correct, but that requires more space than the system can provide is not useful either. Cheng, Clemens, and

Woodside note the importance of the performance problem in their guest editorial on Software and Performance [21]:
“Performance is a problem in many software development projects and anecdotal evidence suggests that it is one of the principal reasons behind cases where projects fail totally. There is a disconnect between techniques being developed for software analysis and design and the techniques that are available for performance analysis.”

Measurement during execution (e.g., using run-time monitoring) is a common approach for analyzing performance of large-scale systems [21]. The objective of this paper is to present static analysis (and hence, a priori prediction) as an alternative to measurement. In particular, the focus is on modular or compositional performance reasoning: Reasoning about the (functionality and performance) behavior of a system using the (functionality and performance) specifications of the components of the system, without a need to examine or otherwise analyze the implementations of those components [17].

Compositionality is essential for all analysis, including time and space analysis, to scale up. To facilitate compositional performance reasoning, we have introduced notations for performance specifications elsewhere [18]. Given functionality and performance specifications (and other internal assertions such as invariants), the rest of this paper describes a proof system for modular verification. Section II sets up the framework to facilitate automated application of rules, using a simple example rule. Section III contains proof rules for verification of procedure bodies and procedure calls, involving possibly generic objects with abstract models as parameters. Section IV contains an example to illustrate a variety of issues involved in formal verification. Section V has a discussion of related work and summary.

2. ELEMENTS OF THE PROOF SYSTEM
Though the underlying principles presented in this paper are language-independent and are applicable to any assertive language that includes syntactic slots for specifications and internal assertions, to make the ideas concrete we use the RESOLVE notation [15, 16]. RESOLVE is intended for predictable component-based software engineering and it includes notations for writing specifications of generic components that permit multiple realizations (implementations) of those components. It also includes notations for specifying time and space behaviors of an implementation. The implementations include programmer-supplied representation
invariants, loop invariants, progress metrics, and other assertions depending on the structure.

The proof rules have been designed so that an automated clause generator can start at the end of a given assertive program and back over the code replacing the executable language constructs with assertions about the mathematical domain over which the program has been written. The clause generator produces a clause that is equivalent to the correctness of the given program. The clause can then be evaluated manually, automatically by a theorem prover, or by a combination to determine whether the clause is provable in the appropriate mathematical domain, and thereby whether the program is correct (with respect to its specification). To illustrate the ideas, we begin with a simple example. First we consider functional behavior and then address performance for the following piece of assertive code:

Assume \( x = 3; \)
\( x := x + 1; \)
Confirm \( x = 4; \)

Exactly how such an assertive code comes into place, given a specification and an implementation, is explained in Section III. In this code segment, the programmer has supplied a precondition indicated by the \texttt{Assume} keyword and a post-condition following the keyword \texttt{Confirm} with some (assertive) code in between. To prove the correctness of this segment, consider the following automatable proof rule for expression assignment:

\[
\text{C \ Code; \ Evaluate (exp); \ Confirm \ Outcome_Exp[x \rightsquigarrow M_Exp(exp)]}
\]

\[
\text{C \ Code; \ x := exp; \ Confirm \ Outcome_Exp;}
\]

In this rule, \( C \) on the left side of both the hypothesis and the conclusion stands for \texttt{Context} and it denotes the collection of whatever information is needed about the code in order to reason about its correctness. For example, the types of variables and the mathematical theories on which those types are based would be in the context.

In our example, the \texttt{Outcome_Exp} is “\( x = 4. \)” The code preceding the assignment is the assertion “\( \text{Assume } x = 3. \)” In the assertive clauses, the 3 and 4 are the mathematical integers, while the assignment statement is performing an increment on a computer representation of an integer. (The use of mathematical integers in specifying computational Integer operations is documented in \texttt{Integer_Template} that specifies Integer objects and operations, and it is assumed to be in the context.)

Applying the proof rule on the example leads to the following assertive code:

Assume \( x = 3; \) Evaluate\((x + 1); \) Confirm \( x + 1 = 4. \)

This is the result of substituting the expression “\( x + 1 \)” for \( x, \) the meaning of \([x \rightsquigarrow M_Exp(exp)] \). \texttt{M_Exp} denotes putting in the mathematical expression that corresponds to the programming expression, thus keeping our assertions over mathematical entities, rather than programming ones. There is a rule for \texttt{Evaluate} that causes the expression to be evaluated by the verifier. Similarly, the verifier would simply continue backing through the rest of the code, applying appropriate proof rules, eliminating one more constructs in each step.

Now we augment the above rule to prove functional correctness, with performance-related assertions. Suppose we need to prove the correctness of the following assertive code:

\[
\text{Assume } x = 3 \land \text{Cum_Dur} = 0 \land \text{Prior_Max_Aug} = 0 \land \text{Cur_Aug} = 0; \\
x = x + 1; \\
\text{Confirm } x = 4 \land \text{Cum_Dur} + 0.0 = D_+ + D_{int} \land \text{Max}(\text{Prior_Max_Aug}, \text{Cur_Aug} + 0) \leq S_+ 1; \\
\]

Here, \( D_+ \) denotes the duration for expression assignment\(^2\) (excluding the time to evaluate the expression itself), \( S_+ \) denotes storage space requirement for expression assignment (excluding the storage needed to evaluate the expression itself and the storage for variable declaration of \( x \) which is outside the above code). The units for time and space are assumed to be consistent, though we make no assumptions about the units themselves. The rest of the terms (whose need may not become fully clear until after the discussion of procedures in Section III) are explained in the context of the following rule for expression assignment:

\[
\text{C \ Code; \ Evaluate(exp); \ Confirm \ ( Outcome_Exp \land \text{Cum_Dur} + D_+ + \text{Sqrt_Dur_Exp} \leq \text{Dur_Bd_Exp} \land \text{Max}(\text{Prior_Max_Aug}, \text{Cur_Aug} + S_+ + \text{Fut_Sup_Disp_Exp}) \leq \text{Aug_Bd_Exp}) } \\
\]

In this code, \( C \) on the left side of both the hypothesis and the conclusion stands for \texttt{Context} and it denotes the collection of whatever information is needed about the code in order to reason about its correctness. For example, the types of variables and the mathematical theories on which those types are based would be in the context.

The new rule includes everything needed for functional correctness, and also includes new clauses about time and space performance. In spite of past attempts in the literature, it is just not possible to develop rules for performance correctness independently of functional correctness, because in general, performance depends on values of variables (which come from analyzing functional behavior) [17, 18]. In the example and in the rule, terms in bold print are keywords and the terms ending with “\( \exp \)” represent expressions to be supplied by the programmer and kept up to date by the verifier.

\(^1\) We have added terms “\( + 0.0 \)” and “\( + 0 \)” in the expressions here so that it is easy to match the syntactic structure of the rule given next.

\(^2\) In RESOLVE, the right hand side of an assignment statement is restricted to be an expression. In particular, \( x := y \) is not allowed on variables of arbitrary types. For copying \( y \) to \( x \), the assignment statement needs to be \( x := \text{Replica}(y) \). This interpretation is implicit for (easily) replicable objects such as Integers for programming convenience. This is what justifies the time analysis in the present rule. To move the value of \( y \) to \( x \) efficiently on all objects large and small, and without introducing aliasing, RESOLVE supports swapping (denoted by “\( :=. \)” as the built-in data movement operation on all objects [3].
First we consider timing. The keyword Cum_Dur suggests cumulative duration. At the beginning of a program the cumulative duration would be zero. As the program executes, the duration increases as each construct requires some amount of time to complete. The programmer supplies an over all duration bound expression, noted by Dur_Bd_Exp. This is some expression over variables of the program that indicates an amount of time acceptable for the completion of the program. As the verifier automatically steps backward through the code, that expression gets updated with proper variable substitutions as the proof rules indicate.

For example, in the above rule, when the verifier steps backward over an assignment, the variable, “x,” receiving the assignment is replaced by the mathematical form of the given expression, “exp,” in all of the expressions included within the parentheses.

Sqnt_Dur_Exp stands for the subsequent duration expression, an expression for how much time the program will take starting at this point. This expression is updated also automatically by the verifier, along with other expressions in the rule.

The duration (timing) for a program is clearly an accumulative value, i.e., each new construct simply adds additional duration to what was already present. On the other hand, storage space is not a simple additive quantity. As a program executes, the declaration of new variables will cause sudden, possibly sharp, increases in amount of space needed by the program. At the end of any given block, depending on memory management, storage space for variables local to the block, may be returned to some common storage facility, causing a possibly sharp decrease in space.

The right operation for duration is addition and for storage it turns out to be taking the maximum over any given block. It is reasonable to assume that for any given program, there will be a certain amount of space needed for getting the program started. This will include the program code itself, since the code will reside in memory. Assuming real, rather than virtual memory, the code will take up a fixed amount of space throughout the execution. With this in mind, we think of some fixed amount of space for any given program that remains in use throughout the execution. Our rules are written to deal with the space that the code will take up a fixed amount of space throughout the execution. That expression may be given in terms of other procedures that the code calls and it may be phrased in terms of the variables that the operation is designed to affect. We may need to refer both to the incoming value of x and to the resulting value of x in those clauses. We distinguish them by using $x$ for the value of x at the beginning of the procedure and $x'$ as the updated value when the procedure has completed. The last part of the Operation heading involves storage specification. Here, manip_disp (termed trans_disp in [18]) suggests manipulation displacement, i.e., how much space the procedure may manipulate as it executes.

3. PROCEDURES

We examine a more complicated procedure construct in this section, having introduced basic terminology using the expression assignment proof rule. We present a rule for procedure declarations and one for procedure calls. These rules apply not only to ordinary code when all variables and types are previously defined, but to generic code as well, i.e., code written for variables that have not yet been tied to a particular type or value. This capability to handle generic code is critical for reusable, object-based components.

3.1 Procedure Declaration Rule

Associated with every procedure is a heading that includes the name, the parameter list, and assertions that describe both functional and performance behavior:

P_Heading:

\[
\text{Operation } P(\text{updates } x: T); \\
\text{requires } P\_\text{Usg}\_\text{Exp}/x \land x ; \\
\text{ensures } P\_\text{Rslt}\_\text{Exp}/x, #x \land x ; \\
\text{duration } P\_\text{Dur}\_\text{Exp}/x, #x ; \\
\text{manip\_disp } P\_\text{Manip}\_\text{Exp}/x, #x .
\]

This heading is a formal specification for procedure P. We use separate keywords Operation to denote the specification and Procedure to denote executable code that purports to implement an operation. We have included only one parameter on the argument list, but of course, if there were more, they would be treated according to whatever parameter mode were to be indicated. The updates mode means that the variable is to be updated, i.e., possibly changed during execution.

In the heading, the type T may be a type already pinned down in the program elsewhere, or it might represent a generic type that remains abstract at this point. The requires and ensures clauses are pre and post conditions respectively for the behavior of the operation, and the angle brackets hold arguments on which the clauses might be dependent. Due to page constraints, the rule does not include other potential dependencies such as on global variables.

Details of performance specification are given in [18]. Duration is the keyword for timing. Dur_Exp is a programmer-supplied expression that describes how much time the procedure may take. That expression may be given in terms of other procedures that P calls and it may be phrased in terms of the variables that the operation is designed to affect. We may need to refer both to the incoming value of x and to the resulting value of x in these clauses. We distinguish them by using $x$ for the value of x at the beginning of the procedure and $x'$ as the updated value when the procedure has completed. The last part of the Operation heading involves storage specification. Here, manip_disp (termed trans_disp in [18]) suggests manipulation displacement, i.e., how much space the procedure may manipulate as it executes.
Given the operation heading, we next consider a rule for a procedure declaration to implement an operation.

\[
C \cup \{P\_Heading\} \setminus \text{Assume } P\_Usg\_Exp \land \\
C_{\text{Cur\_Dur}} = 0.0 \land \\
P_{\text{Prior\_Max\_Aug}} = C_{\text{Cur\_Aug}} = \text{Disp}(x); \\
P\_Body; \\
\text{Confirm } P\_Rslt\_Exp \land C_{\text{Cur\_Dur}} + 0.0 \leq \\
C_{\text{Max}}(\text{Prior\_Max\_Aug}, C_{\text{Cur\_Aug}} + 0) \leq M\_D\_Exp; \\
C \cup \{P\_Heading\} \setminus \text{Code; Confirm Outcome\_Exp;}
\]

As in the assignment rule, \( C \) stands for the context in which the procedure occurs. Note that \( P\_Heading \), the specification of Operation \( P \), is added to the context making it possible for reasoning about the procedure to take place. The conclusion line of the rule allows the procedure declaration to be made and followed by some code and a clause to confirm after the code.

The hypotheses of the rule indicate that the procedure is to be examined abstractly, proving that no matter what value for the parameter is passed in, the result will satisfy both the functional and performance requirements.

The first hypothesis checks functional behavior by showing that if the \textit{requires} clause is met, then the \textit{ensures} clause is satisfied upon completion of the procedure body. For timing, we set the \textit{Cum\_Dur} to 0 thereby localizing the proof to just this procedure, avoiding the pitfall of having to consider the entire program when proving correctness for just this procedure. After the procedure body, we confirm that the \textit{Cum\_Dur} remains below \( C_{\text{Dur\_Exp}} \), the bound expression given in the specifications. It is assumed that the \textit{Cum\_Dur} acts like an auxiliary variable updated automatically at each step.

Finally, we address the storage requirements. Before the procedure body, we set the \textit{Prior\_Max\_Aug} and the \textit{Cur\_Aug} both to be the amount of space required by the parameter, \( x \). (Alternatively, the displacement of parameters at the beginning could be subtracted at the end.) This is necessary to retain the local nature of the proof process. The only concern that the procedure rule has about space is what the procedure uses above what has already been used in the past and what might be used in the future. After the body, the rule checks that the max over the stated values is within the specified bound.

3.2 Procedure Call Rule

A picture serves to motivate space-related assertions in the procedure call rule. The timing aspects of the rule are more straightforward and they are not shown in this picture.

Along the lower part of the picture the “fixed displacement” represents some amount of storage necessary for the program to run, an amount that does not vary throughout execution. The code itself is included in this fixed storage. Above the fixed storage the execution of the code requires a fluctuating amount of space, increasing when storage for new variables is allocated and decreasing when it is released.

The auxiliary variable, \textit{Cur\_Aug}, represents at any point what the current amount of storage is over and above the fixed storage. Note that the same variable appears twice on the picture, once at the place where a call to procedure \( P \) is made and again at the point of completion of \( P \). \textit{Cur\_Aug} has a value at every point in the program and is continually updated. Similarly, as the execution proceeds, \textit{Prior\_Max\_Aug} keeps track of the maximum storage used during any interval. In the picture at the point where the call \( P(a) \) is made, \textit{Cur\_Aug} is shown, as is \textit{Prior\_Max\_Aug}. Of course, as the code execution progresses, the value for \textit{Prior\_Max\_Aug} is updated whenever a new peak in storage use occurs.

Within the procedure body, some local variables may be declared. This augmented displacement is denoted in the figure by a spike in the line representing space allocation for the procedure code. The specifications of the procedure include \( M\_D\_Exp \), an expression that limits the supplementary storage a procedure may use. The procedure must stay within that limit in order to be considered correct in terms of performance. As the picture shows, the \( M\_D\_Exp \) is an expression about only local variables and whatever parameters are passed in. These are the only variables under the control of the procedure and they are the only ones the procedure should need to consider for specification and verification purposes.

\textit{Disp} is an operator that extracts the amount of storage for a given variable. This operator gets its value in the displacement clause given in an implementation of an object-oriented concept, and it is usually parameterized by the object’s value [18]. At the
Given his explanation, the procedure call rule follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
C \cup \{P \text{\_Heading}\} \setminus \{P\text{\_Heading} \setminus \text{\_Code}\} &; \text{Confirm}_{P\text{\_Usg\_Exp}[\bar{x} \sim a]} \land \\
\forall \bar{a}: M_{\text{Exp}}(T), \text{if } P_{\text{Rslt\_Exp}[\bar{x} \sim a, \bar{x} \sim \bar{a}] \text{ then } } & \text{Outcome\_Exp}[\bar{x} \sim \bar{a}] \land \\
\text{Cum\_Dur} + \text{Dur\_Exp}[\bar{x} \sim a, \bar{x} \sim \bar{a}] + & \\
\text{Sqnt\_Dur\_Exp}[\bar{x} \sim \bar{a}] \geq \text{Dur\_Bd\_Exp}[\bar{x} \sim \bar{a}] \land & \\
\max(\text{Prior\_Max\_Aug}, \text{Cur\_Aug} , & \\
\text{Max}(M_{\text{Disp\_Exp}}[ar{x} \sim a, \bar{x} \sim \bar{a}], & \\
\text{Disp}(\bar{a}) + \text{Fut\_Sup\_Disp\_Exp}[a \sim \bar{a}] - \text{Disp}(\bar{a}) ) \land & \\
\leq \text{Aug\_Bd\_Exp}[a \sim \bar{a}]; &
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
C \cup \{P \text{\_Heading}\} \setminus \{P\text{\_Heading} \setminus \text{\_Code}\} &; \text{Confirm}_{P\text{\_Outcome\_Exp}} \land \\
\text{Cum\_Dur} + \text{Sqnt\_Dur\_Exp} \leq \text{Dur\_Bd\_Exp} \land & \\
\text{Max}(\text{Prior\_Max\_Aug}, \text{Cur\_Aug} + \text{Fut\_Sup\_Disp\_Exp} ) \leq & \\
\text{Aug\_Bd\_Exp}; &
\end{align*}
\]

The next hypothesis in the rule is about timing, and it checks, after variable substitution, that any result from the procedure will lead to satisfaction of specified time bounds for the client program. It is not surprising that any reasoning about time or space must be made in terms of the variables being manipulated, since their size and representation affect both.

Finally, the displacement hypothesis considers the maximum over several values. To understand this hypothesis, the picture helps by illustrating the prior maximum augmentation, current augmentation both at the point of the call and at the point of the return. The picture also shows the displacement for actual parameter \(a\) at the beginning of the procedure call and the displacement of \(?a\) at the end.

The displacement hypothesis involves a nested max situation. We consider the inner max first. Here we are taking the maximum over two items. The first is the expression from the procedure heading that identifies how much storage the procedure will need in terms of the local variables and the parameters. The second is the sum of the amount of space required by the final value of the updated parameter referred to as \(?a\) and the amount of space for the rest of the program represented by \(\text{Fut\_Sup\_Disp\_Exp}\). From the second quantity we subtract the displacement of \(a\), since it was accounted for in the current augmentation. Finally, we take the max over the two items and show that it remains within the overall bound.

The technique used in parameter passing naturally affects the performance behavior of a procedure call. In the rule, we have assumed a constant-time parameter passing method, such as swapping \([3]\). An additional degree of complication is introduced when an argument is repeated as a procedure call, because extra variables may be created to handle the situation. The present rule does not address this complexity.

4. AN EXAMPLE

In this section, we present a more comprehensive example of a generic code segment, including appropriate expressions for describing time and space. In our example, we reproduce Stack_Template concept from \([18]\), where a detailed explanation of the notation may be found:
Concept Stack_Template( type Entry;
   evaluates Max_Depth: Integer);
   uses Std_Integer_Fac, String_Theory;
   requires Max_Depth > 0;

Type_Family Stack $\subseteq$ Str(Entry);
   exemplar S;
   constraints $|S| \leq$ Max_Depth;
   initialization ensures $S = \Lambda$;

Operation Push(alter $E$: Entry; updates $S$: Stack);
   requires $|S| <$ Max_Depth;
   ensures $S = \langle E \rangle \circ S$;

Operation Pop(replaces $R$: Entry; updates $S$: Stack);
   requires $|S| > 0$;
   ensures $S = \langle R \rangle \circ S$;

Operation Depth_of_restores $S$: Stack:
   integer;
   ensures Depth_of = ($|S|$);

Operation Rem_Capacity_restores $S$: Stack:
   integer;
   ensures Rem_Capacity = (Max_Depth - $|S|$);

Operation Clear(deletes $S$: Stack);
end Stack_Template;

This specification is for a generic family of stacks whose entries are left to be supplied by clients and whose maximum depth is a parameter. It exports a family of stack types along with the typical operations on stacks. Any given stack type is modeled as a collection of strings over the given type Entry whose length is bounded by the Max_Depth parameter.

In order to promote both component reuse and the idea of multiple implementations for any given concept, our design guidelines include the recommendation that concepts should provide whatever operations are necessary to support whatever type is being exported and operations that allow a user to check whether or not a given operation should be called. In the stack example both Push and Pop must be present because those are the operations that define stack behavior. The Depth_of and Rem_Capacity enable a client to find out whether or not it is alright to Push or to Pop. These are called primary operations.

Our guidelines suggest that secondary operations, ones that can be carried out -- efficiently -- using the primary ones, should be in an enhancement. An enhancement is a component that is written for a specific concept. It can use any of the exported types and operations provided in that concept. For example, we might write an enhancement to reverse a stack. In it would be an operation whose specifications indicate that whatever stack is passed into the procedure is supposed to be reversed. Given below is the functionality specification of such an enhancement:

Enhancement Flipping_Capability for Stack_Template;
   Operation Flip(updates $S$: Stack);
   ensures $S = \#S^\ominus$;
end Flipping_Capability;

The advantage of writing this capability as an enhancement is that it is reusable, i.e., it will work for all Stack_Template realizations. For an example of a Stack_Template realization, a reader is referred to [18].

In our implementation, given below, we have included both the code (it is purely generic since any realization of the given stack concept may be used for the underlying stack type) and the performance specifications that deal with time and space.

Realization Obvious_F_C_Realiz for
Stack_Template.Flipping_Capability;

Duration Situation Normal: $\exists C_P, C_Po, C_{IE}, C_{EI}, C_{SIS}, R^\ominus \alpha$
$C_P = LUB(Dur_{Push}[Entry \times Stack])$ and
$C_{Po} = LUB(Dur_{Pop}[Entry \times Stack])$ and
$C_{IE} = LUB(Dur_{Is_Empty}[Stack])$ and
$C_{EI} = Dur_{Entry}\text{.Initialization and}$
$C_{SIS} + Max\_Depth \times C_{EI} = Dur_{Stack}\text{.Initialization};$

Defn const $C_1: R^\ominus = (C_{IE} + C_P + C_{Po});$
Defn const $C_2: R^\ominus = (Dur_{Call} (1) + C_{EI} + C_{SIS} + C_{IE} + C_\omega);$
Defn const $Cnts\_Disp( S: Str(Entry)): N =$
$\sum_{E\_Entry} Cts( (E, S) \times \text{Disp}( E ));$

Displacement Situation Normal: $\exists D_{ED}, D_{ED} \ni N \ominus$
$D_{ED} = \text{Disp}_{Entry\_Init \_Val and}$
$\forall S: Stack, \text{Disp}( S ) = D_{AD} +$
$\text{Cnts\_Disp}( S ) and$
$\forall E: Entry, \text{Disp}( E ) \geq D_{ED} and$
$\text{Is\_Nominal}( Mnp\_Disp_{po}(E, S)) and$
$\text{Is\_Nominal}( Mnp\_Disp_{push}(E, S)) and$
$\text{Is\_Nominal}( Mnp\_Disp_{is\_empty}(S));$

Procedure Flip(upd $S$: Stack);
   duration Normal: $C_1 + |S| + Max\_Depth \times C_{EI} + C_2 ;$
   manip\_disp Normal: $2 \times D_{AD} + D_{ED} \times (2 \times Max\_Depth +$
   $1 - |@S|)$ and $\text{Cnts\_Disp}( @S );$

Var Next_Entry; Entry;
Var S_Flipped: Stack;
While $\neg Is\_Empty\_S(S )$
   updating $S, S_Flipped, \text{Next\_Entry};$
   maintaining $\#S = S_Flipped^\ominus \circ S$ and
   Entry.Is\_Initial(Next\_Entry);
   decreasing $|S|$;
   elapsed\_time Normal: $C_2 \times |S_Flipped|$
   max\_manip\_space $2 \times D_{AD} + D_{ED} \times (2 \times Max\_Depth$
   $+ 1 - |S|)$ and $\text{Cnts\_Disp}( |S |)$;

do $\text{Pop( Next\_Entry, S );}$
   $\text{Push( Next\_Entry, S_Flipped );}$
end;

end Flip;
end Obvious_F_C_Realiz;

In writing performance specifications, there is a trade-off between generality and simplicity. Given that the space/time usage of a call to every operation could depend on the input and outputs values of its parameters at the time of the call, a general version of performance specification can be quite complex. But we can simplify the situation, if we make some reasonable
assumptions about the performance of reusable operations. While the performance specification language should be sufficiently expressive to handle all possibilities, in this paper, we present simplified performance expressions making a few assumptions. When the assumptions do not hold, the performance specifications do not apply.

There may be a variety of ways in which time and space are handled, such as the straightforward allocation of space upon declaration and immediate return upon completion of a block as one method, and amortization as another. Here we use the term Duration Situation followed by Normal to indicate the former. A specification may also give performance behavior for more than one situation.

We provide constants that represent durations for each of the procedures that might be called, taking least upper bound when those durations might vary according to contents. For example, $\text{Dur}_{\text{Push}}$ stands for the amount of time taken by a Push operation. Since that might vary depending on the particular value being pushed, the least upper bound is used to address that fact.

The way this approach allows the use of generic code is to have specifications that can be given in terms of the procedures they call. We think of initialization as a special procedure, one for each type, that is called when a variable is declared. For example, $\text{Dur}_{\text{Stack Initialization}}$ means the duration associated with the initialization of a stack. We do not know nor do we need to know what particular kind of stack will be used here, rather our specifications are completely generic, allowing the specific values to be filled in once a particular stack type has been designated.

All of the constants at the beginning of the realization are presented as convenience definitions so that the expressions written in the duration and manip_disp clauses will be shorter to read.

Just as we have identified what duration constants are needed for specifying the duration of the reversing procedure, we also set up definitions to make the storage (manip Disp) expression shorter to read. We can now see how the duration and manipulation displacement expressions associated with each procedure can be used when scaling up and using those procedures in a larger program.

In verifying the correctness of the procedure, for the loop statement, the programmer supplies the following information:

- An updating clause that lists variables that might be modified in the loop, allowing the verifier to assume that values of other variables in scope are invariant, i.e., not modified;
- A maintaining clause that postulates an invariant for the loop;
- A decreasing clause that serves as a progress metric to be used in showing that the loop terminates;
- An elapsed time clause for each situation assumption in the duration specification to denote how much time has elapsed since the beginning of the loop; and
- A max_manip_space clause that denotes the maximum space manipulated since the beginning of the loop in any iteration.

The proof rule for while loop (not given here) checks that each of the programmer-supplied clauses is valid and then employs them in the proof.

In this short version of the paper, we have omitted discussion of several important issues, including proof rules for loop statements as well as other constructs. We have also not explained how the system can accommodate dynamic and/or global memory management, though the framework allows for those complications. Finally, the non-trivial aspects of a framework within which to discuss the soundness and completeness of the proof system need to be presented.

5. RELATED WORK AND SUMMARY

The importance of performance considerations in component-based software engineering is well documented [7, 19, 20, 21]. Designers of languages and developers of object-based component libraries have considered alternative implementations providing performance trade-offs, including parameterization for performance [2]. While these and other advances in object-based computing continue to change the nature of programming languages, formal techniques for static performance analysis have restricted their attention to real-time and concurrency aspects [6, 10, 11, 20].

Hehner and Reddy are among the first to consider formalization of space (including dynamic allocation) [4, 13]. Reddy’s work is essentially a precursor to the contents of this paper, and its focus is on performance specification. The proof system for time and (maximum) space analysis outlined in [4] is similar to the elements of our proof system given in section 2 of this paper. Both systems are intended for automation. In verification of recursive procedures and loops, for automation, we expect time remaining and maximum manipulated space clauses to be supplied by a programmer, though the need for the clauses is not made apparent in the examples in Hehner’s paper. Our rules for these constructs are, therefore, different. Other differences include performance specification of generic data abstractions and specification-based modular performance reasoning. This becomes clear, for example, by observing the role of the displacement functions in the procedure call rule in Section 3.

This paper complements our earlier paper on performance specification in explaining how performance can be analyzed formally and in a modular fashion. To have an analytical method for performance prediction, i.e., to determine a priori if and when a system will fail due to space/time limits, is a basic need for predictable (software) engineering. Clearly, performance specification and analysis are complicated activities, even when compounding issues such as concurrency and compiler optimization are factored out. Bringing these results into practice will require considerable education and sophisticated tools. More importantly, current language and software design techniques that focus on functional flexibility need to be re-evaluated with attention to predictable performance.
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ABSTRACT
This position paper focuses on contract monitoring for component interfaces, considering the verification of functional and non-functional properties in the contracts. We investigate what properties are needed on behavioral and Quality of Service contracts. We also define what are the requirements on a monitoring environment to handle properly those contracts. We briefly transpose those requirements to a meta-level architecture.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of component-based systems intends to deliver the beneficial effects that the object-oriented approach failed to completely provide: reuse of out-sourced pieces of software and thus increased productivity. The definition of component devised during the 1996 Workshop on Component-Oriented Programming [1] is the following: “A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties.”

In this definition, the specification process is clearly related to contractually specified interfaces. This position paper focuses on the general notion of contract for components, that is a component must expose functionalities, through its functional contract, and its performances, using some non-functional contract. More precisely, Beugnard et al [3] categorize contracts in four levels:

1. Syntactic contracts, that is signatures of data types.

2. Behavioral contracts, that is some semantic description of data types.

3. Synchronization contracts, which deal with concurrency issues.

4. Quality of Service (QoS) contracts, which encompass all non-functional requirements and guarantees.

We consider it crucial to dispose of such contracts if we want software components to behave like components from other engineering domains. Moreover, software components can certainly be the right software units to justify the additional cost of using more formal approaches, as their life cycle and their marketing strategies might be driven by quality. To create a real market of software components, application developers must be capable of browsing, comparing and choosing components [13] according to all their exposed properties: an expression of services and quality of these services is then obviously necessary. Those specifications must then be verified one way or another.

Consequently we believe that the specification and verification of component-based systems must take into account those four levels of contract from the start, to provide a broad and consistent framework to handle those different kinds of properties. As we also believe that expressive formalisms are needed to support the contractual approach, we base our work on the hypothesis that it is not possible to fully verify statically that such contracts are never violated. The runtime enforcement of those contracts together leads to specific monitoring problems as a straightforward combination of separate contracts monitoring would interfere with each other. A specific monitoring framework is needed to handle all kinds of contract and we consider that an appropriate meta-level architecture must be defined to provide such a framework.

In this paper, we investigate what properties are needed on contracts, by considering two specific levels, behavioral and QoS. We define the global contract which consists of the combination of the four levels. We describe what are the requirements on a monitoring environment to handle properly those contracts. We briefly transpose those requirements to a meta-level architecture, both in its design and in its implementation.

2. SPECIFICATION OF BEHAVIORAL AND QOS CONTRACTS
In this paper, we only focus on the behavioral and QoS contracts. The first level of contract corresponds to type signatures, and type checking is usually performed statically. The synchronization aspects of contracts still need
to be studied in a general enough component framework, as concurrency issues are often reduced to the means of communication of a given connector of a component.

### 2.1 Behavioral Contract

Several specification techniques can be envisaged to specify the behavioral semantics of component interfaces. Currently the contractual approach based on preconditions, postconditions and invariants is promoted as a pragmatic but valuable specification technique for components. Current component frameworks are based on, or at least promote, OO programming languages. The majority of those OO languages provide only the first level of contract, but there are languages, such as Eiffel [12], that inherently incorporate behavioral contracts with preconditions, postconditions and invariants. Many extensions to existing languages with behavioral contracts, such as iContract [10] or JML [11] for Java, have also been designed.

Szyperski [14] showed that behavioral contracts based on pre and postconditions have several drawbacks related to call-backs and re-entrance. Nevertheless, we believe it still constitutes the best trade-off between expressiveness and ease of comprehension by an average developer.

However, there are two different specification approaches for those behavioral contracts:

- **The first one can be qualified as language-based specification**, as the contract expression is a boolean expression of the annotated language, usually using all the functional features (access to fields, method calls, basic types and operations) with some specific operators to refer to previous states (old, @pre), to the result of the annotated function (result), etc. The main reference is the Eiffel language [12], even if more expressive assertion language have been proposed [10], with the addition of quantification operators for example.

  This approach suffers from its reuse of the annotated language, as it is often hard to provide a complete formal semantics for the assertion language, as the underlying programming language does not provide one either. Despite this problem, this approach is open to partial specification, fits well with subtyping and is well understood by developers.

  Moreover, recent work [7] provides a sound framework for behavioral contracts based on pre and postconditions. This theory [6] brings soundness regarding inheritance and interfaces in the context of the Java programming language. But this theory is applicable to many other cases.

- **The other approach relies on model-based specifications** [4], that is the annotations that make up the contract are stated in terms of a mathematical model of the states of objects. This kind of specification usually enables static analysis and theorem proving, as they are based on an algebraic style. However, as the expressiveness of the language increases, proofs are no longer possible. Moreover, this kind of specification is hard to understand by developers as they are not trained or used to think in such a way.

  A somewhat hybrid approach is now developed : JML (Java Modeling Language) [11] restricts the use of models to model fields and reuses as much as possible the Java syntax and semantics for basic operations in the assertion language (access to fields, method calls, basic operators, etc.). JML also provides very interesting features with the separate specification of normal and exceptional behaviors, quantification operators and refinement of the specification models. The runtime enforcement of some parts of the contract is also possible. As a result, JML provides a well-founded basis from the start, trying to be closer to developers.

Both approaches have advantages and drawbacks, and are trying to eliminate their respective disadvantages: theoretical work is done in the language-based approach, practical issues motivate work in the model-based approach. One can hope that the approaches will merge or that one approach will reuse and adapt all beneficial aspects of the other one.

In the meantime, it must be noted that both JML and language-based contracts systems lead to the same kind of runtime monitoring systems, which will be shown to interfere with other contract levels.

### 2.2 QoS Contract

Regarding QoS, contracts have been investigated in the world of distributed objects and components systems. Software components, in the broad sense, must be able to expose many different non functional properties, such as performance, reliability, policies related to persistence, transactions or security. Apart from the properties that are usually provided by the container — or context —, designing a QoS contract system expressing time and space performance in function of some resources usage seems quite challenging, as many aspects must be taken into account.

The complexity of algorithms can be easily related to an order using the O notation on both the average and worst cases. Both cases are likely to be relevant for a software component. But this notation expresses complexity bounds, independent of any deployment platform, so these formulas need to be related to absolute bounds [14], showing some real figures. In addition to the issue of comparing performances, contracting QoS leads to the problem of handling negotiation and renegotiation.

To our knowledge, no QoS contract language or system expresses and verifies performance issues based on input parameters and resources usage, but QML (QoS Modeling Language) [8] looks like the most advanced QoS specification language. In QML, the QoS specification is made of three mechanisms: contract type, contract and profile. Contract type are QoS aspects, such as performance or reliability. A contract is an instance of a contract type and a profile associates a QML contract with an interface. The QoS aspects that can be represented in QML are quite powerful, with different domains of value, constraints and even statistics on measured values over a period of time. However QML does not provide any means to express a QoS contract according to some parameters that would come from the component interface, e.g. to specify a time constraint in relation with the size of an input data structure. Moreover resources consumption cannot be specified. QML contracts are made of constraints on domains of values, and a contract can refine

---

1. JML also provides a when clause, which can be seen as part of a level 3 contract on synchronization: if a method is called and its preconditions hold, the call will wait until the when clause holds as well.
another one by adding constraints or putting stronger con-
straints on an already constrained domain. Each kind of
constraint that can be defined in QML must specify a to-
tal order among its values. A conformance relation is then
defined between the contracts.
Monitoring QoS is not considered in QML [8], but similar
QoS oriented approaches monitor some properties at run-
time by configuring the middleware, or by using meta-level
mechanisms [2]. As some categories of QoS can involve per-
vasive monitoring, like security in Java [5], interferences be-
tween the separate QoS monitoring already proposed would
certainly occur. As general-purpose QoS specification for-
malisms are likely to be proposed, a contract monitoring en-
vironment must be carefully designed to enable to express
the correct combination of each corresponding monitoring
process. It must be also kept open enough to take into
account the possible new features. The environment must
also handle the case of partial conformance between QoS
contracts or during monitoring, e.g. a time constraint is re-
spected but a space constraint is not. Different policies are
then applicable: termination, renegotiation, etc. The same
problem arises on the global contract, as described in the
next section.

2.3 Putting Contracts Together
Considering all four levels together (type, behavior, syn-
chronization, QoS), a proper combination can be determined
in order to provide a global contract. The general specifi-
cation can simply be done separately in each contract formal-
ism and the conformance rule of this global contract is the
conjunction of all conformance rules. However, it is also im-
portant to consider the case where some partial conformance
is achieved, which typically leads to contract renegotiation
in QoS-aware systems. Different actions regarding the con-
tract can be started:

• Termination if the QoS contract is considered as too
  important to be renegotiated.

• Renegotiation of the QoS contract with weaker con-
  straints (e.g. a 3D component cannot provide a 30
  frames/s rate and the new QoS contract asks for 25).

• Withdrawal of the QoS contract, getting back to a
  purely functional best-effort approach.

• Renegotiation of the functional contract and possibly
  of the QoS contract (e.g. the same 3D component
  is asked to lower its resolution and may be asked to
  maintain the 30 frames/s rate).

Consequently the combination of all contracts must be pro-
vided with the addition of dynamic negotiation capabilities,
which can be taken for example from the QoS formalism.

2.4 Monitoring Issues
Monitoring at runtime needs a proper support so that a
specific contract monitoring does not affect another moni-
toring process at a different level. For example, behavioral
and QoS monitoring can interfere if the monitoring code
that evaluates assertions create new objects when the QoS
is monitoring space occupancy. In the same way, the time
spent in monitoring must not be taken into account in pro-
fling time, unless explicitly specified. Consequently, moni-
toring behavioral contracts must be done in a framework
that will not interfere on any other contract level:

• by not adding new types in the type hierarchy;

• by not modifying the program behavior in relation to
  synchronization;

• and finally by not consuming any time or space!

Even if the first property can be achieved by modifying all
the methods that give access to type information, it is not
feasible to completely achieve the second and third prop-
ties. Nonetheless, the monitoring environment must strive
for minimizing the effect of the observer on the observed
phenomena.

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR
MONITORING CONTRACTS
In order to provide an appropriate framework to monitor
all kinds of contract, we propose exposing the necessary con-
cepts that are manipulated by behavioral contract systems.
In the same way, we expect to describe an open enough
framework for QoS monitoring, so that the monitoring pro-
cesses can be manipulated and composed at the global level.

3.1 Behavioral Contract Monitoring
The monitoring technique for such contracts consists in
checking the appropriate preconditions at the entry of a
method, the postconditions and invariants at the exit. Defin-
ing what are the appropriate assertions, i.e. the semantically
correct ones, to be monitored on a given object at runtime,
according to inheritance, subtyping and implemented inter-
faces [6] is considered as out of the scope of the monitoring
process. We present a list of requirements on the monitoring system:

• The integration of the contract enforcement code with
  the normal code must not create new visible classes or
  methods — wrapping asserted methods is a common
  way to integrate assertions —. Even if programmers
  can be told not to use these, any tool that uses the
  modified class will consider them as normal unless cor-
  rectly hidden or specified. Avoiding a pervasive inte-
  gration is also important for the deployment footprint,
  which could be constrained in a QoS contract.

• Specific data structures and code are usually necessary
  to manage the integration, to avoid non-termination of
  assertion checking due to recursion, to provide asser-
  tion triggering at a fine-grained level (class or object)
  and to make the checker thread-safe!

• All accesses to instance fields and all method calls that
  are made to evaluate an assertion are recorded as such,
  i.e. not counted in time measurement.

• All created objects during any evaluation are excluded
  from space measurement.

• The synchronization policies and behaviors normally
  defined for the component should not be modified.
  How this can be achieved, totally or partially, remains
  an open question. However, the sketched framework is
  expected to be able to design and experiment proper
  solutions.
The assertion languages always provide enhancements to boolean expressions in order to increase expressiveness. The most common ones are studied in relation to the monitoring issues:

- Quantification operations (\(\forall, \exists\)), or more generally higher-level functions, need to be translated to the underlying language, thus generating extra code and new functions. That boils down to the first side-effects presented above.

- Access to the result of the annotated function usually generates side-effects because of methods wrapping or any other techniques used to provide this feature.

- Reference to the previous state of objects in the specification of procedures \((\text{old}, \text{pre})\) is usually done by generating local variables that keep references or values of the concerned variables by computation at the method entry. They are later referenced at method exit. This additional code generates side-effect. This is also the same for the \(\text{let}\) construct, which is used to avoid repetitions in assertions.

All the prototyped approaches that have been proposed so far generates all, or almost all, side-effects listed above. That includes approaches based on source to source processing, bytecode adaptation, compile-time or runtime reflection and aspect-based processing.

### 3.2 QoS Contract Monitoring

As a proper general QoS specification language is not available, we infer some principles on how to monitor QoS. Taking QML as an example, the monitoring would be based on time measurement and appropriate recording to compute necessary values and statistics. QoS in general would be based on measurement of many parameters, to compute results ranging from simple constraints to complex functions. That boils down to the first side-effects presented above.

Consequently, the computation of these results needs to be semantically correct, that is:

- **without any interference** from other contracts, and actually, without any interference coming from the component surrounding, such as the services provided by the container.

- **at the appropriate times.** Considering the method call as the essential point of contracting, the monitoring environment can be kept open by reusing the fine-grained model of aspect-oriented programming [9] to consider the following events: before the method call (client side), at the method entry (provider side), before the exit (provider side), just after the method call (client side). A distinction can also be made between the method call and the effective method execution (late binding).

### 3.3 Requirements for an appropriate meta-level

Monitoring behavioral contracts can be seen as an aspect in the sense of aspect-oriented programming [9]. Monitoring some QoS properties in middleware has been done through message reflection [2]. Consequently we consider that the monitoring of all forms of contracts must be done in an appropriate meta-level framework supporting message interception, as contracts are mainly monitored on method calls. However this meta-level must satisfy strong constraints, as it must provide a clear separation between the normal behavior and other aspects, so that monitoring of contracts can be as **transparent** as possible to the semantics and to QoS for the client.

We believe that this transparency can be achieved by defining a minimal set of interactions between the two levels, taking into account low-level issues such as object allocation. At the meta level, the careful implementation of the specific contractual constructs we have described is expected to enforce transparency as well. The main issue of such a framework will certainly be performance, as both levels will need to act as almost separate execution environments. The implementation of a prototype to experiment with these ideas has begun. It uses a language-based specification language for Java, OCL-J, which adapts the Object Constraint Language of UML to the Java programming language. The developed prototype is intended to use the Java Platform Debugging Architecture (JPDA), as this architecture provides a framework that is close in some points to our requirements. We expect these experiments to provide feedback on how to properly design the interactions between the base and the meta levels, as well as new insights in the area of contract monitoring.

### 4. CONCLUSION

In order to provide quality software components, the specification and verification of component-based systems must take into account both the functional and non-functional aspects. Contracting of interfaces. By considering a global contract merging all kinds of contracts, we showed that renegotiation of QoS contracts must be supported and that different monitoring codes must be aware of each other and must not interfere. Consequently we argue that contract monitoring must be handled globally inside a meta-level that clearly separates the base level and the meta-level in all functional and non-functional aspects.
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ABSTRACT
The assessment of quality attributes of software-intensive systems is a challenging issue. This paper outlines a method aimed at quantitative evaluation of certain quality attributes that are important for embedded systems: timeliness, performance and memory consumption.

The paper sketches out the key principles for building a formal model for evaluating quality attributes: (1) Dependability constraints are specified in an end-to-end fashion; (2) Components are attributed with resource demands; (3) Specification of component interaction is separated from specification of component behavior.

The method is aimed to be applicable in practice. Therefore we investigate combining widely used software modeling notations with existing formal methods. In particular, the proposed approach combines Message Sequence Charts and Timed Automata. We illustrate the approach with an example.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.11 Software Architectures; D.2.4 Software / Program Verification

General Terms
Performance, Design, Reliability, Verification.

Keywords
Component-based software, software architecture, quality attributes, architecture evaluation, timeliness, memory consumption, formal methods.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, more and more “intelligent” devices contain sophisticated embedded software to fulfill a broad scope of functions. As more devices are developed, the scope of functions to be implemented must be broader. This growing complexity complicates the development of embedded software. Thus, new approaches for software development are heavily needed.

To reduce development cost and development time, the reuse of existing solutions is vital. For this purpose, the construction of software with reusable components is highly desirable. This method of software development requires techniques for assessing the composability of components. This assessment can be done reasonably well for the functional aspects of components, but no adequate techniques exists for analyzing composability of non-functional ones.

The possibility to estimate relevant quality attributes in the early development phase is crucial. These kinds of predictions will reduce the risk of developing non-competitive, infeasible or flawed products. Thus, for quantitative software architecting a formal mathematical basis is needed.

Most contemporary architecting approaches deal only with the functional aspects of software. But, there are also non-functional quality attributes, a typical example being dependability quality attributes: performance, timeliness, reliability, availability, safety, and security. These attributes emerge as a result of collaborative functioning of all parts, which a system is built from, and they can make a significant impact on the entire architecture. Consequently, one of the most important issues in software architecting is dealing with quality attributes.

Many modern techniques for software evaluation use expert-based approaches (e.g. ATAM [4], SAAM [1]) which evaluate overall quality of the architecture. The quantitative methods used in these approaches are applied in an ad-hoc manner and, in many cases, are too context-oriented to be generalized. As a consequence, it is difficult to make the architecting process reliable, predictable, and repeatable.

For the time being, architecting is still more an art than an engineering discipline. Substantial efforts have to be invested in making the architecting process more rationalized and precise. One of the ways to make the architecting process more precise is the use of formal methods. However, formal methods are not a silver bullet; they have their own drawbacks. One should be aware that the application of formal methods usually requires precise and complete specification. In many cases, an architect does not have this information. He or she may not even be interested in a very detailed design at the early stages of design, but prefer to postpone design decisions to later stages. Thus, a balance between the architect’s freedom of design and the precision of analysis and specification should be found. Note, accuracy of a specification is not always a drawback, as it also stimulates one to think more accurately and systematically.
Support by automatic tools could be very helpful for architects. However, tooling usually requires strict non-ambiguous semantics of the models being processed; thus, formal methods are also essential here.

There exist no general approaches for evaluating non-functional properties of a system at the architectural level. The interesting approach combining structural description of architecture (Darwin Architecture Description Language) with behavioral description of components (Labeled Transition System) was proposed in [8]. However, this approach only allows checking safety and liveness properties, but it does not model timing aspects which are needed for the analysis of quality attributes like timeliness and performance. Also, the existing methods for quantitative evaluation focus on one quality attribute only.

We aim to integrally model multiple quality attributes—timeliness, performance, and memory consumption—to support the making of architectural design trade-offs.

1.1 Requirements on the Method

The aim is to develop a method for supporting software architects during early stages of component-based software architecting of resource-constrained systems. It is necessary to find suitable techniques for architecture description and methods for quality attributes evaluation and to merge them into an integrated framework.

The requirements on the method are the following:

1. Compositionality of resource-constraint systems. The methodology should be compositional. This means that quality attributes of a composite system can be calculated from the constituents components and composition mechanisms. In particular, the method should focus on predicting quality attributes based on resource consumption of the components.

Even if the functional interfaces and the interaction mechanisms of components are precisely specified, component composition may not function properly because non-functional properties of the entire system were not considered beforehand. Typical instances of this problem are resource conflicts (e.g., race conditions, conflicts on access to shared resources etc). These conflicts make it difficult to ensure the proper and predictable behavior of a system in advance.

2. Dependability assessment during the early development phases. The dependability attributes (timeliness, performance, reliability, availability, safety and security) of component-based systems cannot be evaluated by the current approaches. So, the method must help architects to estimate the dependability attributes and ensure a certain level of estimation accuracy. As a simple example, the results can be described in terms of worst-case and best-case estimations.

Also, there are non-technical requirements on the method. In order to be easily comprehensible and easy to learn by software engineers, the method should be based on widely accepted software specification and design techniques. These techniques should make engineer’s work more efficient after the engineer has gained some experience with them.

2. KEY PRINCIPLES FOR COMPONENT-BASED ARCHITECTING

Component-based architecting (e.g., see [15] and [21]) is one of the most promising approaches for managing complexity and boosting reuse. However, current component-based approaches do not address the behavioral and non-functional aspects of software. Therefore, we propose the following extensions.

Explicit specification of component behavior and interaction. A formal specification of the dynamic aspects of components and their interaction is necessary for reasoning about the behavior of their composition and its non-functional properties.

Support of hierarchical component description. A component can be either atomic or compound. The atomic component cannot be further subdivided, but the compound component can consist of atomic and(or) other compound components. As a result, one has more flexibility in choosing the unit of the reuse: either a single atomic component or an entire package. Another advantage is the possibility to apply compositional design approach at the different levels of hierarchy: a system is composed from subsystems; subsystems are composed from compound components etc.

Separation of component interaction from component behavior. The description of behavioral aspects is structured in separate parts. There are specifications of component behavior and specifications of component interaction. A rationale for independent specification of the interaction relationships is presented in [2]. We identified the following additional reasons for this separation:

1. Genericity/Tailorability: The interaction specification may be used to tailor the behavior of generic components to particular context. This helps to avoid coding of context-driven aspects within components and, hence, allows more general component designs.

2. Specifying constraints end-to-end: Dependability constraints are often concerned with the end-to-end interaction between components. Having a separate specification of the interaction constitutes a better means for structuring the specification than the alternatives: (1) placing constraints at one of the components involved or (2) dividing up an end-to-end timing constraint over multiple components.

3. Loose coupling: In existing component models the way that a component is intended to interact with other components is programmed into a component (endogenous binding). This has to change if the behavior of other components changes. Hence, it constitutes a dependency on the behavior of other components. By specifying interaction separately (exogenously), this dependency is avoided.

Explicit specification of the resource requirements of components. The dependability of a system is related to the amount of resources consumed by the components and provided by the execution platform. There are three types of resources: computation resources, communication resources and storage. The definition of component resource requirements in a platform-independent way broadens the scope of component application.

Specification of dependability constraints in an end-to-end fashion. The basic idea is that timing and dependability
constraints should not be component attributes, because this would jeopardize reusability. They are rather considered as constraints on the dynamics of the system, i.e. on the component interaction.

Distinguish resource constraints and resource consumption. The former are described at the overall system level in an end-to-end fashion, and the latter is associated with a component description. This separation enables the development of reusable components and gives designers freedom in the satisfaction of the resource constraints.

All the aforementioned aspects have to be properly elaborated in order to constitute a practical method.

3. ARCHITECTING ENVIRONMENT
To reconcile the goals of using accepted software engineering notations and automated analysis tools, we aim for a framework that consists of three parts (see Figure 1).

4. ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUES
This section enumerates the requirements on architecture description techniques and outlines the framework. Also, it contains an example to illustrate the method proposed.

4.1 Requirements for description techniques
For specifying component behavior, a number of formal description techniques were inspected and compared. Before the actual comparison, essential requirements on the description techniques were identified. These requirements and their rationale follow below. The requirements are marked as compulsory (C) or optional (O).

1. The description techniques should support quantitative models for timeliness analysis. (C)
   Rationale: to enable timeliness assessment at the early architecting phase, before system implementation.

2. The description techniques should support quantitative evaluation of memory consumption. (C)
   Rationale: to enable memory consumption estimation at the early architecting phase.

3. The description techniques should support specification of timing constraints in an end-to-end fashion. (C)
   Rationale: to avoid unnecessary reduction of design space (caused by artificial subdivision of the initial deadlines).

4. The description techniques should support the possibility to specify interaction behavior exogenously (C).
   Rationale: to increase reusability of the components and to build flexible architectures.

5. The description techniques should allow one to reason about the properties of a component composition, based on the properties of the components. (C)
   Rationale: To enable effective (automated) formal reasoning.

6. The description techniques should support the specification of resource requirements (processing, storage and communication). (C)
   Rationale: to enable analysis of effects of resource conflicts.

7. The specifications must be comprehensible for engineers (C).
   Rationale: reduce efforts for education of engineers.

8. Support for automatic code generation (O).
   A description technique should enable creating of tools that can generate code for a given specification.
   Rationale: to enable efficient development.

9. Use of existing design, simulation and verification tools (O).
   It is preferable to use the existing tools instead of developing new ones.
   Rationale: to design the software quickly and easily.

4.2 Basic formal framework
In this section we explain the architecting approach by listing the models that should be constructed for describing an architecture. We motivate the choices of the formal description techniques for these models.


4.2.1 General view
A general overview of the approach to modeling architectures is given in Figure 2. Three essential architecting models are considered.

The “Structural model” represents the static configuration of a system through the dependencies and connections between components.

The “Behavioral Model” is used to describe the dynamic aspects of the components, component interaction and resource constraints (e.g. end-to-end deadlines). A component description specifies resource requirements in terms of the “Resource Model”.

The “Resource model” describes the available resources. This model also defines a sharing strategy for each resource.

![Figure 2. Overview of the approach](image)

4.2.2 Choice of appropriate formalisms
For structural description we consider one of the existing component models supporting the notions of provided and required interfaces (e.g. Koala [19] and Darwin [18]). Since we aim to the evaluation of timing properties, the proper behavioral description formalisms are to be found.

After comparing several formalisms, the extended notion of State Machines (Timed Automata, [3]) was chosen for the specification of component behavior. Basic Message Sequence Charts [20] were chosen for specifying component interaction. This section motivates this choice.

4.2.2.1 Timed Automata
Timed Automata are supported by a wide scope of existing tools for modeling and simulation (e.g. UPPAAL, for details see [6]). Furthermore, their graphical description makes them comprehensible for engineers.

The theory on Timed Automata describes constructions for obtaining an automaton that describes the behavior of the parallel composition of timed automata. For the simplest cases, it is possible to use the Cartesian product.

However, when using timed automata, certain principles must be followed in order to be able to reason compositionally. For example, one should not use global clock variables to define constrains on the behavior of multiple components.

4.2.2.2 Message Sequence Charts
As mentioned before, component interaction is specified separately from component behavior. For that, a specification language is required that can address the following issues:

- It should enable restricting the behavior of generic components
- It should support the specification of timing constraints in an end-to-end fashion.

The MSC notation allows one to vividly express timing constraints between stimulus and response events at a single place in a specification. This is in contrast to timed automata, where timing constraints are specified by means of two (or more) constraints on shared clock variables that are distributed over separate states or transitions of the model (this will be illustrated later by an example). This reduces the intelligibility of a specification.

MSC are a well-accepted software notation that is easy to learn and understand. Also, they have formal semantics in terms of automata (see e.g. [14]) that makes it possible to relate them to timed automata (which we use as basic formalism).

Because of the above advantage, MSC were preferred to Timed Automata for specifying the timing constraints.

4.3 Example
To give a flavor of our approach, we will demonstrate some of the description principles (analysis is not included) with an example of an “Automatic Teller Machine”.

The structural model of the architecture is depicted in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Key components](image)
The specification of User describes the behavior of an individual who wants to withdraw cash from an ATM. The automaton defines an order on the events for the withdrawal process.

The behavior of ATM and Bank is illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively.

Figure 5. Behavior of ATM

For the specification of Bank we use two automata. The semantics of this is that they operate in parallel. This allows further enhancing of the specifications to support more than one User and one ATM: the unnecessary serialization of the authorization and transaction requests from different cash dispensers, which would be enforced by modeling the behavior as a single automata, is avoided.

Figure 6. Behavior of Bank

We use clock variables \( x \) and \( y \) to specify the resource consumption of Bank. The specification states that the time of processing authorization requests (by a hypothetical CPU) is at least one time unit and at most two time units. The former is indicated with the guards \( (x \geq 1) \) on both transitions, and the latter is specified with the invariant \( (x < 2) \) of the “Validating” state. Likewise, the time necessary for performing a transaction is at least two time units but at most four time units. Similarly, one can specify consumption of CPU capacity for other components.

Finally, we demonstrate the specification of end-to-end timing constraints and the interaction between the components User, ATM, and Bank with the Message Sequence Chart in Figure 7.

On the one hand, the message sequence chart in Figure 7 specifies through which transitions all the three automata interact. For example, to indicate that the actions “u.insert card” and “a.insert card” of User and ATM, respectively, need to synchronize, we use an ampersand symbol “&”. Likewise, the other labels of all the three automata are bound. This type of specification technique allows one to bind components in an exogenous manner.

Additionally, this message sequence chart indicates that the time between the occurrence of “enter PIN” and the occurrence of “PIN validated” must not exceed five time units. At the same time, it indicates that time between “enter amount” and “transaction success” must not exceed six time units. In a similar way, message sequence charts can be used to specify other dependability constraints in an end-to-end manner for relevant execution scenarios.
5. TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATION OF QUALITY ATTRIBUTES

This section summarizes our evaluation of methods for the assessment of timeliness and memory consumption and interprets their use for the software architecting.

5.1 Timeliness evaluation

As already mentioned, timeliness is an important quality attribute. Timeliness can be reasoned about either (analytically) through a schedulability test, a typical example being Rate Monotonic Analysis (RMA) (see [17], [16], [11], and [12]), or through the construction of an explicit schedule (e.g. in [23]).

Both approaches model the scheduling policy adopted for the system. Depending on whether the priority assignment strategy of the scheduling policy is fixed or dynamic, different models have to be used.

For the fixed-priority scheduling policy, RMA is usually applied. This method is based on the analysis of a so-called critical instant, when all tasks in the task set are released simultaneously. It is proven that the worst-case response time appears for each task during the critical instant. The RMA method calculates response time for each task (for a given real-time situation describing a set of tasks being analyzed [12]), based on the specified worst-case execution time and deadline. In addition, if the tasks share some resources, the blocking time induced by the ones with lower priority should be given. Finally, the periodicity information (for a simple case, in a form of task inter-arrival periods) has to be provided to enable the application of RMA.

However, RMA can only be used with some, rather strict, assumptions on the tasks of the system. The main restriction is the assumption that the arrival pattern of a stimulus has some form of periodicity. Early versions of RMA have dealt only with strictly periodic events; however, later extensions have incorporated a-periodic tasks and sporadic servers. Another drawback of RMA is that it does not allow interaction between the tasks. The only allowed interaction is mutual access to shared resources.

New schedulability modeling approaches have emerged as a result of the substantial progress in the development of model checking techniques both for ordinary and hybrid timed automata. These approaches partially address the drawbacks of RMA-like techniques, as they take interaction between the tasks into account.

The main principle on which these techniques are built is the replacement of the initial schedulability problem with the reachability problem for a timed automaton encompassing all peculiarities of a concrete schedulability policy. The automaton modeling the scheduler, combined with automata modeling inter-task communication, is analyzed for reachability of the state corresponding to a non-schedulable situation [23].

In general, automata-based methods cover a broader scope of possible scheduling policies, than RMA-like methods do, as they also take into account task interactions. However, the automata-based methods have two disadvantages. The first is that these methods only indicate whether a task set is schedulable or not: they do not provide the response time of the tasks, which would be very useful for architects. The second drawback is that these methods, being based on the construction of an automaton modeling the scheduler, suffer from the state explosion problem.

Fortunately, during the last three years, a number of successful accounts about the application of automata-based techniques have been published [5], [7], and [13]. Because of the flexibility of these kinds of techniques, their application is feasible at the architectural level, especially in the cases when standard techniques like RMA are not applicable.

Both types of techniques require information about the worst-case execution time of tasks. Unfortunately, most contemporary methods for the estimation of worst-case execution time cannot be directly applied to architecting, as they are based on already existing code. But at the architectural level, some estimations are often needed before the code is written. Furthermore, there are two problems with traditional approaches:

- Predictions are over-pessimistic due to excluding effects of the acceleration facilities of modern CPU’s (pipelines, branch prediction blocks, caches etc). These effects are excluded from the analysis because of unpredictable behavior of the acceleration facilities.

- Variation in behavior due to different input parameters is difficult to account for. This requires analysis of all possible paths of control flow, which is not possible for many situations without providing additional information.
describing the relation between input data and program behavior.

It is foreseen that these problems of traditional approaches must also be solved for performing worst-case execution time estimation at the architectural level.

5.2 Memory consumption evaluation.
In many cases, analysis of memory consumption is needed to reason about the feasibility of an embedded system. The allocation of memory can be dynamic or static. Static memory allocation is performed at compile- or load-time, while dynamic memory allocation is performed during run-time. For most real-time operating systems, the memory layout of an application can be presented as follows:

1. Statically allocated memory: the image of program code, static data, stack, and heap
2. Dynamically allocated memory: stacks (for different threads), data objects allocated in the heap.

Analysis of memory availability for the static allocation mechanism is trivial in most cases. It is enough just to summate the sizes of all memory blocks needed for all tasks and compare the result with the amount of available system memory. However, this holds only for binary components.

The situation worsens when dealing with the mechanisms for dynamic memory allocation. In this case, the phenomenon of fragmentation can be observed. Usually, the fragmentation is caused by interleaved sequence of memory block allocations and de-allocations with greatly varying block size. It is rather difficult to evaluate the impact on memory allocation induced by the fragmentation. Moreover, having the memory shared between different tasks results in additional interference that makes the memory behavior even less predictable.

The most common practice for hard real-time systems is to avoid the use of dynamic memory management to increase the predictability and efficiency. Instead, data is allocated statically. Nevertheless, some research on the evaluation of dynamic memory allocation has been done, e.g. in [25] by Zom et al. Their method employs synthetic allocation traces: the allocation trace of an actual program is modeled with a stochastic process. This method is reported to provide results with 80% accuracy. Thus, it might be applicable for the early analysis of worst-case dynamic memory consumption, as more precise estimations are not needed during the architecting phase. Another approach is based on the abstract interpretation theory; this method automatically transforms a high-level language program into a function calculating the worst-case usage of stack and heap space (see [22]). This approach might also be applicable during the architecting.

6. CONCLUSION
The foreseen framework for component-based software architecting is supposed to address the following: (1) reasoning about compositability of behavior, (2) the early assessment of quality attributes.

For the specification of component behavior, timed automata are suggested, while the specification of component interaction is described with Message Sequence Charts (MSC) which allow to vividly represent timing constraints in the end-to-end manner.

For the assessment of timeliness, two alternative classes of techniques were considered: analytic and constructive techniques. The applicability of these techniques in the context of component-based software architecture is being validated with industrial case studies.

Currently, we are working on the integration of the proposed architecture description techniques with the evaluation techniques for the analysis of timeliness and memory consumption. Here, timed-automata-based techniques are especially promising, as they have the same formal basis both for the evaluation of quality attributes and the description of component behavior.

There are a number of challenging topics for further research:
- To find an appropriate level of abstraction for component behavior description. There should be a balance between the accuracy of the description (relevant parts of behavior are not omitted) and the complexity of the evaluation
- To elaborate a method for the specification of resource consumption. It is important to be able to integrate the specification of resource consumption in the description of components to enable the evaluation of quality attributes
- To develop a formal methodology for the evaluation of worst-case memory consumption.
- To develop a method for relating MSC-based descriptions to timed-automata-based ones.
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ABSTRACT
Integrated languages combine formal specification and programming features, and make it possible to specify, implement, and verify programs within the same framework. This paper examines the consequences of this fundamental integration on the type system of a software engineering language, using RESOLVE as an example. It explains why name matching for program types coexists naturally with structural matching for math types. It describes a formulation of set theory and its relationship to the type system. And it poses a variety of discussion questions concerning the use of types and subtypes in the specification portion of the language.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Verification of component-based software requires languages that integrate programming and specification features, and types are at the heart of this integration. Programming languages are not suited for specification, and specification languages are not used for implementation. The elements of both languages must be integrated to verify that an implementation is correct with respect to a specification. This requires that programming objects—in particular, types—be described in mathematical terms. A wealth of papers have been written about types and type systems, but these papers invariably focus on types in programming (implementation) languages or types in specification languages. The contribution of this paper is its description of a type system for languages concerned with both implementations and specifications.

The desire to build predictable, component-based software has compelled many in the software verification community to develop integrated languages—languages that combine formal specification with programming. Examples of such unions include JML, Eiffel, RESOLVE/C++\(^1\), Z variants, and Larch variants [3, 7, 9, 15]. Most of these integrated languages have resulted from appending a specification language onto a preexisting programming language. In contrast, RESOLVE [12, 14] has been developed from the beginning as both a specification and a programming language. The language is only one part of the RESOLVE system for predictable software development. The system also includes a framework and discipline for building software that is—among other things—reusable, verifiable, efficient, and understandable. The language is intimately tied to the framework and discipline.

For the past few years the author of this paper has been involved in designing and implementing tools that would bring RESOLVE into the world of practical programming. The current focus of this effort is the development of a RESOLVE compiler. The project is complex, not only because the compiler must deal with a programming and specification language combined, but because ongoing research makes the language a moving target (e.g., performance specification and verification [13]). During the course of writing the compiler we have been forced to refine our ideas about how types should be handled in both mathematical and programming contexts.

This paper addresses the following question: What are the implications for the type system in a language that integrates programming and specification? Using RESOLVE as an example, we look for answers to this question. Section 2 presents the type model of RESOLVE and demonstrates how types are treated in programming and mathematical contexts. Section 3 summarizes Ogden’s formulation of set theory in RESOLVE [10] and explains how it relates to types. Finally, section 4 examines a few specific issues involving math types and subtypes.

2. OVERVIEW OF TYPES
An integrated language is much more complex than either a programming language or specification language alone, so simplicity is a primary concern. It is essential to have type matching rules that are easily understandable. A programmer (or compiler) should not have to sift through a myriad of rules and exceptions simply to evaluate the type of an expression.

\(^1\)RESOLVE/C++ uses only the specification portion of the RESOLVE language
Mathematical and programming elements in the RESOLVE language are kept as distinct as possible. Thus, assertions in requires and ensures clauses of operations are strictly mathematical expressions, and conditions in while loops and if statements are strictly programming expressions. Likewise, all variables and types found in a mathematical expression are math variables and math types, and those found in programming expressions are program variables and program types. This means that the same name has a different type depending on whether it appears in a programming or mathematical context. Furthermore, mathematical expressions and programming expressions are type-checked differently—in mathematical expressions, types are matched according to structure, whereas in programming expressions, they are matched strictly by name.

2.1 Math vs Program Context

Figure 1 shows a RESOLVE specification of a Stack component. This simple example turns out to be sufficiently powerful to illustrate the ideas in this paper. The Type Family declaration introduces the program type Stack and gives its mathematical model. We use Type Family instead of just Type because the concept (and therefore the type) is generic until it is instantiated, so the declaration of Stack here encompasses an entire family of types. In the type family declaration, the left side contains the program type Stack, and the right side contains the math type Str(Entry). The fact that mathematical and programming elements come together in a type declaration underscores the fundamental role that types play in an integrated language. The exemplar introduces a variable of type Stack to describe properties that hold for any arbitrary variable of type Stack. For example, the constraints clause indicates that the length of any Stack must always be less than Max_Depth.

In the specification of Operation Push, parameters E and S are program variables. When a call is made to this operation, the compiler checks that the first argument to Push is of type Entry, and the second argument is of type Stack. When S appears in the requires clause, however, the compiler analyzes it as a math variable. The variable S has been declared as program type Stack, but since the variable occurs in a mathematical context, the compiler instead uses the mathematical model of Stack given in the type family declaration. So the variable S appearing in the requires clause has math type Str(Entry). The rest of the concept is analyzed similarly.

In RESOLVE, like in other model-based languages such as VDM and Z, a handful of math types are used for modeling many different program types. This mirrors scientific disciplines like Physics, where the same mathematical model is used to capture widely different concepts. Different program types such as Stack and Queue may both be modeled using mathematical strings. This makes it convenient to write specifications such as the one shown here:

```
Operation Stk_Q_Transfer(clears S; Stack;
   replaces Q: Queue);
   ensures Q = #S^Rev;
```

2.2 Structural vs Name Matching

The implementation or realization of Stack_Template in Figure 2 introduces a Stack type with a specific programming structure. It indicates how a Stack is represented for this particular realization. The conventions clause provides the representation invariant—it indicates which representation states are permitted. The correspondence clause, or abstraction relation, shows how this representation is related to the mathematical model of Stack given in the concept. Notice that the correspondence clause contains two variables, S and Conc.S, that are not declared directly in this scope. These variables are derived from the special exemplar variable in the concept’s type declaration. Figure 3 illustrates what the compiler does when analyzing the declaration of Stack in a realization. It locates the exemplar from the type
family declaration in the corresponding concept, and uses its name to create two variables within the type scope of the realization. The first variable is named $S$ and has program type Stack. The second variable is named $\text{Conc}.S$ (read as “the conceptual value of $S$”) and has math type $\text{Str}(\text{Entry})$, the mathematical model of Stack. The correspondence clause describes the relationship between these two variables.

Program type matching in RESOLVE is done strictly by name. This is reasonable because a primary motivation for introducing different type names is to keep objects of different types distinct. Also, in a language that separates interfaces (as specifications) from implementations, clients will not have access to the structural programming representation of a type, so that structural matching can not be accomplished consistently.

Math type matching is done by structure. The structure consists of math types that can be simple or composite. If a program type name is encountered in a mathematical context, the compiler uses its corresponding mathematical model to convert it to a math type expression. In RESOLVE, like in $\mathbb{Z}$, built-in composite types include set theory operators $\times$, $\rightarrow$, and $\mathcal{P}$. Composite types are parameterized types that take other types as arguments. RESOLVE also permits the use of user-defined composite types. In the type expression $\text{Str}(\text{Entry})$, $\text{Str}$ is a user-defined composite type (defined in the module String_Theory, which is imported through the uses clause in Figure 1). For a composite math type to match another by structure, the types of their arguments must also match. For example, Queue $\times$ Fahrenheit matches Stack $\times$ Centigrade if and only if the mathematical models of Queues and Stacks match, and the mathematical models of Fahrenheit and Centigrade match. Constraints on mathematical models—given by the constraint clause in the type family declaration—are ignored by the analyzer; checking constraints is the responsibility of the verifier.

To illustrate the difference between name matching in the programming world and structural matching in the math world, consider the type declaration of Stack in figure 2. The representation uses both a record and an array, which are composite program types. In RESOLVE, the type Record is modeled by a Cartesian product (denoted by the infix operator $\times$), and the type Array is modeled by a function (denoted by the infix operator $\rightarrow$)\(^3\) [10]. Also, the program type Integer is modeled by the mathematical integers $\mathbb{Z}$.

The generic type Entry is treated as a primitive type when seen from a math context because its math model is not known before instantiation.

Now consider a variable $S$ of type Stack. Table 1 shows how a compiler will evaluate the variables in the first column depending on whether they occur in a program or math context. For example, if $S$.Contents occurs in a requires clause, it evaluates to the math type $\mathbb{Z} \rightarrow \text{Entry}$. If the variable $S$.Top occurs in the condition of a while loop, it evaluates to the program type Integer. The type $\%\text{Array}(10,20)$ is a unique name created by the compiler.

A compiler for RESOLVE must keep track of more type information than typical compilers. It must have access to the program name of the type, the program structure of the type, and the math structure of the type. The program structure of the type is not needed for matching purposes, but it is needed to determine whether variables of that type may use the special syntax of Records or Arrays. For example, since the type Stack in the realization above is structurally a record, any variable $S$ of type Stack can use special syntax to refer its fields—$S$.Contents and $S$.Top.

### 3. SET THEORY
Sets are the fundamental building blocks of the RESOLVE language. There are several reasons why sets are a natural choice. First and most importantly, sets are foundational to Mathematics. All programming objects must have a mathematical model, and sets can be used to describe any mathematical domain. No matter how complicated a real world problem is, it can be captured with sets. The same could not be said if we were to use, say, real numbers, as the building blocks of the language. Another reason for using sets is that the basic notions of sets—membership, union, subset, and so forth—are familiar to most students and programmers. Finally, sets are flexible enough to describe the language itself.

#### 3.1 Echelons
The particular flavor of set theory used in RESOLVE has been developed by Bill Ogden at The Ohio State University [10]. The core of the theory is traditional: It starts with the notion of a universe of all sets ($\mathcal{S}$) and uses the notion of membership ($\in$) as a basis for defining all the operators we expect to see on sets ($\cup$, $\cap$, $\subseteq$, $\mathcal{P} \rightarrow$, etc.). A distinguishing

\(^{3}\)Strictly speaking, the RESOLVE type Array is modeled by a Cartesian product composed of a function and two integers—one for each bound.

\(^{4}\)This model will obviously have constraints, involving minimum and maximum values, but recall that constraints are ignored during type-checking.
aspect of the theory is the notion of special sets known as echelons. Echelons are large universes of sets that are closed under the operations of ordinary set theory, such as unions and power sets.

The motivation for echelons comes from the need to provide a collection of sets that is (1) large enough to model everything one would normally want to model in a computer program, and (2) small enough that it does not exhaust all the sets in \( \text{Set} \). Henceforth, let the set \( \text{Set} \) (pronounced “fat set”) denote the collection which we draw from to model all program objects in our language. Certainly \( \text{Set} \) must have sufficient modeling power for all programming objects. Using \( \text{Set} \) as \( \text{Set} \), however, would not leave a specifier any sets to describe the language with. For example, one would require sets that were larger than \( \text{Set} \) when writing the specifications for a \textsc{resolve} compiler that was written in \textsc{resolve}.

To provide sufficient models for programming objects, \( \text{Set} \) must be closed under the basic type operations of the language. Assume \( A \) and \( B \) are types that are modeled by sets in \( \text{Set} \). Then any type expression that can be derived from \( A \) and \( B \) must also be contained in \( \text{Set} \). \textsc{resolve} currently permits the operators \( \times \), \( \rightarrow \), and \( \mathcal{P} \) in type expressions. Therefore, if \( A \) and \( B \) are elements of \( \text{Set} \), \( A \times B \), \( A \rightarrow B \), and \( \mathcal{P}(A) \) must also be elements of \( \text{Set} \).

Echelons are closed under these basic operations. The properties of echelons include closure under membership, pairing, unions and power sets, which means they are also closed under operators \( \times \) and \( \rightarrow \).\(^{3}\) We can define an echelon operation on \( A \), \( \mathcal{E}(A) \), to be the smallest echelon that contains \( A \). If we take \( \mathcal{E}_0 = \phi \), then \( \mathcal{E}_1 = \mathcal{E}(\mathcal{E}_0) \) contains the sets \( \phi, \mathcal{P}(\phi), \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{P}(\phi)), \ldots \), which are traditionally used to model the natural numbers. It can be shown that \( \mathcal{E}_1 \) is only countably infinite, so it will not be large enough for real world models. \( \mathcal{E}_2 = \mathcal{E}(\mathcal{E}_1) \), however, does provide sufficient sets. It contains models for \( N, \mathbb{R}, \mathcal{P}(\mathbb{R}), \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}, \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), etc.

If \( \text{Set} \) is at least \( \mathcal{E}_2 \) we know it has sufficient modeling power for all ordinary programs. In \textsc{resolve}, \( \text{Set} \) is generally assumed to be \( \mathcal{E}_2 \), but whether it is \( \mathcal{E}_2 \), or \( \mathcal{E}_3 \), or \( \mathcal{E}_{100} \), the important fact is that a specifier still has access to \( \mathcal{E}(\text{Set}) \) to describe the language itself. A rigorous treatment of echelons can be found in [10]. The objective of this summary is only to present enough information to give an idea of their significance for program specification.

### 3.2 Primitive Types

If sets are the building blocks of the \textsc{resolve} language, then primitive types are the cornerstones on which the other blocks rest. Declarations of primitive types take the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{T}_0 & : \quad \text{Set} \\
\text{T}_1 & : \quad \text{Set} \rightarrow \text{Set} \\
\text{T}_2 & : \quad \text{Set} \times \text{Set} \rightarrow \text{Set} \\
\text{T}_3 & : \quad \text{Set} \times \text{Set} \times \text{Set} \rightarrow \text{Set} \\
& \quad \vdots
\end{align*}
\]

Most often only the first two will be seen. The first type, \( \text{T}_0 \), is a simple type, while the remaining types are composite. Like all composite types, primitive composite types cannot be used in isolation—they must have parameters. For example, if \text{Str}: \text{Set} \rightarrow \text{Set}, then one cannot declare \( x: \text{Str} \), but one can declare an \( x: \text{Str}(\text{Gamma}) \), where \text{Gamma}: \text{Set}.

A primitive type, like every other object in \textsc{resolve}, is a set. Abstractly, a type is distinguished from other sets of the same cardinality by its properties. For example, it can be shown that the sets \( N \) and \( \mathbb{Z} \) have the same cardinality, but the set \( N \) is not closed under subtraction, while the set \( \mathbb{Z} \) is. Primitive types in \textsc{resolve} are introduced via two constructs. First, a definition spells out the properties of the type:

\[
\text{Def Is\_Natural\_Number\_Like}(\text{N}: \text{Set}, 0: N, \text{Suc}: N \rightarrow N) : B =
\begin{align*}
(* \text{P1}*) & \quad \forall n: N, \text{Suc}(n) \neq 0 \quad \text{and} \\
(* \text{P2}*) & \quad \text{Is\_Injective}((\text{Suc})) \quad \text{and} \\
(* \text{P3}*) & \quad \forall S: \mathcal{P}(N), \\
\quad & \quad \text{if } 0 \in S \land \forall n: N, n \in S \implies \text{Suc}(n) \in S \\
\quad & \quad \quad \text{then } S = N;
\end{align*}
\]

Then an assumption introduces a set that satisfies that definition:

\[
\text{Assumption Is\_Natural\_Number\_Like}(\text{N}, 0, \text{Suc});
\]

The properties in the definition (P1–P3) mirror the axioms one would normally see in an axiomatic description of the natural numbers. The approach of using definitions to describe the properties of a type simplifies the semantics of the language—we do not have to concern ourselves with special syntax and semantics for signatures and axioms. In \textsc{resolve}, definitions are used to introduce all mathematical objects, whether they are constants, variables, functions, or types. The above assumption indicates that the set \( N \) (together with sets 0 and Suc) is any arbitrary model of the natural numbers. This enforces abstractness because the natural numbers are not identified with one particular representation.

### 3.3 Objects as Sets

Every programming object in the \textsc{resolve} language can be modeled by a set contained in \( \text{Set} \). That is, any variable, function, or type that occurs in a programming context must lie within \( \text{Set} \). Though math objects are exempt from this restriction, most math objects seen in programs will also be in \( \text{Set} \) because they are typically used to describe program objects. When we want to describe complex software like compilers and verifiers, our specifications will draw on objects that lie outside of \( \text{Set} \).

Simple primitive types are directly contained in \( \text{Set} \), and composite primitive types always take parameters, which also puts them in \( \text{Set} \). The set operators that we are permitted to use in math type expressions (\( \times, \rightarrow \), and \( \mathcal{P} \)) are all closed under echelons. Since all math types that are used to model program types are constructed by applying composite types and set operators to other math types, all such math types are in \( \text{Set} \).
All program types have a mathematical model, which is a math type expression. The declaration:

**Type Family** Stack is modeled by Str(Entry);

is the text equivalent to:

**Type Family** Stack $\subseteq$ Str(Entry);

The subset operator is used instead of the equal operator because of constraints on the model. For an example, see Figure 1.

All programming objects in RESOLVE belong to some type, as indicated by the type membership operator ($\in$). Since all types are modeled by sets in Set, the type membership operator can be replaced with set membership ($\in$) to describe the mathematical relationship between an object and its type. Finally, since Set is closed under membership, all programming objects must be in Set.

### 4. DISCUSSION TOPICS

During type-checking, a compiler needs to be concerned with a number of questions, such as how to treat subtypes, when to require casts, when to report errors, and when to give warnings. Although these questions must be answered for both program and math types, we focus on how they apply to math types, mainly because of the rich diversity of views on how types should be handled in specification languages, ranging from traditionalists [2, 3, 15] to those whose type systems incorporate theorem provers [11] to those who question the necessity of type systems altogether [6]. Issues involving program subtypes will largely depend on how the language in question handles polymorphism, a topic that merits a separate paper.

The distinction between types and other objects (variables and functions) is quite clear in the programming world: program types are introduced by the keyword **Type**. However, in the math world all objects—variables, functions, and types—are introduced by the keyword **Definition** or through quantifiers in expressions. This uniformity is intentional, since all objects are sets, but it forces specifiers and compilers to rely on other cues to tell them which mathematical objects can be used as types. Examples based on subtypes are discussed in this section.

If an object $T$ is declared to be of type $P(A)$ where $A$ is a type, then $T$ is also a type, and we say that $T$ is a subtype of $A$. Permitting such declarations requires the language to have reasonable semantics for handling the relationship between the type $T$ being declared and the type $A$ being used in the declaration. Consider the definition:

**Definition** Even : $P(\mathbb{N}) = \{ n : \mathbb{N} \mid n \mod 2 = 0 \}$;

It is reasonable to want to declare objects of type Even and add them together using the + operator defined in Natural_Number_Theory (the theory introducing $\mathbb{N}$). The type of the result would be $\mathbb{N}$, so a specifier could write:

$$\forall e_1, e_2 : \text{Even}, \exists n : \mathbb{N} \cdot 2 \cdot n = e_1 + e_2;$$

To analyze this expression, a compiler needs to know that Even is a subtype of $\mathbb{N}$, and it must have an algorithm that determines which $+$ operator to use if there is more than one choice. This can become non-trivial, and as a rule, if something is complex for the compiler, it is also conceptually complex for the programmer or specifier. One way to simplify things is to require explicit type casting, so the above expression would produce an error if there were no $+$ operator defined that took two objects of type Even. To use the $+$ from natural number theory, a specifier might be forced to write:

$$\forall e_1, e_2 : \text{Even}, \exists n : \mathbb{N} \cdot 2 \cdot n = (\mathbb{N})e_1 + (\mathbb{N})e_2;$$

This makes the expression harder to write since the specifier must do the work that the compiler would have done to decide which $+$ should be used. In RESOLVE, where emphasis is on qualities such as reuse and understandability, readability usually takes precedence over writability. In this example, there is an argument for both sides in terms of readability. If the $+$ operator is overloaded in an unconventional way, explicit casting may clarify things; if the $+$ operator is not overloaded at all, explicit casting simply adds unnecessary clutter to the expression.

In some programming languages, casting to a parent type is implicit, but casting to a subtype must be explicit. An analogous example in the math world might define:

**Definition** $\text{Vertex} : P(Z) = \{ z : Z \mid 1 \leq z \leq \text{Max_Vert} \}$;

**Definition** $\text{Cost}(G : \text{Graph}; v_1, v_2 : \text{Vertex}) : \mathbb{R}^6$

If casting to a subtype is required, one must write

$$\forall G : \text{Graph}, \forall z_1, z_2 : Z, \quad \text{Cost}(G, (\text{Vertex})z_1, (\text{Vertex})z_2) \leq 4.7; \quad (1)$$

instead of

$$\forall G : \text{Graph}, \forall z_1, z_2 : Z, \text{Cost}(G, z_1, z_2) \leq 4.7; \quad (2)$$

This may seem quite reasonable for a programmer, but some specifiers may consider the following expression perfectly reasonable:

$$\forall G : \text{Graph}, \forall z_1, z_2 : Z, \quad \begin{align*} &\text{if } z_1, z_2 \in \text{Vertex} \\ &\text{then } \text{Cost}(G, z_1, z_2) \leq 4.7; \end{align*} \quad (3)$$

There is nothing wrong with expression (3) as a mathematical formula, and it is obvious that the Cost function is defined for all $z_1, z_2 \in \text{Vertex}$. But if we insist that the compiler must report a type error for expression (2), then we must insist that it does the same for expression (3). There may be merit in exploring ways that allow the specifier more flexibility in writing expressions while still insisting that he provide sufficient clues to the compiler of his intentions. For example, we might allow:

$$\forall G : \text{Graph}, \forall z_1, z_2 : Z, \quad \begin{align*} &\text{if } z_1, z_2 \in \text{Vertex} \\ &\text{then } \text{Cost}(G, z_1, z_2) \leq 4.7; \end{align*} \quad (4)$$

We can imagine that the Cost function indicates the expense of traveling from $v_1$ to $v_2$ in graph $G$. 
Expression (4) replaces the set membership operator (\( \in \)) of expression (3) with a type membership operator (\( : \)). This could indicate to the compiler that \( z_1 \) and \( z_2 \) are to be treated as belonging to type \( \text{Vertex} \) for the remainder of the expression scope. Unfortunately, we would have to develop another mechanisms for the case where the \texttt{if} part of expression (4) were in a precondition and the \texttt{then} part of the expression were in a postcondition. If we introduce too many distinct mechanisms for handling a conceptually similar situation we run the risk of significantly complicating the language.

All of the questions that arise with subtypes due to the power set operator may occur with primitive types as well. It is reasonable to think of \( \mathbb{N} \), \( \mathbb{Z} \), and \( \mathbb{R} \) as distinct types—after all, their algebraic structures are different. It is also reasonable to want to treat \( \mathbb{N} \) as a subset of \( \mathbb{Z} \) and \( \mathbb{Z} \) as a subset of \( \mathbb{R} \). If these relationships between primitive types are desired, a mechanism different from the one for subtypes must be provided that allows the compiler to treat them as such.

5. RELATED WORK

Many examples of integrated languages exist, though the degree of integration varies widely. Eiffel [9] is essentially a programming language with a few specification features built in. Like RESOLVE, it was created independently of any preexisting programming language; unlike RESOLVE, its specification features are limited—it does not include a complete formal specification language (see p. 400 of [9]). JML (Java Modeling Language) [7] is a behavioral specification language that was created for Java. Used together, JML and Java form an integrated language. Unlike Eiffel, JML provides models for its programming objects. Mathematical expressions in both Eiffel and JML are designed to look similar to programming expressions. Accordingly, they will also type-check similarly. Recall that RESOLVE type-checks mathematical expressions by structure and programming expressions by name. RESOLVE/C++ [5] applies the RESOLVE framework and discipline to the C++ programming language. It uses the specification portion of the RESOLVE language for reasoning. Integrated languages formed by combining a preexisting specification language with a preexisting programming language will type-check mathematical expressions in accordance with the rules of the specification language and will type-check programming expressions in accordance with the rules of the programming language.

Most practical specification languages allow some form of subtyping [2, 7, 15]. The PVS verification system [11] permits downcasting to predicate subtypes by generating a proof obligation when a type is detected in a place where its subtype is expected. Problems similar to those presented in section 4 cause Lamport to question whether specification languages should be typed at all [6]. Topics relating to program subtypes include behavioral subtypes [8] and matching [1].

6. CONCLUSION

Integrated languages must have an effective method for handling program and math types. Integration requires that a mechanism exist for relating programming and mathematical elements. Type declarations are a natural place to describe this relationship. Practical concerns compel us to treat programming and mathematical objects differently. Program types should match according to their names, and math types should match according to their structure.

The theoretical basis of the specification language will affect which objects can be used as types, and will determine the kinds of models that can be constructed for program objects. We need to distinguish sets that model real world objects in a language from larger sets that are needed to describe compilers and verifiers for that language.

The handling of subtypes in the specification portion of an integrated language offers a series of trade-offs. Systems that allow a specifier greater flexibility in writing expressions run the risk of permitting poor expressions that could be caught quickly with a less tolerant type system.
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Abstract

There is a general consensus that the paradigm shift to component-based software development should be accompanied by a corresponding paradigm shift in the underlying approach to specification and reasoning. Work in modular specification and verification has shown the way, and following its lead, in this position paper, we outline our approach to specifying and reasoning about components, which uses a novel notion of correctness.

1 What is this paper about?

As the title suggests, this paper is about an approach to formal specification of software components. The purpose of such an approach is to allow formal reasoning about components. The ultimate goal of Component-based Software Development (CBD) is third-party assembly. To achieve this, it is necessary to be able to specify components in such a way that we can reason about their construction and composition, and correctness thereof, a priori. Work in modular specification and verification, e.g. [9, 14] has shown the way, and our approach follows its lead. However, our approach is novel and hence different in the way we define correctness. In this paper, we will discuss how we specify components, and in particular how we define and reason about correctness, and why this is useful for CBD.

2 Specifying Components

Ideally components should be black boxes, in order that users can (re)use them without knowing the details of their innards. In other words, the interface of a component should provide all the information that users need. Moreover, this information should be the only information that they need. Consequently, the interface of a component should be the only point of access to the component. It should therefore contain all the information that users need to know about the component’s operations, i.e. what its code does, and its context dependencies, i.e. how and where the component can be deployed. The code, on the other hand, should be completely inaccessible (and invisible), if a component is to be used as a black box.

The specification of a component is therefore the specification of its interface, which must consist of a precise definition of the component’s operations and context dependencies, and nothing else.

3 Reasoning about Components

To reason about components and their construction and composition, we will coin a phrase, a priori reasoning, which is essential for CBD to achieve its goal of third-party assembly. As its name suggests, a priori reasoning takes places before the construction takes place, and should therefore provide an assembly guide for component composition.

For CBD, a priori reasoning would work as follows:

- it requires that it is possible to show a priori that the individual components in question are correct (wrt their own specifications);
  (This enables us to do component certification, see below.)

- it then offers help with reasoning about the composition of these components:
  - to guide their composition in order to meet the specification of a larger system;
  - to predict the precise nature of any composite, so that the composite can in turn be used as a unit for further composition.
  (This enables us to do system prediction, see below.)
4 Predictable Component Assembly

A priori reasoning addresses an open problem in CBD, viz. predictable component assembly. It does so because it enables component certification and system prediction.

Consider Figure 1. Two components A and B each have their own interface and code. If the composition of A and B is C, can we determine or deduce the interface and code of C from those of A and B? The answer lies in component certification.

4.1 Component Certification

Certification should say what a component does (in terms of its context dependencies) and should guarantee that it will do precisely this (for all contexts where its dependencies are satisfied). A certified component, i.e. its interface, should therefore be specified properly, and its code should be verified against its specification. Therefore, when using a certified component, we need only follow its interface. In contrast, we cannot trust the interface of an uncertified component, since it may not be specified properly and in any case we should not place any confidence in its code.

In the context of a priori reasoning, a certified component A is a priori correct. This means that:

- A is guaranteed to be correct, i.e. to meet its own specification;
- A will always remain correct even if and when it becomes part of a composite.

This is illustrated by Figure 2, where component A has been certified, so we know how it will behave in the composite C.

However, we do not know how B will behave in C, since it is not certified. Consequently, we cannot expect to know C’s interface and code from those of A and B, i.e. we cannot predict the result of the assembly of A and B.

4.2 System Prediction

For system prediction, obviously we need all constituent components to be certified (a priori correct). Moreover, for any pair of certified components A and B whose composition yields C:

- before putting A and B together, we need to know what C will be;
- and furthermore, we need to be able to certify C.

This is illustrated by Figure 3. The specification of C must be predictable prior to composition. Moreover, we need to know how to certify C properly, and thus how to use C in subsequent composition. A priori correctness is just what we need in order to do system prediction.

5 Modular Specification and Verification

Current approaches to modular (formal) specification and verification, e.g. [9, 14], use modular reasoning. This is specification-based reasoning that tries to say before running the software whether it will behave as specified or not (subject to relevant assumptions). This is illustrated in Figure 4. Before a composite module C is deployed, we can predict whether it will work according to its specification. For example, if component modules, say A and B, are to be used in C, the correctness of C is established based on the specifications of A and B (even before A and B have been implemented). The components A and B are then verified independently. The contexts of A and B are taken in account when using and verifying A and B.

Thus modular reasoning is a priori in nature. It predicts correctness, based on specification. This kind of prediction is we believe subtly different from the prediction that we
intend to convey in Figure 3, which predicts specification, based on (certified) correctness (we will discuss this in Section 11).

6 Our Approach to Specifying Components

In the rest of this paper, we outline our approach to specifying components, so that we can carry out a priori reasoning about their construction and composition. Our approach differs from current work in modular specification and verification, however, in that we use a novel notion of a priori correctness.

Diagrammatically, our component looks like Figure 5, and in the subsequent sections, we will explain the key ingredients, viz. the context and the interface, and their specifications.

We should point out that this is work in progress, so we do not yet have all the answers, so to speak.

7 Context

A component is defined in a problem domain, or a context. We will represent a context as a full first-order logical theory with an intended (mathematical) model.

7.1 Signature and Axioms

A context $C = \langle \Sigma, X \rangle$ is composed of a signature $\Sigma$ (containing sort symbols, function declarations and relation declarations) and a finite or recursive set $X$ of $\Sigma$-axioms. A context axiomatises a problem domain and thus enables us to reason about it. More specifically, a context contains the abstract data types (ADTs) and all the concepts that are needed to build a model of the application at hand. A context is thus a (first-order) theory with an intended model.

We distinguish between closed and open (or parametric) contexts. A context $C = \langle \Sigma, X \rangle$ is closed if its signature $\Sigma$ does not contain any parameters. In this case, $C$'s axioms $X$ have one fixed model. By contrast, a context $C = \langle \Sigma, X \rangle$ is open if its signature $\Sigma$ contains parameters. In this case, $C$'s axioms $X$ have many potential models, depending on the parameters in the signature $\Sigma$.

Example 7.1 A simple example of a closed context is first-order arithmetic $\mathcal{NAT} = \langle \Sigma_{PA}, PA \rangle$. $\Sigma_{PA}$ contains the unary function $s$ (successor) and the binary functions $+$ (sum) and $\cdot$ (product). $PA$ contains the usual Peano’s axioms for $s$, $+$, $\cdot$ (and all the instances of the first-order induction schema).

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Name} \\
\hline
\textbf{CONTEXT}(\Pi_1, \Pi_2, \ldots) \\
\hline
\textbf{Signature:} \ldots \\
\hline
\textbf{Axioms:} \ldots \\
\hline
\textbf{Constraints:} \ldots \\
\hline
\textbf{INTERFACE} \\
\hline
\textbf{Operations: specifications; } \text{op}_1(\varpi_1), \text{op}_2(\varpi_2), \ldots \\
\hline
\textbf{Dependencies: } \Pi_1, \Pi_2, \ldots, \varpi_1, \varpi_2, \ldots \\
\hline
\textbf{code: constraints; } \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Ingredients of a component.}
\end{table}

The standard structure of natural numbers is the intended model of $\mathcal{NAT}$.

Example 7.2 A simple example of an open context is the following, which axiomatises lists with generic elements $X$ and a generic total ordering $\mathcal{T}$ on $X$.

\begin{align*}
\text{CONTEXT } \mathcal{LIST}(X, \mathcal{T} : [X, X]); \\
\text{IMPORT: } \mathcal{NAT}; \\
\text{SIGNATURE: } \\
\quad \text{Sorts: } X, L; \\
\quad \text{Functions: } \text{nil} : [\ ] \to L; \\
\quad \text{Nil} : [X, L] \to L; \\
\quad \text{nocc} : [X, L] \to N; \\
\quad \text{Relations: } pos : [X, N, L]; \\
\text{AXIOMS: } \\
\quad \{nil, \} : \forall x, y, z : X. \forall j, k, l : L. \\
\quad \quad (\neg \text{nil} = x \land (y = z \land k = l \land y = z \land x = y)); \\
\quad \{\text{nocc}\} : \forall x : X. \text{nocc}(x, \text{nil}) = 0; \\
\quad \forall x, y : X. \forall l : L. \\
\quad \quad x = y \to \text{nocc}(x, y.l) = \text{nocc}(x, l) + 1; \\
\quad \forall x, y : X. \forall l : L. \\
\quad \quad \neg x = y \to \text{nocc}(x, y.l) = \text{nocc}(x, l); \\
\quad \{\text{pos}\} : \forall x : X. \forall l : L. \\
\quad \quad (\text{pos}(x, 0, l) \leftrightarrow \exists y : X. \quad j : L. \quad l = y \land x = y); \\
\quad \forall x : X. \forall l : L. \\
\quad \quad (\text{pos}(x, s(j), l) \leftrightarrow \exists y : X. \quad j : L. \quad l = y \land x = y); \\
\quad \forall i : X. \forall l : L. \\
\quad \quad (\text{pos}(x, s(i), l) \leftrightarrow \exists y : X. \quad j : L. \quad l = y \land x = y); \\
\end{align*}
7.2 Constraints

In an open context, some of the parameters in the signature may not be instantiated just anyhow. In fact their instantiation must be subject to strictly defined constraints.

Example 7.3 In the context \( \text{LIST}(X, \triangleleft : [X, X]) \), in order to ensure that \( \triangleleft \) is a total ordering, we have to add the following constraints:

\[
\text{CONTEXT} \quad \text{LIST}(X, \triangleleft : [X, X]);
\]

\[
\text{IMPORT:} \quad \text{NAT};
\]

\[
\text{SIGNATURE:}
\]

\[
\text{SORTS:} \quad X, L;
\]

\[
\text{FUNCTIONS:} \quad ...
\]

\[
\text{RELATIONS:} \quad ...
\]

\[
\text{AXIOMS:} \quad ...
\]

\[
\text{CONSTRAINTS:}
\]

\[
\forall x, y, z : X . (x \triangleleft y \land y \triangleleft z) \leftrightarrow x = y;
\]

\[
\forall x, y, z : X . (x \triangleleft y \land y \triangleleft z) \rightarrow x \triangleleft z;
\]

\[
\forall x, y, z : X . x \triangleright y \lor y \triangleright x.
\]

The purpose of constraints is to filter out illegal parameters of the context: only parameters that satisfy the constraints are allowed. For example, if in the context \( \text{LIST}(X, \triangleleft : [X, X]) \), we want to substitute \( X \) by the sort \( N \) of natural numbers, and the ordering \( \triangleleft \) by \( \leq \) on \( N \), then we can express this as a closure (or instance):

\[
\text{CLOSURE} \quad \text{NATLIST of } \text{LIST}(X, \triangleleft : [X, X]);
\]

\[
\text{CLOSE:} \quad X \text{ BY } N;
\]

\[
\triangleleft \text{ BY } \forall x, y : N . (x \leq y \leftrightarrow x \leq y).
\]

This closure of the context \( \text{LIST}(X, \triangleleft : [X, X]) \) satisfies the constraints of the context since \( \leq \) is a total ordering on \( N \).

In this example, we have closed \( X \) and \( \triangleleft \) within \( \text{LIST} \) itself, for simplicity. In general, of course, they could also be closed within another context \( C \), after importing \( \text{LIST} \) into \( C \).

Obviously constraints define context dependencies.

8 Interface

The interface of a component is defined in the context of the component. The interface is the only part of the component that is visible to the users, and it should provide all the information that the users need in order to deploy the component. Since the interface is defined within the context, the latter should be regarded as part of the former. As we already made clear, the interface should contain specifications for the operations, and the context dependencies, of the component.

8.1 Operations

In the interface, operations are represented by their specifications. In a context \( \langle \Sigma, X \rangle \), a specification of a new (relation) symbol \( r \) is a set of axioms that define \( r \) in terms of the symbols of the signature \( \Sigma \). For example, suppose in \( \text{LIST} \) we have operations for sorting, such as \text{insertion sort} and \text{bubble sort}. The specification for these two operations are as follows:

\[
\forall i : L . \text{ord}(l) \leftrightarrow
\forall i, j, k : L . \text{perm}(j, k) \leftrightarrow
\forall i, j, k : L . \text{sort}(j, k) \land \text{ord}(k)
\]

We represent operations as logic programs. For example, the operations \text{insertion sort} and \text{bubble sort} are represented by the following logic programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation: insertionSort(merge)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sort([], []) &lt;-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort([x, y], l) &lt;- sort([y, x], merge([x], [y], l))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation: bubbleSort(&lt;=)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sort([], []) &lt;- part([x, [y], k])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>part([x], [y], l) &lt;- part([x], [y], l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>part([x], [y], [z], l) &lt;- part([x], [y], [z], l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>part([x], [y], l) &lt;- x &lt;= y, part([x], [y], l)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The operation insertionSort computes the relation \( \text{sort} \) (as specified by the specification given above) in terms of the relation \( \text{merge} \) (also as specified above). It therefore needs a program for \( \text{merge} \) in order to complete the sorting operation. As a result insertionSort has \( \text{merge} \) as a parameter, hence we write insertionSort(merge). In any context that is a closure (instance) of \( \text{LIST} \), insertionSort will need a program for \( \text{merge} \).

---

1For lists \( j \) and \( k, j \| k \) stands for their concatenation.
Thus parameters to operations also define context dependencies.

By contrast, the operation bubbleSort has only the parameter \( \preceq \), which is the parameter of the context. So bubbleSort will work for any context in which \( \preceq \) is instantiated (closed) by any total ordering.

### 8.2 Context Dependencies

These consist of the (global) parameters in the signature of the component, the (local) parameters of the operations, together with the constraints in the context.

So now we can define the context dependencies completely in a component.

### 9 Code

The code should be inaccessible (invisible) to the user. It is usually binary. However, if we allow parameters in the operations, then the code has to be source code, which has to be instantiated before execution.

If the source code is available, then the user or the developer can also verify its correctness with respect to the specifications in the context.

### 10 A New Notion of A Priori Correctness

In our work the basis for a priori reasoning is a new notion of a priori correctness. So having laid out the specification of a component, we now turn to our definition of a priori correctness of a component. Specifically, we consider a notion of a priori correctness of the operations in a component, that we call steadfastness.

#### 10.1 Steadfastness

A steadfast operation (program) \( Op \) is one that is correct (wrt to its specification) in each intended model of the context \( C \) of the component. Since the (reducts of the) intended models of its specialisations and instances are intended models of \( C \), a steadfast program \( Op \) is correct, and hence correctly reusable, in all specialisations and instances of \( C \).

A formalisation of steadfastness is given in [8], with both a model-theoretic, hence declarative, characterisation and a proof-theoretic treatment of steadfastness. Here we give a simple example (based on an example in [8]) to illustrate the intuition behind steadfastness.

**Example 10.1** Consider the following component:

where the open context \( \mathcal{I}_R(D, \circ, e) \) is defined as follows:

### Figure 6. The Iterate component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTEXT ( \mathcal{I}_R(D, \circ, e) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERFACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-- Operations: ( S_{\text{Iterate}}, S_{\text{Unit}}, S_{\circ} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies: ( D, \circ, e, \text{unit}, \text{op}; )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code for ( \text{iterate} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{ITERE}(D, \circ, e); \]

**IMPORT**: \( \mathcal{NAT}; \)

**SIGNATURE**:

- **Sorts**: \( D; \)
- **Functions**:
  - \( e : \quad [\quad ] \rightarrow D; \)
  - \( \circ : \quad [D, D] \rightarrow D; \)
  - \( \times : \quad [D, N] \rightarrow D; \)

**AXIOMS**:

\[ \forall x : D, \quad \times (x, 0) = e; \]
\[ \forall x : D, \quad \forall n : N. \quad \times (x, s(n)) = \times (x, n) \circ x. \]

where \( \mathcal{NAT} \) is the closed context for first-order Peano arithmetic defined in Example 7.1.

In the open context \( \mathcal{I}_R(D, \circ, e) \):

(i) \( D \) is a (generic) domain, with a binary operation \( \circ \) and a distinguished element \( e \) (see the first axiom);

(ii) the usual structure of natural numbers is imported;

(iii) the function symbol \( \times \) represents the iteration operation \( \times (a, n) = e \circ a \circ \cdots \circ a \) (see the second axiom).

We can use the Iterate component to iterate \( n \) times the binary operation \( \circ \) on some (generic) domain \( D \).

Suppose in Iterate, or more precisely its context \( \mathcal{I}_R \), we specify the iterate operation by the following relation:

\[ S_{\text{iterate}} : \quad \text{iterate}(a, n, z) \leftrightarrow z = \times (a, n) \quad (1) \]

The predicate \( \text{iterate}(x, n, z) \) means that \( z \) is the result of applying the iteration operation \( \times \) to \( (a, n) \), i.e. \( z = \times (a, n) = e \circ a \circ \cdots \circ a \).

This specification of iterate can be implemented by the operation iterate(unit, op) defined by the following logic program:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation: iterate(unit, op)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iterate(a, 0, v) \leftrightarrow unit(v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iterate(a, s(n), v) \leftrightarrow iterate(a, n, w), op(w, a, v)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where \( s \) is the successor function for natural numbers, and the relations unit and op are specified in \( \mathcal{I}_R \) by the
The predicate \( \text{unit}(u) \) means \( u \) is the distinguished element \( e \), and \( \text{op}(x, y, z) \) means that \( z \) is the result of applying the operation \( \circ \) just once to \( x \) and \( y \). Therefore in the program for iterate, if \( \text{unit}(v) \), i.e. \( v \) is just \( e \), then \( \text{iterate}(a, 0, v) \) computes \( x(a, 0) = v = e \). Otherwise, if \( \text{iterate}(a, n, w) \), i.e. \( w = x(a, n) \), and \( \text{op}(w, a, v) \), i.e. \( v = w \circ a \), then \( \text{iterate}(a, s(n), v) \) computes \( x(a, s(n)) = v = w \circ a = x(a, n) \circ a = e \circ a \cdot \cdot \cdot a \).

\[ (n+1 \text{ times}) \]

The operation \( \text{iterate}(\text{unit, op}) \) is defined in terms of the parameters \( \text{unit} \) and \( \text{op} \). If we can assume that operations for \( \text{unit} \) and \( \text{op} \) are a priori correct, i.e. they are correct wrt their specifications (2) in any interpretation of \( \mathcal{IF} \), then we can prove that the operation \( \text{iterate}(\text{unit, op}) \) is steadfast, i.e. it is always correct wrt (1) (and (2)).

For example, suppose we have a component NATURALS as shown in Figure 7, in which the context is \( \mathcal{IF} \), and the operations \( \text{unit} \) and \( \text{op} \) are specified as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{\text{unit}} &: \quad \text{unit}(u) \iff u = 0 \\
S_{\text{op}} &: \quad \text{op}(x, y, z) \iff z = x + y
\end{align*}
\]

(i.e. \( \text{unit}(u) \) means \( u \) is 0, and \( \text{op}(x, y, z) \) means \( z \equiv y \) ) and defined as follows:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \text{Operation:} unit
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \text{unit}(0)
    \end{itemize}
  \item \text{Operation:} op
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \text{op}(x, y, z) \iff z = x + y
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

Then in NATURALS, \( \text{unit} \) and \( \text{op} \) are (trivially) a priori correct wrt to their specifications (3), and if we compose the components \( \text{iterate} \) and \( \text{Naturals} \), the operation \( \text{iterate} \) in the composite \( \text{iterate} + \text{Naturals} \) will be fully instantiated (and therefore executable), and more importantly it will be correct wrt its specification (1) (and (2)).

The composition here is of course just the simple closure operation on \( \text{iterate} \), but it is sufficient to illustrate the idea of steadfastness. In this closure of \( \text{iterate} \):

(i) \( D \) is the set of natural numbers;

(ii) \( \circ \) is +;

(iii) \( e \) is 0;

(iv) \( x(a, n) = n(a) \to a = na \).

Consequently, the specification \( S_{\text{iterate}} \) (1) specialises to

\[ \text{iterate}(x, n, z) \iff z = na \]

and similarly \( S_{\text{unit}} \) (in (2)) specialises to

\[ \text{unit}(u) \iff u = 0 \]

(in (3)), and \( S_{\text{op}} \) (in (2)) to

\[ \text{op}(x, y, z) \equiv yz = x \]

(in (3)). Since, the operations \( \text{unit} \) and \( \text{op} \) are correct with respect to their (specialised) specifications (3), the operation \( \text{iterate}(\text{unit, op}) \) will compute \( na \), and is correct wrt its (specialised) specification in \( \text{iterate} + \text{Naturals} \).

To illustrate the correct reusability of the \( \text{iterate} \) operation in \( \text{iterate} \), suppose now we have a component INTEGERS as shown in Figure 8, where the operations \( \text{unit} \) and \( \text{op} \) are specified by:

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{\text{unit}} &: \quad \text{unit}(u) \iff u = 0 \\
S_{\text{op}} &: \quad \text{op}(x, y, z) \iff z = y
\end{align*}
\]

and defined by:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \text{Operation:} unit
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \text{unit}(0)
    \end{itemize}
  \item \text{Operation:} op
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \text{op}(x, y, z) \iff z = x - y
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

Obviously the operations \( \text{unit} \) and \( \text{op} \) in \( \text{Integers} \) are a priori correct wrt their specifications (4). We can compose \( \text{iterate} \) and \( \text{Integers} \) by a closure operation on \( \text{iterate} \), and get a correct iterate operation in the composite \( \text{iterate} + \text{Integers} \).

In \( \text{iterate} + \text{Integers} \):

(i) \( D \) is the set of integers;
(ii) \(\circ \) is \(-\);

(iii) \(e \) is 0;

(iv) \(\times(a, n) = 0 \quad a \rightarrow a = a \),

and the specification \(S_{iterate} \) ((1) in \textit{Iterate}) specialises to
\[
\text{iterate}(x, n, z) \rightarrow z = \\]
\(S_{\text{unit}} \) (in (2)) specialises to
\[
\text{unit}(u) \leftrightarrow u = 0
\]
(in (4)), and \(S_{\text{op}} \) (in (2)) to
\[
op(x, y, z) \leftrightarrow z = x \quad y
\]
(in (4)). Since \(\text{unit} \) and \(\text{op} \) are correct wrt their specifications (4), the operation \((\text{iterate}(\text{unit}, \text{op}))\) computes \(-na\) for an integer \(a\), and is correct wrt its (specialised) specification in \textit{Iterate+Integers}.

The \textit{iterate} operation is thus a priori correct in \textit{Iterate} and we say it is \textit{steadfast}. It can be correctly reused in any composite with operations for \text{unit} and \text{op} as long as these operations are in turn steadfast.

The component \textit{Iterate} has no constraints in its context dependencies. To further illustrate the notion of steadfastness, we now consider a component whose context dependencies include constraints.

**Example 10.2** Consider the component \textit{Iterate*} (Figure 9) obtained from \textit{Iterate} (Figure 6) by adding the following constraints to its context dependencies:
\[
\forall x: D \land e \land x = x
\]
\[
\forall x, y, z: D \land y \neq z \rightarrow y \neq z
\]
(5)

(these constraints stipulate that \(\circ\) should be associative) and by replacing the iterate operation in \textit{Iterate} by the following operation \textit{iterate*}:

\[
\text{iterate*}(a, 0, v) \leftarrow \text{unit}(v)
\]
\[
\text{iterate*}(a, n, v) \leftarrow m + m = n, \text{iterate*}(a, w), \quad \text{op}(w, v)
\]
\[
\text{iterate*}(a, n, v) \leftarrow m \neq 0, \text{iterate*}(m, w), \quad \text{op}(w, v)
\]

The operation \textit{iterate*} has the same specification \(S_{iterate} \) (1) as iterate in \textit{Iterate}, but it computes the relation \textit{iterate} more efficiently than iterate: the number of recursive calls is linear in iterate, whereas it is logarithmic in iterate*. However, iterate* would not be steadfast in \textit{Iterate}. For example, if we were to use \textit{iterate*} in place of iterate in \textit{Iterate}, then iterate* would be correct wrt (1) and (2) in \textit{Iterate+Naturals+Integers}, but it would not be correct wrt (1) and (2) in \textit{Iterate+Naturals}, where, for instance, for
\[
\text{iterate*}(a, s(s(0))(a))
\]
iterate* would compute 0 instead of the correct answer \(-4a\). Thus despite the a priori correctness of \text{unit} and \text{op} in both \textit{Naturals} and \textit{Integers}, iterate* would not be correct in both \textit{Iterate+Naturals} and \textit{Iterate+Integers}. Therefore iterate* would not be steadfast in \textit{Iterate}.

The reason for this is that in \textit{Iterate*}, the constraints (5) require that the parameters \(e\) and \(\circ\) of the context satisfy the unit and associativity axioms. These imply that
\[
\begin{cases}
\times(a, n) = \times(a, n+2) & \times(a, n+2) \quad \text{if } n \text{ is odd} \\
\times(a, n) = \times(a, n+2) & \times(a, n+2) \quad \text{if } n \text{ is even}
\end{cases}
\]
which means that whenever \(\circ\) is associative, \(\times\) can be computed in logarithmic time. So, if we were to use iterate* in place of iterate in \textit{Iterate}, then iterate* would be correct in \textit{Iterate+Naturals} because here \((D\) is the set of natural numbers\(\)) \(e\) is 0, \(\circ\) is +, and so they actually satisfy the constraints (5) anyway, even though these constraints are not present in \textit{Iterate}. On the other hand, iterate* would not be correct in \textit{Iterate+Integers} because here \((D\) is the set of integers\(\)) \(e\) is 0, \(\circ\) is −, and since − is not associative, they do not satisfy (5).

However, we can prove that iterate* is steadfast in \textit{Iterate*}, again assuming a priori correctness of operations for \text{unit} and \text{op} defined in some other component. It will be correct in any composite \textit{Iterate*+C} as long as \(C\) satisfies the constraints (5) in the context dependencies of \textit{Iterate*}. For example, as can be seen from the above discussion, iterate* will be correct in \textit{Iterate*+Naturals} since + is associative.

For something completely different, suppose \textit{Matrices} is a component with a context of \(m\)-dimensional square matrices. Then in the composite \textit{Iterate*+Matrices}, \(D\) is the set of \(m\)-dimensional square matrices, \(e\) is the \(m\)-dimensional identity matrix, and since matrix multiplication \(\times\) is associative, iterate* will be correct, where \(op\) computes matrix products.

**11 Discussion**

Since a steadfast program is correct, and hence correctly reusable, in all specialisations and instances of its context, a component with steadfast operations, which we will call
a steadfast component, when composed with another steadfast component will also be steadfast. In other words, steadfastness is not only compositional, but is also preserved through inheritance hierarchies.

Consequently, in the context of system prediction (as shown in Figure 3) when composing steadfast components, not only can we be sure that the composite will be steadfast, but we can also predict the specification of the composite. This is illustrated in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Composing steadfast components.](image)

In the context of modular specification and verification (as shown in Figure 4), steadfast modules can be verified and the specification of the composite can be predicted, prior to composition. This is illustrated in Figure 11. We understand that current approaches to modular reasoning need to know the specification of the composite before predicting if the composite will work according to its specification. If this is the case (as shown in Figure 4), then steadfastness offers the advantage of being able to predict the specification of the composite prior to composition. Thus, with steadfast modules, we can do system prediction as shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 11. Composing steadfast modules.](image)

**12. Conclusion**

For lack of space, we have presented the intuition behind steadfastness by means of simple examples. We hope this does not detract from its presentation. A full account of steadfastness can be found in [8]. Steadfastness is defined in terms of model-theoretic semantics. It is thus declarative in nature. We believe that declarative semantics in general will be important for lifting the level of abstraction.

Our approach to specifying components is very generic. The component may be just a class or ADT. It may be a module, in particular what Meyer [10] calls an abstracted module, which is the basic unit of reuse in the CBD methodology RESOLVE [14]. It may be an object model [2] as in OMT [11] or UML [12]. It may yet be an OOD framework, i.e. a group of interacting objects [6], such as frameworks in the CBD methodology Catalysis [3, 5]. It could even be a design pattern or schema [4].

We believe that our approach to component specification can enable predictable component assembly, which is currently an open problem in CBD. In addition, we believe it can provide a hybrid, spiral approach to CBD [7] that is both top-down and bottom-up for CBD, as illustrated in Figure 12. First a library of steadfast components has to be built. The nature of steadfastness, coupled with the use of a priori reasoning, then allows these components to be composed into larger systems in either a top-down (following the traditional waterfall model or the software architecture approach [13, 1]), or bottom-up manner, or indeed a combination of both.

Bottom-up development in particular is more in keeping with the spirit of CBD. Composition of steadfast components can show the specification of the composite, and therefore the specification of any software constructed can be compared with the initial specification for the whole system. Guidance as to which components to ‘pick and mix’ can also be provided by component specifications.
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Abstract
Evolution in component systems is critical with respect to the maintainability of these systems. Systems evolve due to changes in the environment or due to improvements of individual components. Even though component technology aims at reducing the dependencies between components, necessary replacements of components might affect the composition of systems. We introduce a composition and replacement calculus based on the π-calculus, allowing us to specify composition and to reason about replacements and their effects.

1. Introduction
A formal semantics for components and component composition is essential if rigorous analysis and reasoning in the development and maintenance of component systems shall be deployed. Our objectives are a formalisation of basic composition principles, similar to [1, 2, 3], and the provision of a framework for change and evolution analysis. The motivation to use the π-calculus lies in a similarity between the notions of mobility in the π-calculus and evolution in component technology. Mobility is defined as the capacity to change the connectivity of a network, i.e. to change the spatial configuration. Evolution in large component systems is also about the change of connections between components. Therefore, the π-calculus seems to be a suitable formal notation to develop a framework for specification and reasoning about component composition and, in particular, evolution in these systems. As we will see later on, we will propose some change to basic π-calculus semantics and develop a type system reflecting component technology principles. The result is a mixed calculus, based on π-calculus basics and concepts from component technology. The type system plays the role of the integrator. Types govern how names can be used in process calculi [4]. They classify patterns of behaviour, and they can also reflect connectivity and the control mobility and evolution.

We essentially define a composition protocol with different phases: matching and connector establishment, invocation and execution of the service, an invocation reply, and, later on, dynamic replacements. The different phases will be described by different transition rules. We argue that a process-oriented look at component composition is of major importance for the reliability and maintainability of evolving systems. We will complement this process view on compositions with methods to reason about replacements of components in changing environments. The evolution of systems is often neglected in formal approaches to software engineering problems. Some papers have addressed dynamic reconfiguration and replacement, see for example [5] or [6], but most of these papers have addressed the problem from a pragmatic or not fully rigorous point of view. We devise a consequent approach in this direction, overcoming these deficiencies, by formulating a formal framework of change and reconfiguration for component composition.

Section 2 illustrates component composition. In Section 3 we introduce some basics of our composition and replacement calculus. Section 4 focuses on contract-based matching and connector establishment. The type system is introduced in Section 5. Section 6 specifies the life cycle of component composition, without looking at replacements. Replacements and how to reason about their effect is the subject of Section 7. Finally, we discuss related work and end with some conclusions.

2. Components and Composition
Our component model is based on port-based components, where ports represent services, with export and import interfaces for provided and requested services. Two component interfaces are presented below - Interface requesting services and DocServer providing services - both part of a document manipulation and storage system.

Component Interface
import services
servReqDoc(uri:URI):Doc
servModDoc(doc:Doc, upd:Txt)
export services
openDoc(uri:URI)
saveDoc(uri:URI, upd:Txt)

The interfaces uses services from the server component to request (load) and modify (store) documents.

Component DocServer
import services

...  

export services
reqDoc(uri:URI):Doc
modDoc(doc:Doc, upd:Txt)

Documents are identified by URIs – uniform resource identifiers. The request service reqDoc returns a document, but does not change the state of the server component, whereas the modification service modDoc updates a document on the servicer side without returning a value.
Service ports are points of access described in component interfaces. We assume these ports to be specified in some kind of logic that allows to express pre- and postconditions as abstractions for ports [7, 8], enabling the design-by-contract approach [8, 9]. Hoare logic or modal logics are suitable frameworks [10, 11]. A requirements specification of the service user `ServModDoc` could look like:

```java
servModDoc ( myDoc:Doc, myUpd:Txt )
pre valid()
pos updated()
```

Documents shall be XML-documents here, which can be well-formed (correct tag nesting) or valid (well-formed and conform to a document type definition DTD). A service provider specification could look like:

```java
modDoc ( doc:Doc, upd:Txt )
pre wellFormed()
pos updated() \& acknowledged()
```

A contract can be formed between interface and document server. The service `modDoc` of the document server matches the requirements of `servModDoc` - a service that might be called in methods provided by the interface. `modDoc` has a weaker, less restricted postcondition - `valid()` implies `wellFormed()` - and a stronger postcondition - the conjunction `updated() \& acknowledged()` implies `updated()`. This means that the provided service satisfies the requirements; it is even better than requested.

We will neglect a detailed presentation of component semantics in this presentation; our focus is on the composition semantics. The composition of components [12, 13] will be defined using the π-calculus [14, 15, 16]. Interaction is the composition principle. Ports represent services of a component. We will distinguish different roles of ports, e.g., whether a service is provided or requested. The semantics of service execution is reflected in the type system through pre- and postconditions. The type system is the link between the component and the composition semantics. However, the pre- and postconditions, forming a contract, are also important for the composition process. A conformance condition expresses that two ports match based on whether a provided service satisfies the needs of a requested service. Technically, the matching process is facilitated through contract ports `servModDocC` and `modDocC`. The user interface requires a service (annotation `Req`) and the document server provides a service (annotation `Pro`).

```plaintext
Interface ≡ Req servModDocC(servModDocC).Interface'
DocServer ≡ Pro modDocC(modDocC).DocServer'
```

The names are not relevant for components to match - only the pre- and postconditions represented through types are. Successful matching results in the establishment of a connector - a private channel between the components that allows one component to use services provided by the other.

```plaintext
Interface' ≡ Inv servModDocC(doc, upd).Interface''
DocServer' ≡ ExE modDocC(x1, x2).DocServer''
```

The user interface can invoke the service (Inv) through the interaction port `servModDocC`, which will trigger the execution (ExE) of `modDocC` by the server. The composition, i.e. establishment of a connector, is one of the key activities; the other is replacement. Systems evolve over time, components are replaced by improved or modified versions. Methods to answer whether for example the user interface or the document server can be replaced shall be introduced.

### 3. Calculus - Syntax and Type Basics

This section shall introduce basics of our calculus, such as syntax of the notation and some type issues, before we look at rules for component composition.

#### 3.1 Syntax of Component Composition

The basic element describing activity in the π-calculus are actions. Actions are combined to process expressions. Actions are expressed as prefixes to these process expressions:

\[
\pi \::= \ PType \pi(x(y)) \mid \tau
\]

Actions can be divided into output actions `\pi(x(y))` - the name `y` is sent along channel (or port) `x` - , input `x(y)` - `y` is received along `x` , and a silent non-observable action `\tau`. We have annotated these action prefixes by port types, which will explain the role of the port with respect to life cycle activities such as service request or service invocation. Here is the full list of action prefixes, their port types and polarities (types and polarities will be explained soon):

\[
\pi \::= \Req \\bar{\pi}(m) \mid \provide \nq(n) \mid \invoke \\bar{\pi}(a_1, \ldots, a_m, m_R) \mid \execute n(x_1, \ldots, x_k, n_R) \mid \reply \\bar{\pi}(b) \mid \result m_R(y)
\]

The syntax of composition expressions involving the action prefixes is the following:

\[
P \::= \mu m P \mid P_1 \parallel P_2 \mid !P \mid \Sigma_{i \in 1} P_i \mid 0
\]

`Restriction` means that `m` is only visible in `P`. `Summation` `\Sigma_{i \in 1} P_i` means that one `P_i` is chosen and the process transfers to state `P_i`. Iteration `!P` means that the process is executed an arbitrary number of times. This follows the presentation of the π-calculus in [15]. We also need abstractions, i.e., defining equations of the form `A(a) = P_a`. Even though the polyadic π-calculus is intended to be used, we often use the monadic variant here in order to keep the notation simple. The substitution `b/P` means that `b` replaces `a` in `P`.

#### 3.2 Ports and their Types

The entities in our composition system is value, ports and components. Values are characterised by the usual value domains as types. The list of basic types `t_1`, `t_2`, ... shall be assumed, but not explicitly specified. Components are syntactically characterised by an interface with service signatures, separated into import and export elements.

The most important entities are the ports. Each port `p` is essentially a family of ports `P = (p_c, p_i, p_R)`. The first port `p_c` is the `contract port`, essentially an abstract interface described by a signature, a precondition and a postcondition. `p_i` is the connector activation (or interaction) port. This port is used to invoke a service. The port `p_R` carried
the reply from the service invocation. We distinguish a port type and a channel type for each port.

Port types describe the functionality of the port within the component (e.g. contract or connector ports) and its orientation (in- and out-ports). Port types $T_p(p)$ or $p : t$ for port $p$ are denoted by 3-letter lower case abbreviations. The annotations in the action prefix syntax (see Section 3.1) denote port types, e.g. $mc$ is a request port; $nc$ is the dual provide-port: $T_p(mc) = Req$ and $T_p(nc) = Pro$. Each port has also an orientation - called the polarity: all ports of one port family follow always the same orientation pattern: $+$, $-$, $-$ for requested (imported) services, saying that contract and connector ports are output ports ($+$) and the reply port is an input port ($-$). Only the $+$ orientation is used in the paper for the sake of simplicity.

Channel types describe what kind of entities can be transported: a contract port $pc : Ctr(sig, pre, post)$, a connector activation or interaction port $p$ : $CaC(T_1, \ldots, T_n, CRE(T))$, and a connector reply port $p$ : $CRE(T)$. This characterises the channel by specifying the expected capacity - what data can be transported. It will constrain the composition and interaction between components. Contract ports can transport connectors, which are characterised by a contract type. Connectors provide the connection between components to invoke a service. Channel types $T_p(p)$ or $p : t$ for port $p$ are denoted by 3-letter abbreviations starting with an upper case character, see Figure 1.

A contract consists of a service signature, a pre- and a postcondition. Connectors when transferred on channels have to satisfy a contract type. On connector activation ports, data values and a reply channel can be transferred; on connector reply ports, data can be transferred. The key criterion for matching, i.e. the successful connection of two components through a connector, are are contracts (this will be explained in the next section). Opposite orientations also have to match in a successful composition of component ports. The signature for a remote method execution is: $sig(T_1, \ldots, T_n, CRE(T))$. This is an adequate representation, reflecting the fact that parameters are passed, and possibly a result has to be transferred back on a channel with a different capacity (type). For local method executions, the usual notation $T_1 \times \ldots \times T_n \rightarrow T$ apply. Pre- and postconditions are formed using the predicate type constructor $Prd$.

Connector ports represent services. Connectors are channels that can carry data elements - for the connector activation additionally a reply channel. Connector ports and connector reply ports are only used as restricted (private) channels between components that match based on contracts.

This means that these channels are only available to these two components.

### 3.3 Subtypes

In principle, the definition of a subtype relation is possible for all kinds of entities in our notation. However, we will focus on ports here. The subtype relation will help us to determine whether two ports, representing services, match and whether they can be composed. Later on, this concept will also be used to determine consistent (effect-free) replacements.

We have already seen that the channel types of contract ports are contracts consisting of a service signature, a pre-condition and a post-condition. For a required service $mc : Ctr(sig, pre, post)$ and a provided service $nc : Ctr(sig', pre', post')$, we say that $nc$ matches $mc$ if

$$sig = sig' \land pre \rightarrow pre' \land post \rightarrow post$$

This is the combination of two classical refinement relations (weaken the pre-condition and strengthen the post-condition) from the Refinement Calculus [17, 18], see also [19] for other matching approaches.

### 4. Contract Matching and Connectors

We define the operational semantics of component composition in this section. $m_c, nc$ are contract ports, $m_i, n_i$ are connector activation or interaction ports, and $m_R, n_R$ are connector reply ports. $(mc, mi, m_R)$ is an output port, i.e. actively requests services from other components, and $(nc, ni, n_R)$ is an input port, providing services to other components. Ports are typed. The connector ports (activation and reply) are restricted to components matched based on contracts. We will introduce a number of transition rules describing state changes, including activities such as contract matching, connector establishment, interaction and interaction reply. The rules will define the transition semantics. They will replace some of the transition rules for the classical $\pi$-calculus, in particular the reaction rules - see e.g. [16] Table 1.5. Other rules are still valid.

#### 4.1 Contracts

Two components can react, i.e. can be connected, if their contract types (end points of possible channels) form a subtype relationship. This changes the original $\pi$-calculus reaction rule which requires channel names to be the same. Here we only require a subtype relationship between the ports. The receiver can accept an input based on the type, not the name. We assume the following contract types $t_m = Ctr(sig, pre, post)$ and $t_n = Ctr(sig', pre', post')$ for contract ports $mc$ and $nc$, respectively. The contract type $t_n$ is a subtype of $t_m$, if the pre-condition is weakened and the postcondition is strengthened. Signatures are assumed to be equal. The following transition rule - the **contract rule** $[T-Ctr]$ describes matching of services:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{Req } mc(m_l) & \xrightarrow{m_i} C \quad \text{Pro } nc(n_l) \times P \xrightarrow{n_i} P & \quad \Phi
\end{align*}
$$

where side condition is $\Phi \equiv t_{nc} \leq t_{mc}$. The connection $C \xrightarrow{\text{c}} P \xrightarrow{\text{c}} C \xrightarrow{\text{c}} P$ introduces a fresh variable $c$ - free in $C$ and $P$ - creating a private (restricted) channel $c$ called the connector. This rule expresses the connector
establishment. Ultimately, we will chain together several components that will import services from others.

A second typing constraint is hidden. Req and Pro denote port types, i.e. $\pi \to \pi$, Req and $\pi \to \pi$, Pro. These are type annotations to the ports. Here, the port types match: Req is the complement of Pro, and the polarities are opposite. We write $T(pq) \simeq T(qn)$ in this case.

Type systems for the $\pi$-calculus usually constrain data that is sent, here we constraint reaction (the interaction between agents). The contract rule cannot be translated to the match-rule found in some $\pi$-calculus variants. Our contract rule is similar to transition rules describing reaction that are based on bounded output $\exists z$ where $z$ is introduced as a bound variable forming a restricted channel [16]. We have chosen to introduce a fresh variable $c$ instead.

4.2 Connectors

We assume that a private channel $c$ - the connector - has been established between client and provider. This channel is used by the client to invoke a service $n_z$ at the server side. Parameter data $a : t_a$ with $t_a \leq t_p$ and a reply channel $m_R : t_{m_R}$ are send to the provider. The connector activation rule $[T-CAc]$ is defined as follows:

$$
\text{INV } \frac{[\pi](a,m_R).C \xrightarrow{m} C} {\text{Exe } n_t(x, n_{R}).P \xrightarrow{n} C \xrightarrow{\Phi} P (\Phi)}
$$

where $\Phi \equiv t_{m_R} \leq t_{m_R} = t_a$, $a : r$. The types $t_{m_R}$ and $t_{n_R}$ are the connector activation types $\text{CAc}(t_1, \ldots, t_m, \text{CRE}(t))$ and $\text{CAc}(t_1, \ldots, t_n, \text{CRE}(t))$, respectively. The reply channel is again a private channel between the two components that replace $m_R$ and $n_R$. Type equality (or a subtype relation) for $m_R$ and $n_R$ is not required if we can guarantee that the connector types satisfy the contract types and that the contract matching has successfully been executed. A protocol - specified in form of a component life cycle - can guarantee this. We will discuss the side condition $a : r$ shortly.

The last rules is the connector reply rule $[T-CRe]$:

$$
\text{RES } m_b(y).C \xrightarrow{m} C \xrightarrow{\Phi} P \xrightarrow{\text{REq}} C \xrightarrow{\Phi} P
$$

where $\Phi \equiv t_{n_R} \leq t_{R_b}, b : r$. We assume $t_b \leq t_y$. $b$ is the result of the internal computation, i.e. $b$ is a function of $x$.

The contract with pre- and postconditions can be reflected at the connector level. We associate pre- and post-conditions with the in- and out-ports. Input $a$ is required to satisfy the preconditions $pre$ and output $b$ is required to satisfy the postcondition $post$ of these assertions are obligations, formalised by contracts, to be satisfied by client (pre) and provider (post) at runtime. This attachment of obligations to the connectors results in more symmetry and links contracts and connectors. Pre- and postconditions are formulas, but here they are evaluated at runtime when the corresponding method is invoked and executed.

5. Types and Subtypes

We use the type system to control the correct establishment, use and replacement of connections between components. Especially subtype $s$ are important for this purpose.

We use typing rules to describe our type system. Syntactic aspects of our notation have been dealt with in previous sections. We will address the relation between the type system and the transition semantics. The type safety property guarantees that well-typed expressions (expressions whose types can be inferred using the type system) do not fail under transition. We show that the well-typedness is preserved.

5.1 Typing Rules

A typing context $\Gamma$ is a finite set of bindings - mappings from names to types. Three types of judgments are used:

$$
\Gamma \vdash x : T \quad \text{name } x \text{ has type } T
$$

$$
\Gamma \vdash S \leq T \quad \text{type } S \text{ is subtype of } T
$$

$$
\Gamma \vdash P \quad \text{expression } P \text{ is well-typed}
$$

The type language syntax is defined in Figure 2. The constructors $\text{Ctr}$, $\text{CAc}$, $\text{CRE}$ are the link-type constructors. Their purpose is to classify channels based on the data that is transferred along them. We leave the set of value types unspecified. We assume that there is at least one basic type. $\text{Sk}$ and $\text{Prd}$ are standard constructors for service signatures and predicates, the other type constructors are application-specific to the component context.

The semantics of the type system will be defined by typing rules for basic types, type constructors, subtypes and process expressions. We will now address these different kinds of rules, see Figure 5.1. Transition rules based on these typing rules have been given in the previous section.

Typing rules for the type constructors (contract, connector, signature, predicate) shall be omitted, except for the one for contracts, $1-Ctr$. If the three names $s$, $p_1$ and $p_2$ are of type signature, predicate, and predicate, respectively, then the contract $\text{Ctr}(s, p_1, p_2)$ is of contract type:

$$
\text{Ctr}([\text{Sk}(T_1, \ldots, T_n), \text{CRE}(T), \text{Prd}(F_1), \text{Prd}(F_2))]
$$

Subtype relations are in principle possible between types constructed with the same constructor. Two structural rules contribute to the definition of the subtype relation $\leq$: the reflexivity rule $\text{S-Refi}$ and the transitivity rule $\text{S-Trans}$:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{S-Refi} & : S =_A T \quad \Gamma \vdash S \leq T \\
\text{S-Trans} & : \Gamma \vdash S \leq T \quad \Gamma \vdash T \leq U \quad \Gamma \vdash S \leq U
\end{align*}
$$

They show that $\leq$ is a preorder. The subtyping rules for signatures and predicates are $\text{S-Sig}$ and $\text{S-Prd}$ - see Figure 5.1. The names $\text{COND}$, $\text{PRE}$, $\text{POST}$, $\text{SIGN}$ and their primed variants are type variables. A condition is subtype of another if it implies it: $\text{COND} \leq \text{COND}'$ if $\text{COND} \rightarrow \text{COND}'$. A
contract forms a subtype of another if its precondition is weakened and its postcondition is strengthened - see S-Ctr - where SIG, PRE, POST, SIG’, PRE’, and POST’ denote signature and predicate types. The port orientation also has to be considered. We assume that ports do not change their orientation. For connector activations we expect subtype relations for the value types to hold - see S-CAC. This definition is - similar to the signature subtypes - contravariant on the reply channel. A connector reply channel is a subtype of another if the value types that can be carried form a subtype - see S-CRE. Subtypes for the value kind shall be neglected for the rest of the paper - which has as a consequence that there are no proper subtypes between signatures and connector activations and replies.

5.2 Type Safety

Type safety concerns the relation between the type system and the operational semantics. The operational semantics are defined as transition semantics, specified by rules such as contract matching and connector establishment. Type safety comprises two issues. Firstly, evaluation should not fail in well-typed programs - we will introduce a notion of well-typedness shortly. Secondly, transitions should preservetyping. The judgment $\Gamma \vdash C$ denotes the well-typedness of composition expression $C$. This will be the construct to investigate type preservation under transition.

We need to define a notion of satisfaction before we can define well-typedness. A connector type satisfies a contract type if the signatures correspond and, if the precondition holds, the execution of the service attached to the connector port establishes the postcondition.

Definition 5.1. A connector type $T_c = \text{CAc}(T_1, \ldots, T_n, \text{CRE}(T))$ satisfies a contract type $T_C = \text{Ct}(\text{SIG}(T_1, \ldots, T_n, \text{CRE}(T)), \text{PRE}(T), \text{POST}(T))$, or $T_1 \models T_C$, if for a service port $p$ the connector port $p_1$ satisfies the following constraints: $\text{SIG}(T_1, \ldots, T_n, \text{CRE}(T)) = \text{SIG}$ and, if PRE holds, then the execution of $p_1$, if it terminates, establishes POST.

We assume an analogous definition of satisfaction between data types and connector reply types and their connector activation type.

Definition 5.2. We define well-typedness for simple actions as follows:

- $\Gamma \vdash \text{REQ} \overrightarrow{m_c}(m_1)$ if $\mathcal{T}_c(m_1) \models \mathcal{T}_c(m_c)$ - otherwise $\text{REQ} \overrightarrow{m_c}(m_1)$ fails.
- $\Gamma \vdash \text{PRO} \overrightarrow{n_c}(m_1)$ if $\mathcal{T}_c(m_1) \models \mathcal{T}_c(n_c)$ - otherwise $\text{PRO} \overrightarrow{n_c}(m_1)$ fails.
- $\Gamma \vdash \text{INV} \overrightarrow{m_r}(a, m_2)$ if type$(a), \mathcal{T}_c(m_2) \models \mathcal{T}_c(m_1)$ - otherwise $\text{INV} \overrightarrow{m_r}(a, m_2)$ fails.
- $\Gamma \vdash \text{EXE} \overrightarrow{n}(y, n_2)$ if type$(y), \mathcal{T}_c(n_2) \models \mathcal{T}_c(n_1)$ - otherwise $\text{EXE} \overrightarrow{n}(y, n_2)$ fails.

The execution of an action fails, if the data sent along the channel does not satisfy the channel constraint. A reaction fails if both participating actions are well-typed, but the type constraint is not satisfied.

Definition 5.3. The well-typedness of parallel compositions is defined by rule [W-PARCOMP]:

- $\Gamma \vdash \text{REQ} \overrightarrow{m_c}(m_1), \Gamma \vdash \text{PRO} \overrightarrow{n_c}(n_1), \Gamma \vdash \mathcal{T}_c(m_1) \leq \mathcal{T}_c(m_c), \Gamma \vdash \text{REQ} \overrightarrow{m_c}(m_1) \rightarrow \text{PRO} \overrightarrow{n_c}(n_1)$

If $\Gamma \vdash \text{REQ} \overrightarrow{m_c}(m_1)$ and $\Gamma \vdash \text{PRO} \overrightarrow{n_c}(n_1)$, but not $\Gamma \vdash \mathcal{T}_c(n_c) \leq \mathcal{T}_c(m_c)$, then $\text{REQ} \overrightarrow{m_c}(m_1) \rightarrow \text{PRO} \overrightarrow{n_c}(n_1)$ fails.

Well-typedness guarantees correct composition and interaction behaviour according to the specifications given through the type system (pre- and postconditions) constraining behaviour and matching. The objective later on will be to show whether replacements preserve well-typedness; for example to show that if $\Gamma \vdash \text{REQ} \overrightarrow{m_c}(m_1) \rightarrow \text{PRO} \overrightarrow{n_c}(n_1)$ and if port $m$ is replaced by $m'$, then to show whether $\Gamma \vdash \text{REQ} \overrightarrow{m_c}(m_1) \rightarrow \text{PRO} \overrightarrow{n_c}(n_1)$ holds, i.e. whether correct behaviour is preserved by replacements.

We shall note type safety properties as conjectures only, without a formal proof.
Conjecture 5.1.
1. Substitution lemma: if \( \Gamma \vdash C \) and \( \Gamma \vdash x : T, v : T \), then \( \Gamma \vdash \{y \leftarrow z\}C \).
2. Evaluation cannot fail in well-typed programs: if \( \Gamma \vdash C \) then the execution of \( C \) does not fail.
3. Transition preserves typing: if \( \Gamma \vdash C_1 \) and \( C_1 \rightarrow C_2 \) then \( \Gamma \vdash C_2 \).

5.3 Types as Formulas
There is a relationship between the contracts and connector types. Contract types can be seen as Hoare logic or dynamic (modal) logic formulas consisting of a precondition and a postcondition, complemented by a signature. We have a two-layered type system with a layer of contract types and a layer of connector types with a notion of satisfaction between them. These types correspond to the distinction of specification and implementation for a component. The contract type \( \text{CTR}([\text{SIG}], \text{PRE}, \text{POST}) \) corresponds to the formula \( \text{PRE} \rightarrow \text{[n(a1, \ldots, a_k)] POST} \) in dynamic logic where \( n : \text{SIG} \). This refers to the specification of services of a component. The lower type layer corresponds to the implementation. Types for parameters are value types.

6. Client and Provider Life Cycles
In the previous sections, we have seen several stages in the life cycle of a component such as service matchmaking and connector establishment, or service invocation. The full life cycle of clients, providers, and systems consisting of both clients and providers shall now be specified in a standard form. The client, parameterised by a list of required services, can be specified as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
C\{m_1, \ldots, m_l\} \overset{\text{def}}{=} & \text{REQ } m_1^{\bot}\{m_1^{\bot}\}.!(\text{INV } m_1^{\bot}\{a_1, m_1^{\bot}\}.\text{RES } m_1^{\bot}\{y_1\}.0) \\
& \vdots \\
& \text{REQ } m_l^{\bot}\{m_l^{\bot}\}.!(\text{INV } m_l^{\bot}\{a_l, m_l^{\bot}\}.\text{RES } m_l^{\bot}\{y_l\}.0)
\end{align*}
\]

Requests have to be satisfied before any interaction can happen. Once a connection is established, a service can be used several times. In order to function properly all service requests need to be satisfied - expressed by the parallel composition of all individual ports.

Service providers need to be replicated \( \text{!} \text{P} \) in order to deal with several clients at the same time. Otherwise their behaviour is the dual to that of the clients.

\[
\begin{align*}
P\{n_1, \ldots, n_k\} \overset{\text{def}}{=} & !\text{PRO } n_1^{\top}\{n_1^{\top}\}.!(\text{EXE } n_1^{\top}\{y_1, n_1^{\top}\}.\text{REP } n_1^{\top}\{b\}.0) \\
& \vdots \\
& \text{PRO } n_k^{\top}\{n_k^{\top}\}.!(\text{EXE } n_k^{\top}\{y_k, n_k^{\top}\}.\text{REP } n_k^{\top}\{b\}.0)
\end{align*}
\]

A provider does not need to engage in interactions with all its ports, which is modelled by using the choice operator instead of the parallel composition.

Clients and a server are composed in parallel \( \text{CompSys} \overset{\text{def}}{=} P\{n_1, \ldots, n_k\} \parallel C_1(m_1, \ldots, m_{i_1}) \parallel \cdots \parallel C_j(m_{j_1}, \ldots, m_{j_{m_j}}) \) to form a composed system. Another case which also needs to be considered is that a component can be both client and provider, i.e. can both import and export services.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Comp} \overset{\text{def}}{=} & (\text{REQ } m_1^{\bot}\{m_1^{\bot}\}.0) \parallel \cdots \parallel (\text{REQ } m_l^{\bot}\{m_l^{\bot}\}.0) \\
& \vdots \\
& \text{INV } m_1^{\bot}\{\ldots\}.\text{RES } m_1^{\bot}\{\ldots\}.0 \\
& \vdots \\
& \text{INV } m_l^{\bot}\{\ldots\}.\text{RES } m_l^{\bot}\{\ldots\}.0 \\
& \text{P}(n_1, \ldots, n_k)
\end{align*}
\]

The requirements have to be satisfied, i.e. connectors have to be established, before any service can be provided. A service which is provided and actually invoked can then trigger the invocation of imported services. The specification of composed systems does not involve the possibility for evolution - through the replacement of components - so far. This will be looked at in the next section.

7. Replacements and Evolution
In evolving systems, components might change in their specification or implementation, or are replaced by other components with different specification and implementation. Two questions arise. Firstly, can a component be replaced by another component without affecting the behaviour and the overall consistency of the system? This can be answered using a static analysis based on the component contracts. Secondly, what are the consequences if a replacement fails? This can affect a running system. The analysis has to be carried out based on the actual connectors between components in a running system. We assume that only a single component is replaced by another at a time. Components are the unit of change.

We will address replacements based on the type system - statically and dynamically - and the determination of effects if such a replacement results in inconsistencies. Types are explicit in our notation. That will allow us to change the type (and implementation) of a component, see Section 7.1. This can even be done dynamically for a running system, see Section 7.2. In case the types cannot be preserved, the effects of a change need to be determined, see Section 7.3.

We shall look at replacements firstly as a meta-construct, then we will introduce it into the notation. We assume that replacing a component means replacing existing ports, possibly adding new ones. We discuss the replacement of a single port only in order to illustrate the issue. The following definitions formalise a consistent (effect-free) replacement.

Definition 7.1. A context \( X \) is obtained when a hole [ ] replaces an occurrence of 0 in a process expression. We write \( X[\text{P}] \) for the replacement of [ ] by P in X.

Definition 7.2. Given an arbitrary context \( X \), a component (a process expression) \( C \) can be consistently replaced by a component \( C' \), if \( \Gamma \vdash X[C] \) implies \( \Gamma \vdash X[C'] \).

This describes the preservation of well-typedness under replacement. It guarantees that replacements do not affect the composition behaviour.

Proposition 7.1. If \( \Gamma \vdash C \) implies \( \Gamma \vdash C' \), then \( \Gamma \vdash X[C] \) implies \( \Gamma \vdash X[C'] \) for all contexts X.

Proof. Obvious. \( \square \)
7.1 Replacement and Subtypes

Changes in structure - reflected by changes in connector types - are usually difficult to deal with, but changes in behaviour - here reflected by changes in contract types, do not always affect the overall consistency of a composition (the consistency is affected if the specified behaviour is not preserved). Preservation of well-typedness is the technical criterion for this kind of analysis.

Since our aim is to determine whether one component can replace another, we can consider the type system and its subtypes. We will look at bound names in providers and free names in clients in particular. We do not consider type equivalence here; our concern is the replacement of one component by another relying on the subtype relation.

Clients, or service requestors, shall be addressed first. A port \( m = (mc : tc, m_l : t_l, m_r : t_r) \) shall be replaced by \( m' = (m'_c : t'_c, m'_l : t'_l, m'_r : t'_r) \). Later on, we will assume that names do not change, only their types will.

In some situations, replacement preserves well-typedness: for \( \Gamma \vdash X[C] \) and \( C' \) replaces \( C \), we get \( \Gamma \vdash X[C'] \) for any context \( X \). This shall now be investigated - firstly for a single component.

**Proposition 7.2.** A requested service port \( m_c : \text{p} \text{Req} \) can be consistently replaced by a port \( m'_c : \text{p} \text{Req} \) if

\[
T_p(m_c) = T_p(m'_c) \land T_r(m_c) \leq T_r(m'_c)
\]

**Proof.** \( m \) is a refinement of \( m' \). \( m' \) has consequently a stronger (more restrictive) precondition and a weaker (less specific) postcondition. \( \Gamma \vdash m'_c(m_l) \) if \( \Gamma \vdash m_c(m_l) \) and \( T_r(m'_c) \leq T_r(m_c) \) and we assume that \( T_r(m'_c) \leq T_r(m_c) \) for connectors. Therefore, well-typedness is preserved.

We shall look at this issue considering one particular context: that of a parallel composition where a client and a provider match. In this particular context, we can loosen the constraint for well-typedness.

**Proposition 7.3.** A component \( C' \) can replace a client component \( C \) in a composition \( C[P] \) preserving well-typedness, i.e. \( \Gamma \vdash C[P] \rightarrow \Gamma \vdash C'[P] \), if \( T_r(m_c) \leq T_r(m'_c) \) for a service \( n \) provided by \( P \), a service \( m \) requested by \( C \) and replacement \( m' \) for \( m \).

**Proof.** Suppose a composition \( C[P] \) exists where \( n \) of \( P \) is connected to \( m \) of \( C \), i.e. \( T_r(n_c) \leq T_r(m_c) \). As long as \( T_r(n'_c) \leq T_r(m'_c) \) the provider satisfies the requirements. This means that \( C' \) can replace \( C \) without affecting the behaviour of the composition. Well-typedness as formulated in the well-typedness rule for compositions (Definition 5.3) in Section 5.2 is preserved.

7.2 Dynamic Replacement

In order to allow dynamic compositions and replacements, we introduce a new feature into our notation. We introduce an explicit configuration \( Cfg \ s(p : t_p) \) for a port that allows components to change their specification dynamically:

\[
\text{Client}_i \overset{\text{out}}{=} \!(Cfg\ s(m : t_m), T_r(m))
\]
\[
\text{Provider} \overset{\text{out}}{=} \!(Cfg\ s(n : t_n), T_r(n))
\]

where \( C \) and \( P \) are defined as in Section 6. The port specification and implementation, i.e. contract and connectors, are provided by some external process.

Ignoring name changes - they can always be introduced easily via renamings - this construct essentially allows us to change the type of a port dynamically. Changes in contract types can be dealt with. The type system shall therefore be revisited. Ports are associated with types, e.g. the typing context \( \Gamma \) can contain a binding \( m_c : \text{C} \rightarrow \text{C} \). These associations in the typing context can change through the execution of for example

\[
Cfg\ s(m_c : \text{C} \rightarrow \text{C}(\text{Sig}, \text{Pre}, \text{Post}))
\]

where \( \text{Sig}, \text{Pre}, \text{Post} \) and \( \text{Sig}', \text{Pre}', \text{Post}' \) denote signature and predicate types. We assume that the connector types do not change. The configuration has an effect on the type context. The semantics of \( Cfg\ s(p : t_p) \) is that of a dynamic declaration on \( \Gamma \); we write \( \Gamma[Cfg\ s(p : t_p)] \). We need an initial configuration for a port, but a replacement can
essentially happen at any time:
\[
C \xrightarrow{\text{act}} !\text{CFG} \left( s(m_c; \triangleright m_c) \right)
\]
\[
C' = \left( \text{CFG} \left( s(m_c; \triangleright m_c) \right) \cup \text{REX} m_c(m_c) \right)
\]
expressing that only if typing is not preserved, the re-establishment of a connection is necessary after a replacement.

The substitution of the type context can be formulated in two dynamic typing rules based on results from Section 7.1. Proposition 7.2 proves the soundness of the following client replacement rule [R-CRPI] for the type system:
\[
\Gamma \vdash m_{c'} : t_{c'} \quad \Gamma \vdash m_{c}, \text{REX} \backslash\{ t_c \leq t_{c'} \}
\]
where we replace \( m_c : t_c \) by \( m_{c'} : t_{c'} \). We assume that the signature of the port \( m \) does not change. We also assume that \( t_{c'} \) is a contract type. The rule expresses a substitution in the type context.

Corresponding to the replacement rule for clients, we can formulate a provider replacement rule [R-PRPI] - based on Proposition 7.4.
\[
\Gamma \vdash n_{c'} : t_{c'} \quad \Gamma \vdash n_{c}, \text{REX} \backslash\{ t_{c'} \leq t_{c} \}
\]

Note that only the type requirement for the contract has changed. The execution of the \text{CFG}-action does neither affect the composition nor the component state. It only changes the type context dynamically.

**Proposition 7.6.** Replacement based on the rules client replacement [R-CRPI] and provider replacement [R-PRPI] preserves well-typedness. For \( \Gamma \vdash C \) and \( C' \) replaces \( C \) by one of the rules, we get \( \Gamma \vdash C' \).

**Proof.** Follows from Propositions 7.2 and 7.4. \( \square \)

Similar rules for dynamic replacements can be defined based on Propositions 7.3 and 7.5. Methods to analyse and reason about replacements will be addressed next.

### 7.3 Non-preserving Replacements

The first step in replacing components is always an analysis of types. Based on these criteria a component might be replaced consistently. In case the replacement has to take place - for example due to changes in the execution environment (technical, legal, etc.) - but does not result in a consistent replacement, then the effect of the replacement on other connected components has to be determined. This could again be done statically by looking at all potential compositions based on the overall system specification (all clients and providers composed in parallel), but should rather be limited to those components actually connected to a component in form of connectors (and components connected to those) in a composed system.

Starting point for this dynamic analysis is the network of connected components at a certain moment of time. This is the flowgraph of the system, which describes the structure of the system in terms of its linkages between components - the concept of flowgraphs to describe the spatial structure of connected processes is introduced in [15] Chapters 4.1 and 9.3. Flowgraphs and dependency analysis based on contract types shall now be looked at. A component export depends on the component’s import; the import depends on another component’s export. This dependency relation is transitive and allows us to determine which other components are potentially affected if one component has to be changed. The simple dependency relation needs to be refined. The reason is that a change in the export interface of one component (to the worse) might still satisfy the requirements of a service request. In this case there is no further effect. In case a second component is affected, then it can be tried to replace this component as well (using static analysis).

**Definition 7.3.** Two kinds of graphs shall be introduced. A **flowgraph** is a graph where nodes are ports \( m_c, m_{c'}, n_c, n_{c'}, n_{1}, n_{1}, n_{2}, \ldots \) and edges are connections \( (m_c, n_c), (m_{c'}, n_{c'}), (m_{1}, n_{1}), (m_{2}, n_{2}), \ldots \) . The edges are directed and express dependencies. \( (m_{1}, n_{1}) \) expresses that a request \( m_{1} \) depends on a provided service \( n_{1} \). A **dependency graph** is a flowgraph extended by component internal dependencies, e.g. \( (n_{1}, m_{1}) \) saying that export \( n_{1} \) depends on import \( m_{1} \). Thus, a dependency graph has two kinds of edges: edges \( (m_{1}, n_{1}) \) are connectors between components and edges \( (n_{1}, m_{1}) \) are internal dependencies. If \( (p_{1}, p_{2}) \) and \( (p_{2}, p_{3}) \) then \( (p_{1}, p_{3}) \).

Types (port type and channel type) shall be associated with each port node.

Semantically the dependency graph is a bipartite graph defined on two different relations: the subtype relation between components and component-internal dependencies between service exports and services imports. A component needs to satisfy its imports in order to provide services to other components. By default, all combinations between input and output services are included in the dependency graph. A more precise account of internal dependencies can be derived from a component life cycle specification (see specification of \texttt{Comp} on page 6), which describes the externally visible interaction behaviour of a component. Requests that occur before a service provision indicate a potential dependency. This could be refined explicitly by the component developer, but this would require to consider the actual service implementations.

The well-typedness of a composition shall be expressed by a consistency notion for dependency graphs.

**Definition 7.4.** A dependency graph (or a flowgraph) is consistent if for all edges \((m, n)\) of the connector kind:
\[
T_c(n) \leq T_c(m) \land T_p(m) \simeq T_p(n)
\]
A graph update is an update of type associations for nodes (ports). This corresponds to the replacement of type bindings $\Gamma \vdash [\text{Crg} \ s(p : t_p)]$ in type context $\Gamma$.

**Definition 7.5.** If a dependency graph is not consistent for a connector edge $(p_2, p_1)$, then the effect of the inconsistency is the collection of all $(p_i, p_j)$ with $i \geq 2, j \geq 1$ such that $p_i$ depends on $p_j$.

The effect of an inconsistency can be calculated based on the closure of the dependency relation. Classical algorithms can be used here. Therefore, this shall be neglected.

8. Related Work

A composition language for components which is also based on the $\pi$-calculus is presented in [20, 21]. A variation of the $\pi$-calculus is used to realise a composition language, called PicCola, which supports various forms of components, and, thus, various composition mechanisms. The basis is a formalisation of interacting objects as processes. Key concepts are glue code for component compositions and adaptation, and a scripting language to express this glue code.

Catalysis is a development approach building up on the UML incorporating formal aspects such as the pre- and post-condition technique [22]. Catalysis uses ideas from formal languages such as OBJ, CLEAR or EML. The concept of the connector that we have used here is motivated by the Catalysis approach. There, connectors allow the communication between ports of two objects. A connector defines a protocol between the ports. Several other authors also address contracts based on pre- and postconditions for the UML, see e.g. [9]. The combination of the pre- and postcondition technique and refinement calculi is explored in e.g. [23].

KOReA [24] is another approach which combines the UML with the component paradigm. The basic structuring mechanism is the is-component-of hierarchy, forming a tree-structured hierarchy of components, i.e. sub-components. Each component is described by a suite of UML diagrams. A component consists of a specification (an abstract export interface) and a realisation.

An early version of this paper has appeared in [25]. There we also looked at the connection between the $\pi$-calculus for component composition semantics and modal logics. In [25], we addressed the application of the framework to the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [26]. The connector idea is taken from [22]. In another paper [27], we have used a variant of the $\lambda$-calculus to define service requests and provisions using reduction as the mechanism for matching between services. The variant is called $\lambda\pi$-calculus [28] adding a flexible parameter (matching) concept to the $\lambda$-calculus. This $\lambda\pi$-calculus can be interpreted in object structures. We have used a $\pi$-calculus variant here, because it offers multiple (concurrent) connections and it allows to model two layers: contracts and connectors.

Walker [29] introduces object intercommunication into the $\pi$-calculus. In our approach the user (the client) is the active entity which initiates the establishment of the connections. In Walker’s formalisation, the service provider also provides the communication channels. The service user acquires the contract channel, then acquires the interaction channel via the appropriate contract channels and finally uses the interaction channels to invoke methods of the service providers.

9. Conclusions

The suitability of the $\pi$-calculus for the definition of a component composition framework has recently been demonstrated, see for example the PhD-theses [30] and [31]. The idea of using a process calculus to model component composition has here been carried further by exploiting the similarity of mobility and evolution. We have developed a simple framework for the determination of effects of changes in composed systems. Our framework addresses in particular the problem of replacing single components in a system.

Mobility - the change of connection between components - is the key feature in the $\pi$-calculus. We have introduced evolution through replacement into our variant. This concept is somewhat different from mobility. Replacement is more fundamental since it is a meta-operation affecting the definition of the system (in particular the type system) under consideration. Replacement can cause mobility - the change of connections - as the result of the change in types. Replacement - as we have seen - can be introduced into the calculus, resulting in a dynamically typed calculus.

Transitions in the system based on the establishment of new connections occur in several variants. Reaction between two components is constrained by port types and channel types. Ports of different types match under different circumstances, formalised by a subtype relation. The reactions are transitions in a transition system, whose states reflect the state of composition that ports are in. Each port can pass through different composition stages - expressed by the life cycle for clients and providers.

Bisimulations and similar relations of equivalence between processes are essential concepts in the $\pi$-calculus for comparing processes. This theory could be applied in our context, if we would consider the replacement of systems of composed components. In that case, we would only be interested in the externally observable behaviour of these systems. Then, weak bisimilarity could be the tool to define and analyse replacements of compositions. However, our assumption here has been that single components are the unit of change. Consequently, we have based our replacement analysis mainly on the type system.

Some component technologies provide features for the discovery of services. This is an implicit process here, described by the contract rule. The overall model does not involve an intermediary. The CORBA framework for the interaction of remote objects is based on an object request broker. Here, this functionality is implicit. In an extension of the approach, an explicit broker could be considered. Another element of future work includes the exploration of the relationship of modal logics and the type system for our composition and replacement calculus.
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ABSTRACT

As systems become increasingly complex, there is an increasing thrust towards designing systems at the requirements level. This approach enables the analysis of various system properties such as functional correctness, constraint satisfaction, et cetera at a very early stage in systems development, thus enabling faster design of systems with fewer design flaws. Analyses can be performed at various levels of rigor. For mission critical systems, analysis using formal techniques is highly preferable as it provides the highest level of rigor. But the problem with using formal analysis techniques is that they are either intractable for large designs, or require highly specialized knowledge possessed by a few select people. This prevents the majority of the design population from using such formal analyses in their design process. In this paper, we describe our approach for analysis of component-based systems for functional correctness using theorem proving techniques. The components and the design are specified using the VSPEC specification language. The model is translated into an equivalent model in the PVS specification language, and various correctness properties are automatically extracted from the model and their proofs are proofs are automatically attempted using specialized, dynamically generated, proof macros. Results of applying our technique to various modeling problems are provided, and the results are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hardware and software systems are becoming increasingly complex. Hardware systems consisting of millions of transistors and software systems requiring hundreds of thousands of lines of code are now commonplace. Along with the complexity of systems, methodologies have evolved to handle the complexity. While these methodologies provide ease of design, even for large systems, they do not have sufficient integrated support for analyzing correctness of designs. For example, top-down and bottom-up hierarchical design strategies are widely used to help design large systems. These by themselves do not ensure correctness of design. What is needed is some mechanism for analyzing functional correctness of systems during the design process.

In recent times, a number of new techniques and methodologies have been proposed to handle systems design complexity. These involve specifying requirements in a Requirements Specification Language and analyzing specifications to arrive at the correctness of designs. A number of semi-formal and formal analyses have been proposed. Semi-formal methods and formal methods employing techniques such as model-checking are easy to apply since a high degree of automation can be achieved using these techniques. But semi-formal methods do not provide the requisite rigor to be applicable for safety/mission critical systems. Model-checking based analyses are restricted by the problem of state-space explosion (even after the use of state-folding), especially at the high levels of abstraction frequently encountered at the design phases. Moreover, compositional analysis using model-checking is not straightforward. Formal methods employing theorem proving have a wide range of applicability and can provide the mathematical rigor required for analyzing safety/mission critical systems. But they are difficult to apply as they require in-depth knowledge of formal notations and theorem proving techniques.

Application of theorem proving for analyzing designs could, according to the Formal Methods community, have a great impact in the industry. However, modern designs are large and complex, and formal analysis of such designs directly is not practical. Therefore, a simplified model is analyzed for correctness, from which the correctness of the original model is assumed. But this need not be always true. Theorem provers have the capability to directly analyze large and complex designs. Such direct analysis provides more accurate information about the correctness of designs. Thereby, use of theorem proving techniques can lead to better designs.

Theorem proving is not currently practical for a number of reasons. The first problem is identifying what needs to be proved. This is a deceivingly complex task. The second problem is that of specifying what needs to be proved in
some theorem proving language. The complex and mathematical nature of such languages makes this a daunting task for most designers. The third problem is that of modeling the domain in the same specification language as that of the theorems. The final problem is that of proving the theorems once they have been specified in the language of a theorem prover. The proof process varies wildly with the theorem being proved, the design being verified, and the underlying models on which the theorem is based.

The purpose of this work is to devise a mechanism for automated analysis of component-based designs for common classes of errors. We use the VSPEC specification language to demonstrate our approach. From VSPEC specifications, equivalent PVS theories are automatically generated. The generated theories contain verification obligations (as theorems) for interfaces and interconnections. Automated proof assistance is provided for the verification activities. This approach was applied to a variety of example problems. The results (presented in section 4) showed that it is possible to generate PVS models corresponding to VSPEC specifications, and that properties about interfaces and interconnections can be generated as theorems. They also showed that it is possible to automatically generate proof scripts for certain categories of models such that the generated theorems can be automatically proved by the PVS theorem prover.

Since the goal was to automate the proof process, a number of simplification strategies were adopted. First, the semantics of VSPEC was kept simple by removing all unnecessary extensions, while at the same time, ensuring the validity of the resulting semantics. Next, the properties to be analyzed were generated from at-most two levels in the design hierarchy of the system. This results in much simpler properties to prove than if we were to consider the design as a whole. Recursive application of this technique to all the levels in the design provides information about the overall correctness of the design. Finally, the proofs themselves are generated as sequences of LISP commands, the same format used by PVS. This enables the proofs steps to be executed automatically to check whether a certain property is applicable to a design. It is to be noted here that the proof macros only increase the possibility of a proof being completed, but they do not guarantee it. Whether the proof is actually completed or not depends upon a number of factors such as the complexity of the design, complexity of the specifications, the property being analyzed, etc.

2. VSPEC

VSPEC is a requirements specification language for VHDL. VSPEC was originally designed as a Larch Interface Language for VHDL. Therefore, VSPEC borrows a number of features from VHDL. The VHDL entities, architectures, and packages are directly used by VSPEC. The information provided by VSPEC is specified in a specification construct. VSPEC specifications are similar to VHDL architectures in that they provide additional information about an existing entity. VSPEC’s declarative specification style complements the traditional VHDL operational style. Together, VSPEC and VHDL support modeling from requirements acquisition through verification and synthesis.

As a working example, a VSPEC description of a sorting component is shown in Figure 1. The entity sort is identical to the VHDL entity construct. This provides the interface for the VSPEC specifications. The package construct is also similar to that of VHDL, with the exception of the keyword mutable. This type specifier has been added in VSPEC to enable the designer to specify complex types without giving any particular implementation.

The module sort spec constitutes a VSPEC specification of the sort entity. The sensitive to clause is similar to sensitivity lists and the wait statement in VHDL—it defines when the component is active. It is basically a boolean predicate indicating when an entity should begin executing. The functional requirements are defined using the requires (pre-condition) and ensures (post-condition) clauses. These two clauses define component function as a relationship between current and next state axiomatically. Any implementation that makes the post-condition true in the next state, given that the pre-condition is true in the current state, is a valid implementation of these requirements. The includes clause is used to include PVS definitions in a VSPEC description. The sorts and operators defined in the PVS theories named by the includes clause can be used in the VSPEC definition. In the example specification from Figure 1, the sort component operates correctly in any initial state whenever its input changes and produce an output that is ordered and is a permutation of the input. Note that event is a predefined VSPEC predicate that is true whenever its associated signal changes values in the previous state change.

In addition to allowing the designer to describe functional requirements, VSPEC also allows the designer to specify performance constraints using the constrained by clause. This clause defines relations over constraint variables such as power consumption, layout area (expressed as a bounding box), heat dissipation, clock speed and pin-to-pin timing. Constraint theories are written in PDL [4], and verified using the associated evaluation tool. Users may define their own constraints and theories if desired [3].

The functional semantics are modeled upon the semantics of VHDL under simulation. Therefore, each entity behaves as an independent process, interacting with the outside world using messages sent and received through its ports. Each entity is modeled as a CSP [2] process, and architectures are modeled using CSP’s parallel composition operator. Component interaction is specified in terms of events. Events are instantaneous actions that represent some real-world occurrence of interest. The set of events considered relevant for a particular description of an object is called the object’s alphabet. A process represents the behavior pattern of an object described in terms of events from the object’s alphabet. A sequence of events that a process participates in is called a trace of that process. A process is fully defined by its alphabet and the set of all possible traces of that process.

The semantics for VSPEC is given in the PVS specification language [1]. This includes definitions for all the operators and types used in VSPEC, and the meanings for the various VSPEC clauses. This formal definition of all the aspects of the language in PVS enables the formal analysis of models, as detailed in the next section.
package sort_pkg is
  type integer_array is mutable;
end sort_pkg;

use sort_pkg;
entity sort is
  port (input: in integer_array;
        output: out integer_array);
end sort;
use sort_pkg;
specification sort_spec of sort is
  includes SortPredicates;
  sensitive to input'event;
  requires true;
  ensures permutation(output'post, input)
           and inorder(output'post);
  constrained by
    power <= 5W and size <= 3um * 5um
    and heat <= 10mW and clock <= 50MHz
    and input<>output <= 5 ms;
end sort_spec;

Figure 1: VSPEC description of a sorting component.

3. TRANSLATION
An example VSPEC file is shown in figure 2, and its corresponding generated-PVS file is shown in figures 3 and 4. The generation process is purely syntactic and is completely automated by the VSPEC parser. The heart of the transformation to PVS involves: (i) transforming ports and state variables into Store representation; and (ii) manipulating the requires, ensures and sensitive to clauses. The general structure of all generated PVS theories are similar, with the basic differences being in the parameters to the theories, and in the right hand sides of the various axioms.

entity m3 is
  port ( in1 : in integer; inout1 : inout integer;
         out1 : out integer);
end m3;

specification m3_spec of m3 is
begin
  state state1 : integer;
  sensitive to in1'event;
  modifies inout1;
  requires in1 > inout1;
  ensures out1'post = state1 and
         in1 = inout1'post;
end m3_spec;

Figure 2: Example VSPEC file
The state of any VSPEC system is defined using a Store. The store is a simple abstraction of the record structure containing all the ports and state variables. Each theory representing a specification must have access to the type Store. Multiple definitions of a type in PVS results in each definition being a different type, thereby making proofs over stores impossible. To get around this problem, the Store type and the constant empty are passed as parameters to all the entity theories as their first two parameters. For the same reason, the type Component is also passed as a parameter. Since there always is a 'root' theory from which the analysis starts, this process ensures that only one Store and Component are visible throughout the system.

If the original VSPEC file had imported any PVS theories, they would be imported at this point. The reason for importing theories at this point is that types defined in those theories may be needed for the remaining parameters to the theory. The locations of the included theories are specified by the corresponding LIBRARY declarations. In our example, since there are no included theories, no importing statements are generated here. The remaining parameters are the declarations of the port variables. They are declared as functions from a Store to their corresponding type.

The body of the theory starts by declaring a constant comp that represents the current component. All the properties of components are defined over their respective comp's. This enables the linkage of various properties to specific components. Next, the OneComponent and the TypeSpecificInfo theories are included. The OneComponent theory specifies all aspects of the process (associated with the VSPEC entity) independently from any VSPEC component. Theories representing specific components specialize OneComponent. The advantage of this approach is that verification of OneComponent need only be performed once. The basic theories need not be reproofed each time. The theory TypeSpecificInfo defines some operators that are common to all types. This theory is included once for each data type used in the system.

The state variables are all declared in a manner analogous to the port variables. They are declared as constant functions from a Store to their corresponding types. Next, some generic variables used in the axioms and theorems are declared.

The sensitive to, requires and ensures clauses are each transformed into axioms over stores. The sensitive to clause is defined by the axiom sensitiveAx, the requires clause by the axiom requiresAx over the pre state, and the ensures clause by the axiom ensuresAx over the states pre and post. The transformation of these clauses involves two basic activities: (i) combining the various occurrences of each clause into one; and (ii) replacing variable references with functions over Store.

The modifies eventAx axiom and the input eventAx axioms are part of the semantics of component activation and define when the functions modify and input are true. The former is true when there is an event on one of the modifies variables (including the OUT and STATE variables). The latter is true when there is an event on an IN or INOUT variable.

For the component to ever become active, its initial state must be a part of the set of active states of the process. This fact is ensured by the first theorem (initstates_pb) in the generated theory. Since, currently, there is no mechanism
%% PVS representation of specification m3_spec of entity m3
m3_spec [ Store: TYPE+, empty: Store, Component: TYPE+,
in1 : [Store -> integer], inout1 : [Store -> integer],
out1 : [Store -> integer]] : THEORY
BEGIN
% The component corresponding to this entity
comp : Component
IMPORTING jvsp0OneComponent[Store, empty, Component, comp]
...
%% The state variables in this entity
state1 : [Store -> integer]

%% Variables used in theorems and axioms
pre, post, any: VAR Store

%% Part of definition for semantics for event
modifies_event_ax : AXIOM modSet_event(comp)(any) =
  ( event(out1, any) OR event(inout1, any) )

%% Requires clause defines I
requires_ax : AXIOM I(comp)(pre) = ( in1(pre) > inout1(pre) )

%% Ensures clause defines O
ensures_ax : AXIOM O(comp)(pre, post) =
  ( out1 (post) = state1(pre) AND in1(pre) = inout1 (post) )

%% Sensitive to clause
sensitive_ax : AXIOM member(pre, Psi(comp))) = ( event(in1, pre))

Figure 3: Partial PVS translation of specification m3_spec, part 1 – Variables and axioms

to specify the initial values of the various port and state variables, the axiom initstates_ax asserts that the initial state is equal to Psi. This automatically ensures us that InitStates is a subset of Psi.

The remaining theorems represent the single-component proof obligations. The completeness proof obligation is generated as the theorem complete3, the witness for incompleteness obligation as theorem incomplete3 and the inconsistency obligation as the theorem inconsistent3. This completes the generated PVS theory for the specification m3_spec.

Abstract architectures are defined by: (i) specifying communication paths between components; and (ii) defining activation conditions to indicate when components should process inputs. The state of an architecture is defined to be the union of its components states. Component communication is achieved when their states share objects. Activation of the VSPec dual of VHDL’s sensitivity list and indicate when a component should process its input. Together, communication and activation define the semantics of architecture specifications.

The VSPec architecture for the find component is shown in figure 5. The VSPec architecture is identical to the VHDL architecture, except for the use of the key word VSPec to denote VSPec specifications rather than VHDL components during instantiation. The variables in the signal declaration represent internal connections between the components in the architecture. Following the signal declarations, the components in the architecture are instantiated with appropriate parameters. The parameters represent connections with other components, or with the interfaces of the architecture, based on the name of the parameter. This concludes an architecture description. In our example, the find_arch architecture has two components – the sorter component, which is an instance of the sort component, and the searcher component, which is an instance of the bin_search component.

The PVS representation for this architecture (Figures 6, 7) has, as usual, the parameters Store, empty and Component. This enables the architecture to be imported in other architectures. Following this, the theory Architecture is imported to provide semantics to the various architecture operators. The ports of the higher-level component (find in our example) are then declared. These form the ports of the architecture too, and provide inputs to and obtain outputs from the components in the architecture. The signals, which provide connections between the components in the architecture, are declared next.

The specifications of the higher-level component and the components in the architecture are imported with appropriate (depending upon how the component is connected) instantiations. The sole axiom of the theory (theorem arch_comps_Axiom in our example) defines the set arch_comps to be composed of the comps of all the components in the architecture. This declaration is essential for the definition of the architecture process, the process representing the parallel composition of these components.
Figure 4: PVS translation of specification m3_spec, part 2 – Theorems

The generated theorems represent the various proof obligations for architectures. The input consistency proof obligation is generated as the input_interface_th theorem, the output consistency proof obligation as the output_interface_th theorem, strong liveness proof obligation for sort component as the strong_live_sort_th1 theorem, and weak liveness and inconsistency proof obligations of the bin_search component as the theorems weak_live_bin_search_th2 and inconsistent_bin_search_th3. The numbers at the end of theorem names are used to disambiguate between the same proof obligations of the same component used multiple times in the architecture. The sort component does not have theorems corresponding to the weak liveness and inconsistency proof obligations as there are no other components providing inputs to it. All its inputs are obtained from the interface of the architecture. Similarly, the bin_search component does not have a strong liveness theorem as all its outputs are part of the architecture interface.

4. PROOF AUTOMATION MECHANISM

Automation is critical for the success of any new methodology, and application of theorem proving is no exception. But automation of theorem proving, in the general case, is not possible. Our approach has been to generate proof steps that have a high probability of successful completion. This approach is facilitated by the fact that both the generated theorems, and the semantics required for their proofs, have been written by us. This enables us to fine-tune the proof steps for individual theorems.

The proof steps generated for individual theorems are dependent upon the terms in the theorem. The general approach is to use the GRIND command to attempt completion of the proof. Powerful proof commands provided by PVS are used in order to generalize the generated proof. For example, the (INST?) command provided by PVS attempts to automatically instantiate universally quantified variables in the antecedent with appropriate skolem variables.

The proof process starts by using the VSECP parser to parse a component specification or architecture. The parser's --pvs flag generates the PVS equivalent of the parsed module. While generating theorems for the PVS module, the
5. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

In this section, we present the results of analyzing model systems using our approach. The main aim of performing this evaluation was to identify the factors that affect the automatibility of proofs. Towards this end, the example systems incorporate a wide variety of situations. They include control-based and data-based activation of components; linear, branching, and feedback architectures; and systems with intentional bugs that result in incompleteness (neccessitating proofs over existential quantifiers).

The automated theorem-proving analysis has been applied to a number of systems. The find system has been described throughout this dissertation. It was chosen for illustration as it is a conceptually simple example that demonstrates most of the features of our approach. Apart from the find example, the AlarmClock system (a synthesis benchmark developed by Synopsys), the PIP system (a Digital Signal Processing System developed by our sponsors), and the CruiseControl system (a standard modeling problem) were also analyzed.

The results of our analyses are presented in table 1. The first column of the table lists the various modules that were analyzed. The second column indicates whether a module is a single component or an architecture. The third column lists the number of theorems that were automatically proved. The fourth column lists the number of theorems with possible proofs in that module. This is critical for statistical analysis of the effectiveness of our approach. A theorem has a possible proof if it is not preempted by some other theorem. For example, successful proof to the Completeness proof obligation automatically implies that the incompleteness and Inconsistency proof obligations cannot be proved. At the same time, successful proof of the Incompleteness proof obligation invalidates the Completeness proof obligation, but does not necessarily mean that the Inconsistency proof obligation should hold. It may or may not, depending on the model. Such cases are handled by the eighth column, where we list the number of (invalidated) theorems that are not provable (even by hand) in a given model. We are mainly interested in seeing how many of the provable (that is, possible minus invalidated) theorems are automatically proved. The fifth through seventh columns list the various causes (activation style employed, specification style employed, or presence of existential quantifiers) for why certain provable theorems could not be proved automatically. The specification style column also includes cases in which the problems are caused by deficiencies in the source specification language. The final column lists genuine bugs identified by the
Table 1: Results of applying automated proof obligations to various systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>find</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bin_search</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find_arch</td>
<td>Arch</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comparator</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counter</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aux</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC_arch</td>
<td>Arch</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIP</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PulseDetector</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterrogatorDecoder</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PulseGenerator</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIP_arch</td>
<td>Arch</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CruiseControl</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SystemState</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CruiseControl_arch</td>
<td>Arch</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% PVS representation of architecture find_arch of
**find_arch** [Store : TYPE*, empty : Store,
Component : TYPE*] : THEORY
BEGIN
IMPORTING jsmp@Architecture [Store, empty, Component]

% Ports of the Higher Level Component
in1 : [Store -> integer]
in2 : [Store -> integer]
in3 : [Store -> integer]
in4 : [Store -> integer]
key : [Store -> integer]
output : [Store -> integer]

sig_out1 : [Store -> integer]
sig_out2 : [Store -> integer]
sig_out3 : [Store -> integer]
sig_out4 : [Store -> integer]

...

% Variables used in theorems and axioms
pre, post, any : VAR Store

Figure 6: Partial PVS representation of find architecture, part 1

There are four main factors that affect the provability of generated theorems. The most significant of these factors is the structure of the architecture. Linear architectures are the easiest to perform automated analysis. Branching architectures increase the complexity of generated theorems and require additional proof steps, such as proof by cases, in some cases. The most complicating structure is feedback, which has its greatest impact on bisimulation proofs. Systems with feedback require induction proofs, which, in the general case, cannot be automated. Therefore, systems with feedback cannot be automatically analyzed. A special case of systems with feedback is the use of local store by components. For all practical purposes, a system with a local store is similar to that same system generating outputs to a component that feeds the same values back to the original component during the next activation period. Therefore, systems with local store cannot be automatically analyzed.

The activation style employed plays a crucial role in the provability of the proofs. When using control-based activation, it becomes necessary to do an inductive proof over all traces of the system in order to identify the states in which a component can be activated. The validity of the pre-condition is checked in all such active states. On the other hand, when using data-based activation, the pre-condition can be verified directly from the activation condition, and so is automatable.

The third factor that affects the complexity of proofs is the specification style employed by the user to specify the user-defined operators in PVS. Specifications using conservative extension are more amenable to automated proofs as the prover can automatically expand relevant terms, whereas other specification styles require explicit introduction of relevant axioms into the proof process.

The final factor is the presence of existential quantifiers in the theorem proved. At present, there is no automated mechanism to provide correct instantiations to existential quantifiers. Therefore, while the semantics allow such proofs to be manually performed, they cannot be automated. However, one of the new engines being implemented for the PVS theorem prover is aimed at rectifying this deficiency. This engine, once fully implemented, is expected to find suitable instantiations (in most cases) if they exist. This engine would allow automated proofs to many more proof obligations than currently possible.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented an approach to using theorem proving for automatic analysis of abstract, component-based,
designs. It involved the use of two different languages, one that is easy for the designers to write specifications in, and another in which it is easy to prove theorems. For abstract designs, the VSPEC specification language was used, while the PVS theorem prover was used for proving properties about the design.

The two-language approach necessitated the writing of the semantics of the specification language in the theorem proving language and translating specifications into that semantics. A number of interesting properties generic to component-based hardware-like systems were identified. These analyze the interfaces and interconnections of an architecture with respect to a specification. Since interfaces and interconnections were identified as the sources of most errors in systems design and implementation, these were expected to have the most impact. Translation is a straightforward process, with one PVS theory being generated for each VSPEC entity. The various clauses are generated as axioms within the theory. The proof obligations for the analysis of interfaces and interconnections within the model are generated as theorems within the theory.

The final part of our approach involved the generation of proof steps to attempt automated proofs to the generated theorems. The proof steps were generated simultaneously with the generation of theorems. The proof steps make use of powerful proof macros provided by the PVS proof checker so as to make the proofs generic.

Our methodology was evaluated with the goal of identifying the conditions under which it is or is not effective. Four models were analyzed using our approach — the Find model, the AlarmClock model, the PIP model and the CruiseControl model. Most of the provable theorems were shown to be automatically proved using the generated proof scripts. A number of factors affecting the automatability of the proofs were also identified. These include structure of the architecture, activation style, specification style and presence of existential quantifiers.

In conclusion, our approach to the problem is promising. The use of theorem proving facilitates appropriate handling of abstraction during the early design stages, while the automation makes this approach easily applicable. Our use of design abstraction and small theorems makes our approach tractable.
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ABSTRACT
Component software development is definitely on a high trend in the software engineering field. However, integrating components which the producer does not have complete control over increases the risk of getting unexpected software behavior. So developing components for reuse by third-party integrators is a challenging task that one can make easier if the behavior of these software components is precisely specified.

In this paper, we introduce a specification language complementing the interface definition language IDL3 proposed by OMG to describe CORBA Component Model compliant components. This specification language is based on communication history: the sequence of observable events - method calls, return of method calls, events, exceptions - that occurred since the system has been started. It allows us to characterize the functional behavior of components by way of invariants: an interface invariant specifies a contract between a component that provides it and each of its clients, whereas a component invariant constraints the whole communication between one component and all its clients and servers. We propose a procedure based on this notation for generating specification-based test cases adapted to unit testing and discuss how to use this notation for validation purposes.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of component based applications is clearly a necessity for software industry in a world of large scale distributed applications. Furthermore, the growth of a market of reusable components, the famous Components off-the-shelf - COTS - seems to be the only way to reduce production costs in a domain where constantly evolving technology checks productivity. Nevertheless, this approach makes sense if components are high-quality and really "composable". This can be achieved by strict development methods and interoperability norms. This last point is addressed by platforms like CORBA, EJB or DCOM.

The well-known advantages of a "component oriented" approach are the following :
- reusability Components are "bricks" that are available for designers,
- maintainability Functionalities can be added or modified just by insulating responsible components,
- interoperability Components implementing a given specification can be searched amongst existing components offered by various providers on the COTS’ market.

To reach these goals, the specification of components has to be precise enough to allow searching, testing and composing components which are potentially designed, implemented, integrated, and used by different people. The mere existence of a market itself depends on the confidence providers and consumers may put in the functional correctness of a product.

In "Component Software" [22], Clemens Szypersky proposes the following definition of components: "A Software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties." This definition emphasizes the use of well specified interfaces to describe components because the interfaces have to be the only link between a component and its outer-world i.e. its clients and environment.

One way to correctly specify interfaces is to use specific interface description languages, like the OMG-IDL for CORBA objects and the new OMG-IDL3 for CORBA Component Model compliant components. IDL typically defines contracts between components using method signatures. Unfortunately IDL contracts are mostly syntactic and do not capture the semantic aspects of the contract. This leads to under-specified components and breaks the initial interoperability goal. As an example, we can mention the work of Ousmane Sy [21] who showed that five different implementations of the COS event service by CORBA framework
providers were neither inter-operable nor substitutable because of diverging interpretations of the OMG-IDL specification.

During the last few years, the interest in formal software development has grown steadily. Approaches based on formal methods provide the advantages of a precise and non-ambiguous specification language with a formal semantic. And, even if formal proofs are out of their scope, formal verification is possible and generally supported by tools.

Software quality should benefit from formal method based component development a various stages:

1. a formal specification language has to be rich enough to express the full semantics of components,

2. powerful tools have to be able to check the consistency of specifications, using for example type-checking. Higher level properties must be verified: it may be possible to control that a component respect the contracts of its required environment, to control that the implementation of a component conforms to its specification and that connected components are compatible.

To fulfill this requirements, we propose to increase the specification power of OMG-IDL3 from the OMG CORBA Component Model (CCM) with formal specifications. This increased specification will follow the component through its life-cycle and will serve as lingua franca for all the actors - designers or users - to describe the behavior of the component. We only focus on describing functional aspects and do not address non-functional requirements like quality of service or overall reliability.

To us, a component is a black box that offers services, requires a specified environment, and can emit or receive asynchronous events. Interfaces are seen as contracts between two components or, in a more practical point of view as communication channels (like the event channels) between components. A system is then a set of components which are connected to each other by interfaces and event channels, and we focus on communications between components. Our specification language allows us to express two kinds of property. The first one is the notion of protocol, that is to say the partial order in which the input and output communications have to occurred. The second one is the data level, i.e. the possibility to specify properties on the value of an input or output parameter.

To meet these requirements, we propose a specification language based on communication traces.

The basic events of the system we consider are the messages components exchange, which are supposed to be instantaneous and asynchronous:

- method calls between interfaces of components,
- return of method calls,
- exceptions between components,
- event sending,
- event receiving.

Note that internal method calls are not considered here.

The trace of a running component, system or sub-system is the sequence of all the events involving it that occurred since its creation. The purpose of the specification is to catch the set of all possible communication traces of a given system. Note that a lot of works deals with the trace notion in different contexts (for example CSP [10], trace theory [8], ...).

After a short introduction to the CCM abstract model and IDL3, Section 2 describes our specification language. Section 3, gives some ideas of validation activities and proposes a way to test components. After a short review of related works, we conclude with some possible further work.

2. HOW TO SPECIFY COMPONENTS?

As already said, we build upon the CORBA Component model. We insisted on the fact that the specification should increase the reliability of the component at several stages in its life. Therefore, the specification ought to be present every time it might be needed and this explains our choice of IDL3 as our ground language. It offers two advantages:

1. IDL3 already exists, is used by several tools, and is embedded in the component package,

2. the IDL3 language contains all the necessary syntactic definitions of components and interfaces that can be exploited for formal specification purposes.

In order to respect the IDL3 syntax, we just insert some formal properties of components as IDL3 comments. That way, the specification is embedded in the packaged component and do not interfere with existing tools. To enlighten our methodology, we will develop in the remainder of this article a small example: an electronic ballot system.

Example informal specification. Each voter uses an electronic individual polling device that communicates with a central office which registers the votes. To simplify the writing, we just consider a referendum and some rules:

- voters are allowed to vote at most once,
- voters are allowed to read the results when the ballot is over,
- the central accepts votes until the closure, then rejects them,
- the central refuses to provide partial results before the closure,
- the central must announce the correct results !!!!

The first subsection presents the general CCM model, the second one briefly introduces the IDL3 syntax. The last one presents our formalism on the example.

2.1 Model

To formally specify software components, we first have to agree on the definition of a component. We try in this subsection to present the abstract model we use that is part of the CCM model. We are just a little bit more restrictive
than the CCM; CCM components may support interfaces and components may communicate with other components outside the scope of interfaces: this is not allowed in our model where all the components must declare ports (interfaces) and communicate through these ports only.

**Interfaces** are used by developers as implementation contracts for components and by clients to interact with components at runtime. Interface definition contains attributes and method signatures and may be defined using multiple inheritance. An interface groups a - hopefully coherent - set of methods providing some services and, according to the connection mechanism of the CCM model, it becomes a communication channel for data exchange between components.

A **component** definition groups attributes and ports. Attributes are properties of components set at deployment time for configuration purposes. Attributes misuse may raise exceptions. Ports come in four flavors:

- **facets** are interfaces provided by the component and synchronously used by the clients,
- **receptacles** are interfaces used by the component in a synchronous mode,
- **event sinks** are interfaces provided by the component and asynchronously used by the clients,
- **event sources** are interfaces used by the component in an asynchronous mode.

Ports are used at deployment time and runtime to connect components together. According to this model, a component may be seen as an element of a system that offers a collection of services under the assumption that another collection of services is available. This approach makes component exchange easier. Note that components may be defined using single inheritance (in a Java style). Figure 1 shows the diagram (drawn from [15]) used to represent a component and its ports.

**Figure 1: Component.**

A **system** is a set of components. The current set of connections between components represents the system's configuration. Figure 2 presents our proposed model for the electronic vote example. Two types¹ of components are used, one for the votes collecting central office, **Center**, and one for the individual polling devices, **Electronic_box**. An **Electronic_box** component is used by each voter; it offers an interface **Electronic_vote** that allows the voter to send his vote or get the results. **Electronic_box** components are distributed and connected to the **Vote_center** interface of a **Center** component that centralizes information. **Center**'s main role is to count votes; it also offers an interface **Vote_Admin** used to close the ballot. When the ballot is closed, the **Center** sends an event to inform connected components of the closure and transmits them results. The event sinks of **Electronic_box** components are connected to the event source of **Center**; the events sent via this source will be received by all connected components.

**Figure 2: The example model.**

### 2.2 IDL3 short presentation

The OMG IDL3 language extends IDL2 with some syntactic constructs to take into account the CORBA Component abstract model. This section shall introduce IDL3 concepts relevant to our example and is by no means a full description of the CORBA Component Model. We refer the reader to [15] for more details about the CCM.

A part of the syntax is inherited from IDL2. Declarations are gathered in modules that delimit a domain name. Interfaces declare attributes and methods. Interfaces may be defined using multiple inheritance. Declarations are in a C/Java style, methods may have in, out, and inout parameters of simple types (Short, Long, Float, Char, String, Boolean, ...), complex types (Enum, Struct, Array, ...) or object types. Methods may also throw exceptions which may be defined by the user.

Figure 3 shows the IDL3 definitions of our example's interfaces. The module **Vote** starts by defining four exceptions (an exception may contain fields) followed by interface definitions: **Electronic_vote** is the interface used by the voters, it offers two methods, one to vote and one to read the results. The first one has an in-parameter which represents the value of the vote (true for "yes" and false for "no") and it may throw two exceptions: **too late** if somebody tries to vote after the closure and **already voted** if somebody tries to vote twice. The method **read results** has two out-parameters respectively returning the number of "yes" and "no" votes of the ballot. This method may also throw an exception when used before the closure (the results are not available). The interfaces **Vote_center** and **Vote_Admin** are facets of the **Center**, they are respectively used by the **Electronic_box** components and by an administrator. The **vote** method is used to transmit the elector's vote to the

---

¹For lack of space, we do not address the problem of identification of voters which can be solved using a classical "login/password" protocol.
center, it returns a boolean indicating if the vote has been
taken into account or not (in case of closure for example).
The method close allows an administrator to close the bal-
lot and throws an exception if already closed. Comments
are between /** and */ or // and end of line.

```java
module Vote {
    exception too_late();
    exception already_voted();
    exception already_closed();
    exception not_closed();

    interface Electronic_Vote {
        void vote (in boolean choice)  
            raises (too_late, already_voted);
        void read_results (out long yes,  
                            out long no)  
            raises (not_closed);
        /**
         invariant
         (h; <this.vote() | - H)
            => (!<this.vote() in h)
        h &
         (h; <this.votecalled() | - H)
            => (<this.vote() in h)
        h &
         ((<this.votecalled() |  
            <this.read_results(_:)); h in H) =>
         h/< - (<this.votecalled() |  
            <this.read_results(_:))*)
        */
    }
    interface Vote_Center {  
        boolean vote (in boolean choice);
    }
    interface Vote_Admin {  
        void close() (already_closed);
        /**
         invariant
         (h; <this.close() | - H) =>
            (!<this.close() in h)
        */
    ...// insert here component declarations
}
```

Figure 3: Interface Specifications.

Components are introduced by the keyword component. As
already said, components may contain attributes and ports
definitions. Several keywords allow us to distinguish different
kinds of ports: provides and uses for faceted and recep-
tacles, consumes for event sinks and publishes or emits
respectively for 1-to-n or 1-to-1 event sources.

Figures 4 and 5 complete our example's definition. Component
Center has two facets and one 1-to-n event source while component
Electronic_box has one facet, one recep-
tacle and one event sink. Each producing or consuming
event port specifies a type of event: events are simply val-
ue types (that is to say objects by value) that inherit from the
Components::EventBase interface. In our example, a
closure event has two attributes encoding results of the bal-
lot: yes_number for count of "yes" and no_number for count of
"no". Thus, an event has a meaning of its own (here
indicating ballot's closure) but may also carry values (here
results of the vote).

One can notice that all ports of a component are named
and that a component may offer several ports of the same
type. The (de-)connection operations are relevant facts in
the component life, they consist in the assignment of real ref-
ences to receptacles and sources of the component. Con-
nection and deconnection operations are implicit methods
of any component.

2.3 Specification language presentation
We have previously expressed our goals, and said that we
use IDL3 as our components definition language. It is now
time to describe the formal specification language inserted
as comments. As said earlier, we only focus (at least at this
stage of our work) on the functional aspect of components,
aiming to answer to these questions:

- How to describe a component's behavior?
- How to ascertain that two components are interchangeable
  i.e they offer the same services?
- How to be sure that several components can be con-
  nected?

A system evolves from its creation to its destruction by way
of components interactions. Thus, the "state" of a system
(or component) may be seen as the result of its past inter-
actions with its environment. So, the specification language
we use is based on the concept of communication "history".

This idea comes from an object oriented formal notation
developed at Oslo University: OUN (Oslo University Nota-
tion)[17].

The communication history of a system is a sequence of ob-
servable events (a trace) that records all communications be-
tween components that occurred since the system has been
started. The notion of "observable" event depends on the
viewpoint we consider:

- observable events of a system are all the communications
  between components (method calls, returns of method
calls, events, exceptions),
- observable events of a component are the events of the
  system that can be "seen" from the viewpoint of the
  component, that is to say all the communications whose
  sender or receiver is the component,
- observable events of an interface of a component are the
  communications involving the component through this
  interface.

Events of the system are supposed to be instantaneous,
they may fall into four categories:
component Center {
  provides Vote_Center v;
  provides Vote_Admin a;
  publishes Closure c;
  /**
   * invariant
   * \( (h; <a\.\text{close}\text{(h)} | - \ H ) \Rightarrow ( ! <a\.\text{close}\text{(h)} \text{ in } h ) \)
   * \( (h; <a\.\text{close}\text{(already\_closed)} | - \ H ) \Rightarrow ( <a\.\text{close}\text{(h)} \text{ in } h ) \)
   * \( (h; \neg v\.\text{vote}(\_\text{true}) | - \ H ) \Rightarrow ( ! this\rightarrow c[x,y] \text{ in } h ) \)
   * \( (h; <a\.\text{close}\text{(false)} | - \ H ) \Rightarrow ( this\rightarrow c[x,y] \text{ in } h ) \)
   * \( (h; <a\.\text{close}\text{(h)} | - \ H ) \Rightarrow ( h1; this\rightarrow c[x,y] | - \ h \) \&\& x=\text{result}(h1,\text{true}) \&\& y=\text{result}(h1,\text{false}) \)
   *
   * functions
   * result : Trace, boolean \rightarrow \text{int};
   * result(\text{empty}_b, \_ \rightarrow 0,
   * result(h; <v\.\text{vote}(x), x) \rightarrow \text{result}(h, x) +1,
   * result(h; _, x) \rightarrow \text{result}(h).
   */
};

Figure 4: Component Center.

1. \( c \rightarrow (c′ : i \_m(\_)) \) denotes a call of method \( m \) with the
tuple of parameter values \( \_ \) initiated by component \( c \), \( m \)
is a method of facet \( i \) of component \( c′ \). Events belonging
to this category are termed initiation events,

2. \( c \leftarrow (c′ : i \_m(\_ \_ z)) \) denotes "normal" return of a previ-
ous event, the parameter values \( \_ \_ z \) may be different from \( \_ \)
since out and inout parameter modes are allowed. The
optional \( \_ z \) value denotes possible return value of
the method. Events belonging to this category are termed
termination events,

3. \( c \leftarrow (c′ : i \_ m < c >) \) denotes termination of a method
call by an exception \( e \). Those events are termed exception
events,

4. \( c \rightarrow \{(c_1 : s_1), \ldots, (c_n : s_n)\}[\_] \) denotes an asynchronous
message, an event sent by component \( c \) to sinks \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \)
of components \( c_1, \ldots, c_n \) respectively with tuple of values
\( \_ \). Those events are termed asynchronous events.

Note that we do not characterize attributes and (de)-connexion
events: we consider attributes as pairs of set/get methods
and (de)-connexion events as method calls.

The set of possible events of the system is called the \textbf{alphabet of the
system} (it depends on interfaces and components
comprising the system). We can define in the same
way alphabets for various elements of the system depending
on what we can observe.

The \textbf{alphabet of a component} is the subset of events
of the system whose receiver or sender is this component.

The \textbf{alphabet of a component seen through an
interface} is the subset of the component alphabet containing
events that are initiation, termination or exception of
method calls defined in this interface.

A \textbf{trace} of a component (resp. a system) is a sequence
of events of this component’s (resp. system) alphabet in
which a termination or exception event responds to a past
initiation event. Notice that asynchronous events have no
responding terminations. One may think of a trace as a
sequence of events of a running system registered in the
order they appeared since the start of the system until an ab-


rarily observation instant. Clearly, the system may run after
the observation – a trace does not represent complete exec-
ution – and observation may occur at any time – a trace’s
prefix is also a trace.

A system element’s specification describes its behavior in
terms of possible communication traces. A component’s
specification is expressed as an invariant on traces (in first
order logic). This invariant characterizes a subset of all pos-
sible traces over the component’s alphabet hence capturing
this component’s semantic.

An \textbf{invariant} may be added to each interface or compo-
nent. Informally, it is a first order formula with variables,
constants, functions, predicates and constraints whose mod-
els are the valid traces of the component.

Our purpose is to convince the reader of expressiveness of
such a notation and not to detail the syntactic sugar it offers,
so we give an idea of the notation on the example.

\textbf{Interface invariants} in our example are shown in Figure
3. In our model, interface invariants are seen as \textit{I-to-I} contrac-
ts, so they specify communications between a compo-
nent implementing the interface, represented by the key-
word \texttt{this}, and one of its clients, represented by the symbol
\texttt{-} which denotes any value in the corresponding domain (here
the set of components). This does not inhibit one-to-many
communication schemes: a component may receive method
calls from different clients through one of its interfaces but
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the invariant of the interface specifies the communication pattern with each client. Clients are independent from each other; thus the contract declared in each interface must ensure that clients can use some services whatever other clients may do. For example, if a file must be opened by a client before being read, a client following this rule must not be affected by another client trying to read this file without opening it.

Let us first detail the `Electronic_Vote` interface. The symbol $H$ denotes the history, that is to say a solution to the formula. This invariant is a conjunction (denoted by $\land$) of three implications. The first one says that a vote ends correctly if it is the first one; if a sequence (denoted by $\gamma$) of a trace $h$ and the termination of a vote is a prefix (denoted by $\gamma$) of the history then $h$ does not contain any termination of vote (i.e., the negation and in denotes "is a factor of"). The second part of the invariant describes the converse situation: a vote ends by exception `already_voted` if it is not the first one. The third part addresses another problem: votes are accepted before the closure and results are available after the closure. The closure may occur at any time, the client of the interface cannot detect it except if he receives a `too_late` exception or the results. This part of the invariant says that any part $h$ of the history following an exception `too_late` in response to a vote (or (denoted by 1)) a termination of `read_results`, only contains responses to method calls that are exceptions `too_late` or terminations of `read_results` (\text{\langle}c\text{\rangle} denotes the projection onto termination and exception events only).

Interfaces `Vote_Center` and `Vote_admin` have simpler specifications. There is no invariant in the first one since there is only one method whose use does not depend on anything observable in this interface. We could have said that as soon as the return value has been `false`, it remains `false` until the end (the vote is closed) but the user is free to specify properties or not if they seem not to be useful. The invariant of `Vote_admin` just says that a closure operation ends normally if it is the first one: it is not possible to close the ballot twice. The invariant does not specify at what point the exception `already_closed` may occur because it is not

---

Mathematical formulas and definitions are typeset to ensure clarity and precision. The invariant is read as follows: if the history is $H$, then the following conditions hold:

1. For a vote $v$, the vote ends correctly if $\gamma(v) \subseteq H$.
2. For any vote $v$, if $\gamma(v)$ is a prefix of $H$, then $v$ does not contain any termination of vote.
3. If a vote ends by exception, it is not the first one, and it does not contain any termination of vote.
4. The closure operation ends normally if it is the first one, and it is not possible to close the ballot twice.
5. The exception `already_closed` may occur at any point.

---

The projection of a trace $t$ onto a set of events $E$ can be seen as the operation that deletes in $t$ all the events that do not belong to $E$. The invariant of the `Electronic_Vote` interface states that a client cannot predict if another client has closed the vote before him.

In this example, we do not speak about initiation events: the component implementing the interface is not responsible for input events, it may only ensure its own outputs. Inputs events are often used to specify several situations of the kind: "if a client sends me this event before this one then this will happen...".

**Component invariants** follow the same syntax than interface invariants, but a component invariant specifies the whole communication pattern between this component and all other components, clients or servers: at this stage it is possible to specify the interleaving of its communications with several other components. The trace set of a component is described by its own invariant and the invariants of the interfaces it provides.

**Definition.** (Trace set) Let us denote by $\Sigma_c$ the alphabet of a component $c$ and $f_1, \ldots, f_n$ its facets. The invariants of the component and the interfaces are respectively denoted by $\varphi, \varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n$. Then, the trace set of the component $c$ is defined by:

$$\{ t \in \Sigma_c^* | \varphi(t) \land \forall i \in [1, \ldots, n], \forall c' \neq c \land \varphi_i(t/f_i/c') \}$$

where $c'$ denotes another component and $t/f_i/c'$ the projection of $t$ over the events that are communications through the facet $f_i$ with $c'$.

In other words, the trace set of $c$ is the set of words defined on $\Sigma_c$ that satisfy the invariant of $c$ and the invariant of each facet of $c$ with respect to a projection over communications with another component through this facet. Note that there is a subtle difference between the alphabet's definition and the notation used: as soon as two components are connected, the receptacle contains the reference of the interface of the other component, so it may be used directly. Thus, we use the notation $c \rightarrow \tau \cdot m(x)$ instead of $c \rightarrow (c'^{\tau}) \cdot m(x)$ when the receptacle $\tau$ of $c$ is connected to the facet $\tau$ of $c'$. Similarly, we do not denote the current component by this but by the name of the port involved in the communication, this allows us to easily distinguish communications on different ports.
Figure 4 gives the specification of the Center component, a conjunction of five implications. The first and the second ones say that the ballot may be closed at most once, otherwise an already closed exception is thrown. This invariant differs from VoteAdmin interfaces' invariant because of the possible instantiations of mute symbol \( \bot \) in the component invariant, it may represent any other component each time it appears. Thus we can say that a client calling the close method receives an exception if the termination of close has already occurred, whichever client has received this termination. The two following implications say that votes are accepted while the closure has not been announced and that they are rejected (return value false) as soon as the closure is announced. The last implication is a little bit different since it uses a function. The "functions" part of the specification is an auxiliary part that allows the user to define its own functions for specification purposes only. The definition of a function must start by the name of the function, and the parameter and return value type. The function itself is defined in a Prolog style by several clauses: the clause that will be used is chosen by unification on the heads of clauses in the order they are declared. Note that functions do not have side effects on traces or values passed to them.

The result function calculates the result of the vote on a trace of the component: it takes two parameters, a trace and a boolean and it returns number of votes that appear in the trace with the boolean as parameter value. If the trace is empty, the result is 0 whichever boolean value is given as input. If the trace ends by a vote termination event whose parameter is the boolean which is currently counted, the result is the function applied to the beginning of the trace plus one. If the trace ends by any other event, this event does not affect the result. Let us return to the last part of the invariant. If a close event succeeds, then an asynchronous event has been sent with values \( x \) and \( y \) that are the correct results of the vote. This example shows how powerful is the specification language: it is possible to describe when calls or exception occur but also to precisely calculate parameters' values.

The form of the specification of the ElectronicBox component is very similar to the previous one, we only detail the first part of the conjunction in which three components are involved. It says that voters' choices are correctly transmitted to the center; each termination event of vote is immediately preceded \(-1 is read as \( \ominus \) is a suffix of \) in the trace by center's method vote initiation event (i.e. vote) with the same value of the vote \( x \) matching termination event with return value true. Thus, the vote has been transmitted and, since the three events are consecutive, we can deduce that there is one transmission for each vote.

To conclude on this example, the language allows us to express properties like protocols between several components as well as precise descriptions of parameter values and case when exceptions are thrown. The example of the function result shows that it is possible to calculate, using a function, an abstract state of a component from the trace. Our model supports synchronous (method calls) as well as asynchronous (events) communication. Components may be implemented using multi-threading, re-entering code and so on.

Anything concerning the implementation is out of our scope so for example we cannot express the fact that a component must be multi-threaded, but our model supports it.

3. V&V ACTIVITIES

As said in the introduction, our project aims at providing tools to exploit the specification at different stages of the component's life. A formal specification provides a strong reasoning basis to deal with the system's properties. The specification is all the more useful as automated tools are provided. We propose to use the specification for different purposes: to validate the specification, to ensure that the component is conforming to the specification by way of testing methods, to check the composability and the substitutability of components. We expose in this section the different ideas, emphasizing the test phase which is the most advanced part of the work.

3.1 Validation

Specification Validation. The first step is to ensure that the specification satisfies the user's requirements. A specification written by a user is not systematically valid and may contains two kinds of errors:

- errors using the language concepts that may lead to inconsistency — e.g. an empty trace set or a trace set not closed under prefix,
- design errors that may lead to under specification.

In order to detect such errors, validation tools must be provided to check the specification. Clearly, the general problem of the validation of specifications is undecidable so any tool we provide will not be completely automatic.

To address this problem, we benefit from the work initiated in Oslo for the OUN notation [17]. Even if the two notations are not exactly the same (there are objects in QUN and components in our notation and it is syntactically more restrictive) the basic concepts are very close so we can use the same approach. The solution adopted in QUN is to use the tools offered by the PVS toolkit [18, 6]: PVS provides (among other things) a model-checker and a powerful theorem prover. The particularity of the prover is to allow the user to include proof strategies adapted to its own problems: this increases the automation of the proofs. The idea is to define the semantics of QUN in PVS in order to directly use the PVS tools, the work of [13] may be adapted to our notation.

Testing. As soon as the specification satisfies user's requirements, the problem is to obtain an implementation of the component that conforms to this specification. One approach is to generate code from specification, this produces a safe code but we rejected it for several reasons. First, the goal of the "component approach" is to free the developer from technical stuff to make him concentrate on business logic: specialists are recognized to write efficient code adapted to their domains. Second, our approach considers components as interchangeable "black boxes" and peculiarities of the code are out of our scope. As most of the software production lines do, we propose to use testing to check a component's correctness with respect to its specification. The test process is detailed in the next subsection.
Another problem is **composition**. How to be sure that two components are compatible? Once components are shown to conform to their specifications, the compatibility of two components depends on the compatibility of their specifications. The effective connections of components are dynamical but port types may be used to statically check the correctness of the possible connections during the validation phase of the component (if there is one) or later during the assembly phase. It suffices to check that each component respects the contract of interfaces it uses and that each used interface provides the expected services. For that, we have to check the compatibility of trace sets. A component will behave correctly when assembled if (1) its traces relative to the viewpoint we consider (here by the way of projection) satisfy the invariant of the interfaces it uses and (2) if the used interfaces do not provide unexpected outputs (non-deterministic components may have several outputs for the same inputs). In other words:

**Definition. (Connectable components)** Let $c$ be a component and $T_c$ be its trace set. The component $c$ is “connectable” if and only if for each type $I$ of receptors or object parameters of $c$, for all component $c’$ providing a facet of type $I$, and for all trace $t$ of $T_c/I/c’$:

$$\varphi(t), \quad (1)$$

$$\forall h \in T_c/I/c \cdot (h/ \rightarrow t/ \rightarrow) \Rightarrow (h \in T_c/I/c’). \quad (2)$$

This definition is supposed to ensure compatibility of components. This is the case when receptors and parameters used by a component are exactly of the declared type. The following question concerns sub-typing: what happens if we connect a receptor of type $I$ to a facet whose type is a sub-type of $I$? We expect all static verifications to remain valid whatever dynamic connections are made. For that, we use behavioral sub-typing: a subtype will behave like any of its super-types in the same context. Thus, the definition of connectable components we gave is valid even if sub-typing is used and we have a strong inheritance relation. "Behavior like super-type" means for us that if we give the inputs of the super-type to the subtype, the subtype produces outputs that could have been produced by the super-type:

**Definition. (Behavioral Interface Inheritance)** Let $I$ be an interface that inherits from $J_1, \ldots, J_n$. Let the formulas $\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n$ be the invariants of $J_1, \ldots, J_n$ respectively. The inheritance relation of $I$ is correct if and only if for all component $c$ providing $I$ and for all component $c’$:

$$\forall t \in T_c/I/c’, \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}[(t/ \rightarrow t/I_j/ \rightarrow) \Rightarrow \varphi_i(t)].$$

The correctness of the inheritance relations of interfaces should be proved during the validation of the specification. Note that component inheritance does not affect our verifications so it is not constrained.

The specification may also be useful at other stages in a system’s life. We can for example evoke the maintenance: when can we say that two components are interchangeable? Since our model pays a large attention to interfaces, we can assert that two components having the same ports are strictly equivalent (we still speak about functionalities). This relation may be too strong from a practical point of view: it is interesting to replace a component by another one, different but providing at least the same services in the same context, we say that they may be substituted:

**Definition. (Substitutability)** A component $c’$ may be substituted for a component $c$ if:

- the services provided by $c$ may be provided by $c’$ i.e. for each facet of $c$, either $c’$ provides a facet of the same type or it provides a facet of a behavioral subtype,
- the services required by $c’$ are available i.e. receptors of $c’$ are of the same types or behavioral super-types as receptors of $c$,
- $c$ and $c’$ have the same sources and sink.

This definition works because of the behavioral inheritance relation we defined earlier on interfaces. In some sense it defines a kind of behavioral sub-typing for components.

### 3.2 Component testing

We have already explained the reasons which lead us to chose a testing method to verify correctness of a component towards its specification. In this subsection, we give some more details about the testing process. Defining a testing procedure requires to:

- select a representative set of test cases since exhaustive testing is not tractable,
- have an oracle, that is to say something (another program, a human, a specification, ...) able to decide if the program gives the right answer when executed with a test case,
- be able to execute the tests, that is to say run the tested program with the chosen test cases (inputs) and check (using the oracle) the program’s outputs correctness.

Our proposition takes place in functional, unitary, and specification-based black-box testing. The use of formal specifications for testing has several well-known advantages, and because of its form, the notation we propose has the following ones:

- we use it to generate test cases which are traces, thus we test a complete behavior involving several other components, several methods, client and server aspects of the component, and not a simple stimulus/response protocol,
- the specification is the oracle because traces contain inputs as well as outputs. Note that the specification language form is very different from programming languages, thus avoiding redundancy errors.

**Test-case generation.** As a first step, we have to generate a representative subset of a component trace set. The form of the specification introduces two kinds of problems: first
we have to generate sequences of events and secondly we have to find parameter values that satisfy the constraints.

The invariant is a formula containing terms and logical connectives. First, we consider the formula from the viewpoint of propositional calculus where trace predicates are the atoms of the formula. By finding all combinations of predicates that satisfy this formula we are defining all possible behaviors of this component, which is close to the classic disjunctive normal form partitioning techniques from the test literature [7]. Each solution gives us formulas to obtain sets of test cases. The problem is then to generate these test cases. The terms generate languages that contain variables constrained by predicates. For example, the invariant of Electronic Box is a conjunction of implications. The resolution gives us the disjunctive normal form we could have obtained by replacing each \( A \Rightarrow B \) by \((A \land B) \lor (\neg A \land B) \lor (\neg A \land \neg B)\) and distributing. So, for example one term of the disjunction is given by Figure 6.

![Figure 6: A sample conjunction of Invariant terms.](image)

The solution we adopted to obtain the traces is to use ProLog as introduced in [14]: operators on trace languages, predicates, functions defined by users (which are already in a ProLog-like form), ... may be defined as ProLog clauses. The goal of the program has one free variable which is \( \mathbb{E} \) thus, it enumerates the traces. To obtain a tractable test case set, we have to define when to stop. We use the regularity hypothesis introduced in [3] which formalizes the following idea: "if we test all the test cases whose complexity is lower than the complexity of the formula, then we can consider that the formula is valid". The problem is to define the complexity to use. For the moment, we consider the number of operators allowing to generate the traces which is not fully satisfying. When the sequences are built, the last operation consists in instantiating parameter variables. Constraints on parameters are given by predicates and we use uniformity hypothesis introduced in [3] to select one representative value for each domain.

Test case execution. We obtain a set of test cases which are traces, the problem is now to execute the traces. The abstraction level of our model gives us traces that are not directly executable. During the process development of components, the IDL3 description is projected in IDL2 and then some rules define projections onto different programming languages. So we have to apply the same projections rules to our traces to obtain the real traces that may be observed during the component execution.

The development of a test platform aimed at EJB is in progress. The basic idea is to use a test container. A component under test is placed in the test container which monitors the test executions: other components are represented by stubs that transmit messages to the container.

4. RELATED WORKS

There is now widespread acceptance over the necessity to specify software system and one acknowledges that having a precise and unambiguous formal specification available is a prerequisite in order to automate black-box testing.

Today there exist some proposals for specification languages designed for Interfaces Definition Languages : for example Larch/Corba [20] which is rather data-oriented due to its roots in Abstract Data Type or Borneo [19] where constraints do not consider data. Note that these two proposals only take into account server aspects of components.

In [5, 4] the authors extend general IDLs and then CORBA-IDL with protocol information concerning supported and required services using Milner’s polyadic π-calculus which seems to be a more low level syntax language than ours and [2] uses a formalism based on Petri Net to specify CORBA component. The specification conformance with testing is not addressed in these works.

The generalized use of UML notation and its various behavioral formalisms (state-charts, collaboration and sequence diagrams) brings out several approaches (and tools) for test case generation in object-oriented software. These works are based on techniques closed to finite state machines or finite labeled transition systems [9, 16, 12, 11].

Another class of approaches for test generation uses partition testing techniques [3, 7, 1]. Even if these techniques generally lean on model-based or algebraic specifications our project will benefit from these works.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented in this paper a component oriented formal notation and some of the general definitions that can be exploited to validate specifications and to prove component properties. This work takes sense if tools are provided to specify and validate implemented components. The work is in progress, especially the test platform for EJB. Since Einar Broch Johnson recently finished the definition of OUN semantics in PVS [13], we are now ready to exploit it to deal with validation aspects. Some other aspects could impact our work in the future. The first one is to address the general composition problem: how to build a component from components? In our context, the problem is to find a trace set for the assembly from the component trace sets, it relates to the problem of formal language reconstruction. The second one is to describe a component which an application needs and find it. This requires a specification of the application and to be able to extract from it a component specification (which is not the most difficult part). Clearly, the major problem would be to search a component and the automation of the search seems not to be tractable for the moment. Anyway, if a candidate component is found by a user, it is possible to compare its specification – if it has one – to the specification deduced from the application’s or to test it – if it has no specification, in order to be sure that it is convenient for the application.
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ABSTRACT

CORAL is a language for specifying properties of ACOEL, a component-oriented extensional language. The design of CORAL is based on input/output automata and type state. The properties of ACOEL components that need to be verified are specified using CORAL. A verification engine will then crawl through CORAL and verify whether ACOEL can be safely executed or not. In this paper we focus on CORAL, and show how to specify properties of ACOEL. We will also briefly discuss the concurrent modification problem that is commonly encountered in the iterator design pattern.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet has revolutionized the kinds of software applications that are currently being developed. These days people are talking about applications as services just as electricity and telephone services. When software are treated as services, it is important to ensure that they are properly packaged as components that can be easily connected to other software components, and it is even more important that (1) software components be certified that it will not do any harm to other components or the environment in which it is deployed, and (2) the clients will properly use the components. ACOEL is a component-oriented extensional language for creating and plugging components together [22, 23]. In ACOEL, a component developer can specify and abstract properties and requirements of components using CORAL (a Component Requirement and Abstraction Language). Depending on the context in which a component is used, a certification tool will try to certify that the component is well-behaved and is safe for plugging into the system.

In this paper we will mostly focus on CORAL. There are two aspects to CORAL: abstraction and requirements. Abstraction essentially suppresses the irrelevant details of a component so that one can focus just on those properties that we wish to verify. There is definitely a compromise between abstraction and the level of details that one is interested in verifying. Requirements are constraints that are necessary for proper functioning of components. There are many different kinds of requirements that a component will want to enforce. For instance, a square root function \( \sqrt{x} \) will require that \( x \) is not a negative number. For proper functioning of a FTP component, it is required that a client first connects to a file server before getting files from the server. Some of the popular modeling and specification languages and tools in the literature include UML/OCL (Unified Modeling Language/Object Constraint Language) [10], JML (Java Modeling Language) [15], Larch [12], SMV [17], etc. Once the requirements of a component are specified using one of these languages, the underlying system will then encode the specification into a mathematical structure and then prove the required properties.

To ensure usability of an abstraction and specification language, it is important to maintain a close correspondence between the component concrete language and the language used for specifying abstraction/requirement of components. JML, for instance, is tailored to Java [15]. CORAL is a requirement and an abstraction language for expressing and proving properties of ACOEL components. A component in ACOEL consists of a set of typed input ports and output ports. The input ports of a component consists of all the services that the component will provide, while the output ports are all the services that the component require for correct functioning. A port type can be either an interface type or a delegate type. An interface type consists of a set of methods and named constants, whereas a delegate type is an encapsulated signature of a method. The internal implementation of a component in ACOEL is completely hidden from the clients (i.e., a black-box component). In CORAL, the set of input ports of a component are abstracted as a set of input actions, the set of output ports of a component are abstracted as a set of output actions and the internal implementations of a component...
are abstracted as a set of internal actions. The states of a component, and of the environment are encoded using state variables and data types. The above actions when performed on a state will transform the state to another state. In CORAL such state transitions are expressed using a state transition relations. The CORAL model of an ACOEL component is very close to an input/output automaton (IOA) [13].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction to ACOEL. Section 3 discusses IOA modeling of CORAL. Section 4 introduces CORAL using a simple example called the concurrent modification problem. Section 5 discusses some of the related work. Finally, Section 6 gives our conclusion and also projects some of the future research direction.

2. ACOEL

The design of ACOEL was motivated by the following component design principles.

- **Pluggable Units** A component is a unit of abstraction with clearly defined external contracts and the internal implementation should be encapsulated. The external contract should consist of both the services it provides and the requirements it needs when it is plugged or (re-)jused in a system.

- **Late and Explicit Composition**. For a component to be composable by a third-party with other components, it must support late or dynamic composition. During the development phase, requirements of a component should only be constrained by some external contract. Then, at runtime, an explicit connection is made with other “compatible” components (i.e., one that satisfy the constraints) to effect late composition.

- **Types for Composition**. Typing essentially restricts the kinds of services (i.e., operations or messages) that can be requested from a component.

- **Restricted Inheritance**. In OO programming, it is well-known that one cannot achieve both true encapsulation and unrestricted class inheritance with overriding capabilities [21]. In ACOEL, classes (which support inheritance) are second-class citizens, and are not visible to the external clients.

- **No Global State**. In ACOEL, there are no global variables and public methods that are visible to the entire system.

Let us briefly illustrate ACOEL by implementing the Iterator design pattern [11]. An Iterator pattern consists of an aggregate (e.g., set, list, array, etc.) and an iterator that traverses the aggregate. The main construct in ACOEL is component. A component consists of a set of typed input ports and output ports. A List component, defined below, consists of two input ports: one port is used by the client code to add/get/remove list elements and for creating an iterator, and the other port is used by the iterator to add/remove/get list elements. A client uses the following type to access services from the List component.

```java
interface CLIntf {
  void add(int index, Elem e);
  void remove(int index, Elem e);
  Elem get(int index);
  ListIter iterator();
}
```

An iterator component interacts with the List component using the following interface.

```java
interface ILIntf {
  void remove(int index, Elem e);
  Elem get(int index);
  void start() ; // start of the iterator
  void end() ; // end of the iterator.
}
```

The start() method and end() are basically used to start and end an iteration, and iterator() is a factory method that returns an iterator component.

Next we define the List component.

```java
component List {
  in CLIntf clin ;
  in ILIntf ilin ;
  ListNode head = null ;
  int count = 0 ;
  List(){head = null ; count =0 ;}
  class ListNode {
    Elem e ;
    ListNode n ;
    ListNode(){} ;
  }
  class CLCls implements CLIntf, ILIntf {
    void add(int index, Elem e) { ...};
    void remove(int index, Elem e) {...};
    Elem get(int index) {...} ;
    int count(){return count ;}
    ListIter iterator() {
      return new ListIter(This) ;
    }
    void start() { ...}
    void end() { ...}
  }
  attach clin to CLCls ;
  attach ilin to CLCls ;
}
```

The attach statement essentially attaches an input port to a particular implementation class inside the component. Any messages that arrive at an input port is forwarded to the instance of the class that is attached to the input port. The class instance will either process the message or it will delegate to another class instance inside the component.

Next we define the ListIter component. It consists of one input port and one output port. The output port ilout is used to connect to the input port ilin of List. A client component uses the input port clin for accessing services of the ListIter. First let us define the type CLIntf of input port clin.
interface CIIntf {
    Elem next() ;
    Elem start() ;
    boolean hasNext() ;
    void remove() ;
}

A client component uses the start() method to start a new iteration. Here is the ListIter component for iterating over the elements of a list.

component ListIter {
    in CIIntf clin ;
    out ILIntf ilout ;
    ListIter(List l) {
        connect ilout to l.ilin ;
        pos = 0 ;
    }
    int pos = 0 ;
    class ILCls implements ILIntf {
        Elem next() {
            Elem e = ilout.get(pos) ;
            pos++ ;
            return e ;
        }
        Elem start() {
            ilout.start() ;
            pos = 0 ;
        }
        boolean hasNext() {
            if (pos < ilout.count())
                return true ;
            ilout.end() ;
            return false ;
        }
        void remove() {...} ;
    }
    attach clin to ILCls ;
}

A client component has to first explicitly connect to a component before obtaining the services. Notice that ListIterator can invoke services of List component via its own output port ilout, and this output port is connected to input port ilin of List component instance.

Finally, here is a client code that wants to access the List component and the ListIterator component.

component Client {
    out CIIntf ciout ;
    out CLIntf clout ;
    main() {
        List l = new List() ;
        connect clout to l.clin ;
        // add a bunch of elements ... 
        ListIterator li = l.iterator() ;
        connect ciout to li.ciin ;
        ciout.start() ;
        while(ciout.hasNext()) {
            Elem e = ciout.next() ;
        }
    }
}

Figure 2 shows the overall structure of the iterator pattern. There can be more than one iterator that is simultaneously active. A client will typically use the iterator created by the list component (through the factory method iterator()). The list component can ensure that it will only interact with iterators that it created for a client. Whenever there are multiple simultaneous iterators, there is a potential for concurrent modification of the list by multiple iterators (which will lead to inconsistent states). We will discuss this problem later in the paper.

3. MODELING COMPONENTS

A component in ACOEL consists of (1) an external contract made of typed input and output ports, and (2) an internal implementation consisting of classes, methods, and data fields. A client can only see the external contract and the internal implementation is completely encapsulated. A component provides services via its input ports, and specifies the services its requires via its output ports. In ACOEL, a connect statement makes an explicit connection between an output port of a component to a “compatible” input port of another component. Let connect \( \bar{c}_1(p_i) \) to \( \bar{c}_2(q_j) \) be a connect statement. For this connection to be compatible, it is necessary that \( q_j \prec p_i \). The sub-type relation ensures that any message sent over the connection by \( \bar{c}_1 \) can be processed by \( \bar{c}_2 \). But the sub-type relation is not sufficient to ensure port compatibility. In ACOEL, we enforce other kinds of constraints using CORAL.

We use a framework that is similar to input/output automaton (IOA) to model ACOEL components. Abstractly, a component automaton (CA) consists of a set of actions, a set of state, and a set of transitions. The set of actions are classified as either input actions in(A) (corresponding to messages arriving at input ports), output actions out(A) (corresponding to the requirements at output ports), and internal actions int(A) (corresponding to internal calls). Let act(A) = in(A) \cup out(A) \cup int(A).

Similar to IOA, a CA A consists of the following four components:
• $\text{sig}(A)$, a signature

• $\text{states}(A)$, a set of states (not necessarily finite)

• $\text{start}(A) \subseteq \text{states}(A)$, a set of start or initial states

• $\text{trans}(A) \subseteq \text{states}(A) \times \text{acts} \{\text{sig}(A)\} \times \text{states}(A)$, a state-transition relation, such that for every state $s$ and every input action $\pi$, $(s, \pi, s') \in \text{trans}(A)$.

An action $\pi$ is enabled in a state $s$ if $(s, \pi, s') \in \text{trans}(A)$. Input actions are enabled in every state (i.e., a component cannot block messages arriving at its input ports). This is not a big restriction, since almost always we can throw an error condition for messages that a component cannot handle (also, we can use the type system to ensure that no arbitrary message arrives at input ports of a component).

There are few differences between a regular IOA and the kinds of programs that we are dealing with in ACOEL. First, components in ACOEL can be dynamically created and destroyed. Also, each component has its own state. In ACOEL there are no global variables and methods. Since component instances are dynamically created and destroyed, an IOA model should include actions for creation and destruction of automaton and for modeling system of automaton. To model dynamic creation of components, we introduce a create action $\text{create}(A)$ that corresponds to creation of an automaton $A$. The $\text{create}(A)$ will also invoke the constructor function that modifies the state of $A$. The create action $\text{create}(A)$ can be thought of as an input action to the newly created automaton $A$, and the input action will invoke the constructor methods of the corresponding component. The create action will be executed by another automaton for creating a new automaton. At any instance, only a finite set of automaton exists. We can think of a configuration $C$ as a finite set $\{\{A_1, s_1\}, \ldots, \{A_n, s_n\}\}$, where $A_i$, for $1 \leq i \leq n$, is automaton identifier and $s_i$ is the state of $A_i$. An action $\pi$ essentially changes a configuration $C$ to a new configuration $C'$, a create action will add a new automaton to $C$, and all other action will simply change the states of existing automaton.

4. THE CORAL LANGUAGE

In this section we will briefly introduce CORAL using the iterator pattern example. Our intention is only to expose the core ideas behind CORAL. A component automaton (CA) consists of two main parts: (1) states and (2) transitions. The states part consists of a set of state variables, whose types can be either primitive or composite data types. Primitive data types include char, string, int, float, and reference type. Composite data types can be either in-built types or user-defined types. In a types part one can define new data types (see Figure 2). The transitions part consists of a set of state transition written in the style of pre-condition-effect-error for each action. This is illustrated in ListAutomaton, a CORAL automaton for the List component (see Figure 2). For each action, we list the pre-condition part, the effect part, and the error part. Whenever the pre-condition part is satisfied, the effect part is executed otherwise the error part (if defined) is
For the example in Figure 2, the states part consists of three states: srcId is the identity of the source component that is invoking the input action. l is a list with operations such as insert, remove, etc. An insert operation will add an element to l and changes the state of l to a new l. The iter state keeps track of all iterators that a client created. A create operation will essentially create a new iterator identity and saves it in iter. Consider the input action CLIntf.add(), the eff part will be executed only if all the iterators in iter[] are passive and the index in the list is less than the length of the list. Otherwise the error part is executed.

We essentially translate a CA to an IOA, and then verify properties in IOA. An input action in CA also returns a value (which can either be a normal value or an error condition). So an input action in CA is translated into a input action followed by an output action in IOA. The purpose of the output action is to return a value or an error condition back to source component. We do the same for an output action in CA (i.e., it is also broken into an output action followed by an input action).

Unlike in IOA, in CA we typically do not perform composition operation explicitly—we typically verify whether a composition is a valid composition, and the actual composition is effected by subtype relation between ports via connect statement. There are two kinds of verification we are interested: invariance and reaching an error state. An invariance is a property that is true in all reachable states. Reaching an error state means that a pre-condition fails and an “error” state is reached. An execution of an automaton is a finite sequence of $s_0, \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_n, s_n$, with $s_0$ being a start state of the automaton. A state is reachable if it occurs in some computation. Our main goal is verification of safety properties (rather than liveness or fairness properties).

Let us briefly illustrate one kind of verification problem, called concurrent modification problem (CMP). This problem was motivated from Ramalingam et al. [18]. We have simplified the problem from what is described in Ramalingam et al. [18]. The main problem with CMP is that when an iterator is active a modification to the underlying aggregate structure can cause an inconsistency between the iterator and aggregate structure. Most implementation of an iterator pattern will allow modification to an aggregate structure only through the iterator (especially when an iterator is active). Let us slightly modify the client code given in Section 2 and include the statement l.add(0,e) in the while-loop.

```java
component Client {
    out CLIntf clout;
    out CLIntf clout;
    main() {
        List l = new List();
        connect clout to l.clin;
        // add a bunch of elements...
        ListIterator li = l.iterator();
        connect clout to li.clin;
        while(clout.hasNext()) {
            Elem e = clout.next();
            l.add(0,e);
        }
    }
}
```

In the ListAutomaton the precondition for l.add will fail since an iterator in iter state may still be active. Although the above example looks trivial there are many non-trivial phases that one has to go through before coming to the conclusion. For instance, we need alias analysis and equality information to disambiguate different iterators. We need to use theorem proving techniques to verify invariants defined in the pre-conditions. We have used end() method to explicitly terminate an iterator. Compared to Ramalingam et al., our approach gives very conservative result. It is to be noted that our intention in using CMP is only to illustrate the use of IOA for verifying this, albeit simplified, problem.

## 5. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

Verifying software systems is an age-old, but certainly not a solved problem. Many specification and verification techniques have been proposed in the literature for ensuring that software systems are safe and well-behaved [2, 14, 24, 3, 12, 7, 20]. With the advent of the Internet-based applications it is even more important to ensure safety and security of software systems. In this paper we presented CORAL for abstracting and specifying requirements of ACOEL components. We used IOA for modeling ACOEL components. Typically in the past, IOA has been used to model distributed systems. In CORAL we use IOA to verify whether a component when plugged into a system will behave correctly, and also whether a client of the component will use the component correctly or not. CORAL can be used to verify other kinds of constraints such a protocol verification [25]. We can simply encode the correct sequences of method calls using an automaton.

This paper presents a preliminary experience of using IOA for software verification. There are many open-ended problems that needs to be resolved. Handling aliasing, sub-type polymorphism, etc. presents some interesting challenges. Recently Attie and Lynch proposed a dynamic IOA that can handle dynamic creation and destruction of automata. Rather than thinking in terms of single automaton, dynamic IOA goes one step further and defines a configuration of interacting automata [4]. We are currently exploring on how to use the full potential of dynamic IOA in CORAL. For verification purposes we have to deal with practical programming languages which typically include aliasing and polymorphism. Unlike IOA, our main goal is verification of components. One component can be connected to another component through their ports if the corresponding port types have a sub-type relation (i.e., the input port should be a subtype of the output port). We use CORAL to go beyond subtype relation and verify other kinds of constraints [16].

Model checking is a classical approach to verification of software systems [8]. Bandera is a collection of tools for model-checking concurrent Java programs [9]. It takes Java source code, compiles them, and generates code for verification tools like SMV and SPIN. SLAM
project is very similar to Bandera project, except that SLAM also uses predicate abstraction and discovery to point errors in C code [5]. Strix is specification language for expressing business process and a Strix compiler once generates code for SMV model checker [6]. CANVAS uses EASL specification and translate them to a 3-valued logic for verifying program properties [18]. JML is a Java Modeling Language and it uses design-by-contract and Larch theorem prover to verify program properties [15]. There are several other projects related to software verification.

Another important, but related, area is the Architecture Description Language (ADL) [19]. A software system is typically starts off with a requirement and a design phase. During this phase, the implementation details are typically ignored and the focus is on understanding and developing software architecture. ADLs are typically used at this phase to specify the structure and the requirements of a software system. ArchJava is an example of integrating ADL with Java [1]. CORAL can be used as a ADL. One can express the requirements of ACOEL components, even before implementing them using CORAL. To use as an ADL, we need a way to compose component automaton. For this we rely on IOA theory of composing automaton.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we briefly introduced CORAL as a language for abstracting and specifying ACOEL components. CORAL is based on IOA. Unlike classical IOA, our intention is in using the theory of IOA is for verification of software components. We are currently working on three aspects of CORAL. First we are refining on the syntax and semantics of CORAL. Second, we are focusing on the dynamic IOA model for CORAL. Finally, we are looking at ways to model aliasing, sub-typing, classes, and other states within IOA. Both ACOEL and CORAL are at design stages, and we are at initial stages of implementation. We expect to publish more details of CORAL in the near future.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe an interesting context to study formal methods for component systems: embedded devices. The context of embedded devices is highly constrained by the physical requirements the devices have to adhere to. As a result, component models for embedded devices are not general purpose but geared towards these constrained contexts. In this paper we give the concrete setting of the Pecos project (a project with as goal component engineering for embedded devices). We describe the Pecos component model, and show possibilities where we think formal verification could be useful. We would like to use this as a very concrete example to discuss formal verification techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION
Software for embedded systems is typically monolithic and platform-dependent. These systems are hard to maintain, upgrade and customise, and they are almost impossible to port to other platforms. Component-based software engineering would bring a number of advantages to the embedded systems world such as fast development times, the ability to secure investments through re-use of existing components, and the ability for domain experts to interactively compose sophisticated embedded systems software [7].

The goal of the PECOS (PErvasive COmponent Systems) project (a European Esprit project) is to find solutions for component oriented development (COD) for embedded systems . In this context we are developing Comes (a general Component Meta-Model) and the Pecos Model (a specialization of Comes targeted towards embedded systems in the context of the project).

In Comes, components are black-box encapsulations of behavior. They have interfaces that consist of properties and ports, can contain subcomponents, and have consistency rules that express structural integration internal to the component (for example, to check dependencies between properties). The ports of components are connected by explicit connectors. Consistency rules of the composite component can reason about the properties of the composite, but also on the connectors and the properties of the sub components.

The Pecos Model is a specialization of Comes to explicitly support components for embedded devices in the context of the Pecos project. Interesting is that this puts a lot of extra constraints on the component model. We firmly believe that this will allow us to use formal (mathematical) techniques to verify non-functional requirements of the modeled components. More specifically, we want support regarding timing and scheduling and memory consumption.

For this workshop we see ourselves as the providers of an interesting problem and problem context. We believe that the extra constraints imposed by the context of our component model make it a good example to use and assess the functionality of formal techniques. Coming from a practical, less formally inclined discipline of software engineering and programming language design, we want to discuss with the more mathematically inclined researchers on how to come to formal support for specifying and checking components.

In the rest of the paper we introduce the specific problem context of embedded systems in more detail. Then we show the current version of the component model. Finally we enumerate the places where we think that formal techniques could help us, and discuss techniques we think are of interest to us.

2. THE EMBEDDED SYSTEMS CONTEXT
A massive shift is going from desktop applications to embedded systems, where intelligent devices taking over roles that are currently done in desktop applications. Moreover, the capabilities of embedded devices augment rapidly, and their responsibilities increase likewise. Distributed embedded devices (intelligent field devices, smart sensors) not only acquire but also pre-process data and run more and more sophisticated application programs (control functions, self-diagnostics, etc.).

The drawback of this evolution is that the software needs
to follow. Here the story is less positive: the software engineering techniques that are typically employed are lacking far behind software engineering techniques for mainstream applications. Currently software for embedded devices is written in assembly or C, in a monolithic fashion, with a typical development time of two to three years. The reasons for this are two-fold. The first reason is the specific context of embedded devices (with all the constraints of power consumption and simple hardware as a result of this). The second reason is that, up until a couple of years ago, the market for embedded devices was relatively small, and was thus neglected by the big players from desktop applications. For example, operating systems or development environments are hard to find for embedded systems.

The goal of the PECOS (PErvasive COmponent Systems) project is to apply solutions for component oriented development (COD) in the context of embedded systems. As in desktop applications, the overall goal is to have more reuse, higher quality and reduced development time. Key factor in the project is the component model to support components for embedded systems. Before we have a look at this model, we first introduce the Pecos component development process, and field devices, the embedded systems the Pecos model should support.

2.1 Pecos Process
Part of the solution of the Pecos project is a component development process. In this section we give a quick overview of this process, as this will help to introduce some choices made in the Pecos Component Model. The process consists of two main phases: the component construction phase and the field device assembly phase.

The component construction phase defines what is needed to develop a single component (that possibly contains subcomponents), instrument it (to provide information about runtime aspects of the component), and put it in the component repository. It specifies the following workflow:

- the component is created. This means defining the basic properties and the interface of the component.

- the subcomponents are filled in. If the component has subcomponents, then these subcomponents need to be selected from the repository and added to the component. They also need to be connected with each other.

- the component is checked. In this phase, a structural check is performed to make sure that everything is specified according to the model, and that the given information follows the rules in the model. For example, when the model specifies that a component should have a name, then this is checked at this moment. Also, when type information needs to be given it is checked that the given types exist. Or, if there are subcomponents, their connections are checked.

- generating skeleton code. When the check succeeds, meaning that the component’s structure is verified, skeleton code can be generated.

- filling in the skeleton: the skeleton code has to be extended into a full working implementation.

- instrumenting the component: the component is then ready to be instrumented. In this phase it is deployed in a standard environment so that certain runtime information can be gathered. What information depends on the model. Since in the Pecos model we want to check scheduling information and memory consumption, basic figures need to be extracted. Note that we need the instrumentation because we see components as black-box abstractions where we have no idea about their internals. If this constraint is lifted, the instrumentation phase could be made simpler or even omitted. We discuss this in more detail when we discuss the non-functional checks.

- the instrumented component is then added to the component repository.

A second activity is to assemble components into field devices (the actual embedded systems that need to be modeled in the context of Pecos). This activity consists of the following steps:

- select a template for the field device that needs to be created

- select the components that need to be filled in to instantiate the field device

- connect the components

- perform structural checks on the instantiated field device

- perform non-functional checks using the information provided by the components. For example, make sure that the total power consumption of the chosen components does not exceed the limit of the Field Device, or that a schedule can be found to schedule the components.

- generate the code for the field device

- deploy the component on the actual hardware

In the next section we have a look at Field Devices, the actual embedded systems used in the project. Then we introduce the model to support the specification and checking of these devices.

2.2 Field Devices
Field devices are embedded reactive systems. A field device can analyze temperature, pressure, and flow, and control some actuators, positioners of valves or other motors. Field devices impose certain specific physical constraints For example a TZID (a pneumatic positioner) works under the following very hard constraint: the available power is only 100 mW for the whole device. This limits severely the available CPU and memory resources. The TZID uses a 16 bit micro-controller with 256k ROM and 20k RAM (on-chip), and communicates using fieldbus communication stacks (an
interoperability standard for communication between field devices). The device has a static software configuration, i.e., the firmware is updated/replaced completely, and there is no dynamic loadable functionality.

As a result from the physical constraints (especially the very harsh power consumption requirements), the runtime environment and the software are subject to the following constraints:

- One processor: all the components composing a field device are running on a single processor, that is very slow when compared to mainstream processors.
- One monolithic piece of code: after assembling the different components that compose a field device, the software for the field device forms one single piece that is deployed.
- No dynamic change: At run-time (after the field device is initialized) there is no memory allocation, nor dynamic reconfiguration.
- Single language per application: a component is created in a single language like C or C++.
- Multi-threading: field device components can be running on different threads. The scheduling is carried out by either the OS or by an explicit scheduler. However, most of the components are passive and scheduled by a central scheduler. Components that are active (that have their own thread) are typically the ones close to the hardware. They are responsible for regularly reading values from this hardware, such as the current motor position or speed.
- Components communicate by sharing data contained in a blackboard-like structure. Components read and write data they want to communicate to this central memory location.
- Some components are described by state automata. Some components have state, others are stateless because they are only representing algorithms.
- Components only offer interfaces in terms of in/out ports. The component state automata definition, or other behavioral descriptions, are not available. This is a very hard requirement, as this means that a lot of existing formal verification techniques are not usable.
- A field device architecture is fixed. It is composed by an Analog component controlling the overall workings of the device, a Transducer component that interfaces to the hardware, a HMI component for the Human-Machine interaction and an EEPROM component to store data in non-volatile memory.

3. **THE PECOS COMPONENT MODEL**

The Pecos Component Model is the foundation of the Pecos project. Its goal is to allow to specify and check components and Field Devices, given the constraints given above. In this section we iterate over the requirements for the model, introduce its main aspects. In the next section we then look at how formal techniques could be applied in this context.

### 3.1 Requirements

The goal of the Pecos Component Model is to be able to model and check a field device. More specifically, it has to allow:

- to specify individual components (that can contain subcomponents);
- to connect components;
- to assemble components into Field Devices;
- to check the structure and well-formedness of component compositions and Field Devices;
- to check non-functional requirements of Field Devices. More specifically, *timing and scheduling* of components, and their *memory consumption*;

### 3.2 Model Overview

In the constraints imposed by the context of embedded systems on field devices we already saw that Field Devices follow a blackboard-like architecture. Hence, there is a central block of memory (called the *Object Manager*, or OM for short) that holds all the values that need to be passed between components in a field device. The OM is filled when the field device is initialized. At runtime, its structure does not change (as there is no allocation at runtime after the initialization). Components that need to share data to do by writing and reading from the OM.

Normally, when components would all be running in their own thread and hence in parallel, locking and synchronization of the OM would certainly be needed. However, in the specific context of a field device such a solution, (typical solution for desktop applications), is not possible. The reason is that it’s too expensive in both processing power and memory consumption, and that OS facilities to support locking and synchronization are not always available or very costly. Field devices solve the problem by providing one central scheduler that sequentially schedules all components. Hence, at any moment in time, only one component has access to the OM and thus no locking is needed. Of course, this introduces other problems as well, that we will discuss in detail later on when we talk about supporting (checking) non-functional requirements.

The Pecos model builds on our experiences with supporting Software Architectures using logic programming languages [1]. The main constituents are components, ports and connectors:

- **component**: a Pecos component has a name, contains information regarding scheduling and memory consumption (see further), has a list of data ports and possibly has a list of subcomponents and connectors for these subcomponents;
- **data ports**: a data port indicates that the component provides or needs data for other components. It contains a type (of the data that will be passed, such as Float), a direction (in, out or inout),
• **connectors** connect data ports of components, and hence model a data dependency between two ports. Connectors contain the names of the component and the ports they connect.

Besides this structural information, we also check some Pecos specific constraints, such as type and range information on ports. Table 1 lists all the structural checks that can be performed.

Besides the components and connectors, the Pecos model also offers a Field Device template. This is a template component that has to be instantiated with 4 concrete components. The Field Device component specifies the structure and the behaviour of a field device in such a way that its structure and semantics can be checked, and that code can be generated from it. To instantiate the field device, four components and their connections that have to be specified:

- **Human Machine Interface Component**: a field-device can be equipped with displays and other devices so that users can inspect or modify the behaviour from the device itself.
- **Non-volatile memory Component**: the state of the component needs to be written to certain kinds of memory.
- **Input-Output-Controller Component**: the data from the device component typically consist of raw values that are immediately related to the hardware contained. The function of this component is to provide an interface to the other non-hardware related components that is not hardware specific. For example, it can scale raw data from the hardware so that the display can show the value of a temperature controller in degrees Celsius.
- **Device Component**: all components that deal with the hardware are encapsulated by this component.

The result is a Field Device that can be checked for well-formedness (making sure that everything conforms to the structural rules) and for non-functional requirements. These last checks are the topic of the following section.

### 4. CHECKING OF NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The previous sections described the context of field devices and the Pecos component model to model components for field devices. However, it didn’t give much information about the checking of non-functional requirements. In this section we describe what we would like to support, and what we are currently doing. We also give information about related formal work that we think could be useful (but that we not use at the moment of writing).

In the Pecos project we want to support two issues, that we have already touched upon throughout the paper: scheduling of components and memory consumption. We explain these two issues in more detail, and then have a look at opportunities we see for formal verification.

#### 4.1 Component Scheduling

We already explained that in field devices we do not want to use regular locking of data, but instead want to schedule the components sequentially such that this is not needed. Hence, a very important aspect that needs to be checked when a field device component is instantiated is the scheduler.

More specifically, we currently instrument every individual component with information regarding its **execution time** (the time it takes to execute its behaviour once) and with information about its **cycletime** (the number of times it needs to be executed in one scheduler cycle). Using this information (combined with the information of the data dependency provided by the connectors) we are now investigating whether it is possible to derive or check a scheduler. The hardest thing to solve is that we currently identified three kinds of components: passive components, active components and event components. Passive components are straightforward to handle: they just need to be scheduled by the scheduler such that their execution and cycling information is met. Active components are more difficult. The reason is that they have their own thread that is running inside of the component. This thread is typically used to read-out values directly from hardware, such as the current speed of a motor. In the current implementation used in field devices, these values write to internal fields in the component, and when the component is scheduled the values in the internal fields are copied to the OM. Hence, active components are scheduled and handled exactly as passive components, even though they have their own thread. We are currently debating whether this is a good solution, and what would be alternatives. Event components pose the same problems as active components. They do not have their own thread, but act as event sinks that have to capture and react to events sent by certain pieces of hardware. Just as with active components, they capture an event, wait until they are scheduled by the scheduler and then handle the event.

At the moment of writing we are still investigating possible solutions to check and generate the scheduler, with probably the most interesting option to express all the scheduler constraints using Constraint Logic Programming over Real Numbers (CLP(R)), and calculate possible schedules. By the time of the workshop we will have a concrete solution for this problem, as this is currently under full development.

#### 4.2 Memory consumption

Due to the minimal memory available in field devices, the memory occupied by a component is a crucial information. The model should support the computation of the component size and checks for component substituability.

To perform the checks, every component is instrumented with the size it needs for its code and for its data. This should then be summed and combined with the information from the blackboard.

#### 4.3 Possibilities for Formal Verification

We are thinking to lift the constraint that components are completely black-box, and adding and using state charts as a way to describe the behavior of components. When we
Table 1: Structural Checks in the Pecos Component Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>The type of the property can only be one in a fixed set (Float, Tfloat, Tscale, ...);</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The direction should be in, out or inout;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The location of a port has to be 'static', 'dynamic', or 'nv';</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The minimum in the range is smaller than the maximum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>The State can only be active, passive or 'event';</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All the numbers regarding timing and code sizes should be positive or 0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connector</td>
<td>Connectors can only connect out and in; ports;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The types of the ports should be compatible;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The ranges of ports should be compatible;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

do this, we can think of using synchronous languages such as Esterel [1], Argo/Argonaute [5], Lustre [3], CRP [2] and combined approaches [4].

Especially Esterel seems a natural candidate to use in the context of embedded systems. It is a synchronous and imperative concurrent language dedicated to control-dominated reactive programs which are found in real-time process control, embedded systems, supervision of complex systems, communication protocols and HMI. In Esterel, programs are abstractions that manipulate input signals and generate output signals. Once programs are expressed in Esterel they can be formally proved (i.e., non-reachability of state, timing constraints), compiled to C in a compact form, and simulated. In the context of Pecos, Esterel seems particularly interesting because the size generated is suitable for field devices and, more important, timing issues and memory consumption can be verified:

- it allows the verification that given an input, the output of a program is comprised in a certain amount of cycles of the input. This means that component substitution could be verified.
- it allows different code generation schemas. The first one is boolean generation. By counting the number of instructions the exact size of a component and its exact execution time can be counted. The second is condition-based and can provide maximum execution time for a component.

Another possibility would be to look at the formalism of timed state automata, to take timing information into account.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we describe the context of embedded systems, for which we made a component model to specify and check Field Devices (a particular kind of embedded system). Due to the physical constraints imposed on embedded systems, a component model for embedded devices has very specific constraints: no runtime allocation, no locking or synchronization, and a simple scheduler. We describe the Pecos Component Model that we are developing, and that allows to specify and check Field Devices and their components. The most interesting aspect of the model is that we want to check certain non-functional requirements before the software for the field device is deployed in the hardware. This is still under full development. We showed the current status of the checks, and where we suspect that formal techniques could be welcomed. In the workshop we want to discuss with people from the formal community, using our context as a test case.
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